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AASTRACT. 
This research was stimulated by a concern for the losses in 
membership being experienced by the Church of Scotland and by the 
fact that only one research study had been carried out and that 
had concentrated upon the Church's recruitment of young persons. 
This was seen as too narrow an approach. 
The research concentrated on the urban city of Dundee and 
constructed a computer database of 20,297 membership 
records [1982] and 3,997 Questionnaire Survey records of actual 
attenders in the 32 participating 'congregations. From the 
straight-forward examination of the demographic and social 
indicators, eg. age, sex, class, etc., a model of attending 
frequency is built revealing that the Church's concern might be 
wisely directed towards better administrative and pastoral care 
of the existing members as its primary objective. 
A further research aim was to develop spatial and 'modeling' 
techniques in order that the existing patterns of allegiance and 
attendance might be analysed. By examining the differentiation 
between various sub-sets of members and attenders, the evidence 
demonstrated that the Scottish council housing policy with its 
. attendant displacement of population in Dundee (outlined in 
chapter two), had exacerbated the phenomenon of 
'membership-at-a-distance'. Distance, in itself produced lower 
rates of observance, and it is argued, in turn leads to a greater 
risk of lapsing. 
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The total effect of distant membership also produces 
congregations no longer existing as co-terminous with geographic 
parish areas. The Church has continued to unite and merge these 
spatially distributed congregations thus severing residual 
allegiance ties and adding to the losses experienced from other 
causes. 
The main conclusion of this research is that the Church has 
mistakenly attempted to respond to the situation with an 
institutional 'reaction', whereas the real need for the present 
is to acknowledge the primacy of the existence of these 
congregations and to restructure its ministry and resources to 
support the continuing existence of the congregations. It is 
argued that a pastoral response is what has been lacking, and in 
the absence of reliable, large scale studies, planning has 
proceeded on the false basis that the 'parish' concept was a 
suitable criteria in every circumstance. 
In the concluding chapter, several practical recommendations 
are made in respect of the churches own procedures, these being 
derived from close acquaintance with the evidence of the data. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
For over fifteen centuries, the Christian church has been a 
central institution within the fabric of European society. It 
has undergone many transformations due to a diversity of internal 
and external influences acting upon it. These have varied from 
the theological and conceptual to the pragmatic and practical 
changes occasioned by acts of accommodation. In this present 
day, and for most of the century, the denominational church 
institutions in Europe have been faced with a decline in 
membership and religious observance which some observers have 
described as a process of 'secularisation'. These same trends 
have not left Scotland untouched. 
This study concerns itself with only one particular church, 
-the Presbyterian Church of Scotland; and only in one particular 
city, Dundee. This choice of research location was dictated by 
the proximity of the city to the University of St. Andrews. 
Further, as it was also the researcher's birth-place and where he 
resided for some 20 years, it permitted the additional advantage 
of a degree of local knowledge and geography the lack of which, 
elsewhere, might have proved a handicap. Apart from these 
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considerations, there was no reason to believe that Dundee was 
different in any major respect from the other Scottish cities. 
In this sense, the researcher is aware that a selective process 
has already narrowed the area of research, but what is sacrificed 
in breadth is' recouped by providing an in-depth descriptive 
analysis of the the Church of Scotland as it has faced successive 
periods of urban industrialisation, growth, decay, and renewal. 
The project was prompted by several considerations., The 
numerical decline of the church has continued from. the 
mid-1960's. Simultaneously, religious observance measured by the 
church's own indicator, (the percentage of members communicating 
at least once during the current year; ) has continued to fall in 
the same period. The 'reported' numerical bias of elderly people 
attending church gave rise to the notion that the decline might 
be associated with an accompanying rise in the occurrence of 
deaths within congregations. However, this seems to be too 
simplistic an explanation, for the age-bias of the membership can 
be. shown to have been a recognisable phenomenon as early as the 
immediate post-war years. The church's own internal policy of 
rationalisation of the congregations is itself capable of giving 
rise to excessive losses of members. At the same time, no other 
denominational church could show an accompanying increase in 
membership indicating a specific source of disaffection which was 
acting to its advantage. 
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These continuing losses of membership have reached such 
annual proportions that one might reasonably expect that the 
Church of-Scotland would have shown serious concern. However, 
more concern has been expressed over the curtailment of certain 
of the church's centrally controlled projects than losses of 
membership equalling that of entire urban towns! 
This research was conceived in the light of - this 
predicament. The church's own statistical information was at 
such a level as to prevent any serious consideration being given 
to the 'internal state' of the church. What seemed to be 
required was an in-depth study of one urban area and with few 
preconceptions as to what might be found. The work of other 
researchers would provide a point of take-off in an effort to 
penetrate the confusion produced by the simultaneous precision 
and paucity of the official statistics. 
-In approaching the topic area, the second chapter traces the 
historical evolution of the city of Dundee attempting to follow 
the stages of growth. The response and the activities of the 
Presbyterian churches are set in this context with particular 
reference being paid to the 19th. and 20th. centuries. Arising 
from this discussion, it was evident that these activities 
conformed to conceptual frameworks which were largely 
unrecognised and these constrained and limited the response of 
the churches in their task of witness and missionary outreach. 
Several of these decisive concepts are examined in chapter 3 
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utilising primary source material with the purpose of showing 
that they may still continue to exert undue influence in the 
thinking of many within today's institutional church. 
The fourth chapter reviews research of a sociological and 
demographic nature specifically related to the Church of Scotland 
and her congregations. Where relevant, the work of other 
researchers elsewhere is considered. In the discussion, several 
key areas are highlighted where these researchers opened up 
further investigatory fields, but, because of the particular 
direction and the interests of their work, they were unable to 
provide more than tantalising glimpses and tentative answers to 
the questions which were raised. From this existing research 
framework these 'grey' areas are taken up within the scope of 
this research and become the central concern of chapters 5 and 6. 
The former chapter deals with the methodology adopted and 
the practical considerations of the research strategy and the 
data structures. The second part of chapter 5 acts as a 
postscript and discusses the analysis of certain data which came 
to light as the data collection progressed. By its nature, this 
data can only warrant general observations, but these suggest 
that population movement and migration have played a definite 
role in the attrition process. In chapter 6, the computerised 
database is analysed to provide detailed analysis of sociological 
and demographic features of the data and an attempt is made to 
construct a model of congregational membership and patterns of 
4 
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religious observance. The demographic work generally supports 
but amplifies the conclusions drawn by others. An analysis of 
occupational social class groupings follows with particular 
reference to the peculiarities of the Scottish social scene which 
seem to have been overlooked by other researchers. The effects 
of both, ntra- and inter- urban migration are investigated in the 
light of differentiating varying patterns of church attendance. 
Finally, an attempt is made to plot the membership in numerical 
frequency by spatial location. This has not been achieved before 
on a large scale. By the inclusion of so many parish membership 
rolls, it was possible to begin to analyse the patterns by 
district revealing both local attendance and 'distant' adherence. 
The differences between localities have been investigated in 
socio-economic terms. The provision at the outset of the project 
of a means of determining the type of property in which 
individuals resided added a further dimension to the analysis. 
Although the whole work attempts to give both an historical 
and a sociological perspective, its initial aims were purely 
pragmatic and descriptive. Theology intrudes only when necessary 
to explain some historical distinction, and, as such, is avoided 
in the explicit sense. However, it is implicit within the 
writer's approach to the topic, for any concern with what the 
church has done or might be doing, is to say something 
theological. To examine the institution, her ministry, and her 
people is to examine the Reformed doctrine of the 'priesthood of 
all believers'. 
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At the outset, the researcher wishes to assert that his 
approach falls clearly within the area described as 
'religious'-sociology. As such, it aims to provide a descriptive 
base for further analysis. It is not concerned pý . with 
high-level sociological theory except as and where it touches 
upon the assertions made by others and shows these to be 
ill-grounded. It stays strictly within the realm of what can be 
ascertained, and resists the temptation to consider other 
dimensions of religiosity which do not involve some tangible 
social indicator. As much error has been occasioned by a 
somewhat unguarded approach to 'Surveys' on the doorstep, where a 
respondent feels, for whatever reason, that he or she may claim 
to have a church connection, this research has avoided the 
problem of verifiability encountered by so many researchers. 
The object of the research is to provide a descriptive 
statement of what pertains. In this way it seeks to aid the 
church's understanding of the nature of the problems confronting 
it. 
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CHAPTER 2 
HISTORY OF DUNDEE. 
?, INTRODUCTION. 
The history of any community is integrally bound up with 
geographical, political, and economic factors. In considering 
the growth and development of present day Dundee, industry 
exemplifies the interplay between variables such as the 
geographic site and the dependence upon national and 
international events, all of which have played their respective 
parts in its development. War, markets, and raw materials have 
produced cycles of prosperity and depression which in turn have 
affected the lives of the people and their institutions. 
In this study, which is concerned with the Dundee Church of 
Scotland congregations, the relationship between industry, the 
working population, and the housing provisions, needs to be 
understood for the response of the Presbyterian churches in 
providing the ordinances of religion was clearly linked to this 
growth. To trace the main historical events in the growth of the 
municipality is to place the response of the church alongside and 
in its natural social context. 
-7- 
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Z MM MEDIEVAL TOWN. 
Dundee was granted the status of a Royal Burgh by a Charter 
of -King William the Lion (1165-1214). The prerequisite of such 
status was that it should be a defensible site with a castle, a 
market place, a township of houses with cultivated land, and 
wherever possible, a harbour. All the available sources point to 
the fact that the medieval township lay to the east of the 
present town centre with the epicentre in the present day Seagate 
-Murraygate area lying between the Castle Hill in the west and 
the Dens Burn in the east. (1) William's grant of 'the town of 
Dundee' was to his brother, David, Earl of Huntingdon who held 
large estates in England and was powerfully connected to the 
Duke of Brittany and the Count of Holland by family marriage. 
Shortly after, on the 26th. October 1199, King John of England 
granted a trading treaty which secured for the merchants and 
burgesses of Dundee toll-free access to all English ports except 
London. Earl David founded a new church which was dubbed 'the 
kirk in the field' as it lay outside' the existing township and 
this church of St. Mary was granted to the Abbey of-Lindores on 
its founding -in-a 199. -- - 
The town was heavily involved in the Scottish War of 
Independence, with William Wallace besieging and driving out the 
English forces who had occupied the Castle. In the process of 
retaking the Castle in 1305, the English sacked the town, and it 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 Maxwell. A.,, Dundee; Ecclesiastical. Burghal. And 
Social Prior t, Qg Reformation, (Kidd; Dundee, 1891, ) p. 5. 
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remained so until the Scottish victory in 1314 at Bannockburn. 
King Robert the Bruce, by way of ensuring the inhabitants 
continued loyalty to his claims to the crown, confirmed all 
previous charters and extended Dundee's rights and privileges to 
control the trade of the hinterland area of Strathmore valley 
subject only to the rights of other Burghs. (2) Alexander 
Scrymgeour was created Hereditary Constable and was granted the 
lands of Dudhope and Chapelshade immediately to the north of the 
town. A small village was to grow up at the foot of the 
present-day Hilltown which came under the jurisdiction of the 
Constable, and was later to become an independent Burgh of 
Barony. 
A further English invasion and a visitation of the Black 
Death Plague ravaged the burgesses but by the mid-14th. century, 
they had recovered, and their trade with Holland and the Baltic 
countries was re-established and expanding. Evidence of this 
growth comes from Letters Patent given by James II in 1447 
allowing the burgesses to levy tolls on all'the harbour users and 
these to be applied to harbour improvements. (3) This process was 
being repeated by 1498, and some assessment of Dundee's rising 
prosperity may be inferred from the fact that it paid the second 
highest total of taxes in 1535, (second only to Edinburgh), 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
2 Maxwell. A., Iha History . Dundee. narrated DILt jUd sIL 
g Town Council Register. WJ_Ul additions from contemporary 
and, (Kidd, Dundee, 1884, ) p. 21. 
3 Paton. A. W., and Millar. A. H., (eds. ), Handbook XId Guide 
.. 
tQ Dundee And District, [British Association 
Handbook: 1912, ] (Winter, Dundee, 1912, )-p. 22. 
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whereas at Bruce's Cambuskenneth Parliament of Royal Burghs it 
ranked fourth out of seven; (Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Berwick being 
higher in tax payments. )- 
Z 
,,, 
3. DUNDEE BEFORE REFORMATION. 
On the eve of the Reformation, Dundee was by all accounts ýa 
wealthy, mercantile centre. The church of St. Mary would appear 
to have become the centre of religious devotion. 'Within its 
walls, which had been considerably extended and included an 
impressive 'steeple' tower 156 feet high, there were many side 
altars devoted to patron saints. The Guild of Merchants paid for 
the erection of the 'Haly Blude' altar in 1515 and endowed it 
with 'taxes' voluntarily imposed on exported goods. Hector Boece 
noted the influence of weaving in 
r 
'... Dundee, quhair mony virtewus and laborius 
pepill ar in, making of elaith... '[sic] (4). 
The weavers had their own altar to St. Severus or Serf, 
maintaining it through a 'minimum annual levy of one penny or 
goods to the same value from every weaver plus all the fines and 
penalties imposed for infringements to their trade rules. The 
other trade guilds maintained their respective altars in the 
church--of -St. -Mary. - Several- altars -were -maintained from lands 
endowed and rentals paid by occupiers of such. Maxwell cites 
many examples drawn from the available records of the frequent 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
44 Boece. Hector., A Description j2f Scotland, (trans. into 
Scots by John Bellenden, 
, x. 
1585, Ch. 6. line 6. Mss. in 
St. Andrews University Library. ) 
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disputes over ownership, feus, arrears of rentals, and rights of 
varying parties. The High Altar was maintained by the Abbot of 
Lindores from revenues which were gathered in the Burgh. (5) 
Despite the impressive list of donations and the apparent growing 
civic attachment, it was not the focus of everyone's attention, 
for Boece noted that the greater part of the townspeople resorted 
more frequently to the older church of St. Clement, (6) but no 
source gives the date of erection of this church dedicated to the 
patron saint of sailors. 
In his description of the lesser churches and chapels in 
existence before the Reformation, Maxwell attempts to give us 
their approximate site. (7) From the east, at a site called-Sklait 
Heuches (Slate Quarries), the cemetery and the Rood chapel with 
the altar of St. John lay at the present day site of Roodyards 
Lane. About a half-mile nearer to the town, but to the east of 
the Dens Burn at the foot of Wallace-Craigie feus, lay St. Roques 
chapel which met the religious needs of the leper colony. On the 
outskirts of the occupied town was the site of the chapel of Our 
Lady which lay to the south of the Cowgate and west of the 
-- present-Sugar. -Loaf--Lane. - St. --Paul 1s --church is believed- to have---- 
stood between the Murraygate and the Seagate near the 'west port' 
and thereby indicating the extremity of the early township. The 
chapel of St.. Anthony was also in the Seagate area. The only 
extant record of a chapel to St. Blaise occurs in a feuing of 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
5 Maxwell., (1891), . Qj2., =. # PP"13-36. 6 Sbid., p. 47- 
7 mod., Pp"117-55. 
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land which lay to the immediate east of St. Mary's adjoining 
Thorter Row, whilst on a rock lying offshore but within the 
tide-line and now part of the harbour works at Craig Pier, stood 
the , 12th. century chapel of St. Nicholas' on the Craig. 
Tradition stated that on or near the common land of Magdalen 
Green stood Magdalen Chapel, but no evidence of this is extant. 
9 
Pre-reformation Dundee was also served by several religious 
houses of which the 13th. century Franciscan Grey Friars house 
lay between the north of the town and the lands of Chapelshade. 
A convent of Grey Sisters lay to its immediate south. A 
Dominican Black Friars monastery was founded in the late 
15th. century by the Dundee merchant Andrew Abercrombie who 
endowed lands in the Nethergate area. The site of this 
foundation was close to the Grey Friars and to the north of 
St. Mary's. A company of Mathurine Red Friars ran a hospital 
near Seabraes on a tenement of land gifted by Sir David Lindsay 
in the late 14th. century. In spite of Boece's comment to the 
contrary, the endowments and erection of side altars indicates 
the increasing acceptance of Earl David's 'kirk in the field' as 
-the-primary--ecclesiastical institution in Dundee. 
In the early, 15th. century, considerable disagreement took 
place between the Town Council and the Abbot of Lindores Abbey 
concerning his failure and refusal to make reparations to the 
fabric of the chancel, the choir, and the roof. The burgesses 
appealed to the Bishop of Brechin and an agreement was reached 
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whereby the Town Council assumed responsibility for the building 
and its appurtenances, whilst the Abbot paid over 5 merks 
annually deriving from rents within the Burgh. (8) Thus the parish 
church effectively came under the control of the town, whilst the 
presentation to the living remained vested in the Abbot and his 
successors. (9) This first skirmish against the monks of Lindores 
Abbey for default in their responsibilities towards St. Marys 
presages just one aspect of the growing discontent with the state 
of the church prior to the actual Reformation. 
ZA DUNDEE M, REFORMATION 
Perhaps because of Dundee's mercantile contact with the 
continent, the returning travellers fuelled this discontent with 
news of what was happening abroad. One, David Strachan of 
Whitston, forfeited goods and life on being found guilty of the 
heresy of refusing to pay tithes. (10) Knox also relates how a 
Friar, William Arithe spoke openly in the town in 1530 
criticising the faults of Bishops and other abuses by churchmen. 
In 1536, "a group of citizens caused much damage to the property 
of the Grey Friars, but with the appearance of George Wishart 
-------------=-=------------------------------------------------- 
8 Burleigh J. H. S., A Church History 
, 
Q, Scotland, (Oxford 
Univ. Press, London, 1960, ) p. 103. See also Maxwell., 
(1884), op. cit., pp. 9f. 
9 Maxwell., (1891), p ., 
it., p. 1$7. See Flett. I. E. F., 
Conflict Clf rha Reformation Znd Democracy i, Geneva 
Scotland. 1411-1610 : an introduction ,Q edited 
texts CIL 
documents relating tQ , 
fig $urgh. 2Lweg, (unpublished 
M. Phil. thesis, St. Andrews, 1981. ) Flett argues a case for 
the growing civic independence in education and religion in 
Dundee Burgh. 
10 Maxwell., (1891), QD. . pit., PP-75f. 
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in 1513, (11) returning from protestant England with first hand 
knowledge of the continental reforms; the crowds,. stimulated no 
doubt by zeal for pure religion and reform, ransacked both the 
town Friaries and some crossed the river to sack and destroy 
Lindores Abbey. (12) Wishart eventually was arraigned before 
Cardinal Beaton at St. Andrews, and being found guilty of heresy 
was burnt at the stake in 1546. 
At this juncture events far removed from local concern 
intervened. On the pretext of attempting to arrange a marriage 
settlement between the infant Mary, Queen of Scots and the boy 
King Edward VI of England, the Protector Somerset invaded 
Scotland and in-1548 razed Dundee to the ground leaving the 
church of St. Mary partially destroyed with only the walls of the 
chancel and the Steeple Tower intact. This ruined chancel was to 
form the basis of Burgh Parish of St. Mary's(13) but it was 1552 
before the structure was rebuilt. (14) 
The period prior to 1560 saw the swing of opinion towards 
the reforming of the. church and had the first reformed 
congregation in Scotland as early as 1558 with elders appointed- 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
11 Burleigh., R . fit.., pp. 
127-128. 
12 Maxwell., -(1891), IL, =- 9 p. 395, App. B. Cites extant 
Mss. charging certain citizens with unlawful riot. 
13 Maxwell., (1884), ia. P. 74.; Maxwell., (1891), OD" 
=., P. 111. 
14 Maxwell., (1891), 
-p si.., p. 
127" See also Rollo. J., 
Parish , iUld Burgh churches j2L Dundee: their origin. 
constitution, endowment,, a, administration H= ;L chanter 
incidents, (Durham, Son, and Kinnoch, Dundee, 1897, ) 
P"3. Rollo states that 12 years elapsed but this would 
seem to refer to the appointing of the first Protestant 
minister. 
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to supervise the spiritual discipline of those who subscribed to 
the reformed faith. (15) In 1561, a Kirlcnaster was appointed to 
act as a factor on behalf of the Town Council in gathering -all 
the revenues payable in the past, but which had been either 
withheld or simply 'appropriated' in the turmoil of the past few 
years. (16) From these revenues the Town Council met the stipend 
of the first minister appointed to the charge but the task of 
collecting them posed several problems. There were no common 
records available and the rentals had been a piecemeal system 
which had probably worked in the past only because of the 
personal diligence and pecuniary interests of those appointed to 
these small livings. More to the point, those in possession of 
these properties were less than willing to have reimposed that 
from which they no doubt had believed themselves relieved. The 
Town Council, after experiencing difficulties for some 5 years, 
agreed to create an inventory of all the sources of revenue from 
which the old ecclesiastical institution had benefited. The 
Charter of Queen Mary in 1567(17) was to confirm the fact that 
all the buildings, lands, and revenues of religious foundations 
were to be used to provide stipends for 'ministers of God's Word' 
and a Hospital for the poor. Mary further granted the Grey 
Friars land as a cemetery (existing today as the Howff),, which 
enabled burials to cease in the old St. Clement's churchyard. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
15 Burleigh., oI2., p. 143. 
16 Maxwell., (1884), OD. =. 1 p. 125- 
17 Imo. , p. 125. 
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The population of the town outgrew the East church and some 
20 years later in 1582, the Town council was attempting to raise 
funds to erect a second church on the site of the destroyed south 
transept. In 1590, the 'South' church of St. Paul was 
completed. No evidence of the old chapelries or the church of 
St. Clement appears after the Reformation and it must be assumed 
that the collegiate Parish church was the only church of the 
locality. 
... 5. = PERIOD D STRIFE. 
The two churches, St. Mary's (the East Kirk) and the 
rebuilt second church were held to be collegiate churches; there 
being one Burgh parish with two ministers, to which in 1609, a 
third minister was added. (18) By 1644 the accommodation within 
the two churches was insufficient and gallery lofts were added. 
This need for extra accommodation was probably as a result of 'a 
lively interest enjoined upon the people by the political events 
surrounding the Solemn League and National Covenant which, in 
Scotland at least, took the form of a revolt against the Crown's 
imposition of Bishops upon the church. 
The Covenanters formed a pact with the Puritans in the 
English Parliament. In this struggle against the offensive 
prelacies, both Dundee and the Barony of the Hilltown had endured 
destruction by the Royalist forces under Graham of Montrose such 
that the Scots Parliament voted monies for the reparations and 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
18 Rollo., (1897), 92.... . Oiý" , p. 
10. 
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the provision for the poor of Dundee. (19) The town belatedly 
expended some energy on strengthening its defences but this was 
ineffective in preventing a revisitation of the 'spotting' plague 
in 1645 and later was to present General Monk with as little 
hindrance in 1651. With the end of the Civil War and the 
execution of King Charles, this evoked strong Scottish royalist 
sympathies. In return for his recognising the contents of their 
Covenant, the Scots crowned Charles II at Scone. At the head of 
a Scottish and Royalist army, he met a crushing defeat at 
Worcester and fled into exile, whilst the Commonwealth armies 
began the subjugation of Scotland under their commander General 
Monk. The town suffered atrocities at the hands of the 
Commonwealth troops, (20) and the survivors had their troubles 
added to when the harbour was destroyed in 1658 by violent storms 
and floods. (21) A further outcome of this unstable period had 
been the loss of the Scottish trade with France and the Low 
Countries as a result of their alliance with England in the 
1640fs. 
A period of economic stagnation followed these events and 
the sources speak little of prosperity. However, the 
ecclesiastical events of the late 17th. and early 18th. century 
show the early signs of separation and schism which would plague 
the Protestant churches. The two collegiate churches remained 
the centre of Presbyterian worship but with the accession of 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
19 Maxwell., (1884), of sit., p. I97. 
20 Ibid., pp. 547-548. 
21 Paton and Millar., OD"., p. 24. - 
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William of Orange to the throne and the Act of Settlement 1689, 
Dundee experienced the deposition of two of the parish ministers 
for refusing to read the Royal Proclamation of William and Mary. 
(The third minister quietly demitted his charge. ) This refusal 
stemmed from Jacobean loyalty to the house of Stewart and for a 
time the two deposed ministers succeeded in holding together a 
congregation of Episcopalian adherents meeting in a house in the 
Seagate. The Act of Toleration 1712 removed the disabilities of 
the Episcopal Church but internal disputes about episcopal 
succession and inherent Jacobean tendencies split the 
congregation, with a second congregation being formed elsewhere 
in the town. With the 1715 revolt crushed, legal sanctions were 
enacted against the Episcopal Church for its Stewart sympathies 
but the Seagate congregation circumvented these by obtaining an 
English clergyman, whilst the supporters of the Scots clergy 
worshipped in private. In 1763, both were re-united in the 
Seagate chapel. 
-, 
(L 
,T 
SPREAD DE OTHER OPINIONS. 
In this period, Dundee also saw the founding of the first 
Congregational church in Scotland. Having been deposed from the 
Established church at Tealing in 1728 for disagreeing with both 
Establishment and Presbyterianism, John Glas moved to Dundee and 
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founded a congregation outwith the Establishment. (22) Glas later 
moved to Edinburgh and Perth sowing similar congregations there 
before returning to Dundee. His son-in-law, Robert Sandeman 
continued to promote this theological view of the church being a 
locally autonomous body of worshippers free from any external 
control by a Presbytery. 
The Established church was affected by the first secession 
of Thomas Erskine over the issue of the rights of patrons and 
heritors via-ä-vis the rights of the congregations in calling a 
minister. Despite attempts at conciliation(23) Erskine and three 
friends formed an Associate Presbytery which was joined by four 
more ministers in 1737. Finally, the 1740 General Assembly 
deposed them from their livings. Dundee was to acquire its first 
Original Secession congregation in 1743 in School Wynd but this 
church was split by an argument over whether it was sinful to 
take the oath exacted on all burgesses acknowledging the 
preaching of true religion under the laws of Parliament. Those 
who deemed it sinful created an Anti-Burgher congregation in Bell 
Street in 1747. In this period of transition, the first 
Methodist meeting obtained premises in the Tally Street area 
opposite St. Mary's church. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
22 Ferguson. W., Scotland: 1779 
.t 
Present, (Oliver and 
Boyd, Edinburgh, 1977, revised, ) p. 131. For the fuller 
implications of Glas' rejection of Presbyterian polity, see 
Hornsby. J., John Glas: g study in , ,a origins. development 
, 
Influence 
,L -UIQ 
Glasite movement. 
(Unpublished Ph. D.. thesis, Edinburgh University, 1936. ) 
23 Burleigh., oD, ai. t., pp. 281f. - 
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In the same year, 1759, the Established church added a 
further congregation to the Burgh church by completing the 
erection of the North transept church and thus the 'Croce'. or 
St. John Cross church was opened. In the eastern end of the 
town, the Nine Incorporated Trades subscribed to the building of 
the church of St. Andrew in 1774. The pace of building 
continued with the restoration in 1788 of the nave of Earl 
David's 'kirk' to house another congregation called St. Clements. 
The importance of the founding of a Gaelic congregation in Long 
Wynd in 1791 gives a clue to explaining the church building which 
had taken place as being concurrent with the in-migration of 
people from the Highlands and the surrounding countryside. 
A second secession from the Established church over the 
issue of patronage and presentation occurred in 1761 leading to 
the formation of a secession body calling themselves the 
Presbytery of Relief 
ý... for Christians oppressed in 
their church privileges. ... '(24) 
Burleigh cites the figures for those adhering nationally to the 
seceding churches as 100,000 in 126 congregations by 1766. To 
Dundee's two existing seceding churches, the Relief Church formed 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
241 Burleigh., OD" =., p. 284. 
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a congregation at Dudhope in 1787 but that congregation united 
itself with the Established church in 1791 calling itself 
Chapelshade. A minority, loyal to Relief principles, departed 
and formed a Relief congregation at Temple Lane near the West 
Port. (25) The position, M. 1800 in Dundee regarding places of 
Worship is as outlined in the following Figure 2.1. 
------------------------------------------------------------- m- 
25 Roxburgh. W., (ed. ), Dundee Presbytery gf. _tjja 
United 
Presbyterian Church = At jMp (Pellow, Dundee, 1883. ) 
This account says that the minority pro-Belief group went 
to Temple Lane. A further schism took place there in 1799 
and the loyal Relief members moved to Reform Street Hall 
and later to join Seagate Belief congregation in 1833. In 
18701 their successors formed the basis of a new church 
built in Dudhope Crescent Road. 
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FIGURE 2.1 
DUNDEE CHURCH CONGREGATIONS ca. 1800. 
Established Church. 
St Mary 1560 (collegiate) 
St Paul 1560 (collegiate) 
St John Cross 1759 (collegiate) 
St Clement 1788 (collegiate) 
St Andrew-. 1774 (chapel'of ease) 
Gaelic 1791 (chapel of ease) 
Chapelshade 1791 (uniting ex Relief) 
(chapel of ease) 
Original Secession 
Long Wynd 1743 (Burgher) 
Bell St. 1747 (Anti-Burgher) 
Relief 
Temple Lane 1792 (ex Chapelshade/ 
Dudhope Cres ) 
Reform Street 1799 (schism ex Temple 
Lane ) 
Congregational 
Glasite 1728 ( building 1777) 
Haldanites 1800 (N. Tay Street 
Methodists 
Tally st. 1759 
Episcopalian 
Seagate ca. 1689 IThb Nethergate 
congregation 
united in 1763. ) 
Note: Some of the small congregations continued to 
rent Halls for worship meetings. Schisms 
were frequent and the above congregations 
seem to have existed over a period of time. 
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Thanks to the indefatigable labours of Sir John Sinclairg we 
are fortunate to have an eye-witness account of the town written 
by the Rev. Dr. Robert Small, minister of the parish church in 
1793. (26) Small gives a factual description of the town and 
clearly signals his own opinions. Proudly, he mentions the 7 
Established -churches and chapels-of-ease and cites 
how the 
population has risen since Webster's enumeration in 1755 from 
129477 to an estimated total of 23-24,000 at the time of his 
writing. (27) A neighbouring minister at Monifieth lamented that 
many of his young parishioners kept leaving to go to Dundee. (28) 
Large tracts of the lands surrounding the Burgh had been -brought 
under cultivation and Small could recount how Craigie estate had 
been largely moor some forty years prior. (29) Small could extol 
------------------------------------------------- m -------------- m 
26 Sinclair. Sir John., First Statistical. Account Mr 
Scotland* JM, Vol. XIII, pp. 142f. References to 
Sinclair give the page numbers in the edition by 
Withrington. D. Jp and Grant. R, ( EP Publishing Ltd., 
Wakefield, 1976. ) 
27 Kyd. J. G., (ed. ) Scottish Population 
, 
Statistics: IncludInz 
Websterts analysis, (Scottish Academic Pressp Edinburght 
19750 p. 47- Kyd reproduces Webster's original manuscript. 
Webster's-sources--were---Parish--Ministers-and-by-personal--- 
appealq State backingg and the implied threat of closure of 
the Scottish Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge 
schools in their parishesp Webster received an unusually 
high percentage of returns. Webster, when he produced his 
results in 1766, noted of Dundee that there was an I ... 
encrease [sic. ] so considerable ... I that he estimated the 
population to be 18,000 in 1766. Jackson. J. M., (ed. ), 
Third Statistical Account. - _Q= j2f 
Dundeep (Herald Pressp 
Arbroath, 19790 P-90. Jackson cites the 1801 decennial 
Census as 26v604. See Ferguson., M2, P-175. 
28 Sinclair., &a, =., p. 519. 
29 I=., p. 145- 
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the beauties of the Balgay Stream or Scouring Burn as it was soon 
to be renamed. He says it was : 
'.. exceedingly beautiful.. .. and few situations can 
be conceived as more delightful ... '(30) 
Moreover, in 1772 there had been only 5 or 6 houses on the 
Blackness yet one hundred acres had been feued and some four 
thousand-people were now housed there. (31) Similarly, on the 
Hawkhill ridge running westwards in continuation from the West 
Port very recent building had taken place on both sides of the 
road and on the south facing slopes. (32) Many of the people were 
engaged on their own account in spinning and weaving flax and 
linen, but Small speaks of 7 manufacturers of cotton thread 
employing 400 spinners. No doubt aware of the meteoric rise of 
'King Cotton' in Glasgow and Paisley, Small wrongly opinioned 
that it would 
ý... soon become a very important 
branch of business ... '. (33) 
Glassblowing too, was another new industry that did not survive 
the industrial expansion. 
The conditions of the people appeared to have troubled 
Robert Small for he drew attention to the very high levels of 
---------------------------------------------- 
30 Sinclair., j2, - , p. 
1 43. 
31 Ibid. , p. 170. 
32 Ibid., p. 143. 
33 IAA., p. 165- -" 
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mortality in children under the age of two. He was of the 
opinion that 
the principal causes of unhealthiness in Dundee are 
heights of houses, the narrowness of the tenements and 
some streets by which people were too much crowded together 
... [and].. the families of linen weavers, who sometimes 
feed poorly .. [and because those whose work].. was carried 
on in damp and low floors were prone to disease. 104) 
Small was critical of the increase in the number of licensed 
houses which he reckoned had risen from 5 or 6 to 179 and in 
which spirits were supplanting the consumption of ale. 
The neighbouring parishes also give indications as to the 
changes taking place. The Rev. Charles Peebles of Mains of 
Fintry parish situated in the Strathdichty valley noted that his 
parish was recovering its population with the increase of 
bleachfields in his parish. (35) The bleachfields employed 100 and 
the population was 878 of which, 40 were seceders. Curiously, 
our informant made no comment about the ratio of males to 
females, (600 males to 278 females)q which draws attention to the 
------------------------------------------------------ 
34 Sinclair., DM, =., p. 148. 
35 T&U. I pp. 482f. See also Hamilton. H. p Economic History 
_Qf 
Scotland In 
-U& 
J-Eth Century, (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
19630 p. 141. Leman. B., Lythe. C., and Gauldie. E., 
Dundee sLnd = Textile Industry! -189o-1q14, 
(Abertay 
Historical Societyg Dundee, 1969p) p. 8. Hamilton. H., 
Industrial Revolution In Scotland, (Clarendon Press, 
Oxfordq 1932p) PP-103f. The Dighty was an important 
bleachfield site which received investment encouragement 
from the Linen Board. They encouraged experimentation in 
techniques and facilitated the exchange of information 
helping to introduce the sulphuric and the chloride of lime 
processes. 
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in-migration phenomenon of labour attracted to the heavy manual 
work of the bleachfields. (36) 
The minister of- the parish of Liff and Benvie to the 
north-west of Dundee noted that 
I ... the strip of land which having on the south 
the Hill of Balgay and forming a narrow valley is 
comprehended under the names of Locheye [Locheel and 
Milehouse ... t 
and had most of the manufacturers, but its real attraction 
besides being 
'... a convenient distance [from] Dundee [was].. the 
land subdivided into small feus ... '(37) 
These contemporary sources indicate a number of important changes 
occurring at that time. Weaving was carried on mainly as a 
cottage industry, but there was emerging a merchant class who 
were dealers in raw materials, spun thread as well as buyers of 
the finished woven cloth which they disposed of in the Cowgate 
market in Dundee. Already some loom owners were employing 
weavers in small manufacturies. One such merchant named 'Cocks' 
was already recognised as a principal iin this trade, (38)--i-n-d was- 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
36 Sinclair., Dj2,, -cit., p. 
483. 
37 Sinclair., ýý =., pp. 400-408. See also Warden A. J. 0 
. 
IbA Linen Trade: ancient jju2d modern, (London, 1867p 2nd. 
edition, ) P-570. Warden notes that sub-feuing in small 
plots and pot-ash bleaching had been underway as early as 
-Qa,. 
1740. 
38 Jackson., M2, jcLt., p. 
118. The Cox family already owned 
280 hand looms in 1793. 
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later to found the Cox jute empire at Camperdown Works in 
Lochee. (39) The breaking up of the larger landholdings and the 
subsequent sub-feuing process encouraged the immediate spread -of 
the town wbilst at the same time breaking up the persisting 
pattern of the old town residential system where masters and men 
bad lived in close-proximity. (40) The inhabitants of Milehouse, 
which lay to the west of Lochee were said to journey into Dundee 
for Sunday worship, but attended the more distant Parish church 
of Liff only at communion. (41) 
This rapid increase in population was directly related to 
the weaving and textile industryq for Dundee had benefitted 
greatly from the creation by Act of Parliament of a Board of 
Trustees to regulatep encourage and stimulate the growth of flax 
and the production of thread and cloth. (42) The Board had 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
39 See below page 2-46. 
40 Robert Small indicated this in his comments about the 
Blackness and Hawkhill areas of Dundee. =. 1792. See also 
Donaldson. Kathleen., jb&. QjM Family. UL% Linen Trade. And 
&hp, Growth QL Lochee t_Q J_qap (unpublished B. Phil. thesis, 
Dundee, 1972. ) Donaldson charts the growth and notes the 
break up of land into very small sub-feus which created the 
right environment for continuing building expansion. 
41 =. T--p. 408-; --See -also --Thomson-. -J. H. j7 
Lochee RUI D_, E, -- Church! -- 1826-1()26; 11 centenary 
chronicle, (Privately published, Dundee, 1926, ) p-3- The 
fact that the minister of the civil parish of Liff and 
Benvie who was writing about this area and showed little 
active concern gives a primary indication of the rather 
static ecclesiastical structure of the old parish system. 
The minister says that- the people go to Dundee for 
services, whilst Thomson gives an Extract of a Minute dated 
1824 where some Lochee people, especially the oldq found 
that too distant. 
42 Hamilton., ('1932)9 P-79p Acts. 13 GEO 1. 
s&R. 26, and =. 30., 1727. 
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appointed an inspectorate to examine and stamp linen cloth 
thereby standardising the quality of the woven cloth. In 
1742, (43) the Bounty Act in creating a subsidy of approximately 
12% 
-t4%% of 
the value of finished clothl increased production and 
experimentation with new techniques allowing the weavers to 
produce an losnaburgh' type cloth which enabled the trade to 
compete with German weavers in the markets of the New 
Plantations. The formation of the British Linen Company 
Incorporated facilitated the trades efforts by providing the 
necessary credit to merchants on cognizance of Bonds of Security. 
Dundee's commerce appeared to warrant the setting up of an agency 
for this Ibankt and the beneficial results may be seen in the way 
in which the Dundee area increased their respective share of the 
4 
Scottish output of linen cloth. (see Figure 2.2) 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
43 Hamilton. 9 (1932), jap, 
=-, p. 85.1742 Bounty Actp 15 
and 16 GEO II c29. Small thought that the industry would 
not survive without the subsidy which was was 1d. per yard 
of cloth valued between six and twelve pence (L. s. d. )a 
yard. 
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FIGURE 2.2 
YARDS OF CLOTH STAMPED BY THE STAMPMASTERS 
Year : Total for : Total for : Dundee 
Scotland : Forfarshire: and 
: and Dundee : District. 
% of Total. 
1727/8 2,183,978 595,821 27.3% 
1737/8 4,666,011 1,398,910 29.9% 
1747/8 7,353,098 2,155,309 29.3% 
1757/8 9,764,408 3,542,102 36.2% 
1767/8 11,795,435 4,472,810 37.9% 
1777/8 13,264,410 5,510,618 41.5% 
1787/8 19,435,031 9,457,011 48.6% 
1821/2 36,268,530 22,629,553 62.4% 
Source: Published Board of Trustee Reports, 
Jackson. , p., -cit., p. 
69. 
Page 2-23 
Neither had this output been achieved without human trauma, 
for the trade was hit with cycles of depression and over 
production and in 1770 the hand loom weavers created 'meal riotst 
when wages fell from 10/6d. to 8/- weekly with an accompanying 
forced inactivity of 20 - 25% of the looms. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- m 
44 Lythe. S. G. E., The Tayside Meal Riots, 1772-1773. In 
Scottish Historical, Review, Vol. XLVI, (4), 141-142, pp. 26f. 
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The Linen Board's failure to stimulate the home growth of 
flax was because it was a risk crop liable to the vagaries of the 
seasons, and agriculturalists preferred raising cattle for. the 
English market and growing potatoes and cereals. (45) Most of the 
flax was imported from the Baltic States(46) and the process of 
steeping and separating the bark from the internal fibres 
resisted attempts to mechanise the process. Until the process of 
'wet-carding' was invented, 'heckling' was done by labourers. 
Water power was lacking in Dundee thus the industry did not 
evolve in the same way as cotton had done in the South. The 
water supply was inadequate for steam boilers and only five small 
steam powered mills existed in 1800. The Napoleonic Wars 
stimulated the requirement for sailcloth and Dundee produced the 
cloth for Admiralty contracts. (47) 
,aAM 
PERIOD 
, 
TRANSITION. 
In 1806, James Brown built the Bell Mill on the Scouring 
Burn and installed the newly invented Kendrew and Porterhouse 
------------------------ ;.; ----------- m --------------- m ------------ mm 
45 Hamilton. j-(1932),. Qp, =-, P-74. 46 Lythe. S. G. E., lift &ad jabý= in Dundee: X= 
Reformation I& _thj 
Civil X=, (Abertay Hist. Society, 
Dundee, 19580 p. 22.7be growing Baltic trade can be 
traced back tom. 1600. Extant Shipping Lists note that of 
the 483 arrivals at Dundee, 259 were from the Baltic 
Countries. 
47 [Pigot and Co. Rmj Commercial. Directory_ f= Snotland 
1825-26, (Pigot, London, 1825p) PP-385f. Source claims 
that Linen sailcloth was not stamped and therefore is 
additional to the stamped yardage. Without being stamped, 
it did not attract Bounty Act subsidies. 
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type machinery for flax spinning. (48) After careful 
experimentation, Brown was able to reduce the cost of producing 
flax thread. He experimented further in the use of various 
fibres and paved the way for the eventual introduction of Indian 
jute. It took until 1832 before the successful process of 
softening the Jute fibres in a mixture of whale oil and water was 
discovered. (49) 
Whilst this industrial evolution was taking place, the 
morphology of the town was undergoing a substantial change. The 
old fortified walls of the town had proved to be more successful 
in containing the town than in keeping enemies out and the 
building which had taken place had been confined mainly Ao the 
slopes of the Barony of the Hilltown to the north of the Wellgate 
and the Hawkhill Seabraes area. The town expanded in several 
directions almost simultaneously. The route of the Scouring Burn 
was quickly built up as first mills then populace moved into 
hastily erected housing. The Hawkhill area was quickly built 
over and the east of*Hilltown acres of Forebank and Bonnybank 
were feued to builders. The Nine Incorporated Trades sold 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
48 Hume. J., (ed. )t Early D= in A Dundee Mill. 1819-21- 
extracts J= - Jb& diary jQL Will inm 
Brown. all early Dundee 
spinner, (Abertay Hist. Society, Dundee, 1980. ) A 
facsimile of William Brown's diary giving his own first 
hand information about the state of the art of spinning. 
Pages 92-106 give a very 'scientific' account of his visit 
to Leeds and his comparisons with the Dundee manufacturers. 
Brown predicted that Dundee had all the economic advantages 
in its favour. 
49 Warden. ,( 1867) pp. 69f. - 
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Blackscroft and it too was feued and built upon. The lands of 
Wallace Craigie were marked out for feuing and here the builders 
competed with the new mill owners in obtaining sites. The Perth 
Road area saw an expansion of substantial property as did the 
feued lands of Chapelshade which lay to the east of Constitution 
Road. In Lochee, the old Loch of Balgay or the 'Bog' as it was 
known, was drained and a maze of narrow streets and properties 
filled the area. This area was later to become one of the prime 
sites for Irish in-migration and would be known locally as 
'Tipperary'. 
Centrally, Dundeets planning proceeded on the twin criteria 
of expediency and cost. The increasing passage of goodsýto and 
from the harbour through the narrow courts and lanes dictated 
that a remedy be found facilitating direct access to the harbour. 
New streets began to cut through the town wherever existing 
buildings were minimal and this necessitated the removal of the 
three rocky outcrops of Castle Hill# Tenters Hillt and Corbie 
Hill, which were blasted level and replaced with the new wide 
streets of Castle Street, Reform Street, and Lindsay Street. A 
new---through roadway was built from the Cowgate via Panmure 
Street, Meadowside, and Ward Road to North Tay Street at the 
junction of Guthrie- Street which-led to the Scouring Burn. A 
further route called Union Street was driven south from the 
Nethergate to the dock area. The effect of these new routes can 
be seen in the following map. 
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FIGURE 2.3 
MAP OF DUNDEE SHOWING THE NEW STREETS 
---------------------------- 
CwRrE'SWRDi BILLS? WN 
CASTLE 
-SL 
Q PAHMURE ST. 
ReFoRTA Sf - 
LINIMAY Sr. 
cowq q) uNtow Sr. 
Q Doc Ic ST. 
SEAqATt: RD. 
(; ), rAY ST. 
DUNDEE c. 1835 (Not to scsLF ) 
The Town alterations were accompanied by changes in the 
administration of the harbour. The oligarchic Town Council had 
been responsible for the collection of shore-dues and in theory 
had been responsible for the upkeep and maintenance of the 
harbour works. Whilst they had assiduously collected the 
revenues (some 938,696 in the period from 1764 to 1815), they had 
spent only 99,468 on repairs deeming it more expedient to utilise 
the surplus in 'others causes. By an Act of Parliamentp 
commissioners -were-appointed for -a-period- of -21 -years in -the -- 
first instance, and employing Thos. Telford as their engineerg 
substantial alterations to the harbour were made, including a new 
dock, quaysides, and a graving dock. The tonnage of vessels 
using the port increased from 70,000 tons annually to 1659000 
tons in 1829. (50) Under a new Bill before Parliament, opposed by 
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the Town Council, but financially supported by the new merchant 
and manufacturing citizens, (51) the Harbour Commissioners were 
given Trustee status and empowered to purchase the harbour from 
the Town Council. They were also empowered to extend the dock 
area along the shoreline from Craig Pier to the Stannergate. (52) 
It was perhaps fortunate for Dundee that this Trustee Board came 
into existence at precisely the right moment and were in a 
position to respond instantly to the requirements of industry on 
the eve of the phase of most rapid growth. 
,g _M 
cHuRcH m 
-M 
PERIOD DE TRANSITIONý, 
At the same time, the Established church was responding to 
the spreading population by the provision of new chapels-of-ease. 
In 1788, the collegiate ministers agreed to work territorially 
subdividing the town into five districts. These were not 
parishes as such, for only one parish existed, ie. the Burgh 
Parish of Dundee. (53) A new fifth Burgh church congregationp 
St. Davids, with the status of a separate chargep was 
formed upon the purchase in 1822 of the Haldanite Tabernacle. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
50 Thomson. J. H., and Ritchie. G. G. # History Mr -tha Development gL Ila Harbour ST_ Dundee: centenary 1810-1910, 
(Dundee, 1930. ) PP-8f. 
51 Beckles. N. I. , Mia Develooment VL Jhg. Eallt And Trade ýQt 
Dundee*- 1819-19671- (unpublished. Ph. D. thesis, Dundee, 
1968. ) There is evidence of conflict between manufacturers 
and Council in 1814. This writer has not explored fully 
the relationship between the manufacturers, the post-Reform 
Council, and Free Church membership. 
52 Thomson and Ritchie.,. ap, =. 9 p. 14. These extensions 
are outlined on a map facing this page. 
53 Rollo., (1897), Mis- P-53. 
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The Haldane brothers had a zeal for evangelism In the large 
towns and did this by preaching and distribution of tracts. They 
believed that the preaching of the Gospel was deficient in many 
ministries in the Established church and# presented with such a 
challenge, the 1799 General Assembly decreed that its pulpits 
were closed to itinerant preachers and that any Presbytery 
finding Ivagrantf Sunday School teachers in their district should 
take legal measures to close these 'unofficial' Schools down. 
The Haldane brothers countered by building their own Tabernacles 
spending some 9709000 of their personal fortunes. Their interest 
in evangelism by means of Sunday School work was to be a stimulus 
to the Established-church to take a greater interest in education 
work among the poor as the means of promoting religious 
knowledge. In passing, it should be noted that the venture into 
this field of evangelism implies the recognition that a problem 
already existed concerning the non-adherence and non-church 
attendance by a significant proportion of the urban populations. 
In the 1830's a spate of new churbhes were built. In the 
west end, St. Peters church and cemetery was built t. o cater for 
the needs-of--the Hawkhill-p---Perth-Boad-and-Seafields-area. Lochee--- 
St. Ninians, ( Lochee Old )(54) Hilltown, and Wallacetown to 
serve the new areas of population expansion whilst Dudhope church 
------------------------------------------------------------ mm --- 
54 Elliot. A., Lochee a-s-. U jLuand lat (privately publishedv 
Dundee, 19111) pp. 56t 136,139. Technically, St. Ninians 
was a chapel of-ease derived from Liff and Benvie parish. 
Elliot notes the earlier presence of an O. S. church at 
Myrekirk in 1785. The Haldanites had a 'little kirkiel but 
this must have closed by 1829. 
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was built at the top of the Scouring Burn (opposite Polepark 
Road. ) A Mission to Seamen had been formed in a Hall in Reform 
Street. The Established church was further added to in 1840 by 
the Auld Lichts-Burgher Willison church seeking union with it in 
preference to union with the United Secession Synod. 
Much of this response seems to have been occasioned through 
the efforts of the Original Secession expansion in the town and 
environs. Lochee West was their first outside the town centre in 
1824. A congregation was formed at Tay Square in 1832 from those 
who had departed from School Wynd in disagreement over a call to 
a minister. Broughty Ferry Union church was planted in 1837. 
Wishart O. S. congregation was formedm. 1837 in the Cowgate(55) 
area near St. Andrews Established church but strategically 
closer to the Blackscroft and Wallace-Craigie feus. A Relief 
church named James' was built in Bell Street close to the 'lost' 
Chapelshade Established chapel-of-ease. An Independent O. S. 
congregation appeared in Euclid Crescent. The following figure 
shows the state of Presbyterian churches at =. 1842. 
--------------------------------------------------- ----- mmm ----- 
55 Livingstone. W. P. 9 Ila= -R1eq,: %orgZ Calabar, (Hodder and 
Stoughton, London, 1915. ) The original Wishart building is 
still standing at the junction of St. Roques Lane and the 
Cowgate, some- 200 yards from the later building on King 
Street. In the Introductory chapter, Livingstone gives a 
retrospective view of the Cowgate area and its Wynds, 
Pends, and Closes. 
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FIGURE 2. 
DUNDEE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES ca. 1842. 
--------------------------------------------------- 
St Mary 1560 
St Paul 1560 
St John Croce 1759 
St Clement 1788 School Wynd O. S. 1743 
Willison 1807 
(union 1840) 
Mariner 1839 
Euclid Indep't OS 1808 
Chapelshade 1791 -James' Relief 1837 
Bell Street OS 1747 
Cameronian church 1827 
St Andrew 1774 Seagate Relief 1833 
Wallacetown 1839 Wishart OS. 1837 
St David 1822 Temple Lane Rlf- 1792 
Gaelic Tay St. 1840 Tay Square OS. 1832 
St Aidan B. F. 1834 B. Ferry Union OS. 1837 
Lochee Old 1830 Lochee West OS. 1824 
Dudhope 1837 
HilltOWn 1836 
St Peter 1836 
Note: The dates indicate the earliest references 
to the congregation and are prior to the 
building dates. Churches are grouped by 
proximity. 
An appraisal of the dates of building suggests that the 
non-established churches were already probing into the new areas 
of the town and the Established churches were being forced to 
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counter by planting chapels-of-ease in the same areas. The most 
obvious examples are Lochee(56) and Broughty Ferry where 
townships had existed long prior to this period and had not been 
provided for by an Established chapel-of-ease. (57) The presence 
of Temple Lane Relief church and the Haldanite Tabernacle seems 
to have prompted the erection of another Burgh church in the 
Blackness and Hawkhill area. The Hilltown did not seem to 
warrant the attention of either the Secession or Relief churches. 
To understand the diffidence with which the Established church 
faced up to this task of church planting it is necessary to 
comprehend both the attitudes of its ministry and its Courts, and 
the Civil Courts with their legal impediments which surrounded 
the Church Established by Act of Parliament. There was to be a 
point of crisis sparked off by these activities during the 1830's 
which was to have long term effects on the provision and number 
of places of Presbyterian worship. 
2, j_Q = D-TsRuPTToN 32E 1841. 
The Haldanite and Berean churches had a profound effect on 
the ministry within the Established church. It was part of a 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
56 Thomson. J. H. 9 jojý, jcit., 
Cites an Extract of Minute from 
the Session records which tells of the erection of the 
meeting place t ... being a great blessing... on account 
of the distance to the [Liff] parish and the inconvenience 
of attending Dundee... the seat rents being too high and 
the distance too much. 
57 Broughty Ferry is somewhat of an anomaly. It had been a 
parish until the 17th. century when it was suppressed. See 
Warden. A. J., Angus = ForfarshirLL U= land U& tha 
Deople. descriDtivr, sand historicall-(Alexanderg Dundeeq 
1882, ) Vol. III, p. 55. Warden refers to a dispute over 
parochial area between Dundee, Monifieth and the Presbytery 
of Kirriemuir. 
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general ethos and movement which grew within all the 
denominations but only latterly within the Established church. 
There it took the form of being opposed to the less diligent. and 
highly rational ministries of the Moderates in the Established 
church. It grew in numbers and influence until , in the 1830's, 
this 'Evangelicalt movement dominated in the General Assembly and 
had Thomas Chalmers as one of its foremost leaders. Chalmers, 
having been called to St. George's Tron church in Glasgow, had 
gained first hand experience of the squalor in an industrial city 
parish with its thronging population impoverished by the trade 
recession following the Napoleonic Wars. Chalmerst response to 
the destitution and deprivation he found there was simply that 
poverty would not be relieved by poor relief(58) for this would 
only create further dependence. What was needed was the 'moral 
influence' of the church with a settled ministry and this alone 
would combat the poverty encountered by imparting a greater sense 
of dignity and application to endeavour. Armed with this belief, 
Chalmers argued for 'church extensiont with new buildings with 
-------------------------------------------- mm --- m- -------- m --- 
58 In Scotlandp the Kirk Session of each parish was legally 
bound to administer the granting of Poor Relief from its 
collections at the 'platet. In the past, and in the rural 
areas, this had worked reasonably well even if not 
particularly generously. The urban population explosion 
outstripped the resources of the Kirk's 'plate'. This was 
financially aggravated by the fact that the seceders only 
contributed to their own 'poor' -members. Chalmers 
attempted to make the old system work in the towns. See 
Henderson. G. D. , TtLr, Scottish Ruling Elder, (Clarke, London, 1935, ) Pp-74m5. 
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free or very low seat rentsq - to encourage attendance - and a 
stipend provided solely from endowments. (59) 
The problem was a legal onet for whilst a building might be 
erected and a minister found for such a congregation, the church 
technically remained a chapel-of-ease; the minister had no right 
to a seat in Presbytery; the Kirk Session of the Civil parish, 
(quoad omnia parish )(60) retained sole jurisdiction in every 
matter, * and this was complicated further by the rights and 
privileges which were retained by the heritors. Chalmers' scheme 
was not universally accepted for some were not convinced that the 
population of the towns had any permanent stability in 
residential terms. If this were so, then a resident minister 
would have little chance of making contact with these transient 
people in his territorial parish and therefore the benefits of 
religion would not be brought to bear in their lives. Chalmers 
did not accept these arguments and cited the excellent pastoral 
work being carried out by the minister of St. John Cross churcht 
Dundee within his tdistrictl. (61) Chalmers went as far as to 
59 Chalmers. Thomas., A Conference jd&h Certain Ministers And 
Elders Church QL Scotland = ULP, Subject Mf thl 
-- Moderatorship-Mr-jh& Rgxt General Assembly; ... f (Collins, 
Glasgow, 1837,3rd. edition, ) p. 11, see footnote; pp. 12, 
35-36. 
60 quoad omnia or elvilia : being a parish both for civil and 
ecclesiastical jurisdiction; 
quoad , u= :a later term meaning jurisdiction only in 
ecclesiastical matters. 
61 Chalmers., j2p, =., p. 14. In praising St. John Cross, 
Chalmers maintained that territorial parishes were I ... 
the only system which can be brought to bear ... on the humbler classes of society ... f. See also Rollo. J. I. A 
Century's Recordgf Ecn1esiast: LCAj. LjSj-jn Dundee, (Lengt 
Dundee, 1902, ) p. 6. Rollo notes the r8le which St. John's 
Session played in advocating the building of St. Peters in 
1836. 
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collect some statistics to prove their argument specious, and 
they make interesting reading today where the church may be 
facing a similar problem. 
FIGURE 2.5 
LENGTH OF RESIDENCY OF FAMILIES IN A 
GLASGOW INDUSTRIAL AREA. 
less than 6 months : 25 families 
between 6 -12 months : 58 
1 -5 years : 100 
5 -10 years : 46 
10 -20 years : 30 
20 -30 years : 12 
30 + years : 6 
277 families 
Note: Chalmers stated the total to be 286 in 
the text and there is some confusion 
as to who was actually counted. (62) 
.s 
Undaunted by all opposition, and having become convener of the 
Assembly committee on Church Accommodation in 1834, Chalmers 
launched an appeal which raised 9200,000 in 5 years and which 
promoted the opening or building of some 200 new churches. (63) 
Chalmers' plans to provide endowed stipends met their fiercest 
criticism from the non-established dissenting churches. They saw 
these extension plans aimed at curtailing the advantage they had 
previously enjoyed in opening churches in the newer industrial 
areas free from competing Established congregations. They argued 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
62 Chalmers., g2ý, gj_t. , appendix, PP35-36-ý' 
63 Some of the newer Dundee churches had been built as a 
result of these efforts. 
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that churches ought to be entirely supported by the liberality of 
their local membership. (64) 
Matters came to a head over theTatronage and Intrusionist 
issues in 1842 when the General Assembly passed a resolution 
known as the 'Claim of Rightl. (65) The Civil Courts had continued 
to uphold the legal rights of Patrons and heritors to present 
their nominees to livings, and the Assembly found itself in a 
legal thicket fighting Patrons and the Court of Session on the 
one hand, whilst on the other, Presbyteries who, having obeyed 
the civil law in several instances had thereby disobeyed the 
Assembly's rulings. These judicial interpretations of the law by 
the Court of Session went further than the simple matters before 
them and raised the issue that the Assembly had itself acted in 
an Otra-virps manner in passing the 1834 Chapel Act which had 
given the chapels-of-ease a quoad DA= status with their own 
independent Kirk Sessions. Further, they had illegally given 
I 
these ministers seats in Presbytery, and in consequence, all 
proceedings of any church court were therefore invalidated. At 
the General Assembly of 1843, some 451 ministers including 162 
ministers of these 'extension' churches$ demitted their 
respective livings and, constituting themselves the Free Church 
of Scotland, took with them substantial numbers of, their own 
eldership and congregations as well as buildings in some cases. 
7bey saw their task as accepting the responsibility of being a 
------------- m ---- m ---------- - --------------------------- m ------ 
64 This 'Voluntary' principle was to become an ecclesiastical 
and political battleground for the remainder of the 
century. 
65 Its full name was 'Claim, Declaration, and Protest of the 
Encroachment of the Court of Session. t 
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true National Church(66) and replicating the Established church 
without the civil and legal impediments. Their achievement was 
to complete or be building 470 churches within one yeart and by 
1847 there were more than 700 congregations in existence. 
Stipend was regulated by a Sustenation Fund whereby the richer 
assisted the weaker, and the response of their total liberality 
is legendary for all of this was achieved at the same time as 
founding three Divinity Halls and raising a further 9500,000 for 
founding schools. 
The effect of the Disruption is clearly mirrored in Dundee 
where McCosh in his analysis of the Presbyteries(67) records the 
seceding ministers. His evidence shows that the Evangelicals 
were the younger menj ie. those ordained after 1825, who formed 
the majority of those demitting office. At the same time, all 
the -probationers under-the 
Presbytery's jurisdiction also twent 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
66 'Nationall: in the sense of having a presence in every area 
oF Scotland 
67 McCosh. 
. 
J. t 1111 Wheat And th& Chaff Gathered jj= 
Bundles: A statistical contribution towards jh& history. QL 
_Q_q recent 
disruption QL JIM Scottish Ecelesiastinal 
establishment, (Dewar, Perth, 1843. ) McCosh split each 
Presbytery into those who demitted and those who remained. 
He makes mention of a 'Greyfriars' church in Dundee. This 
was one of the Burgh congregations and he is therefore 
unaware that this is IlQt a seceding congregation. Using 
the annually published Dundee DirectotX, 1843-1849, Dr. 
Adie--appears after 1848 as minister of the, rehoused St. 
Maryýs congregation. The Sixth-Report. 1)f _th& 
Commissloners 
= Religious Tnstruction. -Scotland, 
(Johnston, Edinburghg 
1838, ) PP-72-137, ýTsý refers to a 'Greyfriars' 
congregation. The only explanation seems to lie in the 
possibility that it was a congregation 'gathered about' the 
fifth, collegiate minister. Robb. J., lirk Parties jjj 
Scotland ca. 1841: non-theological factors, (unpublished 
M. Litt. thesisp Edinburgh, 1977. ) Robb advises caution In 
accepting McCosh's treatment of $middle-groundt Moderates. 
The Rev. Dr. Adie was and remained an Establishment 
minister. 
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outt. (68) The full effect of this major schism can be seen in the 
following figure. 
FIGURE 2.6 
----------- 
DUNDEE CHURCHES - AFTER THE DISRUPTION 1843. 
ESTABLISHED AND FREE CHURCH 
St Mary . **** (1) 
Old St Paul **** (2) 
St Clement 1788, 
St John Cross 1843 (3) Free St John 1843 (3) 
St Andrew 1774 Free St Andrew 1845 (4) 
Chapelshade 1791 Free Chapelshade 1847 (5) 
St David.., 1822 Free St David 1844 (5) 
Lochee Old 1830 Free Lochee East 1846 (5) 
B. Ferry St Aidan 1826 Free B. Ferry West 1844 (5) 
Free St Peter 1836 (6) 
Free Hilltown 1836 (6) 
Free Dudhope 1837 (6) 
Free Willison 1807 (6) 
Free Mariners Mission 1839 (6) 
Free Gaelic Albert Sq. 1841 (6) 
Wallacetown 1839 (7) Free Wallacetown 1843 (7) 
Notes 
(1) Temporarily at 'Greyfriarst because of 1841 fire. 
(2) Temporarily sharing Temple Lane because of 1841 fire. 
See Dundee Director : 1843# (Matthew, Dundee, annually 
from 18399) Ecclesiastical Lists. 
(3) Bought Gaelic church at S. Tay Street in 1841 after fire 
Free St John were located 'at nearby site' -Long Wynd 7 
(4) Free St Andrew,. met in Baxter's Mill until new building 
available 1845. See Ewing. Rev. J., Christ. jj= j2L Zj=: 
.& sermon... 
ZXd, Feb., 1845, (Middleton, Dundee, 1845. ) 
(5) These were the new churches built by the Free Church. 
Temporary accommodation used In interim period. 
(6) These congregations either held or subsequently 
acquired-the- Title-Deeds-to--their-exi-sting-buildingsv-- 
The Presbytery of Dundee, unable to meet the debt on. 
the Hilltown churchq auctioned it and it was bought 
by the 'Free' congregation at book-value. 
(7) The Deeds of Wallacetown were secured by private 
individuals. The Presbytery rented the building for 
a time before 'downgrading' the congregation to mission 
status in a nearby school. The Free Church used another 
nearby 'Works' school. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
68 McCosh., sm,. =., p. 109, table 2; also p. 116. 
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Of the Free congregations departing from the Established 
church, all the 'extension' chapels-of-ease, le. Hilltown, 
St. Peters, Dudhope, Wallacetown, and St. Paul Mariner . had 
seceded taking their own buildings in the ensuing process. These 
were strategic losses to the Established church. The Gaelic 
church had already sold their South Tay Street church to the Town 
Council for the rehousing of the St. John Cross congregation 
after the 1841 fire and were in a position to purchase a new site 
from the Martyrs 'Cameronian' congregation. The lately acquired 
Willison church disestablished itself once more. Many of the 
congregational schisms resulted in new churches being built 
within a short distance of their original allegiance. There is 
also evidence that the outgoing congregations found accommodation 
in Mill and Works premises Indicating some possible connection 
between the owners and Free Church membership. (69) 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
69 Gauldie. E. E. 9 Tb& Scottish Bleachfields! 1718-1862, (unpublished B. Phil. thesis, Dundee, 1967 ). Gauldie 
noted the family marital connection between John Baxter and 
the Tealing 'Glas' family. Baxter, Sandeman and Curr, all 
related to each otherp Invested heavily in the linen trade. 
Later, the Baxter family were to- provide temporary 
accommodation for two Free Church congregations and were 
generous benefactors. See footnote (51), page 2-28 above. 
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FIGURE 2. 
ADDRESSES OF ESTABLISHED AND FREE CHURCHES 
WHERE CLOSE PROXIMITY IS EVIDENT. 
St. Andrew- Est. (Cowgate) 
Free St. Andrews (Meadowside) 
St. David (North Tay Street) 
Free St. David (Lochee Road/Ward Road) 
Chapelshade (Rollo Row/Constitution Road) 
Free Chapelshade (Bell Street) 
Lochee St. Ninian Est. (Bright Street) 
Free Lochee East (High Street) 
Br. Ferry St. Aidans (Brook Street) 
Free Br. Ferry West (Brook Street/Church Street) 
St. John Cross (South Tay Street) 
Free St. John, (possibly Long Wynd/Overgate) 
It will be seen that seven new Presbyterian congregations 
were created 'overnight'. The Burgh churches were not affected 
by the Disruption as such but were In the process of being 
rebuilt for the second time following a disastrous fire which had 
destroyed all but St. Clements and the Steeple Tower in 1841. (70) 
Thus, in the settling down process following the excitement of 
1843, the Free Church had no need to plant churches in 'new' 
unchurched areas (for the recently built churches and 
congregations in these areas had all disestablished themselves)l 
but it contented itself with building new churches close to their 
------------------ m ---------------------- -------------- 
70 Kidd. W., Dundee, PgRt And Present. (Kidd, Dundee, 1909, ) 
pp. 82-85. Kidd reproduces eye-witness accounts. 
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weakened Established church counterpart as a constant reminder of 
the issues involved. 
?-. 11 ME INDUSTRIAL 
-EXP-L-QSIQN.. 
The period 1830-1840 had seen other changes apart from the 
ecclesiastical cleavage. The Burgh Reform Act of 1834 displaced 
Dundee's ruling oligarchy by a new Town Council of twenty-one 
members, who served for three year periods and retired by 
rotation. Any householder paying an annual ground rent of 910 or 
more could exercise his vote or offer himself for election. (71) 
Economically, the town had experienced a -burst of industrial 
expansion lasting a few years until 1836 , and witnessed the 
building of some 30 spinning and weaving mills. (72) Howeverl 
spare capacity and overproduction brought a period of sharp 
recession which lasted until the mid 1840's. 
The Goverment was forced to set up a Commission to 
investigate the plight of the weavers and the information 
contained in the Report of the Poor Law Commission gives an 
insight into the conditions of the people. Levitt and Smout in 
analysing this data suggest that the land rents in the Dundee and 
Angus area were among the highest in Scotland. (73) House rent 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
71 Paton and Millar., Dj2, =., pp. 27f. 
72 Hamilton., (1936), OD. =., pp. 106-107. Mackie. 
R. L., (ed. ), Scientific Survey j2f Dundee 2nd District, 
[British Association Handbook: 193991 (British 
Association, Londonp 1939. ) p. 83. 
73 Levitt. I. and Smout. CT. 1 C., Ma State j2f. = Scottish 
Working Classes in , (Scottish Academic Presso Edinburgh, 19790 p. 2, see Map 1.7. --See also Marwick. 
W. H., Economic DevelopmenjIin Victorian Snotland, (Allen 
and Urwin, London, 1936. ) P-39. 
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information reveals something of the nature of the quality of 
life as well as housing: 
... Margaret Kay (aged 80) paid 24/- 
annually for 'one small low damp room' 
00, Janet Duncan paid 25/- shillings 
annually for a neat clean small house 
... Two widows, both aged over 70 paid 
35/- shillings for 'but-and-bens' 
-0 Widow Davidson (aged 45 with three 
children) paid 55/- for one 'large 
room dirty with work. ***'(74) 
Evidence was also given to the Commission by a missionary in the 
town who told of children confined to their homes unable to go 
out because they possessed no clothes. (75) The minds of those not 
affected by this poverty clung tenaciously to the belief that the 
real problem was the intemperance and slothfulness of the 
able-bodied poor. This beliefq one to which Chalmers subscribed, 
can be seen retrospectively as a mere rationalisation of the 
common human trait of limiting one's response to the situation. 
In many urban towns, the Kirk Session had been forced to make use 
of the Istent'(76) to meet the widening gap between church plate 
collections and the demands made upon them by the poor. The 
resentment of those upon whom this levy fell can be sLien-by-the 
way that all the towns pressed for an extensioý of the qualifying 
period for poor relief to 
------------------------------------ m ------------- 
74 Levitt and Smout., j22, =-v P-59. 
75 I-tu. 9 P. 111 . 76 The stent was a method of local 'rates' levy to meet 
extraordinary civil. expenditure; ego wart bridge 
building. 
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seven years to expressly exclude those who had lately arrived in 
the locality. (77) In actual fact, it was discrimination aimed 
against the large numbers of migrant Irish(78) who were a growing 
percentage of the urban populations, and there was considerable 
resentment towards the Irish Poor Law Guardians who had relieved 
themselves of their problem by offers of free paid passages to 
Scotland. The animosity which the Irish encountered had a 
mixture of racial, sectarian and religious reasons but primarily 
it arose because they were perceived as the cause of economic 
hardship for others as their swelling numbers tended to produce a 
labour surplus and consequent lowering of wages in a time of 
fierce recession. 
M 
The economic position rectified itself in the later 1840's. 
and the effect of the introduction of jute as a new material can 
be judged within the context of the imports of fibre in the 
succeeding decades.. 
------------------------------------------------- 
77 Uid-r P-176. 
78 Marwick. t( 1936) v ans- . 2it. ,P- 13 2. See also 
Collins. 
Brenda. E. A., As2cets &T, Trish Tinmilzrntion jj2jýQthjqjgQ 
Scottish Towns, (Dundee and Paisley: ) during jtj= Nineteenth Century, (unpublished M. Phil. thesisp Edinburghp 1978. ) 
Collins noted that the early migrations involved females 
aged about 20-24 years. It was ým. 1837-45 that large 
numbers of Irish families moved into Dundee. By examining 
the 1841 Census Enumeration Returnst Collins showed that 
their residence was in the Hilltown and, the Overgate /West 
Port/ Scouring Burn areas where 60% Irish residency levels 
could be found. 
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----------- 
IMPORTS OF FIBRES INTO DUNDEE (in Tons. ) 
--------------------------------------------------- 
Year : Flax/Hemp: Jute 
------------------------------ 
1831 : 179990 
1841 : 25,694 2,661 
1851 : 30,146 16,928 
1861 : 
------ 
29,448 35,716 (1) 
------------------------ 
Page 2-44 
18T1 : 399361 103,423 
1890 : 24P230 239,884 
1895 : 24,551 2TT, 315 (2) 
Sources: (1) Warden. A. S., The Linen Trade, p. 633. 
(2) Mackie. R. L., op. cit., p. 85, Table 3. 
The factors affecting jute's sudden utilisation were -purely 
economic. British Mercantile policy created a market for cheap 
sacking and baggings. Jute, being a new material was not subject 
to the old discriminatory protectionist tariffs, and by 1839 the 
Dundee Harbour was well placed to offer the additional advantage 
of considerable savings effected by a direct shipping trade with 
India. (79) 
The pattern of development of the spinning and weaving mills 
began to dictate the growth and the shape of the town. The first 
phase had been in the Scouring Burn area spreading up the valley 
from 'the Wardst (Ward Rd. ), and was accompanied by the spread of 
workers housing in the vicinity. In this early period, 
considerable rationalisation took place with small manufacturers 
79 Mackie. R. L. , -Qp.,. 
=. t p. 8 2. 
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going into partnership and larger units appearing in their place. 
As Dr. Jackson remarks: 
... it is very difficult to obtain 
a clear picture of the structure of 
the Dundee Jute Industry ... '. 
(80) 
The second phase is clearly identifiable with mills being 
built on the lower Dens Burn. These can be identified on the 
feuing map for the lands of Wallace Craigie(81) with Wallace 
Craigie Works built in 18359 Baxterts Dens Hill in 1836, 
Maxwelltown Works to the north of Bonnybank in 1847j Bowbridge 
Works in 1857, and the Rashiewell and Dura Street mills already 
in evidence by the same period. To provide better lighting 
required in the mechanised worksg the Gas Company was founded in 
Peep o'Day Lane in the same period. (82) The tertiary expansion 
was to the Butterburn feus at the head of the Dens Burn with the 
Caldrum and Manhatten works -ca. 
18T4. The Perth Roadp and also 
the Hawkhill and Annfield Row area also saw new warehousing and 
factories being built during this period. Several ropeworks and 
factories were built on the sloping ground north of Magdalen 
Green and Seafields. 
--------------------------------------------- 
80 Jackson., &a, =., p. 114. 
81 Mss. map in Dundee University Library Archives. 
82 Marwick. t (1936), m2, _cIt., cites 
'Fenntm Compendium QL 
Scottish Stocks: 18691p PP-544f. See also Hume. 
J., (ed. ), Qp,. =-p P-97. William Brown's diary records 
how interested he was in comparing the cost and benefit of 
the use of gas-light in the Leeds Mill. See also M= 
Report QL tba Commi ttPP Mf Subscriber. 1 t. Q Jhjq Pronosed 
Dundee Q= Light Company, (David Hall, -Dundee, 1823, ) This 
group of speculators were investigating the profit to be 
gained by using gas derived from oil-shale and coal. 
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Of particular interest was the giant Camperdown Works of the 
Cox Brothers in Lochee who moved from their smaller Foggeylea 
factory and integrated all the batching, cardingg spinning, 
weaving and calendering on the one site. This company imported 
its own jute direct from India and used a branch railway line to 
move its materials from its ships to the factory. By 1893, it 
employed over 5000 workers. (83) 
As the textile industry mechanised and expanded, so also did 
its demand for labour, causing the town's population to grow 
rapidly. The cross comparability of the Census material presents 
problems through the ever shifting boundariest but in this 
instance, it indicates why these new areas which had previously 
existed as distinct in origin, identity and function were to 
remain poly-nuclear centres of population within the urban 
conurbation. 
---------------------------------------------- 
83 Marwick. 1936), mD, ail. , p. 96, p. 108. 
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FIGURE 2. 
----------- 
POPULATION GROWTH DUNDEE, 1801-1901 
--------------------------------------------- 
Year: Population: Growth in: % 
at Census 20 years : growth in 
: 20 yrs. 
--------------------------------------------- 
1801 26,084 ------ --- 
1821 309575 4,491 17% 
1841 62,873 32,295 105% 
1861 
. 
90,568 27,695 44% 
1881 140,239 50,671 55% 
1901 161,1T3 20,934 14% 
--------------------------------------------- 
Note: These figures reflect the population 
in a situation where the town boundar- 
-ies were extended. (84) 
--------------------------------------------- 
Page 2-47 
-------------------------------------------------------- m ---- M --- 
84 Since 1801, the boundaries had been expanded first in 1831 
to include the Seabraes, Hawkhillq Blackness, Benvie, 
Logie, the Law, Hilltownt Clepington, and Hilton of 
Craigie. The next revision in 1876 included the Perth Rd. 
to Ninewells, Balgay, north of Locheep (including Lochee 
entirely), and Craigiet (the site of the Eastern 
Necropolis. ) In 1892 the revision included land lying 
between the present Clepington Rd. and the Kingsway and by 
1914, Downfield and all of Broughty Ferry was integrated 
into the City. Thus the boundary changes prior to 1876 
only marginally account for part of the increase between 
1821 and 1861. 
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?_ 12. M DTFFERING QUALITY DE LIFE. 
As the population rose, so did the demand for housing. For 
those who owned the 'Mills' p new areas were being developed 
providing superior individual dwellings on the slopes commanding 
good views of the Firth of Tay such as the Seabraes and Perth 
Road, Chapelshade and Constitution Road leading directly north 
from the town. For those who amassed personal fortunes, a 
mansion on the western or eastern outskirts provided the aura of 
a country estate. The West Ferry area was to see much of this 
type of residence and was served by the new Dundee and Arbroath 
Railway built in 1840. The profitability of Jute, despite 
recurring recessions, created wealth for some surplus even to 
their requirements. This wealth was placed in Investment Trusts 
investing in the Americas and also in the building of eleven jute 
mills in Bengal. (These were to become fierce competitors in 
later years. ) It is perhaps too easy to leap to the conclusion 
that this wealth ought to have, been invested locally, but Dundee 
had few natural resources of its own similar to the Lanarkshire 
coal and iron deposits. It would have been a foolish man who set 
up industries competing for his own supply of labour thereby 
driving up wages and depressing the very means of making these 
profits which were to become more marginal after 1870. (85) 
For the employed people, life was a very different matter. 
For them the reality was a ? single-end' or 'but-and-ben' In 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
85 Mackie. R. L. mp-, - 
=. p p. 85. 
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tenement type housing built by entrepreneurial builders and owned 
by small speculator landlords. (86) The tenement construction had 
the advantage of high multi-occupancy with low ground rentals-but 
there was no thought given to even the most basic amenities such 
as daylight and fresh air. The principal areas for construction 
were in close proximity to the sites of theý'Workst. This close 
proximity was a mixed blessing for the workers who started at six 
o'clock in the morning and worked twelve hour days with an hour 
off for breakfast and lunch. (87) Very few municipal controls 
existed and the recurring typhus, cholera, and typhoid epidemics 
are indicative of the overcrowding and insanitary conditions 
which prevailed generally but especially in the older part of the 
town as the rapidly swelling workforce were of necessity forced 
to find accommodation within its warren of closes and pends. 
Until 1861, the increase of 30POOO persons in some 20 years had 
had to find accommodation within the old houses vacated by the 
new 'suburb' -dwelling middle classes, and to the total 
------------------------------------------------ mmmmm-m ---- m- 
86 'Single mid': a colloqial expression for a single room in 
a multimoccupancy dwelling and in the worst of these it 
might be an unventilated cellar or a windowless room. 
'Butmandmbenl: was two adjoining rooms in a tenement or 
terraced cottage. 
See also-Ferguson. 9 m12, =-, P-300. In 1861, onemthird 
of the Scottish population lived in one-room dwellings. 
See also Robinson. P., Tenements: a pre-industrial urban 
tradition. In Review 1T. Scottish Culture, 1984, (1). 
Robertson traces the evolution of the Scottish tenement 
system. 
87 Carrol. W. D. jnr., Local Authority Housing in Dundee 
1919MI9, (unpublished B. Phil. thesis, Dundee, 1969. ) 
Carrol notes the same feature. See Livingstone., =, 
pp. 4f; also Paton and Millar., ml, att-, P-73. See 
Factorv InsDectorate ReDorts: 1851, Vol-; VIII, XXIII, 40, 
which notes this preference for close proximity of 
residence and employment. 
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number of dwellings, only 568 houses had been built in the 
period. The old property was simply sub-divided into rooms. 
Even the Dundee Advertiser spoke critically of the 
mill-owners who lived in luxury and allowed their workpeople to 
live in appalling conditions. (88) The mill owners were not 
persuaded that they should invest in property where the return 
would be less than the seven and one-half per cent obtainable 
from the Investment Trusts. Limited exceptions did occur in the, 
case of the Baxter and Cox families, but their limited response 
'proved' the impossibility(89) of providing better housing at 
economically viable or acceptable rates. Thus it was left to 
private owners to rent their flatted accommodation at the rates 
which the market would bear. (90) 
No provision had been made for water supplies to the town 
and the old medieval wells and springs were the only sources 
locally. Individuals acted as water sellers to the more distant 
localities. These springs had previously lain outside the built 
up area and had probably been of a sound quality but with the 
spread of dwellings up the Hilltown and Chapelshade slopes, It 
soon meant that they became contaminated sources. The 
overcrowding soon produced recurring typhus epidemics and the 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
88 Dundee Advertiser, 23rd. January# 1857. 
89 Leman, Lythe, and Gauldie. , mD.,. ait. j p. 81. The Roman 
Catholic Church in Lochee built houses for rent by Catholic 
families in the Burnside district but-this alone does not 
disprove the economic argument. 
90 Thid., p. 104, Table E 
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water gave rise to frequent cholera outbreaks. f The Royal 
Commission on Water Supply, 1868, reported of the Ladywell, (one 
of the main sources for water sellers), that the 
water is bright, sparkling ... but our 
analysis shows that this is nothing but 
a very thoroughly purified sewage. ... '(91) 
These problems, coupled with the low wage levels which forced the 
married women to work to supplement their husbandslearnings 
helped to produce exceptionally high infant mortality where 45% 
of all deaths were children under the age of five years. Even by 
the improving standards of 1904, the mortality rate was still one 
in every four children. (92) 
The true awakening of a social conscience and public 
awareness stems from the 1871 Improvements Act. Public concern 
over health and sanitation resulted in the eventual provision of 
a piped municipal water supply and sewer drainage. One of the 
factors militating against any form of improvements was the 
reluctance of many ratepayers to accept the burden of the cost 
upon themselves, and many of those who might have made high 
rating contributions lived comfortably outside the existing 
municipal boundary. 
The 1871 Act empowered the Town Council to declare houses as 
unfit for habitation if they saw fito but the evidence suggests 
that they limited their use of these powers to demolishing older 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
91 Paton and Millar., aD, alt., p. 167- 
92 Jackson., lip, =., p. 82. Cites the Report of the Dundee 
Social Union which reported infant mortality as ten times 
higher in tenement areas than other areas. 
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property in order to widen some of the central streets. (93) In 
1884p Whitehall Crescent and Whitehall Street cleared one of the 
worst slums of narrow wynds and closes, and this seems to have 
been accompanied by a wave of speculative building which took 
place in the Main Street area of Clepington feus to the north 
east of the Hilltown and beside the new Dens Road factories. 
Some 3,852 dwellings were reported as unoccupied in 1880. (94) The 
Census of 1881 may yet yield a clue as to the true position for 
it is not immediately obvious whether these were newt unlet 
dwellings or vacant, condemned properties awaiting demolition. 
Carrol's evidence(95) suggests that although the Town 
Council were empowered by legislation to take radical. action 
against slum landlords and ownerso and to curb the deficient 
amenities in new constructions, their effective policy was to 
confine themselves to demolition, and even then, somewhat 
belatedly. The laissez-faire arguments that unlet property in 
1890 proved there to be no need for interventionist policies, (96) 
failed to grasp the central issue that the low wages in the mills 
dictated that the workers and their families sought 
------------------------------- m ------- mm ------ m --- - ---- --- 
93 The following streets were widened after 1871: Murraygate, 
Seagate, Cowgate, Nethergate, and Bucklemaker Wynd, 
(Victoria Rd. ). North Commercial Street was cut through to 
Join with 'Albert Square'. 
94 Leman, Lythel and Gauldie., xit. j p. 8 4. Leman 
quotes the Dundee Advertiser., 27th. February, 1877. 
95 Carrol. , ja2.,. =.. Carrol discusses the Council's 
indecision when faced with the obvious deterioration in the 
city centre property. 
96 Leman, Lythel and Gauldie. mD, _ P. 
93. A special 
Housing Act of 1890 gave the powers to rate and to build 
publicly owned housing but a recession in the town was 
fortuitous to neither consideration nor implementation. 
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accommodation within their means from necessity rather than from 
expediency. 
Remarks by the Rev. Walter Walsh as the chairman of the 
Housing and Town Planning committee, betray all the attitudes 
which had continued to persist and would continue to do so until 
the eve of the Great War in 1914. Dundee had, writes Walsh, 
too. unreservedly trusted 
in private enterprise to provide housing for the people, yet in 
the same article Walsh complained of the effects of tenements 
... diminishing the sense of responsibilty 
among tenants, [being] .. less favourable 
to cleanliness, while [they] increase the 
liability to friction. ... '(98) 
Aware of the responsibilities placed upon his committee by the 
1909 Act compelling Councils to ensure that landlords complied 
with sanitary and health regulations, there was a refusal to 
accept that the eradication of the slum sites necessarily meant 
public intervention by way of providing replacement housing. 
Again Wal'sh used the argument of unlet properties proving a 
sufficiency of accommodation but his argument had flaws in its 
logic. His own 'Table of Unlet Property'(99) indicates that 63% 
of these dwellings comprised of 1 or 2 rooms and 80% of these 
were under 910 rental per annum; (equivalent to a maximum rent 
-------------------------------------- m ------------------- m ------ 
97 Paton and Millar., zi, Ut., p. 94. 
98 Ujd., p. 90. Walshts antipathy towards the tenements Is 
partly to do with the contemporary debate about what kind 
of housing was best for 'the workers'. The English 'garden 
suburbs' concept seemed to have gained general acceptance 
but the cost factors mitigated against it. 
99 JILU. , P. 91. 
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of 4/10d.; 24 new pence per week. ) Further, as the rent levels 
rosep the percentage of unlet property decreased in each 
successive category of annual rental payable. (100) Using Walsh's 
own figures for weekly rents for two room flats as being 3/-d. 
to 4/9d. per weekp (15P. to 24p. ); and combining Lenmants 
wages information(101) where the very best wages equalled 29/-d 
for mechanics, 19/-d. for power weavers, and 10/4d. for the 
multitude of spinners; it will be seen that even the low paid 
workers did not choose to live in the lowest rent property if 
they could possibly avoid it. Although this argument uses 
evidence from two different datesp (1911 in Walsh's case and 1905 
in Lenman's), the unlet property fell into the category of the 
lowest rental scale. Whilst the power-loom weavers were the 
higher wage earnersq for every weaver a greater number of rovers, 
spinners, and batchers were needed to keep them supplied with 
thread and it can be readily assumed that greater numbers earned 
the lower wage rates. Given this norm of low wages, the fact 
that cheaper housing was available yet remained unlet, the 
workers obviously shunned these for one of two reasons; distance 
from the works, or personal choice and preferring something 
betterw- The greatest-distance-from-the works-would-have-been-the -- 
oldest property which lay in the old town area. The majority of 
Walsh's unlet property was necessarily the worst property and 
-------------------------------------------- m ---------- m ------ - 
100 The assumption underlying this analysis is that the 
dwellings with the least amenities were also the least In 
annual rental value terms. 
101 Leman, Lytheq and Gauldie., &Uj, =., --p. 110. Cites the 
Dundee Social Union Re2ort : 1905, Table Oute Industry 
Wages. 
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that which was surely due for demolition. (102) Ferguson's comment 
that the working population succumbed to 
I the perpetuation of a slum mentality I 
should be viewed cautiously as an over-generalisation In the case 
of Dundee. (103) In a similar way, the Presbyterian churches in 
Dundee also seem to have failed to recognise the true nature of 
the poverty which surrounded them and which they wrongly 
attributed to indolence, immoralityp and alcohol. It is not 
difficult to see that only a marginally differing set of 
conditions pertains in Scotland to those described by Wickham in 
Sheffield. (104) The churches distanced themselves from the 
working people by virtue of týittv, faulty theology whichýsaw the 
effects of poverty in others as a sure sign of their own election 
and continued enjoyment of the Divine Gifts of material 
prosperity. Salvation wast among other thingst to be rescued 
from the poverty trap. To be saved essentially and necessarily 
meant subscription to standards of mannersp habits and dresal the 
latter especially lying beyond the reach of many. To make 
------------------------------------------------------------- m --- 
102 The thrust of this argument is supported by Lennox. D. 9 
- Working -Class Lift ill Dundee: 1878-19013 (St, --Andrews 
University Library Arobivel Mss. ) Vol. I, p. 205; Vol. II 
Tables 170,174. Lennox lectured in Forensic Medicine at 
Dundee. His manuscript has evidence relating to the 
physique of army recruits from Dundee and marW other 
general comparative statistics. 
103 Ferguson.,. Q" =., p. 404. 
104 Wickham. E. R. , Church ; Lnd Penpl P In Ila Tnduntrl al, (London, 1964,5th. impression, ) nn,,; sim. Wickham showed 
that the churches of Sheffield did not lose the working 
classes; they had never held their allegiance since the 
early days of industrialisation. Implicit in Wickham's 
work is the belief that seat rents and class differences 
exacerbated the problems. This is examined more closely in 
Chapter 3, (below. ) 
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matters even more divisive the ministerst like many of their 
members, lived at some distance from their 'parish' in the better 
area of the town. If 'respectability' was -an ideal of. the 
Presbyterians, 'community' was the hallmark of the Irish Roman 
Catholics who tended to live in distinct neighbourhoodsl close to 
their church, served by their own Irish priest who lived among 
themp maintaining their own distinctive sub-culture largely 
unaffected by the host community. 
By the end of the century, tenement building was slowing 
down and the emphasis was on accommodation aimed at the renting 
middle-classes. 7hese later tenement apartments had three or 
more rooms and were characterised by their bay window frontages. 
Some of this latter expansion took place as a ribbon development 
or cluster along the routes or at the termini of the new electric 
tramway system which was introduced on all the principal radial 
routes out from the town centre. (105) 
The changing shape of the town can be seen in the map 
contained in Figure 2.10. Commencing in the west, a ribbon 
development of large mansions with terraced middle class housing 
existed at West Park and the outer Perth Road. The ridge along 
Blackness Rd. to the immediate south of Balgay Hill had middle 
class property lining it. The Seabraes, Magdalen Green, and 
-------------------------------------- m -------------------------- 
105 Horse drawn and steam trams had served several routes since 
the 1880's. but these early forms of transport were 
expensive, the 3d. fare from Lochee being beyond the means 
of many. The cheap electric trams stimulated growth in 
hitherto 'outlying' areas. 
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Perth Road area had a mixture of older detached cottages, some 
large houses, intervening narrow streets with tenements and rope 
works. From the Hawkhill north across the Blackness Road, on 
FIGURE 2.10 
------------ 
DUNDEE: MAP OF TRAMWAY ROUTES ca. 1900. 
--------------- 
through the Scouring Burn area to 
Dudhope, (including the Milnebank 
industrial area with its attendant 
followed the route to Lochee and 
and houses covered the slopes to 
Cemetery. 
the foot of the slopes of 
and Benvie Road area), lay the 
housing. A ribbon development 
a community of little cottages 
the north of the old Logie 
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With the Cox Camperdown Works to its eastp Lochee lay 
between the road to Liff and the South Road as a haphazard 
mixture of factories, cottages, and lanes. (106) On the southern 
slopes of the Law, good housing for the middle and upper classes 
existed and followed the slope of the hill down Constitution Ed. 
past Chapelshade. 
The Hilltown north from Ladywell to Faimuir was developed 
on both sides. 7be lower slopes and especially the Dallfield and 
Rosebank area, Ann Street, and Forebank area were densely 
populated yet still retained some of the old villa property 
behind high walls. From Ann Street north, tenements prevailed 
successively through Clepington feust Smithfields, and Butterburn 
to the present Clepington Road. From Fairmuir, north along the 
Strathmartine Road, detached and semi-detached property lined the 
road at Downfield and Baldovan in ribbon development. The 
following map shows the state of development of Downfield in 1918 
some twenty years after the three competing churches had been 
built. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
106 Donaldson., D-p, jai-t., 
Contains a collection of maps with 
differing dates showing the stages of development. 
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FIGURE 2.11 
------------ 
DUNDEE: MAP OF DOWNFIELD AREA ca. 1918. 
------------------------------ 
= -------------------------- 
07 
t3 FREE 
19o. causto us P. Xi 
EPISCOPAL. WAR* 
------------------------------ 
Proceeding eastwards, the Clepington Road was intermittently 
lined with tenements but at Maryfield and Stobswellg goodý 
detached and semi-detached villas existed unspoilt by any 
intrusions. The - area south of the Clepington Road was 
undeveloped at Easter and Wester Clepington and to the south of 
these two areas of farmland lay the industrial sprawl of Dens 
Road, Dura, Albertq and Princess Streets where mills and houses 
intermingled uninterruptedly through Wallace feusp Wallace 
Craigiev Blackscroftt and the newer Lilybank and Springhill 
areas. Between Albert Street and Baxter Park were new tenements 
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built on the site of the old Asylum at Maryfield. 
To the east of a line approximating to the route of 
Springhill and Baxter Park, there were isolated detached villas 
and mansions with occasional small developments of good terraced 
housing. In Broughty Ferry, the mansions abounded on the slopes 
to the north of the railway line all the way to Barnhill. In 
Broughty Ferry properv the old town had been laid out in grid 
pattern -and contained a mixture of 
tenements, villasp and 
terraced villas. The older houses lay close to the shore around 
the West Ferry beach. 007) 
? --, a URBANISATION . --= 
CHURCH RESPONSE. 
The Disruption in 1843 had caused a revision in thinking 
among some of the early seceding churches who realised that the 
Free Church stood for the same basic objection to patronage as 
had caused them to secede in the first instance. Perhaps they 
had begun to realise that as small fragmented churchesq they 
stood little chance of exercising any decisive influence in 
religious matters when viewed against the monolithic Established 
church. The fragmented 'New Lichts' remnants reunited in 1820 as 
the United Secession church and in 1847 were prepared to join 
with the Relief Church to form the United Presbyterian Church. 
This reconciliation seemed to herald further reunions outside the 
Established church. The remaining Burgher 'Auld Lichts' united 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
107 Jones. S. J., Dundee alLd District, [British Association 
Handbook: 1968,1 (Winterp Dundee, 19689) pp. 288-294. 
Gives additional information on specific developments in 
this period. 
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and made common cause with the Free Church in 1852f and this was 
followed later by a union in 1876 by the Reformed Presbyterian or 
'Cameroniant churches, who still claimed to have retained their 
covenanting ideals. 
Thus, whilst there were some who chose to remain as 
continuing remnants of these churches, the overwhelming majority 
of the Presbyterians in Scotland belonged to one of three main 
churches; the Established, the Freeq or the United Presbyterian 
Church, and striking differences existed between the latter two. 
7be Free Church was intent on carrying through its plan of 
existing as a National Church(108) outwith and opposed to the 
Established church because of its Erastian State connection. (109) 
The U. P. Church had no such ambition and its 518 congregations 
were committed to a voluntarist position of local, financially 
autonomous congregations, accepting Presbyterian government and 
discipline but rejecting congregationalism as such. Dependency 
upon self-finance necessarily meant that the U. P. Church derived 
its strength In the populous urban towns whereas the Free Church 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
108 National: in the sense of having congregations in every 
Tocality in Scotland. 7be territorial 'parish' did not 
exist as such in the Free Church except when disputes and 
encroachment upon each other forced the Free Church 
Presbytery to intervene. 'Mission' activity frequently 
gave rise to inter-congregational friction. 
109 Erastian in the sense of the church is given certain rights 
and privileges by Parliament, is protected by the State, 
but is subject to the Laws of the State. 
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had a predominance of small charges in the rural and Highland 
areas, areas which were to feel the first effects of major 
depopulation with migration to the towns and overseas. ( 110) It 
was to be 1900 before these two churches would unite as the 
United Free Church, but it must be said that they themselves were 
in straitened condition and exhausted from their efforts in the 
50 intervening years. Whilst the unions of the seceding 
Presbyterian churches of the 19th. century would seem to 
indicate a more eirenic spirit, the greater toleration was 
somewhat one-sided and was never extended to the Established 
church. The evidence abounds in polemic pamphleteering which 
took place all through the century, and the very siting of many 
of the churches in Dundee would seem to witness that this mood of 
moral and numerical supremacy caused unbridled competitiveness. 
7be following figure, (Figure 2.12, ) attempts to draw out 
the nature of the response both to the new areas of habitation 
and the constant looking over the shoulder to see what the other 
two churches were doing. The dates of erection or earliest 
reference are given and churches appearing oý the same line 
indicate that they are spatially contiguous. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
110 Henderson. G. D., aba ClnimR Qf_ _thr, 
Church &X_ Snntland, 
(Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1951, ) p. 108. 
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FIGURE 2.12 
DUNDEE CHURCH BUILDING 1843-1900 
--------------------------------- 
CENTRAL AREA (A) 
---------------- 
St. Mary 1847 
St. Paul Old 1847 
St. Clement 1788 
St. Enoch (1) 1863 
St. Andrew 1774 
Willison Free 
St. Paul Mariner 
St. Enoch Free 
St. Andrew Free 
Gaelic Albert Sq 
1807 
1852 
1863 School Wynd UP-1743 
1843 
1841 
WEST END (B). 
-------------- 
St. David 1822 St. David Free 
St. John Cross 1841 St. John Free 
St. Mark 1868 St. John (2) 
St. Peter Free 
Martyrs (3) 
McCheyne Mem. 
EAST END (C) 
------------ 
1844 
(1843 Tay Square UP. 1832 
(1884 Eyehill UP, 1880 
1836 
1856 
1870 
Chalmers Free 1854 Hawkhill (4)UP. 1848 
Martyrs (5)RP-1856 
Wishart UP. 1837 
Wallacetown 1874 Victoria Rd*UP. 1875 
St. Matthew:,. 1881 
Baxter Park 1894 
Maryfield 1887 Ogilvie Free 1872 Park up. 1890 
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FIGURE 2.12 (cont. ) 
CHAPELSHADE (D) 
--------------- 
(Dudhope Cr. UP. 1869 
Chapelshade 1791 Chapelshade Fr. 1843 (Bell Street 1747 
(Euclid Cr Ind. -1808 
(James' (6) 1837 
HILLTOWN (E) 
Wellgate Free 1853 
Clepington 1873 Hilltown Free 1836 
Rosebank 1874 Bonnethill Free 1870 Butterburn 1861 
High Kirk Free 1877 
LOCHEE AND LOGIE (F) 
-------------------- 
Lochee Old 1830) Lochee East Fr. 1846 Lochee West 1826 
St. Luke 1874) 
St. Thomas (7) 1874 Dudhope 1837 Lochee Rd. UP. 1886 
Logie 1877 
DOWNFIELD AND NORTH (G) 
----------------------- 
Mains Q. O. (8) 1560 
Strathmartine 1843 
Downfield Downfield 
North 1893-- - South Faimuir 1900 
UP. 1886 
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FIGURE 2.12 (cont. ) 
BROUGHTY FERRY (H) 
------------------ 
B. F. St. James 1887 
St. Luke 1884 B. F. Queen St. 1870 
St. Stephen 1871 B. F. West 1844 B. F. Union UP. 1837 
St. Aidan 1826 B. F. East Free 1861 
Barnhill 1883 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: Boundaries for notional areas: 
(A) East of Tay St., south of Ward Rd. 9 west of Trades Ln. (B) West of Tay St., south of Blackness Rd. 
(C) South-east of Victoria Rd., east of Dens Rd. 
(D) Area north of 'Wardstt west of Hilltown. 
(E) Area north up Hilltown and west of Dens Rd. 
(F) Area north of Blackness on Lochee Road. 
(G) Faimuir and North. 
(H) West Ferry and eastwards. 
(1) St. Enoch Free united with Established church 18T4. 
(2) St. John Free transported themselves to Hoseangle 
(3) Martyrs united with the Free Church. Moved site 
to Annfield Road. 
(4) Hawkhill UP. 9 previously a Mission of Tay Square UP. bought the vacated Martyrs building. 
(5) see (3) above. 
(6) Jamest sold their site in 1904 and moved to Arklay St. 
(7) St. Thomas' was a uniting Episcopal church. 
(8) Mains was a pre-reformation qvgja omnia parish. 
7be dates used are the earliest references 
found. A number of years might elapse from 
the initial coming together of a congregation 
and the eventual completion of building work. 
The effect of the competitive Ichurching' is noticeable in 
most areas excepting the Hilltown and Forebank area. One 
Possible explanation for this may lie in the fact that this area 
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had a high immigrant Irish population. (111) The clustering of 
churches, sometimes on adjacent street cornersp(112) did much to 
encourage the seceders' own convictions of the financial strength 
of their church vis-ý--vis the Established church. 7be cost of 
running the church and the ministers stipend had to be found 
through liberality. The non-Established churches needed to 
attract memberst especially those able to contribute to the 
upkeep of fabricp stipend, and repayment of building debts. 
MacLaren cites an undisputed instance in Aberdeen where a 
disrupting Free congregation transported themselves to the rich, 
new town abandoning completely their previous connection with a 
poor area of town on the simple pretext that they could not find 
a suitable site. (113) Evidence of this kind is confined to the 
Free St. John's congregation who first moved from their West 
Port site to Smallts Wynd and thence to Roseanglej Perth Road; a 
site relatively close to the existing Established St. Marks 
church. 7be ex-IReformed Presbyterians Martyrs Free church 
----------------------------------------------- mmm-mm ---- m-m ---- 
111 Handley. J. E. 9 Thq Trishin Scotland! 1798m184r3# (Cork 
Univ. Press, Cork: Irelandl 19430 P. 128. Handley states 
that there were about 50 Irish-born migrants in Dundee in 
1816, some 2000-plus in 1831p and 8000 by 1837. The 1841 
Census states that 14%A8,000); of Dundee's population 
were Irish born-or their children. Roman Catholic churches 
built in Dundee suggest that they follow the perceived 
need. St Andrews, Nethergatep 1836; Forebank, 1851; 
Lochee, 1866;. St Josephs, Wilkies Lanev (Scouring Burn)j 
1874, Arthurstone Tce. j 1898; Broughty Ferryl 1905. [See 
footnote(78) above for reference to Collins. 
B. E. A., (thesis). ] 
112 Lochee was a prime example of what was to found in many 
Scottish towns. Another example was the junction of Bell 
Street and Constitution Road, where# within a 150 yard 
radius there were 10 different churches. 
113 MacLaren. A. , Rel igion jLnd SoM R1 C1 R-Ra thft disruption 
y&= in Aberdeen, (Routledge, Kegan and Paull London, 
1974, ) pp. 110f., p. 169. 
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also transported itself to the newly built area of Annfield Row 
In the West End. (114) 
In the case-of Downfield, it is hard to see how its small 
population justified the addition of an Established and a Free 
Church to the United Presbyterian congregation already there. 
One reason to account for this might be the fact that it was a 
distinctly middle class area 'commuting' by train to Dundee. 
Thus, there is circumstantial evidence to suggest that the 
siting of new churches in the North, the West End, and Broughty 
Ferry seems more than coincidental. It might equally be argued 
that church planting in Dundee simply follows in the wake of the 
population but invariably much later, and almost inevitably, in 
conjunction and in 'opposition' to the other two Presbyterian 
churches.. Viewed in strictly spatial terms, the above argument 
is tenable. . When viewed simultaneously in, spatial and 
demographic dimensions, it is clear that there is a relationship 
entailed between low density of population and new congregational 
building which cannot be found in the high density, working class 
areas. 
One feature of the extension process was the creation of 
Mission Schools in the poorer areas of the town, and this was the 
Armageddon for all the churches. The siting of many of the new 
churches indicates a membership base formed of the middle and 
114 'Transportation': - the process whereby a congregation 
retains its identity but shifts its site, is limited later 
to St. David's Free Church moving site -: =. 1904; St. John 
Cross doing likewise in 1911; and Chalmers Free moving at 
the same time as its peopleý=. 1969. 
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artisan classes. 7be Mission or 'Ragged Church' was conceived of 
as a means of 'creaming-off' those of a proven steady character 
into the 'fuller' membership of the parent congregation. This 
did not work in practice(115) for the Missions became separate 
congregations who in turn applied for independent status. (116) 
The Mission Schools or 'Ragged Churches' were to have produced 
the elementary standard of instruction which was believed to be 
necessary in providing a bridge for the poor to the 'benefits' of 
religion; -a life of prayer, praise, temperance, thrift, 
endeavour, and respectability with the 'greatest of these being 
respectability. ' Conversion could be measured in terms of social 
and economic improvement. Given this particular moral 
standpoint, It is little wonder that moralism pervaded the very 
church itself and distorted its spoken Word. Neither free seats 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
115 Jamieson. G. , TAX A2LUa= Church: A century retroRDent, 
(Paul and Matthew, Dundee, 1932, ) pp. go-91. Jamieson noted 
that Hawkhill church, on its closure and Ire-uniting, with 
the parent Tay Square congregation, added 101 names to the 
Membership Boll. Many of these simply Idisjoinedt -a 
euphemism for the fact that they never actually came - 
because they I ... lived at a distance ... 1. This case, 
perhaps more than any other, shows not only the folly, but 
also the difficulty involved in attempting to merge groups 
of people who perceive social differences between 
themselves. 
116 Tay Square OS. church founded Hawkhill Mission which 
received full status in 1848 as a U. P. congregation; 
Bonnethill was a Free Church mission from Hilltown church 
and was granted full status in 1872. Wellgate was a 
Mission conducted by Free Chapelshade and Free St. Andrews. 
Dudhope and Lochee West operated Mission Schools detached 
from their respective churches. See also MacLaren., g. 2, 
_=-9 PP-172-179. 
MacLaren charts the obstacles which 
presbyters placed in the way of two Mission churches In 
Aberdeen achieving full status and---recognition; le. 
Laing's 'Kirkiet and Gallowgate Mission where secession was 
the only alternative. 
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nor the provision of 'decent' clothes(117) helped any of the 
churches to fill their half empty pews. For the Fýee Churcho 
competition from their own 'Missions' would prove to be a thorn 
in their side. Each new, small congregation added to the 
problems faced by the Sustenation Fund which enabled the poorer 
congregations to obtain assistance from the richer congregations 
- at least for a time. 
It will be seen from the dates of building in Figure 2.12 
above that the first response by the Established church was the 
opening of one church in 1868 on the Perth Road and its choice of 
site is worthy of attention for it begs a number of questions. 
There were three areas in the town where the Establishedý-church 
had no foothold, ie. the Hilltown, Wallace feus, and the Perth 
Road. Before the Disruption, it had built a chapel-of-ease in 
each area but these were among the churches and congregations 
which it lost. In each case, an Established church lay within 
half a mile, but in the former two instances that would assume 
that St. Andrew's Established *church was capable of exercising 
the pastoral concern over these two additional" areas. 
The new church-of St. Mark was built--on -the Terth--Road 
within half a mile of the Burgh churches and St. John Cross in 
South Tay Street. The Town Council, when rebuilding the Burgh 
churches in 1848, attempted to suppress one of the collegiate 
charges but the Presbytery had raised legal objections 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
117 Thomson. J. H. , cU2, Xtt., Thomson includes a picture of the 
Lochee West 'Missionary Clothing Society' members; a group 
devoted to providing suitable clothes for church and work 
among the working classes of Lochee. 
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and agreed to accept responsibility for the charge on payment of 
the sum of 92,000 by the Town Council. Rollo(118) claimed that 
it required donations from 'friends' to complete both the 
building and the endowments of stipend. 7be question of Its site 
in the Perth Road must be answered in terms of where the 
financial support was forthcoming from, as much as by the other 
evidence that the Free Church were about to build McCheyne 
Memorial as a second Free church in this area. 
The Established church found its hands somewhat tied after 
1843. Parliament bad sanctioned the 1844 Chapel Act which 
allowed the church to erect chapels-of-ease provided that a 
stipend of 9120 was endowed. It was 1874 before the 
Anti-Patronage Act was passed and In the intervening 30 years, 
the Established church had only been able to erect some 60 new 
buildings throughout Scotland. In Dundee, St. Marks was 
technically a 'replacement' chargep and it was not before the 
mid-18TO's that the Established church made headway in terms of 
new congregations. (119) 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
118 -Rollo, J. , (1897), Sa, =. , P-13. Although the award 
was made to Presbytery in 1853, the church was not built 
for another 15 years. There is no actual reference made to 
a congregation existing before St. Marks was opened in 
1868. 
119 Petitions to erect under Viet. Cap. 44, (7), (8). St. Mark 
(2/6/1871); Chapelshade (17/2/1872); Wallacetown 
-reunited from Free Church (7/2/1874); Rosebank 
(4/12/1874); St. Luke Lochee (31/-1/1876); St. Enoch 
-uniting from Free Church (28/1/1876); Clepington (1876); 
Logie (1/6/1877); St. Matthew (13/3/1881). 
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The progress, as regards church planting in the urban towns 
may be viewed at two distinct levels. The first Is the outward 
and visible manifestation in the form of actual buildings. . The 
second level was the debate which went on fromcsi. 1870 between 
the Established and seceding churches. The 1874 Act concerning 
the abolition of patronage seemed to some Established churchmen 
to have eased the way for a more conciliatory level of relations 
with the seceders, the source of their former grievance having 
been removed. In practice, the secederst argument shifted to 
that of attempting to disestablish the Church of Scotland. The 
contemporary sources, although polemic in intent, show 
unwittingly the nature of the changing attitudes in each of the 
Presbyterian churches. 
The Established church reacted by circulating a prepared 
statement to all Members of Parliament claiming that the 
Established church had never ceased to be the Church of the 
majority of Soots even at the Disruption. After all, only 451 
had-seceded from--its total-of 1203 ministers. --The'--tone of the 
pamphlet conveys an air of superiority and self-righteousness 
coupled with mild indignation about the seceders effrontery in 
challenging the financial basis of the people's Kirk. It pointed 
to the fact that the endowed stipend system provided 876 of its 
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ministers with livings in excess of 9200 per annum. It argued 
that the 
I ... churchts endowments .. [represented] .. the patrimony 
of the poor as it lays on every minister the duty of 
placing himself at the service of the whole inhabitants 
of his parish .... '(120) 
Menzies' argument when summated stated that the stipends were 
guaranteed, and even in the poor parishes, a minister was 
available for all in the parish. Further, his argument suggests 
that the 'parish', as a territorial unit, was a properly 
functioning entity provided with a 'benevolent' resident 
minister. 
The reality was somewhat different. 7he urban ministers did 
not live in their parishes, and the 'poor' had a somewhat 
differing conception of 'their' ministers' 'benevolence'. 
Menzies'' argument was defensive, and, in a sense, countering the 
thrust of the attack. Robert Howie, Free-churchman and 
prodigious pamphleteer, was attacking the results of 'the 
Established church which Menzies was defending. Howie's data is 
always highly selective and polemic, yet be has the perspicacity 
to point to underlying factors which others have scarcely become 
aware of. He quotes one of the leading Established Church 
figures, Donald McLeod, as having noted that the church building 
programme had failed to achieve its primary objective. Although 
churches had been built, endowed, and had operated a variety of 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
120 Menzies. W. , jjLq Church QL Scotland- Jta position And 
work. & Damphlet t2 Members _QL -Parliament agaInst disestablishment, (Blackwood, Edinburgh, 1882, ) pamphlet, 
P-7. 
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schemes and approaches Including temperance concert halls 
competing with licensed premises, they had 
... not succeeded in inducing the ill-clothed to attend 
regular Divine Service ... '. (121) 
Howie was dismissive of the efforts and results of 50 
missionaries who produced a nett 50 converts a year. Further, 
Howie asserted that all the Glasgow Presbyterian churches, 209 in 
total, 
I ... all more or less disregarded the 
territorial [parish] system ... 1022) 
For whatever polemical intention. interested him, clearly he 
foresaw that there were many superfluous churches already in 
existence and that any union would result in closures. Perhaps 
he did not relish any form of union taking place at all, but it 
is clear that his statement must have had a listening audience 
willing to have their own views confirmed. The ambitious 
building programme by all the churches had clearly not attracted 
the attendances which had been anticipated. Howie estimated in 
1870 that 37.5% of Scotland's population had no church connection 
whatsoever. Other churchmen scoffed at Howiets 'unchurched 
million' and suggested that the figure ought to be closer to 8 to 
10%--- of the population. Nevertheless, Howie's 'unchurched 
million' was an unsettling spectre which increasingly undermined 
the confidence of the churches. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
121 Howie. R. , Facts And Fnl Inci es relative -ta thl 
Churches 
And Schoolsill Scotland: 12 tracts, (MeLaehlan and Stewart, 
EdLinburgh, 1871 P) P-75. 122 Tbid., p. 84. 
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Reporting to his own Free Church Presbytery of Glasgow, 
Howie, as convener of the 'Church Planting Committee' in 1895, 
stated that the Church Extension Fund was exhausted and that 
building had all but ceased. From 1861-79, some 79 churches had 
been built but from 1879-95 only 4 additions had been made. (123) 
He claimed that church leaders, by revising'their estimates 
throughout the century of the number of church seats required for 
each 1000 populationp gave proof of the over ambitiousness of the 
building programme. Citing the Glasgow enumeration of Church 
Attendance in 1881 as indicating an attendance ratio of 165 per 
1000 population, he hinted ominously that the root of the 
problems stemmed from purely internal reasons which were distinct 
from the church attendance worries. 7be Glasgow churches had 
contributed some 234,000 of the 980,000 raised for extension work 
but had benefited by only 919,000 from the national extension 
funds of the Free Church. Further, he voiced. the worries of mariV 
that the stipend Sustenation Fund - an averaging mechanism to 
help smaller congregations meet their stipend in full - had 
seemingly resulted in encouraging the smaller churches to be even 
less active in fund raising to meet their own requirements. 
It is relatively easy to attribute the eventual union of the 
Free Church --and the United Presbyterian Church into the United 
Free Church in 1900 entirely to a growing conviction that 
separation was a hindrance to the task of mission and evangelism. 
The underlying reality suggests a growing financial weakness 
--------------------------------------------- i -------------------- 
123 Howie. R. , Renort gf th& Church Planting CnmTnIttPP, (Bryce 
and Murray, Glasgow, 18950 pamphlet, p. 8. 
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within both Churches coupled with a loss of enthusiasm for the 
ideal of the richer giving assistance to the smaller, poorer 
Congregations. Professor Reid, addressing his senior Divinity 
class in 1914, pointedly remarked on this financial weakness In 
the Free and United Free Church claiming that 
I .. Every twenty-five or thirty years, the old Free 
c; urch has had a union... .-*-, -every one-of them- has brought widespread controversy ... .. It [has] lived 
on excitement.. .. [but] when-the pulse slackens... 
* the financial condition at once becomes agitating if 
not agonising ... ... '(124) 
The conflicting evidence suggests that theological perspectives 
surrounding the 'union' discussions were attempting to obscure a 
far more pressing, temporal necessity. 
In Dundee, as has been shown in Figure 2.12 above, the 
three churches had expended considerable energy since the 18TO's 
building churches within the emerging districts in the town. The 
building programme had effectively all but ceased and from 1900 
until the eventual union between the Church of Scotland 
Established and the United Free Church, and with two exceptions, 
a process of rationalisation took place in the number of 
congregations. 
The Willison Free and Bell Street U. P. churches were united 
to form one congregation based at Bell Street in 1928 (later to 
be renamed St. Cuthberes). Two other churches In the area, Free 
Chapelshade and Free St. Andrews united in 1915 to form St. 
Georges U. F. church based in the Meadowside building. -Hawkhill 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
124 Reid. Rev. H. M. B. , n= Cleavage Jjj thq Scottish Church, (MacLehose, Glasgow, 1914, ) p. 10. 
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(U. P. ) church was closed and reunited with its Imothert church of 
Tay Square in 1903.025) Dudhope Crescent (U. P. ) congregation was 
dissolved in 1909 as was the old School Wynd congregation in 
1926. (126) In Broughty Ferry, the 'Union'-congregation united 
with the 'West' congregation in 1925 although this questions the 
wisdom of the United Presbyterians in having created an extra 
mission station at Queen Street and having opened another church 
In 1876. (127) In total, these closures between 1900 and 1929 
represented the loss of 4 previously U. P. congregations and 2 
Free Church congregations. It is of interest to speculate why 
these congregations ceased" to' exist, for as yet, the major 
population movements within the town had not yet occurred. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
125 Jamieson. G., gm, =., pp. 91-92. Jamieson notes, 
perceptively, that 101 names were incorporated in the Tay 
Square members roll "... but many lived at a distance ... 
and subsequently were disjoined. 
126 The School Wynd congregation had declined to unite or to 
'transport' ý=. 1908-9 and failed to unite with Bell Street 
in 1914. 
127 Dundee YeAr Book: =, (Leng, Dundee, 1881, ) P-75. The 
1881 Enumeration of Church Attendance carried out by Leng's 
staff showed Union Church with 465- sittings and 238 
attenders; the Queen St. congregation of 146 attenders 
could easily have been accommodated. 
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The actual attendances In 1881 and 1891 do show substantial 
decreases in absolute terms in several cases. 
FIGURE 2.13 
----------- 
DUNDEE: CENSUS OF CHURCH ATTENDANCES; 1881, 1891. 
------------------------ ------------------- 
1881: 
---------- 
1891: 
UP School Wynd 479 225 
UP Bell Street 423 430 
UP Dudhope Crescent 177 109 
UP Hawkhill 121 113 
UP Broughty Ferry Union 238 170 
Free Chapelshade 450 206 
Free St. Andrews 520 338 
Free Willison 368 286 
Source: Dundee )[a= Bookel8gl. 
Dundee J= Book: 1891. 
There is evidence that the U. F. Presbytery were deeply 
concerned about losses of membership through lapsing. National 
membership had declined by 106,141 since the union in 1900, and 
1911 alone had seen a further 9,000, names removed from the 
membership rolls. There were recriminations about the pastoral 
effectiveness of the eldership and there was a growing awareness 
that jaltra-urban migration was associated with their present 
difficulties in keeping accurate membership rolls. (128) The 
evidence, such as it is, points to a change in habits of church 
attendance but this was confined to those in membership with the 
Presbyterian churches and unrelated to the larger body of people 
who were neither attenders nor members. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
128 Dundee Advertiser, 12th. Feb., 1913. Report of U. F. 
Presbytery on Lapsing Membership. 
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The Established church maintained all its congregations in 
being throughout this period 1900-29. In 1914, with the generous 
help of the Baird Trust, it opened a large church in Blackness 
Avenue and permitted the St. John Cross congregation to 
'transport' themselves from South Tay Street. Thus in 1914, they 
had two Churches in the Perth Road area whereas the U. F. Church 
had 5 congregations Including the St. David in the West U. F. 
congregation at a temporary site in the 'Corso Street' area 
during the period 1911-1928. It is debatable whether St. John 
Cross was built other than with this former fact weighing heavily 
on the Presbytery's mind. The reality of population change and 
the subsequent reshaping of the town as would occur after 1919 
were mere planning fictions in 1911 when this decision was made. 
Z 
-mJA 
MM INDUSTRIAL DEPRESSION... 
The church's period of retrenchment and re-organisation in 
the late 19th. century and the first decades of the 20tb. 
century was paralleled by an unrelated industrial reorganisation. 
The textile trade suffered from repeated boom -and slump as 
overproduction, fluctuating costs of raw materials, losses of 
overseas -markets and--foreign--protectionist import tariffs 
successively affected Dundeets share of the world market. (129) 
The overdependence upon one industry was realised but the 
necessary steps to diversify were interrupted by the healthier 
state of the Industry as it approached the First World War. Such 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
129 Lenman, Lythe, and Gauldie. , lip, =., p. 33-40.7bis 
monograph charts the vicissitudes of the industry during 
the period 1880-1918. 
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new industry as began to develop did not attract adequate capital 
investment on a large enough scale. (130) 
The position regarding existing alternatives was worsened by 
the loss of other employment opportunities as two of Dundee's 
shipbuilding yards closed in 1908 and 1912 respectively. The 
whaling industry which previously had been stimulated by demand 
from the jute processes found itself depleted and by 1914 
extinguished by increasing difficulties in the Arctic fisheries. 
The reduction in sailing ships requiring canvas reduced the 
residual linen industry to 20% of its former outPut. (131) 
Despite the vast productive capacity of the industry, the 
earnings of its worke rs appear to have gained little even in 
times of boom. Various attempts at workers' combination had 
failed to gain any lasting material advantage. Perhaps this 
stemmed from the fact that the majority of the workers were 
female or unskilled. It was 1885 before the Unitarian minister, 
the Rev. Henry Williamson persuaded women workers to join the 
Dundee Mill and Factory Operatives Union. In practicet this 
combination acted as a benefit society offering injury and 
funeral -benefits- in return for a weekly 1d. subscription. (132) 
Williamson's moderate approach favoured arbitration and he 
interested himself in pursuing factory improvements in lighting, 
sanitation, and other working conditions. A number of strikes 
---------------------------------------------------------- ------ 
130 J=. j p. 40. 131 Chapman. D., The Development of the Linen and Jute 
Industries from the-Domestic System to the Great War. In 
Mackie. R. L. , su2, =. , p. 86. 132 Marwick., (1936), sa, - 
=. g pp. 184f. 
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did take place in 18959 1899,1906 and 1912, but Union membership 
of any kind among the jute operatives always remained only a 
fraction of the employed workforce. (133) 
The cessation of hostilities in 1918 saw a restructuring of 
both the jute industry and its markets. Considerable part-time 
working coupled with several closures made owners seek 
protectionist tariffs on jute product imports into Britain and by 
1932 production sank to its lowest ebb. 
FIGURE 2.14 
------------ 
DUNDEE: PRODUCTION AND RE-EXPORT OF JUTE FIBRES. 
----------------------------------------------------- 
Yarn in tons: 
1912 132pOOO 
1930 102,500 
1935 116#500 
Re-exported products 
40% 
45% 
31% 
Source: Mackie. =. # P-97. 
To combat the state of intense competition for a reduced 
world- consumption, shiftwork-was-introduced and a reduced labour 
force was used in the spinning mills. The advent of these 
changes saw a radical shift in the male/female ratio of employees 
with more male labour being employed on shifts. The total 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
133 Marwick. W. H. pA Short History of- labs= in Scotlandt 
(Chambers, Edinburghp 19679) P-81v PP-110f. 
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numbers employed in the Industry declined from 35,000 in 1929 to 
approximately 24,000 in 1938, and this 31$ reduction in the total 
masks the true 38$ reduction in female labour. (134) 
This readjustment was achieved only at the cost of one of 
the highest levels of unemployment in Scotland with the Dundee 
textiles percentage consistently double the national average of 
unemployment, having reached 70% unemployment at its peak in 
1931. (135) Even the trade revival sparked off by the likelihood 
of a Second World War did not fully ease the unemployment 
problems, and under the direction of the Jute Control Board, a 
degree of protection was offered to the industry by way of import 
licences and restrictions aimed at preventing certain Indian 
goods from competing with the industry in its home markets. (136) 
By 1946, the jute textiles labour force had continued to decline 
reaching a total of 13,000 employees. 
To counter the dependence of Dundee on a declining industryt 
the city was given development status(137) affording incentives 
to new companies to invest in plant and production in the Dundee 
area. Post-war planning saw the allocation of new industrial 
areas on Kingsway sites at Lochee, Camperdown and Hid -Craigie. 
It was to these sites that Dundee attracted industriesp several 
of which required new skills from their workforce and it is to 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
134 Mackie. R. L., &Lp, =., p. 100. 
135 Jones., SU2, - 
=-v PP-322f. 
136 Jackson. 9 ap, - 
=. 9 pp. 108f. 137 Thiti-v P-154. 
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the credit of both factories and employees that the transition 
from previous trades took place quickly and relatively 
successfully. Notable among these companies were Bonar Long -and 
Company manufacturing electrical generators and equipmentr Astral 
Equipment producing refrigeratorsp Vidor Ltd. manufacturing 
battery cellsp Ferranti Electroniesp the National Cash Register 
Co. Ltd., Timex Ltd., and Veeder-Root Ltd., (the latter three 
being subsidiaries of international companies. ) The effect of 
these new -industries, - combined with 
the efforts of older 
established Dundee companies in diversification, is easily seen 
in the numbers of people employed in industries which had begun 
operations subsequent to 1939. Jackson estimated that some 
10,000 persons, (11% of the total labour force in Dundee), were 
so employed. (138) The effect of these new industries in terms of 
employment opportunity and remuneration resulted In a marked 
increase in employment in the commercial and service sectors 
including the distributive trades. Jackson(139) shows that 
between 1953 and 1962, some 39800 additional persons were 
employed in this sector increasing the percentage so employed 
from 11.2% to 14.6% of the total insured employees. 
It is evident that this post-war period saw a level of 
relative prosperity for many who had not so experienced it in the 
past decades. In 1952, one commentator suggested that Dundee's 
emigration losses overseas were higher than for other Scottish 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
138 Thid., p. 154, Table 7.13. 
139 JILU. 9 P. 193 , Table 8.2. 
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cities. (140) It is clear that for many of the younger, native 
Dundonians, greater opportunities lay elsewhere. The nett effect 
of such a population change is difficult to quantify in terms of 
church adherence and membership losses but the immediate post war 
history of recruitment to the Presbyterian Church of England 
indicates that It acquired more new members through migrating 
Soots than it recruited in its own native localities. (141) 
2 
-. -U 
MM CHANGE ZL HOUSING POLICY. 
Whilst employment opportunities diminished between 1918 and 
1945, the housing conditions for the population did substantially 
improve. The population had ceased to expand as it had done in 
the 1821-81 period and such growth as took place can be thought 
of in terms of the natural increase of the population; (see 
following Figure 2.15. ) 
------------------------- 
140 LJjXaad. Roya1 Burg 
(privately printedl 
Chapman and Partners, 
141 Currie. R. p Gilbert. 
Churchgoe= Da ttpr 
Isles sinne JM, 
pp. 48-49. 
------------------------------- m ------ 
. aL 
Dundee! Survey Report, j-q5zt 
1952t) pp. 66f. [Compiled by Dobsont 
Chesterfield. ] 
A., and Horsley. - L. I Churches and 
na jaL churnh strowth ill JIM BrItish 
(Clarendon Press, Oxford, 19770 
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FIGURE 2.15 
DUNDEE: DECENNIAL CENSUS OF POPULATION 1861-1981. 
------------------------------------------------ 
Census Year: Population: 
1861 909568 
1871 119,141 
1881 140,239 
1891 153#587 
1901 161073 
1911 165,004 (1) 
1921 168,315 
1931 175,585 
1941 ------- (2) 
1951 177,340 
1961 182,340 
1971 197,371 
1981 179,674 
Page 2-84 
------------------------------------------------ 
Source: Census Report: iL811 (Tayside Region. ) 
Notes: (1) The years before 1911 include 
Boundary extensions. 
(2) No Census conducted In 1941. 
The legislation of 1890 and 1909 had enabled but not 
compelled local authorities to provide housing for the working 
populace. The Report of the Royal Commission on gousing in 
Scotland in 1917 concluded that the state accept direct 
responsibility for housing in Scotland with Local Authorities 
obliged to provide both a sufficient number and quality of houses 
and in default of their obligation, to suffer legal financial 
penalties for avoidance of their responsibility. 
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The 1919 Housing Act: (Scotland), introduced a housing 
subsidy to encourage construction. 042) The terms and conditions 
of the subsidy were improved and further modified by the Housing 
Acts of 1923 and 1924. In 1930 the 'Greenwood Act' sought to 
delineate and differentiate between areas where old buildings 
required wholesale 'clearance' and 'areas of improvement' where 
selective demolition would suffice to create an enhanced 
environmental standard. 
In Dundeep the long lethargic Housing committee immediately 
availed itself of the compulsory powers and the subsidies(143) 
and work commenced on the construction of a number of z-housing 
projects and selective demolitions. 
142 Scotland's Older Housest [Report of the Scottish Housing 
Advisory Committee, ] (H. M. S. O. 9 Edinburgh, 19670 p. 18. 
See also Ballantine. W. M. 0 Rebuildln& jj Nation: J1 
descriptive account j)f- housing jjj modern Seotlandq (Oliver 
and Boydt Edinburghl 1944p) Appendix It PP-98-107 lists the 
Scottish Housing Acts. 
143 Mackie. R. L. t &al, =. t P. 107. David Latto, Town Clerk, 
noted that the subsidy was the equivalent of the deficit 
between the gross product of a four-fifths of a penny rate 
per pound rateable value and the total cost to the Local 
Authority. The Government's contributilon was I ... by far 
the greater share ... 1. Various Acts have sought to 
'encourage' Local Authorities to act in certain ways 
regarding their overall approach. 
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----------- 
DUNDEE: EARLY LOCAL AUTHORITY HOUSING. 
Housing Act, 1919 Logie. 
Stirling Street scheme. 
Mortimer Street scheme, 
Taybank scheme. 
Housing Acts, 1923 Tullidelph Road scheme. 
1924 Kilberry Street. 
Caird Avenue scheme. 
Corso Street scheme. 
Lawton scheme. 
Byron Street scheme. 
'the Glens' scheme. 
Court Street scheme. 
Craigiebank (part). 
Forthill Drive, Broughty Ferry. 
Housing Act, 1930 Hilltown demolitions. 
Beechwood scheme. 
Craigiebank (remainder). 
Morgan Place (site development). 
Queen Streett B. Ferry (site 
Pitkerro/Linlathen. 
Page 2-86 
It might be reasonably assumed that this provision of good 
quality housing would have met with universal approval. In 
practice, there were many who objected to the prospect of being 
uprooted from familiar surroundings. When Prime Minister Baldwin 
and his wife visited Dundee in June 19259 part of the official 
tour included a visit to one of the worst slum areas named the 
'Blue Mountains' adjoining the West Port. Within a few days the 
Council were petitioning the Commissioner appointed under the 
Housing (Scotland) Act for permission to clear the area under a 
Clearance Order. Some tenants presented their own case before 
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the Commissioner resisting the idea of being removed to a new 
scheme 'behind the Lawt. (144) In making their complaint, they 
were in fact commenting upon the breaking down of $traditional', 
definable localities in the central area of the town, and the 
creation of new areas with few of the town centre attractions on 
the outskirts of the town. 
In addition to the Council's own schemesl Housing 
Associations contributed to the number built. Private builders 
also availed themselves of the subsidies and contributed to the 
total built for rental. (145) Although the first phase of 'public' 
housing was spread over a period of some 20 years, the 'subsidy' 
system did provide new homes for some 71681 families. The Town 
Clerk was reported as having noted that even at that rate of 
building, it would take more than 50 years to deal adequately 
with the rehousing of the working people. (146) 
The morphology of the town significantly altered with these 
housing schemes. To these should be added areas developed by 
private builders for owner-occupancy. From the west of the town, 
private housing occupied the spaces between Blackness Road and 
the Perth Road and- began to stretch round the western and 
northern edges of Balgay Hill. The 'public' schemes of Logie # 
(hailed as revolutionary with its district heating system) 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
144 Phillips. D. p 111r, Hungry Thirties! Dundee between tha 
wars, (Winterg Dundee# 1981t) pp. 41-5. - 
145 Ellengowan, and two smaller developments at Ancrum Road and 
Downfield were built by Sheperd =. 1925 
146 Dundee Cgurier And-Advertinerp 2nd. Aprilp 1941. 
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and Corso Street filled in available land surrounding the 
Blackness Road. Ancrum Road and Tullidelph Road saw private and 
public development. The major development was on the west - and 
north slopes of the Law and reached as far as Beechwood to the 
north east of Lochee and Faimuir in the north. To the east of 
the Law, council schemes merged into the Hilltown proper. The 
land to the south of Clepington Road was built upon by the 
Council and a private scheme was financed'by Fleming funds. (147) 
To the north of Clepington Road but to the south of the 
recently constructed Kingsway, a series of private developments 
and the Barnes Avenue public scheme were completed. To the 
eastern end of the town, private bungalow housing was built 
between Dalkeith Road and Old Craigie Roadp (Nesbitt Street and 
Lorraine Road. ) Three large public developments took place at 
Mid-Craigie, Pitkerro and Linlathen, and also at Craigiebank. 
Some limited private housing was built on Strathearn Road and at 
Claypotts (Balgillo Road). The most easterly development was one 
of private development at Barnhill to the east of the 
Dundee-Monikie branch railway line and extending to the boundary 
at Monifieth. 7be growth of the conurbation-between-1900 and- 
1939 may be judged from the comparative map which follows. 
(Figure 2.17) 
--------------------------------------------- -m ------ m ------ 
147 Robert Fleming was one of the financiers who instigated the 
Investment Trusts in Dundee in the 1870's and willed his 
estate to the rehousing of the poor of Dundee. 
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FIGURE 2.17 
------------ 
DUNDEE: COMPARATIVE OUTLINE MAP OF TOWN SHOWING 
SPATIAL GROWTH BETWEEN 1900 AND 1939. 
----------------------------------------------- ------- 
2 
-. 
IfL = PROCESS MTHURCH UNION. 
The union of the United Presbyterians and the Free Church 
creating the United Free Church in 1900 raised hopes within the 
Established church of reconciliation and union between themselves 
and the new United Free Church. 
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The union also gave grave warnings to all concerned of how 
the Free Church had not been as free from state interference as 
it claimed. A vocal minorityq mainly in the Highlands -but 
evident elsewhere, had claimed all the assets and buildings of 
the Free Church. Their argument was that they were the body 
continuing the original association and legally their claim was 
upheld under the Soots Law of Contract and Association by the 
Court of Session, and subsequently by a House of Lords appeal 
decision. In the following yearsq equity was applied 
retrospectively and those congregations who wished to remain as a 
'continuing Free' church were granted possession of certain 
buildings and a generous share of the total assets of the prior 
Free Church. In Dundee, possession of the Wellgate 'Free' church 
was granted to the 'continuing Freet congregation who have 
retained their building in Dudhope Street up to the present dayt 
the only survivor of the Presbyterian churches in the Hilltown 
area. Other small groups attempted unsuccessfully to obtain 
Dudhope Free and Bonnethill Free churches. 
Perhaps forearmed with an acute awareness of the possible 
legal implications, and proceeding carefully under the guidance 
of the Rev. John Whitep(148) the General Assembly of the 
Established church invited the U. F. Church to enter into full 
and frank discussion regarding the possibility of union. These 
negotiations proceeded carefully but were interrupted by the 
1914-18 war. The Established church formulated its Articles 
----------------- m ------ m ---------------------- --------- 
148 Muir. A., jb= White, (Hodder and Stoughton# Londont 
1958, ) Highlights White's role in the 
negotiations. 
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Declaratory(149) in such a manner that it retained its historic 
link with the state, recognising the authority of the civil 
magistrate yet assuming and asserting its claim to sole authority 
in matters spiritual. In 1921, Parliament passed an Enabling Act 
allowing the Church to adopt these articles as its constitutional 
basis. The patrimony of the Church, its propertyq lands, and 
funds were transferred to a body of Trustees appointed by 'the 
Church subsequent to the passing of the tChurch of Scotland 
Properties and Endowments Bill: 19251. Thus the two 
Presbyterian churches united in 1929 as the Church of 
Scotland. (150) Even after these careful negotiations, some U. F. 
congregations sought to retain their own identity. In Dundeet 
one such congregation was formed at Clepington -U. F. church at 
Caird Avenue. (151) 
Two immediate problems faced the newly united church of 1929 
after the more immediate integration of their respective 
administrations. The first may be said to be the legacy of the 
number of churches existing adjacent to 'each other in many parts 
of Dundee. Their proximityq however, did not necessarily imply 
redundancy excepting if it was conceived in terms of Robert 
Howie's criteria of-achieving total-utilisation-of-every seat 
149 Cox. J. T., (ed. MacDonald. D. F., ) Practice Alld Procedure 
. 
in 
_thA 
Church of. Scotland, (Church of Scotland, Edinburghp 
1976,6th. edition, ) PP-390-392, Articles Declaratory. 
150 Burleigh., pp. 402-403. See also Sjolinder. H9, 
Presbvterian Reunion in Scotland: 1907-1921, (Almquist and 
Wiksell, Uppsala: Sweden, 1962. ) Sjolinder documents the 
progress of the negotiations and the objections raised at 
the discussions of the respective Assemblies. 
151 It was not clear as to the exact origin of this 
congregation and it would appear to have been formed from 
part of the old James' congregation who had moved to Arklay 
Street in 1904. 
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available in churches. The second problem exacerbated the 
former. The steady displacement and outward population 
dispersion which had begun in 1900 was accelerated in readily 
apparent spatial terms as the housing schemes expanded at the 
perimeter of the city. (see Figure 2.17 above. ) 
The area north of the Law was provided for by the U. F. 
church 'placing St. Davids' congregation in that area. (152) The 
Clepington 'continuing' U. F. church served the Caird Avenue 
area. The establishment of the James' congregation from Bell 
Street at Arklay Street provided for the Court Street and east 
Clepington Road area. The new east-end scheme at Craigiebank was 
provided with a scaled-down building conforming to St. John Cross 
plans in 1933. A Hall-church was provided at Mid-Craigie by 
1938. 
Whilst new centres of worship had been provided in the new 
areas, the concentration of buildings and congregations in the 
central areas indicate that problems were being experienced as a 
result of declining attendances in. specific churches. The first 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 9 152 The Free St Davids congregation. had had a somewhat 
chequered existence having sold their site In 1906. The 
congregation at first wished to unite with School Wynd and 
wished to Itransportt to the West End. Presbytery had 
intervened in the squabble and an appeal had been made to 
the General Assembly of the U. F. Church. The two 
congregations were given permission to unite but in 1909, 
St David's Free went to a temporary site in the Corso St. 
area. In 1928, the U. F. Presbytery - to its creditp and 
in view of the recently erected St. John Cross (1914) in 
the same area, - transported the congregation to its 
present site where at first it occupied a 'Tin Kirkiet. 
See Dundeej= Book: J-qDA, (Leng, Dundee, series) p. 9; 
(1908), p. 8; (1909), p. 8. See also Fraser. M. 9 St. Davids 
North Parish: 1940-80, (Gould, Dundeep 1982. ) An 
anniversary pamphlet. 
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of the post-1929 adjustments began in 1940 with the closure 'of 
Chapelshade (Est. ) and its union with Hosebank (Est. ) to form 
Albany church. In Downfieldp the North (Est. ) church was united 
with Strathmartine (Free) in 1941. In the city, St. David's 
congregation vacated their West Port building in 1946 uniting 
with Old St. Pauls Burgh church. It is worthy of mention that 
the Bell Street and Constitution Road churches - of which eight 
(including two independent seceding churches) who previously had 
catered for every taste in the Presbyterian spectrum, were 
reduced to two congregations between 1900 and 1945 -a clear 
indicator of some structural change in society or its habitsi 
2 
_, 
a MIE J= M PERIOD. 
In contrast to all the previous decades already discussed, 
the changes in Dundee which occurred between 1945 and 1982 
derived their impetus from social concern and welfare. The 
territorial expansion outwards into 'greenfield' sites for 
housing development was necessarily dictated by the scale of the 
problem which had been inherited as a legacy of the late 19th and 
early 20th century planning -or the lack of it. It was estimated 
in--1952 -that Dundee-required-some 21,849 new dwellings; 8,500 
were needed to meet the immediate needs of families living in 
condemned or unfit dwellings; a further 5tOOO-were needed to 
deal with families living in overcrowded conditions. The Report 
of the Sanitary Inspector drew attention to 621 families who were 
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known to be occupying condemned or falearancel property more from 
necessity than choice; Ue. squatters). (153) 
In the first years after the War, material shortages and 
building controls dictated that the first phase of new building 
was confined to the ubiquitous pre-fabricated homes. These were 
built at Blackshade, at Glamis Road alongside the Balgay Hill, at 
Craigiebank and Strathearn Road and some were built at Barnhill. 
These were designed initially as a temporary measure to ease the 
immediate housing shortages and were replaced later with 
conventional housing. (154) Major building schemes were commenced 
by contractors on behalf of the Local Authority or Housing 
Associations such as the Scottish Special Housing Association 
(S. S. H. A. ). Because of the final size of these schemes, building 
work proceeded in phases over a number of years making precise 
dating hazardous, and the tabulations give approximate dates and 
locations. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
153 fi±a And RQyal Burgh QL Dundee* Survey Report. J-9-U, Djý, 
=., p. 167. The tSurvey Report, 19521 was a legal 
requirement to provide an outline assessment of existing 
resources and to lay down an overall plan of future 
developments and resource utilisation. To a considerable 
degree, --in concept if not in actual detail, this Planning 
Report has guided much of the planning In the Burgh. 
154 In 1981, the writer 'found some of these prefabricated 
houses still occupied at Harrison Road, Blackshade and also 
at Downfield. 
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--------- -- 
DUNDEE: DATES AND LOCATION OF POST-WAR COUNCIL HOUSING 
-------------------------------------------------- d --------- 
Building 
Period Scheme Name: Locality: 
1945-1950 
1945-1950 
1947 
1947-1950 
1948-1952 
1949 
1950 
1950 
1950- 
1955- 
1955-1960 
1956-1958 
1960 
1961- 
1960-1970 
1962-1968 
1965 
1966-1967 
1968-1969 
1968-19TO 
1969 
1971 
1973 
1974-1976 
1974 
1975 
1975 
Magdalen Kirkton 
St Mary's 
Blackshade 
West Kirkton 
Dryburgh 
Fintry 
Camperdown Road 
Clement Park 
Douglas and Angus 
Fintry-Finlarig Scheme 
Clement Park (multis) 
Camperdown-Buttars Loan 
Fintry - 'Grampians' 
Camperdown Charleston 
Menzieshill 
Trottick 
Ardler 
Happyhillock 
Barnhill 
Whitfield South 
Whitfield multis 
Mill of Mains 
Brackens 
Baluniefield 
Barnhill 
Ardler/Blackshade 
Whitfield Skarne 
(Downfield East) 
(Downfield North) 
(now Ardler) 
(Downfield West) 
(Locheep, West) 
(Forfar Road) 
(Downfield West) 
(Lochee, North) 
(N. E of Craigiebank) 
(Longhaugh) 
(Locheel North) 
(Lochee West)- 
(North of Fintry) 
(Western boundary) 
(N. W of Balgay Hill) 
(Claverhouse) 
(N. W boundary) 
(Douglas/Mid Craigie) 
(Ferry/Monifieth), 
(East of Fintry) 
(West of Fintry) 
(Downfield North) 
(North of Douglas) 
(Eastern boundary) 
(redeveloped site) 
(North-East boundary) 
Source: Dundee City Housing Department, (1983) 
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ARLH5. F4LREHPY DUILF 
UPOW BY- 1919 
PbST-WAR Houso4q: 
DuNnEF- ro 1960 
0 YA I COUVICIL ROUSINCi FROM 19.6.0 
This major resiting of population through the provision of 
'Public' rented property was not achieved smoothly nor without 
difficulties and trauma. The writer assumed, naively and 
wrongly, that the occupancy of the newly built housing would 
correspond in some way with the immediate needs of those families 
living in the property which had been designated as 'unfit', under 
the Compulsory Purchase Orders, (CPO's). Had thisýbeen the case, 
it might have been a reasonable expectation to find groups of 
families from the same clearance area living adjacently in the 
same new scheme. It might then have been possible to have 
thought of $transported' communities. This simply did not happen 
in Dundee for two different reasons, either of which would have 
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been sufficient cause to ensure the complete random dispersal of 
the naturally formed communities of the old town. 
Firstly, the Local Authority ran into another legacy from 
the 19th century. Many of older tenement properties had been 
built by small 'speculative' investors who owned initially, one 
or two tenement properties. Upon their deaths, and the deaths of 
their inheritors, ownership of these properties was found to be 
vested amongst a number of individual owner-inheritors. Even 
with the necessary compulsory powers to acquire property to 
facilitate clearance of areas, the Local Authority experienced 
great difficulty in tracing ownership, --as opposed to occupants. 
Instead of speedy clearancep a number of areas were blighted by 
Compulsory Purchase Orders which required many years of effort to 
track down the, legal owners In order to facilitate the final 
clearance of these sites. As a consequence of the protracted 
time scale in evacuating all the occupants, it was found that 
'squatters' re-occupied recently vacated property entailing 
further delays In the obtaining of eviction notices. 
The second and interdependent factor concerned the rehousing 
of ---families affected --by -Compulsory Purchase Orders. The 
occupants of this housing, varying in quality between funfit' and 
relatively respectable (but falling within a delineated zone of 
clearance), were offered rehousing in 'low demandt housing. 
'Low-demand' housing is defined as being the available 
Property which others with higher priority for rehousing had 
refused to accept# suggesting that housing waiting lists contain 
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many who are adequately housed, but who exercise their option to 
queue for the most modern, and perhaps, more-desirable locations. 
By doing this, their length of time on the waiting list also 
gains them further priority status when considered for occupancy 
offers for new property. In effect this meant that those 
requiring accommodation because of clearances competed 
unfavourably with those who already had adequate housing. Many 
refused to accept offers of rehousing in the older public housing 
thus --exposing an anomaly in the priority grading given in these 
cases. 
Some idea of the difficulty experienced by the Local 
Authority may be ascertained by the fact that the firstýýof the 
inner city redevelopments did not occur until as late as 1958 in 
one of the areas which had been the initial point of attack in 
the clearances after 1945. The demolitions proceeded piecemeal 
for many years and latterly, a scandal was uncovered involving 
complicity between certain Town Councillors and associated 
business interests. 055) 
The clearance areas were eventually demolished by the 
approximate dates given in the following table. It must be noted 
that these represent the final clearances, a process which in 
some cases had been going on since 1948. 
-- ------------------------------------------- : -------------------- 
155 The scandal involved a demolition compary named 'Trojan 
Hire' who were awarded many of the contracts and who almost 
single-handedly demolished old Dundee. 
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FIGURE 2.20 
------------ 
DUNDEE: DATES AND LOCATIONS OF SLUM CLEARANCES. 
----------------------------------------------- 
Dates: Designated Area: Locality: 
1960 -1965 Derby Street (top of Hilltown) 
after 1959 Hawkhill (University area) 
1955 -1966 Watson Street (The told' 
Blackscroft East end 
Lilybank of town) 
Wallacetown 
1960 -1970 Wellgate (central) 
King Street (central) 
1965 -1968 Maxwelltown (Hilltown north) 
Ann Street (Hilltown east) 
1963 -1965 Dudhope Rosebank (Hilltown west) 
1975+ Hawkhill (West end) 
1977 Annfield Road (West end) 
Source: Dundee Planning and Development Office, 1983. 
FIGURE 2.21 
------------ 
DUNDEE: MAP OF AREAS AFFECTED BY CLEARANCE. 
-------------------------------------------- 
I'. 
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The final clearances of these major sites allowed the 
planners to commence the redevelopment phase of the plan for the 
city. This involved a re-population of some of these sites -but 
not at the original population density rates. One feature of 
this era was the construction of multi-storey buildings which 
tower above the surrounding areas. 
FIGURE 2.22 
DUNDEE: APPROXIMATE DATING AND LOCATION OF REDEVELOPMENTS 
INVOLVING MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS AND 
SHELTER HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY. 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Date : Designated Area : Location : 
QA-1958 MacDonald Street (Dudhope) 
ca. 1963 Whorterbank Multis (Lochee) 
sa. 1965 Yeamans Lane Multis (Lochee) 
ca. 1967 Dallfield Multis (Dudhope) 
ga. 1969 Maxwelltown Multis (Hilltown) 
ca. 1971 Derby Street (top-of Hilltown) 
ca. 1975 Kinloch Street (top of Hilltown) 
ca. 1977 Wellgate/King Street (central) 
ca. 1980 Watson Street/Springhill (Ferry RQ 
ca. 1980 Hill Street (Hilltown) 
ca. 1981 William Street OAP (Dens Rd) 
Sa. 1981 Rosebank Street OAP (Hilltown) 
ca. 1981 Craigie Street OAP (Albert St. ) 
ca. 1981 Dura Street (Dens Road) 
ca. 1981 Patons Lane (Perth RO 
ca. 1983 Wolseley St/Court Street (Clepington) 
Sa. 1983 Cobden St. OAP (Lochee Road) 
2a. 1983 Fintry OAP (Fintry) 
ca. 1983 Alloway Place OAP (Linlathen) 
Notes: (1) This list Is not exhaustive but includes 
the major sites. 
(2) OAP = Sheltered housing which accommodates the 
elderly and single elderly. (The first scheme 
was at Brington Place in 1974. ) Provision for 
the elderly has become a priority objective. 
Source: Dundee City Housing Department Office (1983). 
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With the relaxation of building controls in the early 
1950's, private developers built houses for owner 
occupation. This type of development was on a much smaller 
scale than the Local Authorities and has been concentrated 
in specific areas of the city. The following table gives 
approximate dates of development and the localities. 
FIGURE 2.23 
DUNDEE: DATES AND LOCATION OF POST-WAR PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT 
Date : Locality : 
ca. 1950 Ninewells 
pa. 1950 Blackness Avenue area 
La-. 1955 Charleston Drive and Glamis Road 
ca. 1960 Downfield Baldovan 
ca. 1960 Kingsway/Downfield 
qa. 1960 Balgillo Road, Claypotts 
Sa. 1976 Nursery Road, B Ferry. 
Balgillo Road extension 
ca. 1976 Claypotts Gotterstone 
ca. 1978 Brackens, Strathmartine ; a. 1978 Ninewells, River estates 
ca. 1980 Baldovie, Ballumbie 
ca. 1980 Gowrie Park, Menzieshill 
ca. 1981 Dickson Ave., Menzieshill ýa. 1981 Brington Park, Craigie 
Source: Dundee City Planning and Development Department, 
(1983) 
Note: --The method of continuous building on adjoining sites 
defies precise dating but the date given indicates 
the point at which a majority of the buildings were 
occupied. 
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AREAS OF-* POST-WAR 
PRIVATE DFV"5LDPMENT 
DUNDF-E 
6t 
11 a, M AREAS Or- pRE-WAR o PRIVME EXVELOPrnr: ýjr 
The foregoing lengthy description is included so that the 
nature and extent of the changes may be fully appreciated. From 
the point of view of the Church of Scotland, the extensive time 
period of some 30-Plus years. -involving planning decisions, 
implementation, final clearance and, subsequent urban renewal 
created -retrospectively--recognisable problems on a scale 
beyond 
anyone's immediate experience. New dwellings9 occupied by 
familiest immediately suggests a problem in simple terms of 
population migration. The permanence of actual buildings maskst 
however, another process which has gone on within the same 
period. 
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DUNDEE: MAP OF POST-WAR AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT, 
OWNER-OCCUPIER PROPERTY. 
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Families have continued to migrate between housing schemes 
with drifts both inwards to more central areas as well as to more 
desirable locations. (156) Despite the 'official' Waiting List for 
Council property in December 1983, houses were available for 
occupation within a few weeks. These were in 'low-demand' 
housing areas: (a euphemism for the fact that some schemes were 
positively 'no-go' areas in the minds -of many applicants for 
housing. ) 
Thus, whilst there have been periodic waves of intra urban 
migration from inner city areas, it is by no means established 
that the majority of the displaced population frcm a clearance 
area moved to any one, new focal point; rather, the reverse was 
the case with a high degree of dispersion being occasioned by the 
circumstances outlined above. The new housing areas attracted 
residents for a variety of reasons and frcm those highly placed 
on the priority-rated waiting list and in consequence, from a 
variety of other locations. 
A further factor which has been identified and which 
particularly-affects the demographic composition of certain areas 
is the policy of the Council to keep certain schemes 'reserved' 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
156 On December 12th. 1983P one hundred and seventeen current 
tenants of Council owned property were actively seeking 
exchanges with other tenants in public housing. A high 
proportion, 84t sought either larger or smaller houses but 
specified areas which might be arbitrarily designated 
'better' areas. Over 25%, stated spiecifically that they 
sought I ... a nice area ... I in their description of their 
requirement. Source: tTenancy Exchange Notice Board', 
Dundee Housing Department. 
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for elderly families or couples. These are roughly identifiable 
with Taybank, Craigiebanky and the 'Glenstp(off Strathmore 
Avenue. ) Underlying this wholet continually expanding, housing 
programme there has been the continual opportunity for 
intra-urban migration. This has allowed the tenants of Council 
housing to enjoy a level of spatial mobility comparable if not 
exceeding that more normally associated with owner-occupancy. 
The response of the Church-of Scotland in Dundee in this post-war 
period must be considered in light of this vast and continuous 
social upheaval which is barely perceptible on the surface of 
urban society. 
2 Jjj MJF, CHURCH M SCOTLAND'S RESPO SE. 
In the immediate post-war years, the Church of Scotland 
faced two inter-related but distinct problems. The first, and 
easily perceivablep was the physical extension of new housing and 
. population 
into the peripherall landward areas. The other 
problem arose from the Town planners aspirations and the 
deviance, in terms of time-scalep from the proposals to the 
actuality. 
To the first problem, it provided each new scheme with a 
minister and church building within a few years of the 
commencement of the housing scheme; (see Figure 2.25 ). - 
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FIGURE 2.25 
----------- 
DUNDEE: NEW CHURCH OF SCOTLAND CONGREGATIONS 
Date of Extension: , Date of Housing: Church: Scheme: 
Fintry 1953 started 1949 
Douglas 1955 started 1950 
Camperdown 1960 1956 -1958 
Menzieshill 1961 1961 -19TO 
Ardler 1969 (1) started 1965 
Whitfield 1969 started 1968 
Source: Church of Scotland Yearbooks: 1945-1983. 
Note: (1) The Chalmers Churchp Hunter St. 9 was 
'transported to form the nucleus of 
the -new congregation. 
The Church of Scotland met this challenge of new housing 
areas quite quickly seeing these areas as traditional, 
ready-made, discretev 'parish' entities. In numerical terms of 
membership, ie. persons on the Kirk Session Communicant Roll of 
Membershipq each of these churches grew quickly. A major part of 
this 'growth' factor needs to be related to a large number of 
Church of Scotland members who Itransferredt their membership 
from other congregations In Dundee. One area which was an 
exception to this policy of 'extension' churches was the Magdalen 
Kirkton area which was served by the -existing churches of 
Downfield South to its west, and Mains parish to the east. It is 
not clear at this distance removed whether post-war Goverment 
building restrictions influenced thinking or whether It was just 
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expedient to assume that these two existing congregations would 
meet the challenge and opportunities. 
In the inner city, the areas which were subjected to 
systematic clearance were the mainly 'working class' areas. 
There is an obvious conflict in evidence concerning whether these 
were church attending people, and the evidence, such as can be 
reconstructed, suggests that the closures and unions which took 
place were not necessarily a direct consequence of population 
movements. The following tabulation, (Figure 2.26), has 
included all the unions and closures in the post-war period in 
order to present a perspective of the continuing process of 
shrinkage which has gone on. 
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FIGURE 2.26 
DUNDEE: CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, CLOSURES & UNIONS; 1945-82 
approx. Resultant 
Date: United Congregation Closure 
1947 
1952 
1953 
1955 
1956 
1959 
1962 
1963 
1963 
1965 
1968 
1969 
1969 
1970 
1973 
1975 
1976 
1979 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1981 
1982 
1982 
Old St. Paul, St David (3) St. David 
St. Paul. (3) Tay Square (3) 
St. Luke Br. Ferry Br. Ferry Queen Street 
Lochee Rd. (St. Columba) Dudhope 
Headowside(St. George)(3) Albert Square (Gaelic) 
Lochee Old Lochee East 
Albany (Butterburn)(3) 
St. Stephen Br. Ferry 
Steeple (St. Clement)(3): 
Maryfield (3) 
Roseangle (St. John)(3) 
Balgay St Thomas 
Old St. Paul, St David (3) 
Stobswell (Park) 
Steeple (3) 
Roseangle (3) 
St. Paul (3) 
Trinity (Wallacetown) 
McCheyne Memorial 
St. John Cross 
Rosebank/Chapelshade(3) 
Br. Ferry West 
St. Enoch 
Victoria Street 
St. Mark 
Euclid Crescent (1) 
Chalmers (2) 
Hilltown 
Martyrs 
Wishart Memorial - 
Maryfield Victoria (3) 
Old St. Paulj St. David 
with Wishart (3) 
Bonnethill 
Ryehill 
Meadowside (3) 
Baxter ParkpSt. Matthew 
St. Peter,, 
Logie 
Note: (1) Euclid Crescent joined the C. of Soot. in 1956. 
(2) Chalmers was 'transported'-to Ardlbr. - 
(3) Each of these Unions have resulted In a further 
re-adjustment (union) at a later date. 
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In the case of the Unions up to 1959vone has to question 
the motives or the reasons for particular decisions, for they are 
far from clear given the data which exists. An individual, review 
of a number of cases'suggests that population migration was not 
jda fanto the cause. 
In the union between St. Davids parish and Old St. Pauls, 
the. St. Davidos congregation numbered 1407 with an income 
suggesting goodq solid adherence. On the other hand, the Old St. 
Paufs congregation had been steadily declining over a period of 
years to a level ofý=-850 and income of half that of St. David. 
Perhaps the age of the retiring minister who had been inducted in 
18979 (and who was therefore over 70 years of age), had affected 
the state of the congregation., Within 10 yjars, the united 
congregation simply lapsed to a level of 1191 membersp (half- the 
union number), and the financial position remained static. In 
1975, after a period of further steady decline, a further union 
took place with the Wishart -congregation. , What appears 
intriguing to the observer was the removal of the St. David's 
congregation from their churchp where, At that &J=, -it was 
serving an obvious community. ---On, -the--other -hand, --the- apparent 
priority to maintain a Burgh church congregation seems to have 
blinded the Presbytery to the more obvious facts. 
The second case concerns the Tay Square congregation who, in 
1952, were united with St. Paul, Nethergatet which was sited in a 
prime development site. Unlike St. Davidt the Tay Square 
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congregation was drawn from an area further west. (157) -In this 
case, a vacancy in the ministry appears to have been the reason 
for union negotiations. In theory, the parishes had- a 
geographical contiguity but the question which might have been 
asked was one related to the residential location of the 
respective congregations. As it turned out, the long term result 
was the continuance of another city centre church, one of five 
immediately adjacent to each other. This was achieved perhaps at 
the expense of strengthening other congregations to the west 
along the Perth Road. There is no real evidencep given the 
eclectic nature of these town charges that depopulation . 1= 
had directly affected them. 
7be third case also involved two central charges. In 1956, 
the Albert Square (Gaelic) congregation was united with 
St. George's congregation, --itself the union in 1915 of Free 
0 Chapelshade and Free St Andrews. In this instance the rational 
choice would appear to have been made. Unfortunately, the result 
of the union would seem to have been the loss of members 
following the union. As Meadowside parish church was undergoing 
substantial depopulation at the time, it is not at all clear 
exactly what-the-Presbytery hoped would be achieved in the long 
term, and as both parishes were vacant at the time, 
------------------------------------------------------- mm ------- 
157 Jamieson.,. a2, =., Jamieson hints at Tay Square church's 
convenient site adjoining the two west; -end tramway routes 
servicing Blackness and the Perth Road. The tramway routes 
still continued in 1952 but whether Jamieson's remarks 
still held true is not known. 
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retrospectively it is easy to pose the question as to whether 
both parishes might have been dissolved. 
The fourth case involved the union of Dudhope church with 
Lochee Road church in 1956. Dudhope parish had not at that time 
undergone major depopulation. Lochee Road church had seen the 
beginning of clearances. Between these two churches lay Balgay 
St. Thomas although the ecclesiastical parish boundaries 
technically made Dudhope and Lochee Road parishes contiguous. 
Ecclesiastical contiguity, howeverp is not a respector of 
sociological tcommunities' and in this case, the parishes drew on 
distinctly differing populations. Both congregations were small, 
although Dudhope had been the stronger numerically and 
financially. Again, instead of dissolving both, they were united 
to form St. Columba worshipping in the Lochee Road church 
building. The church has continued in the most adverse of 
conditions and stands at present [19821 as a sentinel, almost the 
sole survivor of a major clearance area. 
In considering the case of these two churches on the Loebee 
Roadp it is of interest to consider the case--of Martyrs 
congregation-whop-in. m. 19M were faced-with-being left in the 
midst of rubble as their surrounding neighbourhood was 
obliterated by a clearance. On being offered 'compensation' in 
return for their site, this congregation decided that this was a 
wise course, and set about seeking a union elsewhere. Given its 
site in Annfield Street between the western Hawkhill and the 
Blackness Road, in straightforward spatial terms, (and also in 
tparishl boundary terms)p they might have opted to unite with 
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Ryehill,, St. Peters, St. John Cross, or Logie, - each of which 
lay reasonably adjacently. They chose to unite with Balgay St. 
Thomas' on Lochee Road thereby shifting locality completely. 
This poses one of the real issues which the Church of Scotland 
fails to face up to. How far was this particular instance the 
result of underlying sociological reasons? Did the Martyrs 
congregation not twish' to unite with its neighbours or 
vice-versa Did this congregation now live in a different 
neighbourhood because of the clearances and therefore chose the 
most suitable locality? Or, were none of these real 
considerations as such, the prime reason being the ecclesiastical 
expediency of finding Balgay St. Thomas vacant at precisely the 
time when the minister of Martyrs was willing, in -the interests 
of the church, to give up his existing office in order that he 
might take up the office of the united charge. 
Howeverp if the foregoing examples illustrate the 
unqualified effect of urban change and population, the following 
two churches beg very different questions. In Broughty Ferry, an 
area of steady population growth, the Queen Street church was 
united with the St. Luke congregation in- the latter building. 
7be Queen Street congregation - although always numerically small 
- had endured a series of vacancies and had issued a call to a 
probationer in 1949. On his departure In 1953t the congregations 
were united. Given the stability and growth of the Broughty 
Ferry areas it Is obvious that criteria other than depopulation 
were operating in the decision taking procesv. The last example 
drawn from the end of the specific period defies an explanation 
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which fits the available information. In 19599 the Lochee East 
congregation was united with Lochee St. Ninian- to become Lochee 
Old. Again, the Lochee area had been an area of in-migration to 
Clement Park, Dryburgh -and in 1959, to a major new estate at 
Camperdown not yet served by, a Church of Scotland building. The 
minister at Lochee East retired and the two congregations were 
united. It might be argued that Lochee had suffered from 
clearances but it was only a matter of 4 years before major 
repopulation took place In the Whorterbank and Yeaman Lane-sites. 
Whatever the criteria, it was not one of those which decided the 
St. Columba union some three years earlier. Perhaps the vacancy 
tempted Presbytery; perhaps the opportunity of selling a 
valuable and desired site for commercial redevelopment influenced 
some. 7be exact reasons are obscure. What is ascertainable is 
that very different criteria appear to have been applied 
throughout this period and with almost total disregard for 
consistency. The only common factor which appears is that each 
charge was vacant and the Presbytery's response was to unite 
congregations. In only one instance was a church congregation 
'transported', ie. Chalmersp Hunter Street to Ardler. . 
In the period-1960-829 the policy of urban unions became the 
church's sole response. Declining membership and financial 
'viability' were two of the determinants in the policy. 
Increasingly, at successive General Assemblies, the lack of 
recruitment to the ministry was given as a constraining factor. 
Increasingly, the policy of the church became entrusted to the 
Union and Readjustment committee (referred to as U and R. ), of 
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the General Assembly who assigned themselves additional powers. 
The U. and R. committee was aware that the parishes in the towns 
and cities were more easily filled when vacant. (158) - The 
committee reported candidly that the 
I*.. manpower shortage is more apparent than 
real ... and can only be resolved in terms 
of recruitment and some form of [ministeriall 
direction ... '(159) 
The Report highlighted the fact that some churches chose, to 
remain vacant rather than call a probationer to their charge with 
the result that there were trained and licenced persons available 
at the same time as extended vacancies. 
It is clear that the increasing grip of the U. ý and R. 
committee engendered resentment 'from the parishes and members. 
In ýthe course of the 23 year period - 1960-1983, the policy was 
bitterly contested at local level and the tip of the iceberg 
appears In the number of petitions to the General Assembly which 
were sympathetically received. (160) In 1983, the U. and R. 
committee, having once again reformulated the 'rules' by 
submitting their own for Assemblyls approval; informed 
Presbyteries to produce plans ensuring a further decrease in the 
number of charges under their supervision. In this schemet the 
central committee was In effect dictating. the number of -charges 
and ministers which each Presbytery should have by 1995. It can 
-- ------------------------------------- 
158 Reparts jIL _thr, 
General AssembIX gj IJII Church Qf. 
Sentland! 1962, P. 212. [References hereafter to these 
Reports will state in abbreviated form R. C. A.: year, 
reference page. ] R. G. A.: 1963, p. 224; R. G. A.: 19T4, p. 215; 
This latter report tacitly acknowledges-'the inward drift of 
ministers to the larger urban charges which, in Dundeep 
appear to have above minimum stipends. 
159 RA. A. JcME, p. 164. 
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be seen that local situations and responses are curtailed by this 
policy. The rationalisation of the Presbyterian churches in 
Dundee can be more fully appreciated by the overview depicted in 
the following map. 
FIGURE 2.27 
--------- -- 
DUNDEE: MAP SHOWING CLOSURES OF CHURCHES SINCE 1900. 
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160 The following-arz-cited as examples and-can-be-found-in-the_ 
appropriate Report. They are cited as parish and date of 
appeal consideration. Dunipace(1964), Broxburn(1964), 
Makerstown(1965) -a technicality dispute; Newton 
Place(1966), Hamilton Presbytery(1967), - Greenock St. 
George(1970) - the Assembly disagreed with the Presbytery's 
assessment of the situation; Sanquhar(1977) - appeal was 
lost, parish seceded; a test case In 1980 where a 
Presbytery allowed an unrestricted call without the U. and 
R. committee's concurrence. The U. and R. committee 
lost their appeal and subsequently wished to initiate a 
change in the Assembly's enactment; Act XV1,1957. 
Scotsman! 17.4.84. A report of a congregation who refused 
to join a union and were offered their building for a 
nominal sum whilst their assets, some 930000 were 
transferred to the other church. 
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?- 'Jj SUMMARY. 
The extended economic, sociall historical and ecclesiastical 
description in this chapter serves to relate the nature and 
extent of the changing urban structure of Dundee. It Is an 
essential background perspective of the major forces at work in 
the different historical periods. The response of the major 
Presbyterian churchest latterly united into the Church of 
Scotland, was largely a product of these same forces. Howevert 
certain purely ecclesiastical factors would appear to have 
delayed responses or accelerated activity in a way which is not 
self evidently related to, these external events. Neither do they 
appear to be related to the Church's primary task of concern for 
the spiritual welfare of the people who it claims to serve. It 
is of crucial import to attempt to identify these ecclesiastical 
factors which define attitudes and subsequently harmonise reality 
with its perception in successive historical periods. The 
analysis of the 'institutional mind' requires the reviewing and 
detailed interpretation of internal ecclesiastical policy and 
thinking which is more than could be adequately dealt with in 
this descriptive chapter and is therefore contained in the 
following chapter. 
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The previous chapter sought to show the complex inter- 
linking between socio-economic variables and the growth of the 
town of Dundee. In tracing the pattern of the development, it 
wasl noted that the response of the Established church -and 
subsequently the seceding churches - did not always coincide with 
the level of economic activity prevailing at the time. 
In saying this, there is an unguarded assumption that the 
church ought to have been more alive and responsive to the 
everyday events which surrounded it. With the passage of time 
and hindsight, it is always easier to determine'the nature and 
the degree-of-change which has occurred at various times even 
although there will be differences of opinion arising from the 
selection and interpretation of the available evidence and the 
possible options which were open to contemporaries of these 
events. For those living at a particular time, an awareness of 
societal change is not necessarily accompanied by a firm grasp of 
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the directions in which these processes of change may be leading. 
This much is as true today as it'was at any other timel 
Such changes in society as were reviewed in chapter 2 were 
not discontinuous processes. Whilst changes are perceptible to 
contemporaries, much that existed beforehand remained. Thus 
changes may be welcomed or resisted or even ignored, such 
attitudes to change being largely determined by satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction with the prevailing order or structure of 
society. 
The purpose of this chapter is to seek to identify, from 
purely ecclesiastical source material, some of the major concerns 
of ministers throughout the post-reformation period. In 
focussing on ministers, one is acutely aware of their meeting 
together in the General Assembly and the inferior courts of the 
church. There one can find them acting together with a degree of 
unanimity in the debates and judgements on matters and cases 
before the court. There exist the 'official' pronouncements of 
the corporate body yet the existence of that 'official' viewpoint 
in no way limited the continuance of individuals expressing 
qualified or even counter opinions by way of ser-monst published 
works, and especially pamphleteering. Some of these issues and 
concerns were transient, and were overtaken by new or more 
pressing concerns, but amid the constantly changing drsmatin 
Dersonae there are strands of continuity which underlie this 
continuum and which provide the cohesion between generations of 
ministers and their successors. 
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It is clear that one such strand of continuity is a concern 
for Christian doctrine and truth. Theology has an important 
formative influence in the way the church, as a corporate bodyl 
thinks and acts, and were this study primarily theological, it 
would assume a centrality in the discussion. Thus, whilst 
recognising its importance, it is only one such strand of 
continuity, and what this study attempts to show is that other, 
different strands also contribute in no less a significant manner 
to the total continuum. These other factors lie within the realm 
of the social and economic dimensions of the continuum. 
What is under investigation here is the very means, the 
institutional infra-structurep by which these truths are brought 
to the attention of the people. On the one hand there are these 
truths; on the other there are the people. Between exists the 
institution and its means of telling forth these truths; its 
ministers. Thus a study of their thinking and attitudes may help 
elucidate which components of their 'thinking influenced their 
response and attitudes throughout the years. If this can be 
satisfactorily determinedl these might yet prove to serve as a 
heuristic model for understanding the present day institutional 
church. 
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-Any analysis must rightly commence with a brief survey of 
the Reformation period which saw profound changes in terms of 
theological understanding and doctrine as well as protest against 
the abuses perceived and Imagined in the old Ecclesla Scoticana. 
Amongst the many changes made was a rejection of the authority of 
the Pope exercised through successive tiers of ecclesiastical 
dignitaries. An appeal to Scripture, (zD11 scriptura) as the 
ultimate authority in matters of doctrine and practice 
effectively put an end to much that was based on tradition alone. 
The Medieval dichotomy of clerical orders and laity was replacedt 
in theory at least, by a new understanding of the doctrine of 
'the priesthood of all believers'. Whilst 1560 is the date 
normally associated with the Scottish Reformationt it would be a 
mistake to identify the stated intentions of the Reforming party 
with the actuality of their achievement. In many matters there 
was a long period of transition. 
Reformed religion in Scotland may be said to have advanced 
on an exploratory path with the 'First Book of Discipline' 
written in 1560 by Knox and the leading Scots Reformers. The 
principle ideas which It expounded served as objectives and 
cannot be taken as jdp, 
fanto evidence of contemporary practice. 
Of particular note was the prominence given to the true preaching 
of God's Word and the celebration of the two sacraments 
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of Baptism and Communion by 'lawful ministerst. Whilst these 
were to be elected by congregations, they were to be examined in 
exegesis and doctrine by other ministers. After ensuring that 
the electees were free from public infamy, they were to be 
ordained and admitted to their office by other ministers acting 
together corporately but under the 'guidance' of the tseniorl 
minister who held the charge of 
I the best Reformed Kirk ... ' 
in the vicinity. The implication of the term Isenjort was not 
that of status, for all ministers were to be of equal status, but 
it alluded to the fact that all the Burgh Parish churches had 
been provided with ministers at an early date, and in the absence 
of any organisational structure, the vagueness of the terminology 
provided a point of reference for the procedure. 
In the Fifth Head of the 'Book'q there was an important 
claim to the ancient patrimony and liberties of the church in 
order to provide the stipends for the ministers. As Cameron 
points out, amendments to this section of text, (ladditionent) 
clearly state what the proposers thought was reasonable by way of 
stipend provision. ( 1) They also sought to incorporate 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cameron. J. K.,. Thl First 13-QQk. Qf Discipline, (St. Andrews 
Press, Edinburgh, 1972p) pp. 23,108-1100 
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provision for the widows and orphans of ministers. ( 2) 
It required further influence from the Continent through the 
persuasive arguments of Andrew Melville to change the original 
concept of the Theocratic State where the State and the, Church 
were co-terminous and ruled over-by a Godly Prince. Melville 
argued for the theory of 'Two Kingdomst with the Church and State 
as two distinct kingdoms but where Christ's Kingdom commanded the 
respect of the State's ruler for he was a mere member of the 
Church. It is from 'Melvillian theory that a very different 
conception of ministerial equality has its commencement. 
The 'First Book of Discipline' had conceived of elders as 
being elected annually and exercising the power of discipline 
over minister and congregation. ( 3) The 'Second Book of 
Discipline' speaks of an 'ordained' elder who is a ruling 
'presbytert without preaching function, but no longer exercising 
powers of discipline over ministers. ( 4) Thus the 'priesthood of 
all believers' argument which had been used to demolish the old 
church's hierarchical orders was soon usurped to sustain 
---------------------------- -- ----------------- m ----- -mmmmm 
2 This idea would seem to stem from the Law of Annat or Ann. 
(ACT 1547- cap. 4 Anent Kirk-men. ) This act made provision 
for the immediate next of kin in the instance of a holder 
of an Ecclesiastical benefice -either Spiritual or 
Temporall being slain on the field of battle. See 
Compendium aL U= La= ST.. tha Church jif Scotland, part II, 
(Edinburgh Printing and Publishing Company, Edinburgh, 
1840,2nd. edition, ) P-351. 
3 Cameron., mD, Cit., PP-174-176. Calvin 'Justified the 
introduction of 'lay' elders by a catena of Biblical texts. 
In 1 Timothy 5: 17, he found his distinction; I ... let the 
elders that rule well be counted worthy of double honourt 
especially they who labour in the Word. and doctrine. 
4 Donaldson. G., Zhj Soottish Reformation, (Cambridge 
University Presso Cambridge, 1960, ) pp. 186f, for a fuller 
description of Melvillian tPresbyterianism'. 
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a neo-medieval distinction of ordained and non-ordained; 
ordained ministersp ordained elders who were not ministers, and 
the people. 
Donaldson demonstrates that the churchts theory and its 
practice continued to remain separate. The patrimony which the 
church sought to use -the lands, appurtenances, annuals, 
teinds -remained vested in those who were in the possession of 
the old benefices prior to 1560 and in practice, it was found 
easier not to attempt to deprive the holders,, but to allow the 
old and new ecclesiastical structures to co-exist andt asý each 
benefice fell vacant, to subsume the old structure piecemeal. ( 5) 
The Regent Morton implemented a survey of 'all the benefice 
revenues in Scotland and decreed that the Crown would enforce and 
supervise their collection. A revision of parish areas 'and a 
redistribution of ministerial manpower also took place at the 
same time. From Donaldson's evidence, the Reformed church 
inherited not only the patrimony, but also the piecemeal system 
of stipend which was securely affixed to a parish system 
reflecting the' apparent needs of the time. ( 6) Faced with the 
possibility of seeing the old Episcopal revenues of the church 
passing into secular handsp the Reformed church readily 
acquiesced in accepting Bishops as well as superintendents9 thus 
retaining some control over these revenues. There was no 
ecclesiastical issue over church government in 1572; a lawfully 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
5 I=., pp. 63-649 72p 150-152. 
6 J=-, PP-93-94. See also Donaldson. G. p Accounts of the Collectors of Thirds of Benefices: 1561-1572. In Scottinh 
History Society, 3rd. series, Volume XLII, 1949, pp. 231f. 
(Constable, Edinburgh, 1949. ) 
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examined Bishop with his revenues was preferable to neither. 
Melville attacked the basis of Episcopal supervision and 
their revenues by- putting forward the Presbyterian polity. 
Presbyteryp having evolved from the regular 'exercises' conducted 
by Calvin's Genevan Consistory, would simply replace the Diocesan 
structure and would contain all the local presbyters both 
preaching and ruling. A General Assembly of elected, 
representative presbyters would replace the National Assembly of 
the Three Estates. Melville found himself opposed by both the 
Crown and the Bishops; the former not wishing to yield power to 
the ministers, the latter reluctant to lose their revenues. The 
leading 'Presbyterians' fled south in 1584 when the -King 
effectively re-affirmed the powers of Episcopal supervision 
whilst the vast majority of the ministers saw no good reason to 
abandon their livings. 
Despite the Kings antipathyg Presbyteries continued to 
convene and their existence was recognised 41 fanto andjdj _U= 
by the Act of 1592 as an already effective administrative system. 
Ecclesiastical polity was to vacillate between Episcopacy and 
Presbyterianism for one bundred years and the degree of 
accommodation by the majority of ministers to either system again 
reflects the propensity to abandon principles whenever livings 
were threatened. ( 7). Whilst organisational, changes and 
ecclesiastical reverses were numerous and frequent, the ancient 
patrimony of the church was of prime concern to all concerned and 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
7 Henderson. G. D., JIM Scottish Rullng FIder, (Clarke, 
London, 19350 pp. 106-107. 
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this continuity of thinking was to leave its mark on much later 
thinking when the sources of revenue still remained the same but 
the situation which confronted the church had radically altered. 
This influence was felt in three ways. Firstly, it left a 
legacy of territorial parishes; geographic areas from which the 
stipend of a minister was derived from the Iteinds'. 'Secondly, 
in a pre-industrial society, unaffected by rapid social change; 
and where society was largely paternal and hierarchical, * it 
placed responsibility upon the, local landowners, (the heritors) 
for the provision and upkeep of the parish church. It was also 
their legal duty, ( --not always fulfilled), to provide a parish 
school and a paid schoolmaster for the education of the -young. 
Thirdly, the very metho of pZoXjLing Itiptnd was left firmly 
entrenched within the realm of the civil courts. The parish 
church was held to be legally responsible for the administration 
of Poor Relief in the parish. The monies for the poor were those 
taken from the parish church collectionsp and at best, were 
probably quite modest sums. All in all, in theory at least, the 
ordinances of religion were provided free to the people with the 
stipends derived from teinds and buildings provided by the 
heritors. The heritorst on the other handt held the right of 
patronage and presentation to the living. The right of the 
congregation to freely elect a minister was still tenaciously 
held to, but in practice, this had been modified to that of 
congregational consent to elect a suitably qualified and duly 
examined presentee. 
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3.3 MIK PROVISION M STIPEND. 
The secessions of 1733 and the emergence after 1690 of the 
Episcopal Church seem to have done little to evoke any response 
other than disdain on the part of Established ministers. The 
parish system still carried on as it had done despite the growing 
numbers of seceders outwith the jurisdiction of the Established 
church. These Ivoluntarist'l seceding churchesq despite a 
inherent tendency towards schismsp show that congregations were 
capable of sustaining a stipendiary ministry although somewhat 
less remuneratively. 
The morphological continuance of densely packed and compact 
towns and Burghs presented no perceived need for church 
extension in our modern usage of the word. It sufficed to create 
five collegiate ministers serving under 'one roof' in the 
Burgh church of Dundee. The erection of St. Andrews 
chapel-of-ease in 1774 alleviated the collegiate ministers 
from a further division of the stipend revenues as well 
as the Town Council from the cost from erecting a new building. 
The stipend provision of the five ministers would appear to have 
been more than adequate for it greatly exceeded the minimum 
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stipend provision created by the Parliamentary Act of 1810. ( 8) 
This question of stipend provision which had exercised a 
decisive influence on the minds of churchmen since the 
Reformation was to continue to do so. ( 9) The reason for the 
sudden intervention and apparent generosity of the Parliamentary 
provision is not difficult to see and has its roots in the 
aftermath of the French Revolutionary period. Churchmen 
everywhere feared the result of the civil unrest which might have 
resulted in the overthrow of the established order. The 
Presbytery of Glasgow was quick to pass resolutions affirming 
their continued loyalty to the crownp to rebut the 'atheism' so 
8= rm. M4. c. 89,193th. J= J=. This particular Act 
raised all stipends to a minimum value of 9150 sterling. 
In so doing, the Crown was to provide up to C10,000 from 
secularised teinds to make up the stipends where the teinds 
were exhausted. The Act preamble states that: 
19*9 In consequence of the depreciation of the value of 
money, the stipends of [some] parochial ministers have 
become inadequate to their support and maintenance... it 
is expedient that means should be provided for augmenting 
the stipends of each of such ministers aforesaid, to a 
yearly amount or value of 2150 sterling ... t See 
Compendium of the Laws of the Church of 
Scotland, ait. , p. 401. See Robb. J. I Zirk Parties JM 
Scotland ca. 1841! non-theological, XADJD=, (unpublished 
M. Litt. thesist Edinburgh, 1977. ) Robbf in analysing the 
party allegiances of every minister in Scotland, cites 
their Stipend =. 1840. 
9 LC_J James VI. 1595; Stipends were to be free of any tacks, 
pension, or taxations. AU James U, ILM The maximum 
stipend was to be 1000 Scots merks or the equivalent of 10 
chalders of victuals plus a manse and glebe; the minimum 
was to be 500 merks, manse and glebe exceDt where the whole 
fruits of the teinds would not extend to that amount. 
An Charles I., 
_ 
JJ_U; the lowest stipend would be set at 8 
chalders of victuals or equivalent. M Anne. =; the 
Lords of Session were empowered to augment or modify 
stipend provision on petition from the individual minister. 
ACT Al, George J_U, cat). 14 8-1 8U. Augmentation was 
restricted to the expiration of a period of 20 years since 
the last 'petition'. -The inference must be that some form 
of -objection had taken place regarding the abuse of the 
provisions of the 1707 ACT. 
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evident in France, and to assert their, complete independence from 
and rejection of the ferment of revolutionary ideas prevalent, in 
the urban classes. (10) There is ample evidence to suggest that 
ministers saw themselves as the proper-guardians of, society and 
that their influence would serve to promote civil stability. it 
was argued that- unless' stipends were augmented to levels 
commensurate with the proper status and standing of ministers in 
society, the class of aspirants to the ministry would be lowered 
thereby attracting to positions of influence, those most likely 
to side with the troublesome elements of society. (11) 
This self-perception of the ministers in seeing themselves 
as belonging to the upper eschelons of society continued to 
influence their thinking throughout much of the 19th. 
century. (12) It can be found again. in 1862 in Dr. Thomas 
Guthrie's Moderatorial, speech to the Free Church General 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
10 WarnIng bXth& Presbytery j2f Glasgow t. Q tjM PennI A under 
their Charge : forwarded to the Presbytery of Dundee, 
(Colvill, Dundee, 1793. ) Pamphlet. Further evidence of 
Dundee citizenry's radicalism is documented in Bebb. C. S. j 
JI& Chartist Movement in Dundea, (unpublished B. Phil. 
thesis, St. Andrews, 1977) 
11 See Smith. D., Mia jjjA 11m Recovery of. SnM %%I 
Criticism in 
.. 
tllp, 
_. -Scottish- 
Churches: 1810-1950, 
(unpublished Ph. D. thesisp Edinburgh, 1964. ) Smith argues 
that the ministers of this period cherished the old 
paternalistic society and believed firmly that they 
occupied a high social position in the immutable, 
hierarchical pyramid of society. 
12 King. Rev. D. jA Zmj Words 1a Ihr, Working Classes 
Sabbath Question, (Dunn, Glasgow, 18470 pamphlet, p. 4. 
King, pursuing the question of Sabbath Observancet reveals 
a prevalent attitude when he says: 
I ... The Sabbath is a benignant day to all classes. 
It relieves the wastingca= of the master as well as 
the manual toils of the servant ... J[emphasis added]. 
Smith. D., mp, =. t p. 126, cites ministers who denounced 
servant girls for wishing to acquire and wear fashionable 
clothing which was 'above their stationt. 
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Assembly. Guthrie, in pleading for higher stipends argued for 
the need to allow ministers to live according to their high 
social status. The ministry needed to attract the well born and 
bred to give it an elevated tone and the obvious talents of 
ministers entitled them to such an income. (13) The effects of 
this concern for stipend are more noticeable within the Free and 
U. P. churches where stipend depended upon the liberality of the 
respective congregations. The schemes for averaging stipend in 
the seceding churches sought to provide levels of minimum stipend 
in each parish. Howevert to induce ministers to raise levels of 
congregational givingg a second fund was introduced which 
effectively rewarded those ministers whog through endeavour, had 
raised the = capita levies of giving. (14) This dependence on 
voluntary liberality in the seceding churches made them 
vulnerable to the accusation that their ministeriB only sought out 
the wealthy as members of their congregations. (15) 
Accusations continued to be made throughout the latter part 
--------------------------------------------- 
13 Guthrie. D. K., and C. J. t AutoblograDhy. Qf Thomas Guthrie 
D. D.. - memoi r by Ida sons, (Daldy Isbister, Londont 18T49) 
pp. 25Tf. 
14 Gibson. A. J., Stipend in tha Churnh _CT_ 
Scotland, 
(Blackwood, Edinburghl 1961, ) pp. 46-4T. 
15 MacLaren. A. A. t Presbyterianism and the 
Working Class in a 
Mid-Nineteenth Century City, Scottish Historical 
Review, Vol. XLVI, (2), 142p Oct., 196T, pp. 115f. See 
Hillis. pot Presbyterianism and Social Class in 
Mid-Nineteenth Century Glasgow: a study of nine churches, 
Journ. ML Ft-n-I t-. M nstleal 111story, Vol 32t ( 1) , Jan. , 1981 
pp. 4T. These researchers show that-the eldership of the 
Free church was drawn from the higher status groups 
although the Established churches attracted the 
professional as opposed to the 'commercial' status groups 
associated with the Free church, Significantlyt Hillis 
shows that the Free church membership included a smaller 
percentage of 'true' working class members than the 
Established church. 
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of the century of over-concern for stipend matters. Donald 
Macleod, supporting Home Mission work at the 1883 General 
Assembly, was critical of the Established church ministers of 
quoad a. &= parishes who spent too much time attempting to gain 
wealthy members for their congregations. 06) 
Howie(17), writing in 1893 drew attention to the 
individualism of many ministers In the matter of stipend. Those 
who ministered to small but wealthy congregations not only 
enjoyed above average stipends but easily met their contributions 
to the central Sustenation Fund, but then participated in the 
additional increment of stipend from the Surplus Fund because of 
the high. 2= capita level of liberality of their congregation. 
In Howie can be found a new note of criticism about ministerial 
inefficiency aimed at some ministers who were seemingly content 
to allow their congregational numbers to diminish to such an 
extent as would ensure that the congregational liberality then 
exceeded the figure set by the Surplus Fund for incremental 
augmentation. 
In the pre-1929 discussions about Union between the 
Established and the United Free churchest the question of the 
continuance and use of the Established church's teinds and 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
16 MacLeod. Rev. Donald, Jig= Missions! 
_thg substance of a 
speech delivered Ijay-, ROth. jua, on moving the 
deliverance on the Report of Home Missions of the General 
Assembly of the Church of Scotland, (MacLehose, Glasgow, 
18830 P-13. Pamphlet. 
17 Howie. Rev. R., lb& Churches and _thq 
Churchless in 
Scotland: facts 
jiuld 
figures, (Brycep Glasgow, 1893s) 
pp. xxxvf. Howie attacked the Established ministers for 
their obsession with 'Fiarst prices and his Free church 
colleagues for their I ... questionable practices ... 
which resulted in augmented stipends. 
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endowments became a critical Issue. At the timej with the Great 
War only a few years pastp churchmen applauded the Rev. John 
Whitets astuteness in arranging that the teinds be convertedinto 
an annual monetary redemption payable by the heritors. The teind 
values had always been valued at a seven year average of the Fiar 
price of grain in each County. (18) White's action may have been 
regarded as skilful opportunism by his admirers but in moving to 
the new fixed monetary basis, the teind values lost their vital 
inflation-indexing which had been a feature of the system. - A few 
more years would show the effect of inflation reducing the 
monetary value under these new arrangements in spite of post-war 
grain prices being at the highest levels for the previous 50 
years. The illusory monetary gains were eroded away steadily 
each year by being fixed to redemption values. Whilst the whole 
pre-Union period absorbed the energies of manyt the church 
singularly failed to utter a word at the time of the 1926 General 
Strike for fear of compromising the Government's 'no arbitration' 
position or being seen to side with the striking workers. (19) 
This same attitude is commented upon in the depression years 
of the 1930's--where: -- 
I*** it is difficult to read... the Assembly debates 
of the depression periodl and to note how much more 
time was spent by the fathers and brethren in 
discussing the Maintenance of the Ministry Fund than in 
examining the plight of the Nation's unemployed, and in 
how gingerly a manner 
.. [continued] 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
18 Compendium of Laws, DM, =-P PP-397m398,429. 
19 Reports an jhr, Snhemes QL tb& Churnh QL Snotland: 1926 
p. 458, Section II, entitled 'Social and Industrial Life' 
[abbreviated to R. S. C. S: date in future references. ] 
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[continued] ... 
they handled all questions of social justice, 
without feeling that official Christianity had little, 
to offer the oppressed but pious platitudes, assurances 
of strictly non-political sympathy, and bland 
exhortations to grin and bear it ... '(20) 
The Assembly papers of the early 'thirties reflect the 
awareness of the churchmen that their aspirations and the reality 
of the situation were in acute tension. The Maintenance of the 
Ministry Committee, entrusted with the organisation and 
administration of-the payment of stipends, reported: 
1906 they regret that no advance on this 
admittedly inadequate stipend... [of ENO... 
has been possible. They trust that the economics 
due to Union... may before long be secured. 
*991(21) 
I... the church does not regard the sum of 9300 
as an adequate maintenance... [and retains] ... 
the hope of a stipend for every minister more 
appropriate to his long training ... '(22) 
This same problem has continued to exercise a decisive 
influence over the minds of the courts of the church 
collectively. In 1963, the Presbytery of Hamilton overtured the 
Assembly to consider the Introduction of 'seniority' payments to 
----------------------------------------------- m --------------- m- 
20 Cheyne. A. C. 0 jht Transforming aL thl JKlxk: Victorian 
Scotland's relialous revolution, (St. Andrews Press, 
Edinburgh, 1983s) P-183. 
21 R. O. A-1932, P-178. 
22 R. C. A*1914, -P. 152. This kind of special pleading can be 
found in nearly every Report of the Maintenance of the 
Ministry Committee. It acknowledges that the post-union 
period had been critical for stipend provision. The church 
had only maintained its 9300 minimum level with the aid of 
timely intervention by the Baird Trustees who donated a 
liberal sum. The difficulties arose from the reduced 
capability of many congregations to meet their commitment 
to stipend. 
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ministers with 'long-service'. A scheme was introduced in 1965 
granting stipend increments up to a maximum of 9120 In excess of 
the minimum stipend dependent upon a scale of -number -of years 
seniority. (23) Six years later the Committee abandoned the! scheme 
on the grounds that it was inequitable and had had the effect, of 
depressing the stipend of the younger ministers by the equivalent 
sum of 980 per year. Perhaps the real reason lay closer to the 
fact that many of the 'senior'ministers did not accrue any benefit 
as such for they were already in excess of the minimum plus 9120 
limit agreed by the Committee. Furtherl a survey showed that of 
the 325 congregations paying a stipend above the minimump only 54 
of these made the correct corresponding payment to the central 
funds, 183 met their basic allocation, whilst 88 defaulted by 
some 233,225 'in paying their allocation to the centre yet paid 
extra emoluments to their own minister. (24) 
This discussion of stipend is necessary to show the 
reluctance and failure of the courts of the church to deal with 
6ne matter which is firmly within its power to legislate upon and 
to administer effectivelyt namely that of equality of stipend 
provision. 
Initially, this reluctance arose from the legal situation 
which treated stipend as belonging to a particular parish living, 
derived from the teinds and therefore inalienable. At the same 
time, the courts take cognizance of the 'inalienable' right 
23 R. G. A-I()659 PP-79-80,90- 
24 R. G. A: 1971, PP-113f. The Assembly of -1976 had a heated 
debate on the introduction of a compulsory maximum stipend 
giving evidence to the feelings of inequality between 
ministers. 
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claimed by congregations to determine the level of a particular 
stipend over and above the stated minimum. As a consequencet 
these parishes attract many more applicants when vacant whilst 
the , parishes paying the minimum stipend find Increasing 
difficulty in'filling their vacancies, especially if they suffer 
the additional Idisadvantaget of being rural or remote. Thus 
whilst holding to the stated objective of being a National 
church, It readily accepts by default internal financial 
arrangements which have vitiated the prime objective. Furtherl 
stipend and status have become linked in many ministers minds and 
begin to appear synonymous* The fact that the length of 
ministerial training may be as long as 6 or 7 years is not a 
criterion for assuming that it warrants the same financial 
provision as the medical or legal professions. It is the church 
itself which insists on this lengthy training. There is no 
evidence to suggest that length of training is in any way 
correlated with later accomplishment. Whilat status and stipend 
are linked, it Is the status of the ministry which seems to worry 
many and this question is taken up in the following section. 
4 MINISTERS!, STATUS = INFLUENCE. 
Considerable changes have occurred within the last 200 years 
in the social stratification of society. The Reform Acts of the 
19th. century commencing with the 1832 Acts progressively 
enfranchised all sections of society including votes for women 
and more recentlyp to persons aged 18 years of age. This process 
of democratisation was . accompanied by a shift from a 
paternalistic society with its truly vertical pyramid of 
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society to one whichp at least in theoryp offered equal 
opportunity to all. Within this modern societyp the state has 
assumed the function of providing for health 9 education, and the 
provision of various types of benefit payments. It is no part of 
this research to comment upon the merits or demerits of the 
change but to note that this transition has occurred. 
Within this changing frame of reference, the 
self-perceptions of ministers regarding their status and 
influence have also been subject to change. These may be 
illustrated by reviewing some of the available source-material 
noting not only the specific subject matter which aroused some 
concern, but also the 'tone? in which the various audiences were 
addressed. In attempting to discuss this material, due note must 
be taken of Drummond and Bulloch's caveat regarding the question 
of: 
I... how far ecclesiastical debates were 
representative of opinion in the 
membership. much is also unknowng for [it] 
depends largely on the records that remain 
and these-are coloured- too much by active 
protagonists and enthusiasts and too little 
by the men who left no memorial, ... '(25) 
The purpose--in-, using this material does-not depend entirely 
upon its factual accuracy nor how widely held the expressed 
viewpoints were but in tracing the changing-self-perceptions of 
the ministry vis-1-vis their-implicit assumptions to be leaders 
of opinion. It is possible to contrast the tone of the Rev. Dr. 
Robert Smalls's submission to Sir John Sinclair's tFirst 
---------------------------------------------------------- m --- 
25 Drummond. A. L. 9 and Bulloch. J. 9 MIft Church in ljo±& 
Victorian Scotland! 1874-1900, (St. Andrews Press, 
Edinburgh, 19T8t) P-307. 
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Statistical Account of Scotland' with the mood of later writers 
in the nineteenth century. 
-In his writing, Small shows himself to be observant, 
factual, and in one area, -that of religion, as being tolerant of 
his non-Established contemporaries and their congregations. As 
the 'senior' colleague of the Burgh parish churchq he shows a 
keen awareness of life in the Burgh and this can only have been 
acquired by a close relationship with all around him. Of the 
seceders and other sectariansg he states unequivocably that 
I ... Instead of increasing bigotry, they seem 
to weaken it .. '. 1(26) 
Smallts tolerance could extend to refuting the then -current 
belief that early marriage, -a Glasite custom - produced 
debilitating effects on the children of such unions. Aware of 
the quickening pace of life, he welcomed it as progress in spite 
of his fears regarding the health of the workers. The rapid 
growth of population finally broke up the persisting societal 
structure in the town producing a dichotomy between old and new; 
tEast' and 'West' Ends. This separation of social blasses has 
been commented upon above. (27) It cannot be pleaded that the 
Church nor its ministers were unaware of the growing problem of 
non-attendance at church services as the urban-industrialisation 
continued to make its demands on the people and to attract 
newcomers to the town. The Dundee Missionary 
------------------------------------------- m ----------------- 
26 Sinclair., Wj, =. 9 p. 186. 
27 See chapter 2, section 2.12, 'The Differing 
Quality of Life'. See also Directory for Scotland: 1825-26, 
&M. - 
=. , P-385. 
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Association had raised the issue as early as 1831 noting that 
t., thousands are iDrevented from attending church 
by poverty and distress .. ' 
What is noteworthy in this source is the evidence firstly that 
the problem of non-attendance was a clearly recognisable 
phenomenon and that some had been stirred to mission activity by 
setting up a society. Secondlyt the work of mission was to be 
placed in the hands of one poorly paid missioner and a part-time 
colleague, such was the lack of financial provision. (28) 
Nationally, Chalmers and others had attempted earlier to bring 
the attention of the church to bear on this problem of the 
unchurched urban population by seeking to plant additional quoad 
Aa=& parishes in the towns. The unfortunate consequence of the 
ecclesiastical dispute which arose over the 1833 Chapel Acto the 
Conflict which spilled over into the civil courts and which 
culminated in the Disruption of 1843, was the complete 
distraction of the church into narrower objectives such as 
Institutional survival and concern for numerical supremacy. (29) 
Dating from 1843, and in spite of the tri-partite schism of 
the Scottish Presbyterian churchest(30) týere Is remarkable 
conformity evident in the type of topics which seemed to take the 
28 First Annual Report mfthja Dundee fLty_ Mission Annnelatlon, 
(Dundeet 18310 pamphlet, pp. 1-2. Mr. Stirlingp the 
full-time agent visited 2,100 homes, held 208 meetings, 
issued 700 tracts and 12 Bibles in the course of one year. 
29 Smith. D., =, =.. Smith argues that the tsocial 
concern' of the church was likewise dissipated during the 
same period. 
30 Only the threep main churchesq ie. the Established, the 
Free, and the U. P churches have been included In the 
following discussion. 
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attention of churchmen. - One such example is that of the 
Temperance movement. 
In Scotland, this had its origins in several small societies 
founded in Glasgow and Greenock. (31) It required the stating of 
the obvious by John Dunlop and Sherrif Alison that the custom and 
usage within all ranks of society had led to an increase in the 
consumption of spirit drinking since the reduction of 'Duty' to 
2/10d. a gallon in 1822. The Temperance movement had grown 
steadily and had been adopted by the Chartist movement in the 
18401s. In 1845, first the Original Secessiong followed by the 
uniting Relief church in 1847; and then in 1847, the Free 
church, took Temperance stances. (32) At the first attempt to 
raise the matter at the General Assembly, the fathers declined to 
discuss it on the technical grounds that the subjedt should have 
been presented as an Overture from a Presbytery. In 1848, the 
Established church espoused the cause of Temperance by forming a 
Special Committee. 
From this one examplep and the others which followp a 
pattern can be traced in 'ecclesiastical thought'. In conforming 
to each others policiesp the churches conformed to popular 
movements which were already in existence. The official 
pronouncements of the churches display all the urgency of sudden 
theological revelation which disguises their having subsumed the 
pioneering work begun earlier by others. 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
31 Winskill. P. T. j jhj Comprehensiye flista mf. tb& liza And - 'UJIL= Progress &X_ _tb& Temperance, 
Movementr. (Warringtonp 1881 p) 
pp-77f. 
32 Mechie. S. j Tbq Church jUad Scottish SmMO DavelopMentj 
178o-187o, (Oxford Univ. Presso Oxfordq 1960, ) P-93. 
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Sabbatarianismq long synonymous with Scottish 
Presbyterianism, affords another example where church leaders 
consistently denounced many activities as inappropriate to the 
Lord's Day. The proposal to convey passengers on the Glasgow- 
Edinburgh Railway on Sundays unleashed a storm of protest by 
churchmen. From pulpits everywhere, it was urged that it was a 
Christian duty to abstain from travel on the Lord's Day. In 
I Glasgowl a meeting of the Glasgow Working Mens Sabbath Protection 
movement met to agree on a petition to Parliament requesting that 
the necessary consent be not given to the enabling Private Bill 
before the House. (33) Ministers were conspicuously present at the 
Demonstration and spoke urging that no Scot, -a denigratory 
remark on Locke's nationality, would have introduced such a Bill 
which would have interfered with 'custom so long established' as 
the observance of the Sabbath. Rest was necessary for the 
railway workers health and moral well-being. - Mia Scotsman, 
however had deflated the Churchest sanctimonious viewpoint by 
pointing out, some years earlier, that: 
1*99 the Kirks employ far more labour in 
cabs and carriage*s [each Sunday] ... '(34) 
The above extraott and the defensive remarks by one minister at 
the Glasgow meeting show that the question of Sabbath 
lactivitiest had some one-sided aspects to it. The churchmen's 
position was to attack anything which might conceivably detract 
from public worship attendance* Thus twork' for cab drivers 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
33 Report of tb& Speeches Atthl Great Demonstratlon, Against 
1jr, Locke's Bill; Inthr. LitX Hall, GlasC w. 18th.. April. 
1849, (Blackie, Glasgow, 1849p) pp. 1-2,41 19. 
34 Mjr, Scotsman, 26.12.1846. 
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taking people to church did not attract denunciation by the 
church whereas any form of sport or amusement met with 
condemnation. The Scotsman also sheds light on the social 
standing of many who did attend church. This reference to social 
class is further corroborated by one writer's remarks that: 
I. a benignant day to all classes. It relieves the 
w;; ting cares of the master as well as the manual toils of 
the servant... I would institute a comparison between the 
health of chureb-going and church -deserting operatives... 
on the comparative comfort or wretchedness which their 
abodes respectively exhibit. ... '(35) 
King is interesting because he betrays an acute consciousness of 
class yet fails to note that the 'operative' class is too wide a 
category and obviously encompasses several differing strata of 
society. Implicitly he accepts that church-attending Improves 
the condition of men. Their condition is as a result of their 
Christian habits. There is little awareness that church 
attendance might concievably be allied to the aspirations or 
societal values of one section of society. 
Later in the centuryg this same class conscibusness 
manifests itself in a booklet written especially for farm 
labourers. The writer of that book acknowledged that the 
farm-servants and the farmers' families no longer mixg -except 
on 'Fee-ing' days with bargains struck in a 'Dram-Tentlp (another 
target for the Temperance movement crusade). To the accusation 
that ministers take no interest in the farm-bothy dwelling 
servantsq the answer was given that the farm workers kept 
------------------------------------ ------------- 
35 King., pp. 4m6. 
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shifting employers every year and there was little opportunity 
for contact. (36) Apart from advocating that church attendance 
would strengthen character, the writer sought to encourage thrift 
and betterment through self education which would manifest an 
improvement in their demeanour towards superiors and enable 
intelligent conversation to be held with people of education. 
However, despite all the sound advice, this minister was at a 
loss to know 
I.. * why so many servants now-a-days never go to the 
house of God... [whereas]... every one that does 
right and keeps a good conscience is never afraid to 
meet a minister = other Imr= jgf position seeking 
his 
good. ... ' [emphasis added](37) 
If Milne unwittingly gives evidence of his concern that 
rural society and its habits are changing quickly, Donald MacLeod 
gives early warning of desertion by yet another class. 
Addressing the General Assembly of 1885 on the question of 
non-attendance, MacLeod, in voicing the classic analysis of 
non-attendance correlated with bad housing and intemperance, 
observed. that the upper classes were not observing Sundays now as 
they had done previously. (38) 
By 1907, the church had lost the battle of Sabbath 
Observance. Voices continued to echo the wish that Sundays would 
be observed as they had been in the past although it was only 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
36 [Milne. R., ] A B=k 1= Z= Servants, (Milnet Aberdeen, 
1881, ) pp. 14-15,20. [Psuedonym IR. M. 1] 
37 Ilid. p pp-93m94. 38 MacLeod. Rev. D. 0 Nori-Churchgoing And tha Housing af jj= 
Poor: a sDeech in supDort Mf Jb& overture == 
church-going ja jhj Preshytery, Mf Glasgow, (Edinburgh, 
1888, ) pamphlet, P-7. 
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belief that sustained such a view and not the actions of the vast 
majority of people in the past. By the 20th. century, the hold 
of the church on the people had been dissipated. Dr. McKendrick 
could write: - 
I ... not only should it be a day of rest but a day 
of contemplative happiness and calm enjoyment. 
Household labour should be reduced to a minimum so that 
the servants may also be able to realise that the day 
is... Sunday. [But] ... Sunday is not spent as it 
ought to be spent by the great masses of the people... 
[who] ... view it' too much as a day of pleasure. 
[We] ... should do all in our power to provide for ... 
agencies that would tend to elevate the mind ... 
museums, librariest picture galleries. ... '(39) 
It can be seen readily that Sabbath Observance was both deeply 
adhered to by some and totally ignored by others. The real fear 
which had taken hold of the minds of many ministers was that 
having lost the majority of the people as attenders, they had 
also lost the means of exerting any direct influence in 
society. (40) Donald MacLeod summed up the position when he 
stated: 
I... as far as the working class were concerned, it 
would make little difference if every church was closed 
tomorrow. ... '(41) 
Despite the loss of influence on society, the General 
Assembly of the re-united Church of Scotland, through-its Church. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
39 McKendrick. J. G., Address = 2MIa Sunday', (MacLehose, 
Glasgow, 19070 pp. 6,10. Pamphlet. 
40 Anderson. Rev. G. p Mig Church , =d tha Needs at -Today, (MacLehose, Glasgow, 1908') p. 4. See Paton. jo, 
Federation 
jof 
Churches: tjjQ pathway -tQ union and Communion, (MacLehose, Glasgow, 19000 P-17. Paton feared 
that civilisation could not survive without a serious 
attempt to I ... evangellse the masses... '. 41 MacLeod. D., Christand Society, (Isbister, London, 18930 
p. 47- 
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and Nation Report of 1932 dealt with the issue of the Lord's Day. 
In the proposals for a Pastoral Letter to the Kirko the onus of 
responsibility was placed upon church members who ought to set an 
example. The same report concerned itself with calling for film 
censorship, a halt to Gretna Green marriages, and an -end to 
Sunday cinema performances, It was of the opinion that no 
licences for public houses ought to be granted for new housing 
estates. Paradoxically, whilst virulantly opposed to betting and 
gambling, the committee found that Stock Exchange transactions 
were deemed to be both permissible and Christian. In 1934 the 
same committee attacked the flying of aircraft on a Sunday as 
impinging upon the comfortp rights, and sensibilities of people 
generally. It urged that practice flying by the Auxiliary Air 
Force should be reduced to a minimum. (42) 
The quotations in the foregoing paragraphs indicate that the 
ministry of the Presbyterian churches felt considerably less 
self-assured as the 19th. had given way to the 20th. century. 
Having failed to see the long awaited revival arrive which 
might have given credence to the churches claim to a position in 
society, having lost control and concomitantly, influence in the 
administration of the Poor Belief schemep and having relinquished 
Education to the State in 1872, the church increasingly attempted 
to conceal its peripheral position by engaging in pronouncements 
which deprecated the pursuits and pastimes of those outwith their 
immediate influence. 
--------------------------------------------------- 
42 R. G. A: J_Mt pp. 489-543; R. G. A! JMIL, p. 483. 
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Perhaps the most traumatic and painful reversal which was 
experienced was the undermining of its source of authorityp the 
Bible, by advances in learning and science. The geological 
recognition that the world was far older than had been 
presupposed caused tension in theological circles, but the impact 
of Darwinism caused the church to become fully aware of the 
threat posed by intellectual science. Having previously welcomed 
the emerging sciences with their search for 'Laws of Nature' 
which upheld the model of Divine Laws governing the world, the 
doubts which science now engendered shook the foundations of 
theology and authority. The Bible itself became a subject of 
intense scrutiny and critical scholarship. The reaction of the 
Free church was to treat as heretics those who denied the 
inerrancy of Scripture. 
In 1876, the Free church prosecuted Hobertson Smith as a 
heretic and as late as 1890, were prepared to deal likewise with 
Professors Dodds and Bruce when a new mood of more tolerant 
acceptance of Biblical* criticism finally won the day. In the 
U. P. churchp Fergus Ferguson was similaily arraigned but In his 
case, for drawing attention to Biblically based implications for 
mission which were not held to-be orthodox. The flurry of trials 
and accusations highlights the nature of the tensions which 
individual ministers must have felt at that time. 
This is reflected in preaching and writing which dates from 
the beginnings of the 187018. Preaching before the Royal 
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household in 1875, Principal Tulloch's opening remarks were: 
I .. There is much talk in this present time of the 
difficulties of religion... [we] chiefly mean 
Intellectual difficulties... Religion is attachment to 
Christ... [through the]... personal and emotional and 
not the intellectual[sensesl... I have no ready 
answers to your [scientific) questions; no short and 
easy method with modern scepticism... you must 'work 
out your own salvation with fear and trembling' ... If 
you do not find sin in your hearts and Christ also 
there as the Saviour from sin, then you will find him 
nowhere. ... 1(43) 
This same concern had been expressed by the minister at St. Enoch 
Free church. Mr. Knight was accused by the Free Presbytery of 
Dundee of unscriptural preaching and unorthodox views on prayer. 
The accusation had arisen from Knightts attempt to answer critics 
of religion on their own ground. Knight readily perceived that: 
I the centre of religious controversy has been changed; 
t;; 
* 
immediate question touches the root of all religion... 
[for] scientific men proclaim their inability to find God 
anywhere ... '(44) 
The old certainty which had relied upon catechetical and 
dogmatic assertion gave way to a radical re-interpretation of 
Scripture emphasising the love and fatherhood of God and which 
stressed the personal and communal commitment of the believer 
rather than the Intellectual aspects which had held away 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
43 Tulloch. J., Religion -Md Theologye & Rtmnmnn J= thr, 
times... At Cralthle. 151! j, (Blackwood, Edinburgh, 18750 
PP-3,21-22. Pamphlet. 
44 Knight. Rev. W., Seeking After fadp (MacLehoset Glasgow, 
1872, ) P-13. Pamphlet. See Speech j2X thC. lira,, William 
Knight Delivered IM Ija F_= Presbytery jaf. Dundee. March 
12th.. J&M, (Advertisert Dundee, 1873. ) A pamphlet 
outlining Knight's defence. The congregation seceeded with 
their minister to join the Established church in 1874. 
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previously. (45) The change in theological emphasis did not 
encourage a resurgence of church attendance. Many ministers 
began to realise that: 
1. . the day has long since gone when she [the church] 
coýid speak with a voice of authority simply because-of 
her existence as a vast organised institution. 
... '(46) 
One of the effects of the 1914-18 World War was to drive 
home to Chaplains in the Forces the fact that the Church and its 
Christian teaching had seemingly made little impact upon the rank 
and file of the Amy. In 1926, in the year of the General 
Strike, the Assembly Reports fail to make any mention of the 
conflict between the Government and the unions. The Church and 
Nation report offered a two page paragraph on 'Social and 
Industrial Lifel, (47) and contented itself with remarks on 
gambling. By 1932, the same committee had regained some of its 
former composure and was asserting that: 
I. Unless the masses and classes are raised above 
t;; ir narrow sectional interests and inspired to work 
for'the common weal, we can neither cure the malady of 
unemployment nor build the new Jerusalem ... '# 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
45 Enright. W. G. j-Preaching and Theology Jjj _thj 
Nineteenth 
Century: a study Qf thl context And content jQj 
thl 
evangelical ==, (unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Edinburgh, 
1968. ) Enright suggests that the transition was already 
underway before 1880. The voting in the Robertson Smith 
libel trial at the Free Church Assembly, (299 in his 
favour, 292 against; ) showed that there was considerable 
support for his position. His subsequent publication of a 
further article angered some of his previous supporters and 
a later Assembly deposed him from his teaching chair. 
46 Anderson. Rev. G., Tlm Church And thl Needs j2f. Today, 
(MacLehoset Glasgow, 1908, ) p. 4. Pamphlet. 
47 R. G. A: 192&, Report of the Church and Nation Committeel 
pp-586,598-599. 
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but, as the full effects of the recession bit hardp its tone was- 
somewhat different in the following year. 
1. . [the] mere reiteration of Christian principles is 
noý enough. We must work out the practical 
implications of these principles, and , if we cannot 
formulate them into a programmeq we can at least 
-indicate the direction in which they are to be 
realised. If we prepare no ark of safety we may be 
overtaken by the flood and find ourselves unprepared 
both in thought and in practice. ... (48) 
Aware, perhaps of its inability to offer constructive 
comment on the question of unemployment, the Assembly urged all 
its parishes to open up their halls for use by the unemployed as 
centres for tlectures, classes and concerts'. On the pressing 
issue of unemployment, it stated that: 
1. *. it is not the Church's business to create or find 
work for the unemployed. Her task is... the 
unswerving quest for the mind of Christ on this Issuep 
to Interpret the present situation in the light of the 
Gospel... Can the Church present the call to this 
generation; raise the spiritual tone of the Nation, 
and will the people respond and co-operate, so that the 
possibilities will be realities? ... 1(49) 
It is clear that a failure of 'nerve' overtook the Church of 
Scotland in the inter-war years. Having for many years believed 
itself to be the moulder and leader of opinion, the severe 
economic crisis of the period left the Church with little to say 
that was constructive. Part of the illusion which had masked the 
reality for so long was the fact that it truly believed itself to 
be prophetic in the sense of taking up issues within society 
which cried out for redress and correction. What this limited 
survey has attempted to show is that much that was done and 
-------------------------------------------------------- m ------- 
48 R. G. A. - 1932, pp-517f. Report of the Church and Nation 
Committee. R-G-A: J-M, p. 459. 
49 R. G. A: 1()32, pp. 505,511-512. 
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spoken about was already underway within the social sphere and 
therefore these pronouncements tended to be 2= eventum and 
largely superfluous. When successive Governments could find no 
answers to the most pressing economic problems of the day, the 
Church found that it had nothing to which it could add its 
approval and fell strangely silent. 
Writing in the early 1950's, G. D. Henderson could comment 
upon his own church that: 
tee. the church [had] dominated the life of 
Scotland... through the pulpit... What is to become 
of the pulpit is one of our problems today... 1 (50) 
1 ... [for] today preaching is... disdained as no more 
than expression of personal opinion; at the best, some 
bright thoughts enforced by personality ... '(51) 
Significantly, the Church recovered her voice in the 
post-war years and was engaged in apologetic against the spectre 
of communism thereby expressing the mood of current 
journalism. (52) The successive reports of the Church and Nation 
committees to the Assemblies up to the present day reveal the 
same patterns of concern for issues which are topical and the 
subject of current debate. In many instances, there were already 
in existence secular pressure groups exerting political pressure 
-------------------------------------------- mm ---- m -------------- 
50 Henderson. G. D. j 2hp, CI sims CX. U= Church Mt Scotland, (Hodder and Stoughton, London, 19510) P-73. 
51 Henderson. G. D. , Church jUjd Mini itry? a study in Snottish 
experience, -(Hodder -and Stoughtont Londont-1951t)--p. 198. 
The 1950 Baird Lectures. 
52 Henderson. G. D., Claims of the Church of Scotland, j212., 
Mit., pp. 140-141. See Highet. J. 9. M= Churches ill 
Scotland Todayt (Jackson and Song Glasgow# 19501) P-173. 
Ferguson., = =. t p. 409. R. Q. AA-L J-qU, pp. 4 97 f; 
Youth Committee Report: PP-389f, Church and Nation Report. 
R. G. A. -1951, pp. 649-651, the recommendations of the Special 
Committee on Communism. 
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on Members of Parliament; eg, Anti-Nuclear and Aparthied 
lobbies, groups for the release of political prisoners. The 
difficulty is to be found in determining which issues, if anyp 
are recognisably specifically Christian as opposed to being 
worthy of the attention of Christians. 
Thus the pressure to say something contemporary and 
'relevant' is to be seen as a purely internal pressure arising 
from the implicit recognition that the Church's influence in 
society has become, dr, facto, increasingly more peripheral. 
Concomitantly, the question of the status and the influence of 
the ministry has also been subjected to the same pressuresl but 
this has been more acutely felt at the parish ministry level. It 
Is there that the ministry has been exposed to the debilitating 
effect of the loss of active membership. It is there that the 
man-on-the-ground has been exposed to all the effects of apathy, 
non-attendance, anxieties# and corrosive self-critical 
analysis. (53) For him, the institutional pronouncements are 
marginal to his situation; he can only hear the silence on 
matters which are completely within the Churchts controlp 14. the 
parish system upon which the whole institution rests. 
-------------------------------------- m ----- --m ----- m ---- -__ 
53 Forbes. 1. M. , MIft Prnhl Pm jaf Lnnel Inans aad an Fxsmi nati on 
. aL 
JIM Tnnidenna in tl= Mini stry QL tha Church mL Sentland, 
(unpublished Ph. D. thesisp Glasgow, 1976. ) Forbes' survey 
results indicated substantial anxiety problems occurring 
within the ministry. Of his 1: 10 sample of ministerst 41% 
said that they did not like or enjoy holding Kirk Session 
meetings, 28% would accept a change of parish Itomorrow1l 
8% said they were prepared to leave the ministryt yet 45% 
had feelings of near indispensibility. -Forbes, through his 
psychiatric analysis claims that these factorsp -among 
others, Indicate classic symptoms of loneliness present in 
the ministry. 
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5 MM I PARISH' CONCEPT 
The third concept which is integral to understanding the 
institution of the Church and which deeply affects the thinking 
and presuppositions of its full time ministry is that of the 
'Parish'. The basis for an institutional parish structure 
predates the Reformation by several centuries and has undergone 
several conceptual changes whilst retaining its grip on thinking 
up to the present day. 
According to Birnie, the practice of tithe payment predated 
the Parish structure but it was not until tithe payment was 
enforced by civil statute in the twelfth century that the 
question was settled as to whom they should be paid. The 
division of Diocesan areas into parochial areas and the 
acceptance of the principle of Idenimae debentur parochat 54) 
served to delineate the boundaries of each parish thereby 
resolving the previous confusion as to rights of tithes. 
The Reformers inherited the parish system as a geographic 
delineation and accepted it as such claiming among other things, 
-the legal title-to-the-, teinds-as-the -patrimony of-. the--church. - 
Thus, as has been argued abovet the original pre-reformation 
parish boundaries, (with modifications only where the teinds were 
insufficient to meet their need)f continued to exist long after 
the end of the eighteenth century. The parishes in the Dundee 
--------------------------------------------------------- - --- m- 
54 Birnie. A., A Short History QL _thq 
Soottinh Tainds 
(Chambers, Edinburgh, 1929)l P-15. tthe tenths [that is, 
tithes, teinds; 3 are payable to the parish priest' 
contained in the Decretals of Pope Innocent III dating from 
1210 and 1212. 
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area were Liff and Benvie to the North Westq Mains to the North 
and Monifeith to the East. The Burgh parish had five collegiate 
ministers serving four churches which were still legally one 
parish. The shift of population and the growth of the new 
centres served to show the absurdity of a parish system 
originally fulfilling one purpose, adapted to serve another, 
unable to cope with changed circumstancesl yet continued because 
of the revenues derived from the legal entitlement to the teinds. 
One of the outcomes of Chalmers' plan in the 1820's was the 
change of perspective which, for all its faults, recognised that 
parishes should serve both the needs of the population and as 
centres of mission, but, unable to circumvent the restrictive 
circumstances imposed by the legal situation which saw parishes 
as legal entities with rights to teinds, the only option open was 
the creation of quoad Aa= parishes with no participation in the 
legal patrimony of the kirk. As such, the ministers of these 
parishes had no right to a seat In Presbytery and were entirely 
dependent on the liberality of the congregation and endowed 
income. In this respeatt they were in no way equal to their 
quoad omnia parish colleagues. 
Chalmers' conception of the parish as a delineated area 
entrusted with the care of the population within its bounds 
theoretically remains the basis for the twentieth-century Church 
of Scotland. Chalmers believed that a revitalised parish systemp 
modelled on his previous rural parish of Kilmaney in Fife, would 
suffice to deal with both the urban population and the Poor 
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Relief of the Church in general. (55) What is of importance is 
that his enthusiasm served to convince many that 'more ministers' 
and 'parish churches' with low seat rents would provide. the 
answer to the unchurched populace of the towns. Leaving aside 
the issue of how Chalmers administered his Poor Relief scheme and 
the controversies as to whether it actually worked in practice, 
it is questionnable as to whether the lexperimentalt parish of 
St. John's was attended by the parish populace at large. (56) 
Underlying Chalmers' efforts and idealism we can detect a 
powerful contemporary critique of what had existed as the norm 
for a parish church. The breaking down of the parish into small 
numbers of families, the involvement of the eldership in 
visitation and responsibility for their district, the devotion of 
the ministerial time within and to the needs of the parish all 
suggest a radically different approach to the urban population 
from that of his contemporaries. 
Under Chalmers$ initiative, new churches were built in the 
period-A820-. 48439 and -this was given 
further impetus in the 
immediate post-disruption period. At the same times a subtle 
change -in the conception of the 'parish' also took place. 
Confronted after 1843 with another churchl identical In doctrine 
and church government whilst also claiming to be a National 
church, the Established church was stung by the accusation that 
it was a 'vitiated, residuary' church. The attention of both 
55 Mechie. , juLý- =. , chapter 4, j2ný-R-qim. 56 Burleigh. 9 sm, - 
=- # P-316. Mechie. 
Pp-53-54. Mechie draws attention to the weakness of all 
the statistics concerned with St. Johns Parish, (Glasgow) 
particularly those relating to migration into and out from 
the parish area. 
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churches turned to a race for numerical supremacy. In saying 
thist it is not the intention to decry the sincere and earnest 
endeavours of congregations in the field of local mission, but to 
take cognizance of a changing perspective which shifted the 
original notion of kirk and parishioners to congregations and 
buildings. Viewed in this light, it is easier to make sense of 
the churches I complacency and sense of achievement as membership 
rose and the number of congregations grew without having an acute 
awareness that they attracted a steadily declining percentage of 
the whole population. 
When Parliament conducted a special Census of fReligious 
Worship and Education? in 1851, the secretary, Horace Mannt noted 
in the Report's introductory explanation that the Scottish tables 
had been compiled as quickly as possible for publication in 1854 
as he was 
I ... yielding to an urgent representation 
from that country ... t(57) 
This-presbure came from the Free and U. P. Churches who sought to 
demonstratet by the 1850's that they commanded a greater 
proportion of allegiance of the Scots people, than the Established 
Church. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
57 Census QL Great Britain: 18131, Religious Worship aad 
Education, Scotland: Report jMd Tahlen, (H. M. S. O., London, 
1854. ) Parliamentary Papersp Session 1852-4p Population 
series, Vol. XI. [Facsimile edition published by Irish 
University Press, Shannon, 1970.1 
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FIGURE 3.1 
------------ 
SCOTLAND: 1851 CENSUS OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
-------- 
Est. 1,183 
----------- 
76T, 088 
--------- 
351,454 
--------- 
184,192 
---------- 
30,763 
--------- 
566,409 
U. P. 465 288,100 159,191 146,411 30v810 336,412 
Free 889 495,335 292,308 198t583 64,811 555P702 
Other 858 284j282 140,998 90,677 62,490 293,155 
3,395 1,834,805 943,951 619,863 188P874 1,751,678 
(1) Places of worship 
(2) Numbers of sittings 
(3) Morning attenders 
(4) Afternoon attenders 
(5) Evening attenders 
(6) Total attendances [(3)+(4)+(5)] (58. ) 
FIGURE 3.1. (continued) 
------------------------- 
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
Est. 12.2% 6.4% 1 . 1% 45.8% 24.0% 4. o% U. P. 5.5% 5.1% 1.1% 55.3% 50.8% 10.7% 
Free 10.1% 6.9% 2.2% 59.0% 40.1% 13.1% 
Others 4.9% 3.1% 2.1% 49.6% 31.9% 21.8% 
32.7% 21.5% 6.5% 51.4% 33.8% 10.3% 
(7) Percentage attendance 
(8) Percentage attendance 
(9) Percentage attendance 
(10) Percentage attendance 
(11) Percentage attendance 
(12) Percentage attendance 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
to 
population total: morning 
population total: afternoon 
population total: evening 
sittings: morning 
sittings: afternoon 
sittings: evening 
Source: Census: 1851, Religious Worship and Education, 
Scotland, 9S, _ p. x. 
-------------------------------------------------- ------ 
58 Currie. R., Gilbert. A., and Horsley. L., Churches jmd 
ChurchRoers: patt2rns ýaL church growth in _thj 
Pritinh 
Isles since IM, (CLarendon Press, Oxford, 19779) p. 219. 
The difficulties of handling this Census data are dealt 
with by MacLaren. A. A., -Religion and 
Rnejal MuCuRp 
(Routledge Kegan Paul, London, 1974j) PP-30-36. See 
Thomson. D. M., The 1851 Census: problems and 
possibilities. In Journal DI Victorian Studies, 1967, 
Sept. See Inglis. K., Patterns of Religious Worship in 
1851. In Journal 9L Ecclesiastical History, Vol. X1,1960, 
PP-74f. 
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From these National figuresp it is evident that the number of 
attenders seen in relation to the number of Isittingst (seats) 
already shows that existing church buildings had a seating 
capacity well in excess of normal Sunday requirements. The best 
lutilisation' of buildings lay between 45.8% and 59.0% of the 
available seats. It will be seen that despite the problems of 
accuracy, the Free Church had much to be jubilant aboutp andl 
taken together with the U. P. Church totals, there were more 
people attending the dissenting Presbyterian churches that day 
than attended the Established Church. (59) The Dundee data from 
the Religious Worship and Education Report(1854) is shown 
Figure 3.2 below. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
59 -Bruce. A. H. jja Historical Account Qr -thl 
M= Wld 
Development gr Pres terlaýnfsm In Scotlandl (Cambridge 
Univ. Press, Cambridge, 19110 P-158. Brucep (later Lord 
Burleigh)t asserts that the Established Church attracted 
not more than 14% of the entire Scottish population into 
communicant membership. Mathieson. W. L., Church jjnd 
Reform ja Scotland: ja history from 1797-184R, 
(MacLehosel 
Glasgowl 1916, ) P-371. Mathieson deduces from contemporary 
sources that some 38% of the Established membership left to 
join the Free Church, but notes extreme variations of 
percentages on a regional basis. The 'Highland' areas were 
very supportive of the Free Church and some writers link 
the anti-Establishment feelings to a reaction against the 
Kirk's association with land-owning interests. The 
percentages varied from 75% in Ross Synod to 19% in 
Dumfries Synod. 
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FIGURE 3.2 
------------ 
DUNDEE PARLIAMENTARY BURGH: 1851 RELIGIOUS WORSHIP CENSUS.. (A) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Est. (B) 11 
--- 
42 -- -- - 69782 
- ----- -- 8,884; - ----- ----- -5,603 - 
----- -- 6P334 - --- --- 700- 
----- -71.3$ 
U. P. 9 1P765 5PO53 6,818 3,492 4,614 lo079 67.0% 
Free 12 3,494 80024 119518 6,445 7,452 1,400 64.7$ 
sub-total 5v301 19059 27,220 15P540 18,400 3,179 
Episc. 2 440 460 900 450 350 250 50.0% 
O. S. 1 160 160 320 158 205 -- 64. o% 
Ind. 5 2,173 1P321 3,494 1,444 1,742 983 49.8% 
Baptist 3 430 -- 430 225 205 22 52.3% 
Wesley 1 300 250 550 270 342 350 63.6% 
Ind. W. 1 400 200 600 190 150 180 31.6% 
Ev. Un. 2 580 120 700 210 280 404 57.7% 
Other 3 440 440 120 230 100 40.0% 
Mormon 1 -- -- -- 72 90 100 -- Roce 2 500 1,400 1,900 1,000 25 75 52.6% 
subtotal 
------- 
5,423 
-------- 
3P911 
-------- 
9P334 
-------- 4PI39 -------- 3,619 
------- 
2,464 
------ 
c/f1wd 5P301 
------- 
19,859 
-------- 
27,220 
-------- 
15,540 
-------- 
18p400 
-------- 
3,179 
m--m - -- 
Total 10v724 23P770 36,554 19t229 22,019 5,643 60.8% 
(Total(*) 10,721*) 
Source: Census: 18519 Religious Worship hnd Educationp 
Scotland, &u2,, =. , p. 533. 
Notes: (A) The Parliamentary Burgh excluded Lochee and B. Ferry 
(B) Three Established congregations made no return 
M This figure is not the total of cols (1)+(2) 
(These totals reproduced as originally stated. ) 
(1) Sittings: unallocated and 'free' 
(2) Sittings: appropriated 
(3) Sittings, total of (1)+(2) 
(4) Attendance: morning 
(5) Attendance: afternoon 
(6) Attendance: evening 
(7) 'Best' utilisation of sittings; 4t5 ar 6 expressed as 
a% of (3). 
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Because of three, unknown, non-returning Established 
congregations the figures appear somewhat misleading. Howevert 
reference to Figure 2.6 (above), suggests that Mann's statement 
may be misleading if not Incorrect in this Instance. If the two 
Established church congregations at Lochee and Br. Ferry are 
discounted as being outwith the Parliamentary Boundary, and the 
Wallacetown Established congregation (which was in temporary 
accommodation at the time) is included the eight congregations 
may be said to account for the eight returns. The Free Church 
returns are said to number 1121. Again, ignoring the Lochee and 
B. Ferry congregations, but in this case, including the Free 
Wellgate $mission' which may have been in existence in 1851 (two 
years before its building was commenced in 1853), the number of 
Free congregations can be reconciled. 
Thus, in 18519 the Established church in Dundee was 
numerically inferior to the Free Church, but whereas in the 
National figures (because of empty churches in the Highland 
areas)q the Established churches best utilisation of sittings was 
45.8%, in Dundee it was 71.3%9 whilst the best Free church 
utilisation was 64.7% of the available sittings. 7be U. P. 
church achieved 67.7% as its best utilisation of seating 
accommodation. As MacLaren noted in Aberdeeng the smaller 
Evangelical churches seemed to attract members from other 
denominations to their evening services. The Protestant churches 
seem to reflect higher attendances at the afternoon services and 
this may be influenced by Sunday Scholar attendances being 
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counted whereas the Roman Catholic churches had 'their maximum 
attendances at the morning Mass. 
What is evident from the overall figures relating to 
sittings making allowance for the obvious error in columns (1) 
and (2), is the fact that the Established church shows 
considerably higher utilisation whereas the Free churches had an 
oversupply of sittings, some 28.6% being unappropriated. By 
inference, it is possible to hypothesise that before the surge of 
building in the late 1830's, the existing Burgh churches had been 
content with a situation where the majority of its sittings (for 
prime Sunday Services) were taken up. The rentals from 
'sittings' were the property of the Town Council and served to 
defray their costs for the fabric maintenance. Secondly, - and 
some cognizance must be taken of the twenty-year elapse of time - 
despite the disrupting congregations who left the Established 
church, by 1850 there is little sign of It having taken place 
other than the existence of the Free Church Itselfp for the 
Established church still retained the highest percentage of 
sittings as 'appropriated' and the highest percentage utilisation 
of seats in Dundee. 
From this, further inferences may be drawn. In the period 
between mid-1830s and 1843# the newly built chapels-of-ease must 
have survived with even lower numbers than evidenced by the 1851 
Census data. Thus church buildingt in a strictly numerical 
senset was on a 'speculative' basis; i. e* large buildings 
constructed in the hope that they would be utilised fully 
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possibly generating a good return on seat rents. As only 65-37% 
of all church seats were appropriated sittings leaving some 
109284 as 'free' seats, (the Free and Independent churches 
contributing the greatest numbers), it must be concluded that the 
notion dearly held by so many churchmen of providing seats free 
of pew-rent payment to 'attract' and help the poor to attend is 
obviously suspect. (60) In fact, it may even be conjectured 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
60 Bishop E. R. Wickhamq Church and People in an Industrial 
City, jaja =., passim, seems to be instrumental in 
supporting the view that seat-rents (Church of England) and 
non-attendance by working class are correlated. Donald 
Smith, &ýp, Lit., pp-36-37; claims that seat rents gave 
rise to class divisiveness and non-attendance. The first 
point is not in dispute; the second postulates that a 
state of af fairs previously pertaining ceased t. Q AQ = Al 
xga= QL seat-rents. See Burleigh., jma_ -=* PP-319-321, cites Chalmers as giving voice to the seat 
rents issue. Lewis. Rev. G. 9 21M Church JUJI in Dundee, (Middleton, Dundee, 18430 PP-7-8, reiterates the need for 
free seats and churches = larger than 1000 seatings. A 
corrective to the question of $working class' attendance Is 
to be found in Hillis. P. p Presbyterianism and Social 
Class in Mid-Nineteenth Century Glasgow: a study of nine 
churches. In Jnurnal QL Enclesiastleal History, Vol. XXXIIt 
1981, pp. 47-55. Hillis demonstrates a greater percentage 
of 'working class' membership in his Glasgow churches, but 
leaves the question of how many attended as an open one. 
The Sixth Report gt -thk 
Commissioners SIC Religious 
Instruction, Snotland: JLU, PP-75ft sheds a corrective 
light on the whole subject M. 1837, The Established pews 
were not fully rented, (90% in one congregation)p the 
Secession churches were half-rented. There were spaces; 
the attendance of the Daying renters was less than many 
would openly admit. Secession ministers remarked that I ... As yet there had been no demand for free sittings by the 
poor ... I The Established ministers bemoaned the $lack of 
accommodation' for the poor. Howeverp without Idemand1l 
the 'lack' would appear largely unsubstantiated. 
Yates. N. 9 Urban Church Attendance and the Use of 
Statistical Evidence: 1850-1900. In Studlesin Church 
History, Vol. XVI, 1979, ['The Church in Town and 
Countryside'], (ed. ) Baker. D., PP389f. Yates concludes 
that the churches were very far from full. 
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that it represents a rationalisationp for had there been people 
willing to rent these 'spare' seats, the provision for the poor 
possibly would never have arisen. Further, these seats were 
usually badly situated in behind pillars and were possibly 
lun-rentablel. This notion that the labouring classes could not 
attend- church because of the pew-rent system is uncritically 
accepted de facto by many twentieth-century writers, whereas the 
only tevidencel is the writings of sources who believed this was 
the case. Even with the earlier puritanical exercise of 
discipline, inany did not and Would not attend church. 
7bq next available data after the 1851 Census appear in the 
late nineteenth century and Dundee is fortunate to have had two 
FIGURE 3.3 
DUNDEE: RELIGIOUS WORSHIP ATTENDANCE CENSUS; 1881 AND 1891. 
(1) 
No. of 
Churches 
1881 1891 
---------- 
Estab. Ch. 16 19 
Free Ch. 19 20 
UP. Ch. . 11 13 
Episc. Ch. 65 
R. C. 
-Ch. 
45 
Others 29 - 32 
(2) 
No. of 
sittings 
1881 1891 
------------- 
169220 16t776 
15,812 15,488 
8,470 8o344 
2,358 2p850 
5,400- 
- 
4,900- 
11,794 129972 
1 (3) (4) 
No. of % of used 
Attenders sittings 
1881 1891 1881 1891 
------------- ---------- 
8t277 6,194 51% 37% 
7005 5 977 45%' 39% 
4,014 3: 403 47% 41% 
lt742 1,194 73% 42% 
3 9543- -. 
3 t371-- 66% 69% 
5077 4,320 51% 40% 
85 94 609054 61v330 30,658 24,459 51% 40% 
----------------------------------------------------------- m-m-M 
Source: Dundee J= Book! 
. 
12al. P- 34. 
Notes: (1) The number of church congregations continued to 
grow with the exception of the Episcopal Church. 
(2) The 10% growth in buildings is not reflected in 
the absolute number of sittings shown. 
(3) One Established church was shut on Census day In 1891. 
(4) Column (3) is expressed as a percentage of column (2). 
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local census carried out by the Dundee Advertiser in 1881 and 
1891. (61) and these are tabulated in abbreviated form above. 
Whilst a continuing concern may be found regarding non-attendance 
of the 'working classes', their morality and intemperancep there 
is an underlying assumption by churchmen that through the parish 
structure, the church had held the affection and allegiance of 
the population and somehow, in the early nineteenth century, 
. non-attendance had started to creep in. This assumption is 
clearly suspect. Webster's estimated population figure for 
Dundee in 1766 was 18,000, (in 1755 it had been 12,477). 
Assigning a seating capacity for the denominational congregations 
which existed in 1766 from later Census data, -the maximum 
accommodation would have been approximately 7#300 seats (see 
Figure 3.4 below). This accommodation, probably overstated in 
this calculation by 10%-15%, would have equalled some 40% of the 
Burgh population and conceivably would have been adequate for the 
'adult' population but this is to overlook the fact that the 
Burgh figure does not include the outlying areas of Hilltownt 
Dudhope and Hawkhill. In the absence of any reliable information 
to support or contradict any firm conclusion, it is unlikely that 
every place was taken each Sunday for that would involve almost 
every adult in Sunday attendance. This may be deduced from the 
continued legislation of successive General Assemblies from the 
earliest Reformation times against Sunday working, markets, 
shop opening, tavern frequenting and 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
61 Dundee )[gar Book: 1881, (Leng, Dundee, annually); Dundee 
Y= Book: =, PP-34-35- A useful comparison Is 
available between the two sets of data. Abstracts from the 
Dundee Advertiser. 
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FIGURE 3.4 
------------ 
DUNDEE: ESTIMATE OF CHURCH ACCOMMODATION ca. 1766. 
-------------------------------------------------- 
Date Seating 
St Mary Est. 1560 1,157 (1) 
St Paul Est. 1560 1,184 (1) 
St John Cross Est. 1759 850 (1) 
Long Wynd OS. 1743 430 (2) 
Bell St. OS. 1751 1,130 (1) 
Glasite 1727 450 (1) 
Methodist 1759 550 (2) 
Seagate Episc. 1689 600 (1) (3) 
Total sittings 7,341 
Notes: (1) These figures are taken from the 1881 Religious 
Census of Dundee (cited above, Figure 3.3). 
(2) These figures are directly ascertainable from 
the 1851 Census (cited above, Figure 3.2). 
(3) This congregation no longer existed. The 1881 
Census figure for the principal congregation is 
used as a surrogate. 
other nefarious pleasures. (62) Further, the employment by the 
Kirk Sessions of 'searchers' (whose task was to report those who 
did not attend worship), suggests that sufficient numbers had 
always declined to attend on Sunday mornings as to make this a 
continuing cause of concern. 
The Leng 'Census' figures were regarded as accurate as far 
as attendance was concerned. The method of survey was 
independent enumerators and where office bearers thought 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
62 Henderson. G. D. 9 Iliq Scottish Ruling Elder, (Clarket 
London, 19350 pp. 100-144. Henderson cites examples of 
legislation and Kirk Session Discipline against Sunday 
offences and profanation, and Session records dealing with 
non-attendance. 
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the numbers were too low, recourse was made to counting the 
number of coins on the collecting plate which showed a 
correspondence with persons enumerated and coins donated to 
collection. There is, however, an immediate problem discernable 
in the number of sittings. Eleven new buildings only added 1,276 
sittings. It is therefore deduced that the 'sittings' figure 
given is that of the actual rented 'appropriated sittings'. it 
can be further stated that the number of sittings is sometimes 
less than the roll of communicating members. (63) 
FIGURE 3.5 
------------ 
DUNDEE: POPULATION AND PROJECTED CHURCH ACCOMMODATION; 
NINETEENTH CENTURY. 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
9000 
populatLon 
160- ! ýE, (. 4=1V . 
POPULaTtOW 
. 
)K ... KWc>w, 4 SERTIWCi CAPRCMES 
WrrH &DOMONS E5TimF%7TD FROM 
BUIL-13INq ACTIViTY. 
... 
(A%-L DGN0M1wF"-10FJS) 
0-- 3Mcjin PN-sbOýr"`"Cýur'-nt-ý 
.... Rwrsb St r. 
100- --11- w DF- FZS (Cr=114. S OS) 
SO 
60-- -- I!!... I -- 
-- I X. .0 -X 
401 
20- 
1716(. 180 1 11921 18 4-1 1961 19%1 129, 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
63 jLpý Book 
_Qf 
Jh_Q Church Qr Scotland: 1897, (Committee on 
Christian Life and Work, Edinburgh, series 1886-1899, ) 
PP-136-7. Dundee St. Mary's membership equalled 1,084 yet 
the sittings could be as high as 1,157. Similarly Old St. 
Paul had more available sittings than members. Conversely, 
St. David's, St. Marký, St. Andrewýs, St. ClemenCs, and 
Wallacetown memberships exceeded the possible seating 
capacity. 
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Thus, a statistical picture derived from different source 
material begins to emerge which indicates that despite the 
flurries of Presbyterian ecclesiastical construction after 1843 
and in the 1874-1900 periodsq neither the Established nor the 
Free churches were in a position to actualise their claims to be 
the church of the people of Dundee. Allowing for a continuance 
of the 20% untaken seats observed in the 1851 Census data and 
applying that factor to the 1881 and 1891 figures of 'sittings', 
at best, the entire church accommodation of the Presbyterian 
churches was less than one-third of the population figure. 
Despite the uncertainties of exactly what and who was counted in 
the 1851 and later Censuses, attending numbers indicate a net 
gain of some 11000 whilst the population doubled to 140 thousand 
in the same period. 
However noble the aspirations, however deep the convictions; 
despite the efforts, the liberality, the planning and the 
organisation; the parish system of ministers with areas of 
territorial mission never made an impact on a major portion of 
the population. The real importance of what must have been 
evident to individual parish ministers and Kirk Sessionsp 
i. e. the downward trend of attendance, was masked at a National 
level by the way in which 'Communion Roll' membership was treated 
as the index of growth. The statistics in the annual Book of the 
Church of Scotland highlight the fact that J3. QU Membership had 
continued to increase between 1873 and 1899. Furtherp the 
percentage increase was compared to the population growth in the 
same period. 
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I*. Taking the figures as they stand, however# the 
inc; ease in the past 26 years has been at the rate of 40%. 
Between 1871 and 1891 the population of Scotland increased 
at the rate of 20%. It thus appears that during the last 
twenty-six years the growth of membership has been largely 
above the growth of population. If the membership of the 
Church had increased merely In proportion to the growth of 
population during the period, the increase in communicants 
would not have been 195,648 but only about 1159000; ... 98,000 communicants have either been reclaimed from the 
ranks of those hitherto unconnected with any church thus 
indicating zeal and efficiency... or have been 
attracted... from other religious denominations. 
[emphasis added](64) 
This method of indexing membership to population ignored the 
fact that population growth in Scotland had dramatically levelled 
off in the last two decades of the century. Emigration losses 
were especially high in this period. Secondly, the use of the 
Kirk Session Bolls of the Established Church was a suspect 
procedure for direct comparative purposes between denominations. 
Whereas the 'voluntarist' Free and U. P. Churches had every 
Incentive to ensure that their Rolls of members contained only 
the active and the supportive; (the Sustenation fund worked on a 
cnpitn levy basis), no such incentive operated within the 
endowed Established church. (65) Criticism was made of the 
accuracy of the Established communicant membership and this 
64 Church 
_QL 
Snotlaad J= Book: JM, pp. 29-30- 
65 7be distinction needs to be made clear. The Kirk Session 
kept a Roll of Communicant Members, in effect a name and 
address list of persons who had joined the church at some 
time or had joined elsewhere, but had now asked to be 
transferred to that congregation. A member might 
(a) simply lapse, or (b) leave the district without a 
transfer certificate, or (c) die. The onus was on the Kirk 
Session to keep abreast of the situation. Members might 
'appropriate' sittings, -personal pews or seats in the 
church. 7bis was encouraged but not compulsory. Thus 
'sittings' usually entail Imemberst but not vice-versa. 
Attendance was always likely to be less than 'sittings' 
through absence although persons might attend who were not 
members, i. e. adherents. 
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reflects both the continued polemic between the Churches as well 
as an'emerging realisation that all was not well. 
The Rev. Robert, Howie drew attention to the varying 
practice of removals from communicant membership rolls in each 
church, and as will be shown belowt(66) removals from Rolls were 
not and are not always done on a regular basis causing an 
overstatement of membership. Howie asserted: 
'*-* It shows conclusively that while in these years 
the Established Church is, according to the official 
returns of membership, apparently making far greater 
progress than the Free Church relatively to the 
population, that appearance is due simply to the fact 
that the communion rolls. *@ are not as effectually 
purged. ... '(67) 
He also reported unbiasedly that attendance at all the churches 
was declining and was a matter of urgent common concern. (68) 
Howie leaves his readers in no doubt as to the extent of the 
problems. 
Is.. What a contrast there would be to the beggarly 
array jaL ampty pews which r-hill 
thl hearts j2f - . La many miniater. -a and church members, if the attendance at the 
best attended diet of worship were trebled, as it might 
and ought to be. ... ' [emphasis added](69) 
Attention is also drawn to the phenomenon discussed in chapter 
2, (70)-concerning the-correlation between-church planting and 
--------------------------------- www-m--- ------ m ---------- 66 See below chapter 5, page 5-42p and chapter 6, 
pages 6-14f.. 
67 Howie. R. j ThA Churnhes IUId thr, Churchless In Scotland! facts IUId flaures (McNiven Watsonp Edinburgh, 18930 
pp. xiv, xvii. Howie challenged his contemporaries' use of 
Marriages and Baptisms as surrogates of allegiancel= M. 
68 Thid., pp. xxiiV xxiv. Howie states that his Tables 
confirmed his own most pessimistic fears. 
69 =, d. p p. xxv. Howie speaks here of the situation as he knows it to exist and his objective is to stimulate the 
churches to missionary efforts. 
70 See chapter 2, sect 2.139 page 2-67. 
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areas of lower population density. Howie's comments are 
perceptive about the tendency of all the Presbyterian Churches to 
plant congregations where there is the 'greatest number of rooms 
per 100 houses'. (71) 
Resulting from Howie's critique of the state of affairst the 
Churches began to admit to the scale of the 'unchurched# 
population. Experiments with the total abolition of pew-rents 
had taken place but there is no evidence that this induced 
attendance by the poorer people. Ministers began to believe that 
the pride and independence of the working class people made them 
refuse to accept 'paupers' free seats. It seems far more likely 
that although this was a reason given by many, it was an excuse 
which fended off the thrust off any questions about their 
non-attendance. Bowie's #churchless million' demolished all 
explanations which sought to ameliorate the more obvious facts 
which had been plain to many for so many years but which had 
remained a skeleton in the ecclesiastical cupboard. 
In this manner, Howie represents the views of many earlier 
critics who had subjectively felt that all was not well. Despite 
the conceptual influence of the notion of the 'parish' as a means 
of evangelism, the redistribution of Scotland's population into 
------------------------------------------------ -mm ------- - 
71 1=. p p. xxixt see Table 1, pp. If., column 11. Howie was 
criticised. for his bias and methods; nevertheless, his 
work was influential in exploding a number of myths about 
attendance, membership numbers and other faults in the 
system which had produced a diversion from the task of 
evangelising the 'unchurched'. See Simpson. W. # Faetn And 
FIntlons connernIng thp, Church ML Snntlandp (McCallum, 
Glasgow, 18930 pamphlet. Simpson is a Pro-Established 
writer who challenged Howie's methods. 
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the industrial Lowlands was scarcely reflected in the 
mal-distribution of parishes in the remoter areas. Partially, 
this resulted from the teind-stipend link where many rural quoad 
omnia parishes paid stipends approaching sinecure levels; 
partially, it was due to the effect of denominational rivalry 
over-churching areas where population was declining rapidly. 
Writing under a pseudonym, one commentator as early as 1874 
highlighted the abuse of 'mission' as a means of 'procuring 
payers for sittings' rather than outreach to the unchurched. (72) 
Another commentator could write: 
I... [the] plain man is much perplexed by the existence of 
three churches side by side, so very like each other... 
J! LQ= 11 n. Qt J= _th& 
Mini --Rtern, debating in opposing ranks, 
the Godly members would probably live In the faith and die 
in the peace of Christ without ever discovering that there 
was any important distinction betwixt the three churches. 
.. ol[emphasis added](73) 
The concentration upon numerical rivalry between the 
churches obviously served to divert attention from the problems 
which might have been tackled more comprehensively. The 'parish' 
system as an organidational structure held churchmen enthralled 
but it had other side effects In terms of the way It dominated 
decisions. The Free- and the Established churches had many, 
genuine 'rural' parishes and did not recognise that implicitly 
these exercised, through their ministers, an undue influence in 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
72 
., 
Return: an aDDenl týQ thl adherents gf th& FrAP Church 
(Edinburgh Publ. Co., Edinburgh, 18730 P-15- Pamphlet. 
[Psuedonym 'Scotus']. Polemnical in Intent, there is a 
sincere recognition that the churches needed to face the 
tasks with a common purpose. 
73 
_, 
J3= Three Churches: A Question CX_ 12r c1ple (Murray, 
Glasgow, 1874, ) p. l. Pamphlet. [Psuedonym 'Anonymous']. 
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the Courts of the Churches. This is most clearly demonstrated by 
the diversion of attention to the 'Farm Bothyl issue in the 
1880's. Important as the issue may have been, it affected only 
agricultural areas and a decreasing sub-population of persons. 
Yet this was one issue which attracted the attention of churchmen 
and the Courts of the Church for a decadel(74) and this could 
only have become an issue after pressure from the 'rural' 
parishes. Thus, at a time when the urban population had grown 
through migration leaving the rural North and South containing 
less than 25% of the population, the rural tparishes' were still 
numerically dominant. 
The point is well made by the 'Scotsmant in a discussion of 
overchurching that some parishes had lost 25% of their population 
and had doubled the number of churches and missions in a forty 
year period. In the instance cited, a Highland parish had two 
Established churches with two ministers and a total of 33 
members. (75) Many churches and 'parishesIt with ostentatious 
accommodation fit to swallow the whole populationp simply stood 
-------------------------- m -------------------------------------- 
74 -See successive issues of Li=ana XDr-kq [series 1878- ---1 
from June 1879-1882. See [Milne. R. I D12, zUe , passim. 
See also R. S. C. S.: J372, pp. 439-440. The newly formed 
Committee for Christian Life and Work noted a 15%-20% 
annual rate of change in rural populations through 
migration between parishes. Wisely, they advocated the 
abolition of fees for the issuing of Certificates of 
Membership Transference. 
75 'Snotsman', 20.5-1911, P-9. Cites Durnish Parish which 
had, in 1881p five churches serving a population of 4s319; 
but by 1911, had ten churches serving 39074 people. I ... Some parishes spend 920 a member..,, In Dundee. 99 the 
average cost per member was 2/6d... it cannot be that 
racially the individual Highlander is more valuable than 
the citizen of Dundeel ... I 
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cheek to jowl to serve sectarian strategy. Worse, if one church 
made a mistake in building in a declining population, the other 
church hastened to demand a share of the folly. 
The Scotsman was reporting on a growing mood within the 
United Free and the Established churches which was groping 
towards union. There is little doubt that the maldistribution of 
resources, i. e. manpower, stipends, buildings; was becoming 
evident through the continuing decline in church adherence with 
its accompanying financial stringenciess particularly in the U. F. 
Church. As shown in chapter 2, church building had effectively 
ceased by 1895. A series of commentators indicate a sudden 
awareness, of the weakness of the Presbyterian position in 
Scotland. 
I ... we find ourselves in the midst of a multiplicity 
of Churches of Christ --all claiming Divine authority 
and sanction, all inculcating in the main the same 
principles of life and conduct... [but it is]... 
wasteful rivalry; developing, alas into --Ri nf'tll 
antagonisms and ignoble strife ... '[emphasis added](76) 
... The facts are crowding on us... The waste of men 
and means becomes more and more flagrant. In these 
last days difficulties and distresses have arisen in 
the -Church-affairs -which seem--as- if they-had-been 
appointed to drive home, as nothing else had been able 
to do, the exceeding wrongness of church divisions 
oo*'[emphasis added](77) 
The startling honesty of these writers serves to distract their 
reader from the true problem. The financial position of both the 
------------------------ m ------------------ m -------------- m ------ 
76 Paton. Rev. J. t Federation Qf Churnhes! tj2. a pathway t. Q 
unj on Z2d Cnynmuni on, (MacLehose, Glasgow 9 1900, ) P. 1. 
77 Hair. Rev. W. , Mia Scottish Churnhes! t1la hnr>e j2L unlon, (Blackwoodq Edinburgh, 19070 p. 8. 
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Free and the U. P. churches had worsened with the reduction in 
membership and although the Established church, by virtue of its 
endowed stipendst had weathered the Initial storm, It too, -was 
not in a healthy position. 
I ... The pressing needs of our large towns for whose 
vast and varied populations the voluntary and the quoad 
sacra methods of Church supply are proving more and 
more inadequate... [there is]**. serious 
impoverishment of the quoad Aa= churches in the 
centre of the city... [and the problems of] ... how to 
cope with the new demands of the suburb... Many feel 
that a single minister jXjjgj&freedX= 
anxiety _U 
t_Q 11ij stipend... [etc. ]), is quite 
insufficient to cope with the work of a large urban 
parish ... '(78) 
If Howie's statistics had been acceptable neither to his 
colleagues nor to his enemiesl nevertheless it Is trueL. to say 
that they had drawn attention to the problems in all the 
churches. In a vital way, Howie can be regarded as a pivot point 
around which the discussion about the 'parish' reverted to the 
Constantinianism inherent in Chalmers' scheme: i. e. the parish 
and all the people in the parish. Theoretical thinking again 
turned its intellectual capacity to 'making the parishes works. 
The objective of the 1929 Union of the Established and U. F. 
---. - churchdý 'sought _td rationalise'- resources and to engender-an 
efficient Institutional structure avoiding duplication where ever 
Possible with both churches and colleges. (79) Howeverp another 
problem lay under the surface. Whilst it is possible to work 
conceptually with the idea of a parish with its church set amidst 
'its' peoplet the reality was that many urban churches were 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
78 Cooper. Rev. J. , Present Cnl I -; IU= jj= Church QZ D. QdO (MacLehosep Glasgow, 19070 pamphlet, p. 11. 
79 R. S. C. S*19089 p. 1269. 
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eclectic in the way their congregation was formed and 
furthermoreq a real tension existed between attending members of 
congregations and the conception of a ministry to all in the 
parish. The problem had been recognised as early as 1875 by the 
Established General Assembly. 
I ... In many city parishes* the ministers say that 
they are fully occupied with the pastoral charge of 
their congregations, and that they have therefore 
devolved Ujr, charge j2L parlshloner_j on Missionaries and 
Bible-women. ... '[emphasis added](80. ) 
The same report spoke of a requirement for smaller parish areas 
and smaller churches. Too many churches had been built with the 
prime notion of being most productive of pew-rents. It has been 
suggested by Wolfe and Pickford that the 1929 Union had the hope 
of Irevitalising' the parishes in the urban situations where they 
had been too often disregarded. (81) It had been realised that the 
construction of new churches could no longer be the entire 
responsibility of new congregations and a 'National Church 
Extension Fund' was launched in 1933 to deal with , the 
requirements of the new areas of Council'housing. The reality of 
the central urban charges was highlighted by the Rev. Tom Allan 
in his influential book describing his North Kelvinsidep Glasgow 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
80 R. S. C. S. - =9 pp. 577-581. 
81 Wolfe. J. N., and Pickford. M. 9 M= Church gt Scotland, 
An ecomonic z=LeX, (Chapman, London, 19809) pp. 28-29. 
Whilst Wolfe and Pickford state the 'official' view and 
intention, there is no clear evidence that the church has 
ever clearly separated in its own mind the obvious 
distinction between rural and urban parishes. The point 
being made is that Riven the notion of a parish systemg all 
subsequent decision choices become limited by implicit 
non-variables i. e. one-man ministry or seniority, 
territoryt security of tenure and stipends. Even within 
individual parishes the internal organisations will attempt 
to replicate other parishes even if they patently mismatch 
salient features of local demography. 
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parish. Allan's analysis of his membership showed that only 25% 
actually lived in the parish. Although densely populatedp many 
of his members lived at a distance having moved from. the 
neighbourhood. (82) Allan's ''discovery' of lntra-urban(83) 
migration raised the same issues as Lee had done with Chalmers in 
1835. In the urban situation, parish boundaries in many cases 
were arbitrary, ecclesiastical fictions and had been so for many 
years. The only urban parishes which fitted the ideal-type were 
the new spatially definable housing estates. 
The General Assembly of 1940 set up a 'Commission for the 
Interpretation of God's Will in the Present Crisis'. It is clear 
from the amended deliverance to the 1941 General Assembly-that a 
majority of Assembly commissioners, in re-appointing the 
Committee, sought for a 'more realistic' assessment of the 
situation with a hope that practical recommendations would be 
forthcoming. (84) The Commission, under the leadership of 
Professor John Baillie, divided their. remit into several areas of 
which the 'Parish' and the 'Ministry' are of particular interest. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
82 Allan. Rev. T. p Tha F_a= Qf. MX Parish, (S. C. M., London, 
1954g)-p. -M. - -[Reprinted-1984, --foreword -by-J-A. Whyte-j -See 
also Thomson. R. H. T., jhA Church's Understanding Qf_ 
Ttsalf! & study SLL four Birmingham marishes. (S. C. M. v 
London, 19570 PP-80-83. , Writing of the English urban 
situation, Thomson concluded that parishes I ... are no 
longer meaningful social or neighbourhood units ... [with] 
congregations reflecting rather than reconciling social 
divisions ... I At Middlefield Parish, Aberdeen, many 
members had moved out of the area but 'retained' their link 
with their told' parish church. (Source: personal 
correspondence, 1981-4). 
83 Intra-urban: this term- encompasses population movements 
within the defined urban boundary; 
inter-urban: constitutes population migration between 
centres of population. 
84 R. G. A. - 1941, PP-704f; amended Deliverance, see P-717. 
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The Commission noted that there were different assumptions 
held by different groups within the united church. The U. P. 
tradition had strong 'congregational' emphasis with a ministry 
serving its membership. At the opposite extreme was the 
'traditional' parish view of the Established church which, in 
practicep was more congregational than parochial. (85) 
I ... the Church... has largely failed to think out 
clearly enough the implications of its parochial 
system... the changes in population at present taking 
place, and the greater changes which will follow... 
serve t_Q Makl a definite study of_ these problems 
ingreasingIX urgent ... '[emphasis added](86) 
I ... [the situation] ... clearly indicated the necessity 
of a careful survey of the working of the parish system 
in Scotland. ... 1(87) 
The Commission, having indicated theý urgent necessity of 
clarif)ring thinking about the parochial structure . 1= =, went on 
to address themselves to another facet of the problem; the 
supervision of parochial ministers. 
I ... Great care' should be taken to ensure that -no 
community [i. e. congregation] is allowed to suffer 
through the minister's negligence or his preoccupation 
in concerns other than the service of his 
parishioners ... 4(88)-- 
It was openly admitted that Presbyteries had, not infrequently 
failed to intervene even in instances of chronic neglect by 
ministers. Once admitted to a parishl a minister became his own 
master andp, providing-he avoided any scandal or infamy, was free 
-------------------- 
85 R. G. A.! J-9nj 
--- m ----------- --------------- 
p. 458. 
86 R. C. A.: J-qjj, p. 459. 
87 R. G. A.! J-qIL3.9 p. 460. 
88 R. G. A.! J-9n, p. 459. 
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to pursue his own inclinations. On the other hando it was a 
weakness in the Presbyterian system of ecclesiastical government 
where pursuit of 'democracy' and 'equality'-produced no Iggi of 
authority and effective discipline. 
The question of reintroducing the office of 'superintendent' 
exercised by a permanently appointed moderator of Synod was 
raised as one answer to the problem. This was not innovatory as 
the office had existed in the First Book of Discipline and also 
in practice in the sixteenth century. There had been prior 
attempts to re-introduce the office for precisely the same 
reasons given by the previous protagonists. (89) The Commission 
therefore posed two issues relating to the parochial structure. 
Firstly, what exactly was the basis of the concept and in light 
of that definition, in what ways ought it to be altered or 
modified. Secondly, it cast light into the same areas as this 
review chapter has sought to clarify, i. e. ministers' personal 
understanding of the function of the ministry and their degree of 
commitment to the parochial structure in the 'Constantiniant 
conception as advocated by Chalmers. 
As a result of the Commissions thinking, a further Committee 
on the Survey ofAhe Parochial System, was set up. The speed with 
---------------------------------------------- m --- m -------- m-m- 
89 R. G. A.: J-q-Up p. 9. R. G. C. Sj JJLUI p. 1299l Report of 
Special Committee on Legislation and Church Reforml I ... 
effective superintendence was a weakness... and only by 
putting the responsibility and initiative on one man could 
[it] be made effective ... 1; see PP-1319f. for discussion. See also M. A.! J_9AZP P-578. Cites the 
opening sermon by Dr. Alexander Whyte-to the Free General 
Assembly, 1884. Whyte contrasted the intense supervision 
of students for the ministry with its total absence 
subsequent to ordination. M. A.! 19779 pp. 488f. 
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which it reported was directly proportional to the degree of 
conservatism which it displayed* The recommendations were 
whole-heartedly approved. The 'territorial' system would be 
retained and it confirmed the view that visitation had first 
priority on the minister's available -time. (90) The practice of 
Quinquennial visitation would continue to suffice as a means of 
supervision. It welcomed the concept of 'team' ministries but 
insisted that they operate within the existent parish, system 
thereby placing seniority and supervision in the hands of those 
who resisted it upon themselves and thereby treating the 'team' 
member simply as a parochial assistant. Where the Commission bad 
openly tackled the problem of institutional inertia with the 
warning that the Church ought to 
I .. guard itself-against the delusion that no more is, 
n; eded for the solution of our problems than the 
perfecting and adapting of our machinery, ... '(91) 
the Assembly buried many of the far-reaching recommendations with 
due solemnity. 
Likewise, the Assembly of 1971 appointed a Committee of 
Forty with a similar remit but after seven years of fruitful and 
encouraging exploration, ' - th6- rebommendatibif6-7--appeared 
evaporate leaving the Church largely untouched. The questions 
which the Committee of Forty addressed were nothing less than the 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
90 This recommendation would seem to merely restate the 
obvious, but the fact that it was made suggests that in 
practice it was less than obvious. See Kirkpatrick. R. S. 9 
jolp, 
, 
Ministry j2f_ Patrick MnDonald Playfair, (-t St. 
Andrewst 1930)t p. 28. Playfair pleaded- that it was the 
first duty of a minister to become personally acquainted 
with his flock. 
91 R-r--A-! Ja? _9 P-575. 
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institutional structure itself, its ministry, its parishes, its 
people. It noted the absence of any strong decision-taking 
centre within the institution and hinted that despite . the 
involvement of elders in the courts of the church, it was 
dominated by clericalism. (92) It drew attention to the fact that 
the losses in membership were not occasioned by a decline in 
first communicants but through 'lapsing'. It challenged the 
presupposition that more elders necessarily equated with greater 
pastoral diligence. (93) At the same time, it challenged the 
system of parish boundaries as being completely unrelated to 
sociological and natural communities. Further, it questioned the 
presupposition that recruiting more full time ministers solved 
any problems and that the time had come to implement a scheme for 
non-stipendiary ministers recruited from laymen who would 
continue in their secular occupations. (94) The most telling 
observations were those which explicitly hinted that the whole 
policy of the church was entirely orientated by ministers 'for 
the benefit of ministerst. (95) It admitted the wisdom of the 
post-1929 policy of reducing the number of congregations where 
duplication had been obvious but it asked for proof that the 
continuing policy of uniting urban congregations was not 
counter-productive. Every urban union was associated with losses 
of large numbers, and in any case# unions of adjoining urban 
-------------------------------------------------- ------ 
92 R. G. A. * JMA, pp. 528-529. 
93 R. G. Ai- JIM, pp-515-519. 
94 The first of these non-stipendiaryt 'Auxiliary Ministers' 
will be ordained to their prescribed tasks in 1984. 
95 R. G. A. - 1975, P-525 
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congregations had little real effectiveness, for these 
congregations tended to be drawn from a wide area and not 
necessarily from the two adjoining parishes. (96) 
The point of real contention was the questioning ýof the 
principle of induction to a charge 'ad vitsm, nulnnml. In 
effect, a disturbing duality had encroached into thinking. 
Whilst capable of talking about parishes, congregations and 
membership in a meaningful manner, the Courts of the Church were 
dealing, in reality, with the problems of ministerial manpower, 
retirements and possible replacements. The Chalmerian 'parish' 
had been replaced by a concept of economically viable 
congregational units geared more to institutional survival rather 
than missionary expansion. For the church to reform and reshape 
itself it required first that the security of tenure of ministers 
ought to be modified# for it, alone, was dictating events and 
merely producing a smaller institution 'without the necessary 
change of structures. (97) 
The committee researched other vital areas in the 
institutional structure and presented a picture of the average 
Kirk Session view of -Presbyteries as being 'peripherally 
communicating ineffectively and enjoying a considerable degree of 
apathy or hostility, and alienation from the life of 
congregations generally. (98) Presbytery, instead of being a focus 
96 R. a. A. . 197t3, PP-514v 517f. 
97 R. G. A. - J-qZ6., p. 486. 
98 R. G. A.! 1977, p. 494. 
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for planning and mission stood removed from congregational 
empathy and was 
I ... the great missionary blank at the 
heart of the church. ... '(99) 
The suggestions and recommendations of this Committee- were 
such as to provoke a thorough and ongoing debate about-the nature 
of the church, the effectiveness of its ministers and "its 
conceptions about truly being a territorial ýchurch. ý The 
Committee's original, remit had been to 
I interpret for the Church the purpose towards which 
GoW is calling his people in Scotland... [and] ... to 
investigate and assess the resources of the church in 
persons and property for the fulfilment of [that] purposel 
and to make recommendations for the reshaping of the life 
and structure of the Church and so enable her to make her 
testimony to the Gospel more effective in the life of a 
changing world. ... '(100) 
In the same period, the Maintenance of the Ministry Committee 
sponsored an 'Economic Survey of the Church of Scotland'. The 
original remit to this research group included 
I ... Studies on the location of churches in relation to 
their members... to discover the present pattern of church 
attendance*at particular churches, the age structures of the 
membership... previous- residence and distance from the - 
church... [investigatingi the effect on attendance of 
relocation ... '(101) 
When the 'Reportt was publishedp the original remit had been 
considerably amended and the detailed demographic work had been 
subsumed by analysis of existing national statistics. It also 
contained three economic forecast models indicating medium term 
effects of the declining membership trends. They were rejected 
---------------------------------- m--m-m--m -------- 
99 R. G. A. e 19779 p. 487. 
100 R-G-A-! J-Ull pp. 47gm480. 
101 R. G. A. - =0 p. 248. Maintenance of the Ministry Report. 
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out of hand by a reviewing committee of Assembly who complained 
that the economic and membership projections gave too widely 
varying estimates to be of any practical use. What passed 
largely unnoticed was that the remit had sought to -initiate 
practical research into exploring the true nature of ýthe 
congregational-parochial infra-structure of urban church 
membership. The tBaillie Report' had urged the need for evidence 
at the parish levels of the nature of the problem confronting the 
church. The 'Wolfe Report' was commissioned to do this research 
some thirty year later. It Is this continuing deficiency which 
this thesis in a limited way attempts to overcome with its 
descriptive analysis of Presbyterian church membership in one 
urban city. 
SUM14ARY 
The material presented in this chapter makes no claim to 
provide a systematic, contextual history of the'tchurch' set 
amidst the life and events of the Nation as such. Its limited 
aim has been to explore and develop strands of conceptual 
continuity which have predominated in the internal life of the 
church itself. -- As-an institution; ' existing -in theory to promote' '- 
and further certain-aims and objectives, the 'church' Is no less 
immune from--- the disease which potentially afflicts all 
institutions, namely, the supplanting of the original objectives 
through the passage of time with a new objective; -its own 
continuance and survival. In the foregoing discussion, three 
main areas have been explored with a view to detecting some of 
the subtle shifts in emphasis which have occurred. 
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In the case of 'stipends' and 'parishes', the relationship 
has been shown to hold throughout the period from the 
Reformation. Subsuming the Medieval-position with regard to. the 
Iteinds', the church benefited from this provision of annual 
income which bore a direct relation to commodity prices. 
However, the legal title to the teinds caused an undue rigidity 
and exercised a claustrophobic grip on the distribution of 
manpower and buildings in areas of declining population. The 
pre-industrial structure continued to exert an influence on 
thinking within the church precisely at the time when the 
population balance swung heavily towards the towns. It also 
created a hierarchy of livings -to 
be sought after in which the 
old Burgh parishes paid handsome stipends, the rural parishes 
afforded good steady stipends but left the post-1824 quoad 
parishes as the least desirable livings involving financial risks 
for ministers as well as dependence upon the congregational 
officers. The notions of parity and equality broke down 
irretrievably under the pressures of the changed circumstances. 
The acceptance and continuance of the principle of 'induction' to 
the 'rights and privileges' of the parish initially designed to 
protect the incumbent from capricious heritors, has remained in 
modified form to give ministers virtual autonomy within their 
parish from either congregation or Presbytery excepting under a 
few, very unusual circumstances. 
7he 'parish* as a rigidly adhered to ecclesiastical 
convenience has itself undergone several shifts of 
interpretation. In theory, it has always supported the somewhat 
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grandiose claim of the Established church to be a National 
church. For 86 years, the Free church made a similar claim but 
without a defined territorial system., The former assumed. that 
the geographieg parochial structure legitimised its claim despite 
the fact that it never held the allegiance of the majority of the 
people. 
In fact, the parochial structure obscured a number of 
issues. It gave rise to a myth that 'every blade of grass 
belonged to some parish in Scotland'. It assumed that the people 
- attenders or otherwise - were cognizant of their parish church 
just as their parish minister was cognizant of them. Whilst this 
may have been practical in some rural communities, there is no 
evidence that this was so in the towns. The primary concern of 
many ministers# -especially in the Free and U. P. Churchest but 
including the chapel-of-ease Established ministerst was to-ensure 
that their churches were as full as possible. This incentive 
towards eclectic congregationalism was simply that their stipends 
were directly related to the value of the seat rents and the 
liberality of the congregations. 
Today's legacy -of large churches with over abundant seating 
accommodation is not indicative of- the popularity of church 
attendance. l= jU but directly as a result of economic dictates 
in the pew rent system. The seating accommodation of churches 
ranged from. M. 1100 seats prior to 18439 to 900-950 by mid-19th. 
century, falling to M. 750 seats by the end of the century. This 
was not a direct response to declining attendance but to the 
pervasiveness of the seat rent economy. 7be obvious 
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similarities in the accommodation of churches built in the same 
period indicate an economic process at work determining the 
optimal building size and expenditure set against the derivable 
income. The levels of seat rents would have followed those of 
neighbouring churches and as'stipends and other running costs 
would have been similar, the same similarity would have extended 
to the provision of seating accommodation. ý Despite the 
availability of -free seats, - occasioned more by overprovision 
than by pure philanthropy - the churches were not full Sunday by 
.. 
Sunday. Neither did free seats, clothes, nor exhortation induce 
significant numbers of the working classes to attend. (102) 
The intention, -or rather the belief that the parochial 
system brought the church into the midst of the people's lives, 
acted as a stimulus to the belief that the church spoke for and 
on behalf of the people in matters outwith the churchts immediate 
sphere of religious provision. This fostered attitudes amongst 
the ministry which led them to adopt the role of spokesmen 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
102 In this assertion, this writer follows the available 
contemporary writings which, overall, indicate a continual 
mood of perplexment in ministers minds at the refusal of 
certain groups of persons to respond to any attempt made by 
the church to woo their attention. It is noted that 
corroborative evidence of a primap faclae nature Is lacking 
in many writers. What are never stated are the explicit 
grounds for the implicit assumptions. A modern example of 
how church minds work by Idictatt can be found in the 
'Urgent Call to the Kirk' presented to the 1983 General 
Assembly. It has received both criticism and support, but 
it took some 11 months before one critic showed the flimsy 
foundation of the document which was based on personal 
beliefs about the state of the church, the causest and what 
was required to remedy the malaise. See Jjft and XDlzkt 
April, 1984., P3T. Contribution by V. C. Pogue. Pogue simply 
asked what 'factual' evidence there was to support these 
views. 
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on these matters. As Mechie showsp some ministers were extremely 
radical in holding opinions and working for objectives in the 
field of educationt factoryt and housing reform as well as 
juvenile delinquency. They were 'prophetic', in a minority, and 
ignored or opposed by their colleagues. In the main, the 
churchmen of the 19th. century, contented themselves with 
becoming ardent supporters and leaders of various social 
movements after these had achieved consensus respectability. 
Enjoying the respect of their congregations and accorded the 
status of belonging to the professional classp -even if not 
enjoying the pecuniary benefits of such an elevated station - the 
Scottish minister could find success in congregational numbers. 
This was the era of the tpopular preacher'. 003) The task of 
mission and outreach could be safely entrusted to the surplus of 
Probationers and ordained assistants who, for a pittance, and in 
the absence of success in obtaining a call to a charge of their 
own, were increasingly left to carry the entire missionary effort 
of the church. (104) 
When the union of the three Presbyterian churches had been 
achieved by 1929# vital years had elapsed in dealing with the 
real questiont 'Does or can the parish system 'work? '- When two 
exploratory committees recommended supervision of ministers and 
re-evaluation of the parish conceptt these suggestions were 
welcomed and - forgotten. 7bree reasons are most readily 
----------------------------------------------- m ----------- m ----- 
103 Enright. W. G. gcuL, =.. Enright contends that 'popular 
preaching1p with its emphasis on Intellectual and 
non-theological preaching aimed at the upper classesp led 
to the abandonment and collapse of the parish based 
ministry. 
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discernable for this continuance of the tparish' concept almost 
unchanged from the Reformation. Firstly, its retention has kept 
ministers free from' external' supervision and direction. 
Secondly, it has provided the theoretical raison dýgtre for the 
Presbyterial structure, although it has always lacked a modus 
oDerand; L. Thirdly, it still serves administrative and legal 
purposes although it probably ceased to be relevant to the urban 
situation after 1725. 
Against any positive advantage which might still -linger in 
the concept of a 'parish? # the disadvantage immediately 
encountered is the variance and nuance of meaning attributed to 
it by different groups of persons. To the urban elder and 
member, it'is their congregation and building; to the rural 
layman 'it is still possibly his tparishl A= local church. To 
one minister it is his local people; to another it is his flock; 
the former living amidst his people, the latter also journeying 
to his distant church each Sunday. To the Presbytery, it is an 
104 
_, 
Tj= Decline jar thl Pul nit jUld = Causes, (Holmes, 
Glasgow, 1892,2nd. edition, ) naRRim. [Psuedonnym, 'A 
Scottish Churchman'] This author contended that seven 
'Divinity'Halls in Scotland, each with numerous Professorial 
appointments, each of whom was seeking to attract as many 
fee-paying students as possible; had led to a diversion of 
church funds into creating bursaries to attract candidates. 
The system had over-produced Licentiates who greatly 
outnumbered the vacancies occurring through retiral or 
death each year. In turn this led to 'clerical patronage', 
favoured candidates, and interference in congregational 
elections causing grave discontent and aggravation on the 
part of both Licentiates and congregations. The only tasks 
available to many after 7 years of training were as 
ministerial assistants and missioners. Ministers in 
livings quietened their conciences by asserting that any 
who did not receive a 'call' within seven years were 
obviously unsuited to the ministry. Marcus Dodds was one 
such I failure' . 
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administrative unit, to a congregation, it is part of their 
lives. To very few does it truly represent an area of Christian 
mission and endeavour. To the individual minister it can be a 
lifetime's work displaying a modicum of success or anonymous 
failure. To the majority of the population all these are a 
matter of utter indifference. 
It is this cluster of meanings attributed to this concept 
accompanied by the influence upon the ministry of the questions 
about status, influence and leadership of opinion in societyl and 
the issue of remuneration which all go to shape the 
tinstitutionalised mind'. Lacking is a definition as to the 
nature of the parish in the urban city which might concievably 
give a groundwork for a fresh appraisal as to its usefulness or 
otherwise. 
The final word might be given to the late Professor Menzies 
who could write$ almost a century ago: 
10*0 in practicet however... it now occupies a 
different position in tfie social fabric, and exerts its 
influence in a different way... [for] ... instead of being-diffused through-the whole-of life, and being the 
concern of allp religion has gathered itself up into a 
special place of its own, and has been made the special 
concern of a special class ... It has organised itself 
as an institution apart ... [and] ... it can no longer 
act on the community In the same way as before... 
[continued] 
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... In these circumstances we see at once how apt a 
sacred class is to form unduly logical and narrow. 
theories about the service of God, and to lose sight as 
they do so, or even trample underfoot# broad human 
interests of which, if they represented the Deity 
aright, they should have been the foremost champions. 
7be very sacredness of the functions they administer 
exempts them to a large extent from criticism and 
enables them to elaborate their system with less 
interference than would be offered in any other branch 
of affairs... [and] ... It Ja ARI JU 
1)2. found jhat jhg 
anparatus th= JLaya brought U sunh a pitch jaf 
perfection ja neasing In answer _thjQ nrAntinnl end. -; cX. 
religion J= larize n1ncuse-. 4 ML pgople. os*l [emphasis 
added](105) 
105 Menzies. A., The Social Office of Religion. In Record jaf. 
_tb& 
ProceadIng. 1 Dt. = National Church -Unlon, Vol. I, 18979 
(Blackwoodo Edinburghtl898, ) pp. 69f. A paper presented by 
Professor Menzies of St. Marys Collegel University of St. 
Andrews. 
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A REVIEW OF RELEVANT RESEARCH 
INTO CHURCH ATTENDANCE IN 
SCOTLAND. 
4.1. A THEORETICAL DISCUSSION M ME METHODS 
It is perhaps easiest to state what this research project is 
not. Sociologists of religion will immediately point out that it 
does not fall within the remit of 'sociology of religion'. it 
fails to-do so on one primary and crucial distinction. It is not 
overtly concerned with the furtherance of sociological theory and 
most decidedly falls into the area commonly referred to as 
'religious-sociology'. 
This difference between the two lies in the concern which 
the former exhibits in establishing over-arching theories which 
explain religious phenomenon and its interaction upon societies 
in terms of social, institutional, and economic variables in 
different cultural settings. , 
Much discussion surrounds the 
theoretical models provided by Durkheim, Weber, and Tbnnies. ( 1) 
'Religious-sociology' sometimes suffers from the disparaging 
epithet of being 'solely concerned with numerical and demographic 
analysis'. It is true that the results provide mainly 
descriptive analysis, but this is aimed at further extending our 
knowledge and understanding of what pertains. In this sense the 
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objectives, are more limited, the findings more pragmatic; and if 
it does not meet with whole-hearted approval of the sociologists 
of religion because of this, it is a mistake to assume that its 
findings receive a warmer welcome from the institutional 
eh ur eh. ( 
Durkheim. E., The Elementary Forms. Qf _the 
Religious life, 
(Free Press of Glencoe, Glencoe: U. S. A, 1961, ) 
pp-52-56,62-63,464-472. Translated by J. Swain. 
Durkheim argued that religion presupposes a belief in a 
duality of worlds, --the sacred and the profane. Religion, 
being a system of beliefs about sacred things, is 
accompanied by practices, both mandatory and forbiddent 
within the religious community of adherents. Religious 
beliefs and adherence therefore affect human societies in a 
collective way. Thus the emotive and cognitive dynamic of 
religious belief is given objective form in the form of 
these practices and in participating in these the 
individual shares the ideals intrinsic to the belief 
system. Religion, for Durkheim, is something essentially 
social. The sacred obtains its respect not because of 
intrinsic qualities M=. = but because of a collective and 
Individual respect for that which the religious 'symbol' 
symbolises or-points-to. Religion -therefore acts as a 
significant mechanism which expresses and reinforces these 
sentiments and factors which give institutional stability 
and integration within society. 
Weber, * M., Jhr, Protestant Ethic =d thp, zDJX_U 
CaDitalism, (Allen and Unwin, London, 19300. 
Weber was concerned to* show that Western Society, ie. 
Europe post-1600t was different from any other culture 
elsewhere In the world. By an examination of China, India, 
and Judea; and their respective social and religious 
institutions, Weber postulated that it was the Calvinist 
ethic of work and thrift which allowed the accumulation of 
capital. This was bound up with the Ouncertaintyt 
occasioned by the doctrine of double predestination which 
spoke of the saved 'elect' and gave no clue as to whom had 
been so fore-ordained. Prosperity was unconsciously 
associated with Divine Blessings and, coupled with the 
prevailing tenor of pious austerity, resulted in a 
situation of capital accumulation and investment rather 
than ostentatious spending. 
T6nnies: see discussion in page. 4-20 below. 
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Despite these differences of methodological approach to the 
subject of religion and society, the work of Boulard and the 
other French schools of religious-sociology have demonstrated the 
significance which societal factors do play in 'producing 
different levels of religiousity SLUA religious observance and 
worship. ( 3) Boulard justified the use of demographic methods by 
claiming: 
I ... clearly religious practice [= observance] is not 
the whole of religious vitality... but it is a mistake 
to neglect the objective criterion provided by 
religious practice 
I. although a man belongs to a geographic area and 
b;; rs the marks of Its influence... he also belongs to 
a tsocial milieu' or 'sociological area' which 
influences him in different ways ... t( 4) 
Boulard's contention obtained a limited and qualified 
support from Brothers( 5) who admitted that the accumulation of 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
2 See-Deliverance-of the General Assembly-on the Report of 
the Special Committee anent the Church of Scotland Economic 
Survey, (the 'Wolfe' Report; ) Proceedingi pJ _thr, 
General 
Assembly, Edinburgh, 24.5.1979, Session 6. A published 
paper of Assembly in which I ... considerable reservations 
about the value of the Report as a whole ... ' were 
expressed. See Kirk. Rev. J. H. p & Comparatlyp, Statistical 
Analysis Qf _thq 
Churches 
-of _tba 
Presbytery Qf Edinburgh 
from 1960-1974, (Ph. D. thesis, Edinburgh, 19780 P-199. 
Kirk notes the fact that the Presbytery's enthusiasm to 
initiate research study was not matched, by a similar 
enthusiasm to take any decisive action when faced with the 
results. See also Paul. L., A Church 1M Daylight: A 
re-apDraisal _Qf _U= 
Church Qf England Aa! l= future, 
(Chapman, London, 1973. ) Paul's objective report on _TLft Payment and DeDlovment gf_ JIM Clergy, (C. I. O., London, 
1964. ) met a hostile reaction when presented to the 
Convocations of York and Canterbury. 
3 Boulard. F., Introducti= JQ Religious Sociologxt 
(Dartman, Longman and Todd, London, 1960., ) Translated by M. 
Jackson, nn--qsim. 
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evidence provided by what she termed Irepetitivet studies, had 
provided a systematic basis for believing the theoretical 
patterns to be more widespread than was previously believed. 
There are implicit in this viewpoint important methodological and 
philosophical points. Firstlyp with a widely differentiated 
social structure between geographic areas of one nation, It is 
important that theory is tested not just once but frequently and 
in different locations. Secondly, these studies are not 
'repetitive' in the evidence they produce except at the 
generalised level. It is only by paying due regard to the 
evidence of the minor deviations which are found that the extent 
of the 'middle-range theorems? are fully tested and evaluated. 
As Fichter remarks: 
I. Demography, sociology and statistics should be 
a;; reciated for what they are: a valuable preliminary 
for sociology, and a basis of information on which the 
sociologist can work ... t( 6) 
Boulard argued that aggregative and demographic methods were the 
invaluable and essential aids necessary to the church to help it 
understand a complex and changing society. These methods deal 
-------------------------------------- -mm --------- m ------ -- 
4 Ibid., pp-39 16,48f. Boulard's investigation showed that 
a chain of quarries and mineral workings extending through 
the Brittany countryside coincided with a tendency for 
reduced levels of religious observance and a higher level 
of indifference in these local communities. More 
importantly, this led to the insight on further 
investigation to finding that geographic areas and their 
populations retained over many generations, distinctive 
pro- or antimreligious attitudes. 
5 Brothers. J. p(ed. ), Readingsin thl Sociology MI Rellizion, (Pergamon Press, London, 19670 P-17. 
6 Fichter. J. H., The Urban Parish as a Social Group. In 
Brothers. J., (ed. ), p. 189. - 
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with ?.. truths about collective behaviour.. '. Further, in terms 
of the tmission and outreach' of the church# --again measured in 
terms of the observable, his work showed that individual priests 
[ministers] made little or no lasting impact on the general 
patterns which had existed over time. Individual parishes were 
limited and constrained by the 'progress' of adjoining areas 
which indicates that if the Church's QLU&g., Qf Scotland; ) 
missionary strategy is dependent upon the unco-ordinated efforts 
of individuals at the parish level, it is doomed to momentary 
illusory gains in the short-term. Ecclesiastical 'mission' 
strategy must be conceived in the wider geographic terms than has 
hitherto been presupposed. 
The discovery of a continuing paucity of descriptive 
information in Scotland on the patterns of church attendance 
decided the general nature of this project. The work of Boulard, 
with its depth, conception and detail was a primaty stimulus, and 
decided the scale of the project. From other researchers the' 
project developed along -specific lines of enquiry, and in 
discussing their work, it is intended to attempt to dove-tail 
their contributions Into specific topic areas. In the following 
discussion, historical perspective occasionally takes secondary 
place to topic headings where subject matter cross-comparison Is 
facilitated. 
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2 THE PRE-1929 PERIOD 
An interest in the collection of numerical data stemmed 
mainly from the work of Professor Charteris and the 'Christian 
Life and Work' Committee set up by the General Assembly of 
1869. ( 7) The statistical information gleaned by Charteris' 
committee after 1871 was faulted for many years by the persistent 
refusal of many ministers to submit returns. The increasing 
efficiency of the system did lead to more adequate knowledge of 
basic data such as membership totals, liberality, communion 
attendances, and First Communicant numbers. By 1889p concern was 
being openly expressed about the comparative fall in growth both 
of numbers and finance. 
Howie, and the importance of his work published in 1893, has 
already received discussion and this work appeared at a time when 
the Church of Scotland was itself engaging its attention on the 
problem of non-attendance. The Scotsman reported estimated 
figures of 120,000 unchurched persons in Glasgow quoted at the 
Assembly. The tenor of the debate speeches was marked by 
Temperance, Sabbatarian, and political anti-Disestablishment 
lobbies. A degree of wishful thinking is also apparent with some 
arguing that the non-attenders were not necessarily funchurched'. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
7 R. S. C. S: jjjJ2, Session 29th. Mayt 1869. See Gordon. A., 
The Jjf& &T_ Archibald Hamilton Charteris, (Hodder and 
Stoughton, London, 1912, ) P-307. See also Drummond. Jet 
and Bulloch. A. L., Tba Jata Victorian Churchin Scotland! 
1874-11900, (St. Andrews Press, Edinburgh, 1978, ) pp. 166f. 
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A Special Committee on Non-Church Going was set up in 1889 and on 
its recommendation to the Assembly of 1890, a new Committee was 
formed with the express purpose of conducting a visitation of all 
the Presbyteries in order that the facts might be ascertained 
about the state of religion in the parishes. ( 8) The results were 
superficial but disquieting regarding the extent of the problems 
and especially the task of mission required in the cities. 
The concern finally evaporated in 1896 when the ministers 
refused to accept superintendence over their duties and efforts. 
With the union of the Free and U. P. churches in 1900, attention 
was focussed on the union negotiations. The-1914-18 War, 
followed by the rationalisation in the wake of the 1929 Union 
left the question of membership numbers as an almost subsiduary 
issue. 
------------------------------------------------- mm -------------- 
8 For Howie, see chapter 3t pages 3m5Of. -above. 
Scotsman, 27/5/1889. Concern over the slow down in growth. 
Ibid., 30/5/1889. Concern was expressed by the Committee 
on Statistics on lower liberality and First Communicant 
numbers. 
jUd., 1/6/1889. Rev. Donald MacLeod is the source quoted 
for the Glasgow figure. 
Ibid., 28/5/1890. Rev. David Hunter quoted as saying he: 
'did not regard non-churchgoing as being the same 
as irregular churchgoing or indifference. ' 
He cites the argument that the growth in members is greater 
than the growth in the population. 
P. S. C. S. 0889, Comm. on NonmChurch Going Report, also 
Comm. on Efficient Superintendence, pp. 1019f. 
R. S. C. S. 0890, pp. 911f. Much of the debate centred around 
the frustration of making the parish system work coupled 
with ministerial efficiency. A 1= note of criticism 
appears about least-end' livings with their ministers 
living in the twestmendt. 
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3 THE WORK DE LM HIGHET. 
In his first book describing the activities and the work of 
the denominational churches in Scotland in the post-war period, 
Highet drew attention to the fact that the Church of Scotland had 
not only lost members in the 1926-1947 period, but that this loss 
in absolute numbers masked an even greater 'loss' of membership 
if the membership was measured as a percentage of the Scottish 
population over the age of twenty years. ( 9) Highet noted, in his 
review of the Church of Scotland's 'official' statements that 
statistics concerning weekly attendance levels at Sunday worship 
were non-existent. (10) A quickening of the tempo of evangelistic 
activities had occurred in the Church of Scotland which had added 
some 12t148 communicant members to its Rolls in the period 
1947-9. At the same time some 3,000 members had been removed 
from the Communion Rolls and placed on the tSupplementary 
Communion Rolls' of the Church. The opinion of ministers at the 
time of his writing was that attendance was falling at Sunday 
Services with inadequate transportt shift-work, and increased 
Sunday leisure opportunities being cited as probable causes. The 
question which this paradoxical juxtapositioning of evidence and 
opinion raises is concerned with whether ministers were mistaken 
or correct; -or-did attendance-remain virtually the same and 
thus dispel the optimism which might have been expected at the 
sign of growing membership numbers. 
----------------------------------------- ----------- 
9 Highet. J. , 1110 Churches In Scotland Today! jL (Jackson, Glasgow, 1950, ) PP-76-77- 
10 jj=. v pp. 226,230. 
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The membership numbers did rise from post-war years to a 
peak in 1956 of 19319POOO. In his second book written on the eve 
of the quatercentenary of the Scottish Reformation, Highet 
discussed the impact of the evangelistic efforts of the 'Tell 
Scotland' Radio campaign which coincided with the 'All Scotland' 
Crusade led by Billy Graham In the Kelvin Hall, Glasgow in 1955. 
Again in 1960, he could lament the fact that any published social 
surveys or opinion polls still tended to aggregate Scottish data 
into the U. K. or British totals and that apart from the 
never-repeated Religious Worship and Education Census of 1851, 
little had been added to the knowledge of Scottish patterns of 
religious observance. 
Highet attempted to rectify this omission by carrying out a 
survey of eight of Scotland's major denominations including the 
Church of Scotland. This was a postal survey addressed to 
ministers who had been sampled on a systematic basis using 
alphabetic lists of ministers in pastoral charges and selecting 
on a 1: 10 basisi (a 10 sample). Belying upon ministers to 
estimate the numbers in thdir respective Sunday congregations, 
Highet -estimated-that-22.8$ of the Presbyterian membership could 
be found at worship at least once on a- Sunday. (11) The survey 
---------------------------------------------------- m ------------ 
11 Highet. J. , TIM Scottish Churches! ,A -review., , (Skeffington, London, 1960, ) PP-13-161 60-61p see Table II. 
Weight should be given to the additional problems raised by 
postal survey replies. See Busia. K. A., Urban Churches In 
Britain: & cuestion jQf relevance, 
(Lutterworth Pressp 
London, 1966, ) P-117. Busia noted that postal replies 
reported the 'average' congregational size of churches as 
127 when observers gave the average figure as nearer 55. 
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showed that the Church of Scotland's share of the adult attending 
population was estimated at 12.7% which stood in sharp contrast 
to its 21.4% of the total membership of all the Scottish 
churches. Highet noted that the levels of attendance given by 
his respondents bore a close correlation to the urban Glasgow 
Church of Scotland data and this confirmed his suspicion that 
I ... two out of every three members were not taking up 
their seats in their pews with any regularity ... [and] ... it is a record which ill-becomes a National 
church ... '(12) 
Highet's contribution was to confirm what was readily 
perceivable in terms of reducing levels of attendance coupled 
with a distinct bias in the female: male ratio of membership. He 
also cited his respondents' opinions on the question of the 
predominant social-class composition of congregations as: 
15% replied 'mainly middle-class' 
40% replied 'lower middle-class/upper working class' 
30% replied 'mainly working class' 
(the remainder gave an unclassifiable 
'mixed' answer. )(13) 
Highet dealt with aggregativet national-level figures and his 
survey gave a valuablet broad overview of the situation 
pertaining. For him, 
I. quantitative measurement [was] by no means irrelevant 
e;; n if it [could] say little about the Intensity of 
religious feeling or the quality of witness ... I 
---------------------------------------- 
12 1=. t pp. 62-63. 
13 Dald. , p. 23. 
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The evidence which Highet gives points to the clear existence of 
three phenomena which will be met many times in other data; xAz, 
the imbalance between males and females in membership, the. age 
group imbalance which was already apparent in the post-war years, 
and the low level of religious observance jLuj attendance at 
worship by an estimated two-thirds of the membership. (14) 
4.4 CHURCH 2M socTAL cLAss. 
The work of Dr. Robertson(15) might be said to be more 
valuable for the misconceptions which it brought to light than 
for itsda facto evidence. As Robertson rightly claimedl his was 
the first empirical study in Scotland and in the manner of any 
exploratory project, encountered a number of challenges to prime 
assumptions. To follow Robertson's methodological approach is to 
reveal the potential hazards and difficulties which can arise. 
His attention was to focus upon the influences which social class 
exerted upon religious adherence and belief structures. 
Robertson, for adequate A nriorl reasons chose to restrict 
his interview survey to male respondents in order that he might 
limit the effect of the sex variable. He chose to avoid using 
----------------------------------------- m_-_m ---- 
14 Highet confirmed with evidence what the Baillie Commission 
had stated in 1942, ie. I... non-attendance at worship is 
more common than many recognise or admit. ... ' See R. G. A.: 194? _. q p. 582. Report of th Commission for the Interpretation of God's Will in the Present Crisis. 
15 Robertson. D., 
_Thj 
RelationshIDD 
-between 
Church Md 9nnial 
Class in Scotland, (Ph. D. thesis, Edinburgh, 1966, ) See 
Robertson. D. In Sociological Yearbook af Religion In 
Britain, ( S. C. M., Londonp 19689) Vol. 1, pp. 11f, (ed. ) 
Martin. D.. 
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congregations as his basic sample frame and instead concentrated 
upon a sample drawn from the Edinburgh district of Prestonfield 
on the criteria that it was a definable area bordered by sites 
which 'isolated' it from adjacent areas. He termed this an area 
with the 'desired class distribution' and which had a small 
mid-1930's council house estate as well as adjoining owner 
occupied property. The primary demographic age structure of the 
population of this area should have indicated that it was 
atypical with its preponderance of over-55 age group. 
Having utilised the geographic area as his base point, 
Robertson was 'surprised' to find that many of his 92 mala 
respondents claimed church connections j2gt with the local parish 
church but with churches elsewhere in Edinburgh. Robertson 
'concluded that congregational allegiance was stronger and more 
persistent than was to be expected. A more obvious conclusion, 
perhaps with hindsight, was that he was encountering the known 
phenomenon of high positive response associations to questions 
about religious observance. (16) 
Essentially he sought to interview two discrete groups of 
middle and working class respondents ýand designed his own 
social-class classificatory system. This is an area which has 
vexed many researchers who have put forward a case for the urgent 
16 Opinion Research Centre, Religion In Britain and Northern 
Ireland: a survey S21 DoDular attitudes, (Independent 
Television Authority, London, 19700 P-13. Most people 
described themselves as religious; some 22% denied any 
membership or adherence to any church, and many opinioned 
that 'going to church' was not important. 
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necessity to produce an entirely new classificatory system. As 
the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, (a Government 
Research Department-) provides the Census Tables using a 
particular system, grave difficulties of cross-comparability 
arise for any who depart from their system(17) which uses four 
main categories with the fifth sub-categorised as 
manual/non-manual. 
Robertson's own classification utilised a five category 
system which treated Class IIIm occupations as borderline. 
FIGURE 4.1 
-------------- 
EDINBURGH, PRESTONFIELD: CHURCH ATTENDANCE BY 
SOCIAL CLASS, BY ATTENDANCE 
----------------------------------------------- m ---- 
Working Borderline Middle 
Class Class Class 
Regular attender 
(at least once a month) 17% 59% 44% 
Marginal 
(occasional attendance) 17% 22% 18% 
Dormant 
(rarely if ever 66% 18% 38% 
--------------------------------------------------- 
Source: Robertson. D., In Sociological Yearbook of 
Religion in Britain, Vol. I, (ed. ) Martin. D. 
Perhaps surprisingly, it was the 'borderline' cases who claimed 
the highest levels of church attendance. Even more surprising 
------------------------------------------ mm--. 
17 Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, 
Occupa tion, %, L _UJ2, 
(H. M. S. O., London, 1980. ) 
Class I= Professional persons 
Class 11 = Managerial persons 
Class IIIn= All non-manuals 
Class IIIm= Manual supervisory 
Class IV = Semi-skilled operatives 
Class V= Unskilled manual persons 
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was his Dro I= conclusion that age differences seemed to play no 
part in deter-mining levels of attendance. This clearly 
contradicted the evidence of othersp which pointed towards 
attendance increasing with age with the lowest levels of 
attendance experienced in the 20-40 age range. (18) Robertson's 
sample which excluded those under 21 and included only seven who 
were over 70 years of age, gives the first indication that the 
'claims' might be at variance with the facts. 
FIGURE 4.2 
------------- 
EDINBURGH PRESTONFIELD SURVEY: RESPONDENTS AGE-COHORTS 
------------------------------------------------------ 
Years of age: 
21-9 : 30-9 : 40-9 : 50-9 : 60-9 : 70+ 
---------------------------------------- m ------------ 
13% 23% 18% 24% 14% 7% 
N= 921 
mmmm--- ------- mm ---------- m ------ 
Source: Robertson. D. 9 jau Qlt,. [ignores decimals] 
The value of Robertson's work lies in the way in which it 
demonstrated that great care must be taken in devising a 
methodology which has inbuilt verification of the 'claims' made 
by individuals in any survey of religious observance or belief. 
18 Boulard., M2A.. Ut., p. 61. Sutherland. J., Godly 
Upbringing: Jk AUrXIX Qf. Sunday Schools jLad Bible Classes 
in the Church QL Scotland, (Church of Scotland Youth 
Committeep Edinburgh, 1960, ) DaRmlin. The Report was 
commissioned because of church fears about reducing numbers 
of young people under instruction and joining the Church. 
Thompson. R. H. T. jhQ Churnh Is Understandl niz Mf Ttg-tkgl f -. IL 
study jQL 
X= Blrmlnjzham parishes, (S. C. M., London, 19570 
pp. 26,41,53,67. Fichter. J. H. , Socl al RelatIons In Jh. Q 
Urban Parish, (Univ. of Chicago Press, Chicago: U. S. A. p 
19541) pp. 90f. Fichter investigated a pre-existing axiom 
that religious observance is the prerogative, of the very 
young and the elderly. This study was conducted within the 
Roman Catholic Church. 
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Robertson also drew attention to the mistaken assumption that the 
'parish' church was the likely source of adherence and that 
perceived 'religious belonging' transcended time, distance. and 
even the respondent's own cognition of their personal history of 
religious attendance. 09) For any empirical study to have value 
it is wise to employ Fichter's proto-classification of church 
adherence in which he uses four categories which, although 
describing American Catholics, are nevertheless useful. (20) The 
activep participating, regular churchgoer he termed 'nuclear' 
indicating their degree of integration as individuals into the 
church community. The less involved yet actively practising, he 
termed 'modal'. The term 'marginal' was used to describe those 
with minimal and even tenuous links with the church whereas for 
those persons who in Scotland would assert themselves to be 
'protestant' if asked but are not associated with any 
denomination or parish as such, he described as $dormant'. With 
this last term, Fichter is making a theological distinction. For 
him, a fbaptisedt Catholic is always a Catholic unless he chooses 
to join some other denomination. 
Thus, in Robertson's data, some 33 respondents from the 
sample -frame -of 
92 would be deemed., &t least 'modal' members on 
Fichter's scale (i. e. they claimed a monthly attendance 
19 Allan. T., M&E=. atEx Parish, (S. C. M. j London, 1954, ) 
pp. 11,25. Allan had noted only 25% of his 400 members 
lived in the parish. On mission visitation to the 
population within his parish many unattached people 
produced Certificates of Transference [lines] which dated 
back over 20 years in some cases. 
20 Fichter. 0 Qp,. cjt. j p. 22. 
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frequency), whilst 48 of the'respondents, (over 50%; ) would be 
deemed to have 'marginal' or better frequencies of attendance. 
This at first sight-would seem to confirm Highet's estimates. that 
only one out of every three members of the Church of Scotland was 
in their pew on a Sunday morning. Howevert this is to ignore the 
fact that Robertson's results come from a sample of the 
population Al large. Highet refers to the sub-DoDulation of 
persons who are members of the Church of Scotland and who 
constitute a sub-population which is less than four Soots out of 
every ten. Furthermore, only one out of these four would be 
malel It is immediately apparent that Robertson's derived sample 
were claiming levels of attendance far in excess of the 
probabilities. The value of such research findings is therefore 
questionable and directs attention to the criteria, that research 
must necessarily start from the church data and membership lists, 
scant though they may beg thereby providing a benchmark which can 
alert the researcher to 'respondent bias' and error creeping in. 
This'does notp howeverl detract from or invalidate the use 
of spatial and class concýpts which Robertson sought to introduce 
Into his study. These essentially point to a different way of 
understanding how parish churches reflect (or otherwise) the 
social area in which they are situated. I 
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4.5 CHURCH MEMBERSHIP IN FALKIRK 
This research was carried out by Peter Sissons =der the 
auspices of the Church and Ministry Department of the Church of 
Scotland from 1968 to 1971 and supported by the Hope Trust. 
Sissons defined his area of investigation as the town of Falkirk 
and insisted that the churches, their members and their 
respective attendance behaviour were essential to the study 
proposed. In so doing he rejects the views of some sociologists 
who deem these to be only one dimension of religiousity and 
therefore relatively unimportant in society. (21) 
The research sought to determineg by way of hypothesesp that 
membership of a church would be 'socially significant' in the 
lives, beliefs and attitudes of church people and that 
differences would be found between Established church memberst 
Roman Catholics, and other denominations. Thus whilst attention 
would be paid to demographic issues, these were subservient to 
the examination of denominational differences in attitudinal and 
associational dimensions. (22) Arbitrarily, eleven churches formed 
-------------- m ------ m ---- m --- - ---- m ----- --_m ----- m ---- -_ 
21 Clock. C. Y., and Stark. R., Religion And Society in 
Tensiont (Rand McNallyt Chicago, 19650 pp. 19f. Clock and 
Stark claim that religion is capable of multi-manifestation 
and that adherence to the single criterion of 'church' 
membership/attendance is a deficient methodology. They 
proposed several dimensions of religiousity, XizI 
ritualistic-observance; ideological-belief systems; 
experiential-emotive, perceptual; intellectual-cognitivel 
knowledge; and consequential-societal influence through 
ethics and morals. 
22 Sissons. P. L. 9 jhj Social Significang-& j2f Church 
Membership in thl Purgh jaL Falkirk! 11 report... , (Church 
of Scotland, Edinburghp 19730 pp. 6-8. 
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the investigatory sample frame; five Established congregations, 
and six other churches. Those persons over 17 years of age and 
who had attended Sunday worship on at least one of two Sundays in 
September 19690 were asked to complete a basic survey 
questionnaire. (23) This'elicited addressesp sex, marital status, 
attendance frequencies, and personal family histories including 
educational background and denominational allegiances. Sissons 
reported a 90% response rate which provided a sample frame of 
some 1,115 persons. From this a stratified sample weightedý to 
account for denominational reDresentation in the primary 
questionnaire survey was randomly selected. In 'this manner, 
control over the denominational variable was exercised. 
A second random sample was drawn from the Falkirk Electoral 
Roll population to give a 'control' non-church members group. It 
is here that Sissons quantified the extent of the positive-bias 
associated with religious adherence claims. Some 69% of those 
interviewed 'claimed' a church connection. (24) Many refused to be 
interviewed at length but finally 35 were willing and constituted 
the non-churchgoing control group. 
Sissons' demographic analysis of his 1,115 primary sample 
frame showed a female bias among attenders and a relative 
23 Ibid., pp-349-352. There is a methodological problem 
apparent in the selection of the five Church of Scotland 
congregations which concerns the possibility of determining 
in advance that such a selection xill Im representative 
based solely upon observation and opinion. 
24 Ibid., p. 18. See p. 19; ... the proportion of the 
population NOT belonging to the churches is not 
representative because it is J= lDx .. 0 [emphasis added]. 
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abstention from worship of the younger age range of 20-44 years 
of age. (These will be discussed more fully in Chapter'6 when 
the analyses of the Dundee data is presented. ) Following 
Robertson's interest in the social class and religious observance 
correlate, Sissons showed that the Falkirk Church of Scotland 
congregations contained more of social, classes I and II than 
other denominations and were overwhelmingly comprised of classes 
III IIIn, and IIIm. (25) Sissons drew attention to the fact that 
individual congregations showed distinct 'variations in social 
class composition and none truly represented a, class 
infra-structure analogous to the surrounding population of their 
parish. (26) The investigations touched factors such as education, 
length of Falkirk residency, attendance frequency and ventured 
into the family background. It also investigated what might be 
termed topinion' responses on topical issues designed to elicit 
denominational 'differences if present. As a major research 
thrust it investigated the 'Joining-motivation' of the 
respondents in order to test a sociological theory. 
It is precisely in this latter area where this writer takes 
issue with Sissons in particular and sociologists in general. 
Sissons was concerned to differentiate two distinct types of 
church membership. His investigation into 'Joining'-motivations 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
25 See chapter 5, section 7.8, pages 5-32ft for discussion of 
classification coding. See Classification of Occupations: 
1980 manual, gM,. _QLt 26 Sissons. 9 =. L. =., p: 
91. 
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readily incorporated concepts deriving from the work of Tbnnies 
who expressed the theory of two differentiated types of 
community-motivated adherence and associational-motivated 
adherence. (27) These 'typological' distinctions, in theory, ought 
to be capable of being properly articulated by means of 
operational definitions; ie. it should be possible to clearly 
classify subjects as one or other. Sissons' definitional basis 
equated 'community-belonging as deriving from the concepts of 
nurture (family), growing up-in, in effect, a form of 
'natural' (and unquestionned) progression; whereas 
lassociationall-belonging reflected a rational decision and 
choice to voluntarily associate with a particular institution 4. U& 
congregation rather than other recognised alternative 
institutions. -, 
Proceeding on these definitionsq Sissons divided his 
secondary Survey Interview respondents into 'communal' (which 
incorporated those respondents giving family, 'confirmationtv and 
socio-cultural events, ie. weddings9 baptisms; as reasons for 
joining) and lassociationall (which incorporated evangelical 
conversions, denominational change, influence of minister or 
friends as reasons for joining). (28) In this way, he hoped to: 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
27 Tb; nnies. F., Community =gj Association, (Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, London, 1955, ) [trans. from German and first 
published 18871. ) T8nnies spoke of 'Gemeinnnhafts and 
I. Gesselsehaft' and these terms have been utilised to 
describe types of 'belonging' to institutions. 
28 Sissons. , jap, -c. 
U. , P. 93, Table 25; pp. 278f. 
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I. explore the criteria of communal and associational 
b; 
ionging 
in order to distinguish the different meanings 
. Qf church membership. ... 
' [emphasis added](29) - 
Despite the apparently clear-cut - distinction between the 
theoretical types of communal and associational belongingo it is 
not evident from the analyses presented that such distinctions 
were as clear-cut in reality. Given that the researcher 
structures his data in accord with the theory, and when the 
results show considerable confusion, over-lapping, and 
inconsistency, there is every need to re-examine the initial 
assumptions, in this case the explanative power of the theory. 
It is, incongruous to suggest that the data itself was incorrectly 
stratified for this is to presume what is assumed. - 
This discussion is specifically included at this point to 
reinforce the point made by Highet, Robertson and Sissons himself 
that the empirical groundwork for the sociology of religion has 
not been carried out in Scotland and there are adequate reasons 
to believe that it is a mistaken assumption to translate 
high-level theories from other cultures, ie. Americap western 
Europe or even tBritain' Ausl England, and presume that these will 
provide answers to a distinctive, Scottish socio-religious 'Kirk' 
culture. To do so takes inadequate cognizance of facts such as 
those outlined by Currie. 11 Al, regarding the number of Scots 
who, having migrated Into England in the post-war years 
(1945-60), would appear to have taken their church-going 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
29 jbjA. 0 p. 101. 
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motivation with them. These migrant Scots account for more than 
half the new membership of the Presbyterian Church of England 
throughout the period. (30) Whilst such evidence might support a 
hypothesis that ethnicity plays a r8le in a migrant's religious 
adherence, it also strongly supports a viewpoint that the 'Kirk' 
is an integral part of the national identity of many Scots 
despite their non-attendance in Scotland. 
From Sissons' observational evidence, supported by 
Robertson's Prestonfield findingsl the question of 'parish or 
congregation' looms large. This,, is an area of theological 
difference of opinion and operationalisation. Sissons' 
investigation hinted at the underlying reality of the Church of 
Scotland congregationst composition when he noted that many 
people in Falkirk tassociatedt themselves. with membership of the 
old Burgh parish which drew members who lived in outlying 
communitiesp whereas the Erskine Parish church was noted for the 
number of professional and educated persons in its 
membership. (31) Sissons could speak of congregations transcending 
parish boundaries in. their appeal to different constituencies of 
members and adequately demonstrates the nature of this 
differentiation taking place with the varying social-class 
percentages present in the attending congregations. (32) If 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
30 Currie. R. j Gilbert. A. p and Horsley. L., Churc . hes and 
Churchgoe= Patterns at Church Growth in _tb& 
BrItinh 
Isles since =, (Clarendon Press, Nford, 19779) 
pp. 48-49, Figure 3.3; PP-175-177, Table B4. 
31 Sissons., D2j- =., pp. 42f. 
p. 61; Table 6. 32 jb 
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socio-economic Ue. social class, ) differentiation is taking 
place, then any financial modelling which is utilised will only 
highlight the different levels of Christian liberality between 
churches without an objective assessment of how these 
congregations minister to 'their people'. 
As the motivational and physical behavioural patternsl of 
church adherence and attendance would seem to have been minor 
concerns for sociologists in Scotlandp and as they seem to be the 
most decisive information both from the point of view of 
sociology and from the church's stance, this subject will be a 
major focus of attention for this research. The continuing loss 
of members to the church has seen a further loss of 16,000 in 
1983.03) The questions which beg answers are how far are these 
losses the result of detectable conditions prevailing in -the 
lives of these lost members, such as residential distance from 
the church of adherence. Is the loss of a member in any way 
'Predictable' in advance ? Are there identifiable circumstances 
which suggest that more appropriate pastoral actions might so 
prevent such a loss, and are losses specific and mainly confined 
t6any one sector-of the social spectrum ? 
This question of behavioural patterns associated with social 
factors is a crucial one from the churchts viewpoint. In the 
preceding discussions of other researchers' work, it is clear 
that at least three types of church member may be discerned and 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
33 Glasgow Herald, 17.5.1984. 
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may usefully be classified as 'active', 'marginal', or Idormantt 
depending upon the degree of involvement and participation or 
lack thereof. (34) A fourth category may be defined as persons not 
in full membership, but attending worship and therefore classed 
as 'adherents'. For the purpose of this researchp these four 
categories encompass the constituency of those persons who jda 
facto have a connection with the church and the church through 
its ministers and elders have a responsibility for their pastoral 
care. 
In each of these four categories# the question of 'spatial' 
membership (--or adherence, ) is encountered. By this is meant 
the association with a particular church congregation and 
therefore the main categories may be further subdivided. These 
links may be with the local AIL& nearest congregation, or a 
congregation which may be described as nearbyg but some links 
involve the decision to bypass at least two nearer congregations 
in the process of going elsewhere. No evidence exists as to the 
numbers of persons who might exist in each sub-category but given 
the extent of community disruptibn caused through the post-war 
social programme of Scottish Council-housing with its attendant 
migratory patterns, there is every reason to hypothesise that 
dislocation and distance may be a social variable to which the 
church has failed to respond adequately. 
34 'Dormant'@. is being used in a differing context from 
Fichter. Here it means a person who Is on the Communicant 
Membership Roll of a Church of Scotland congregation but 
who would appear to have taken no active part in the life 
or worship of the congregation for some-considerable time. 
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This research. therefore intends to incorporate the 'spatial' 
geographic dimension implicit in Robertson's work with the survey 
method based on members and attenders which was evolved by 
Sissons. By using the information available within a definable, 
urban area, ie. city-wide, but categorised in both 
congregational and spatial terms, an In-depth study can be made 
of the pertaining patterns of membership and congregational 
allegiance. 
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4.6 THE ECONOMICS 
JQE 
= CHURCH. 
Another study was sponsored by the Church of Scotland 
Maintenance of the Ministry Committee. This research produced 
economic forecasts for the Church based upon its assessment of 
the prevailing membership trends, (35) but it was not well 
received by the General Assembly. Where the researchers stayed 
within the realms of ascertainable data, they shed light on 
factors which, although apparently self-evident, required a 
deeper understanding of the Interactions between the variables. 
All too often, however, the final Report bore the Imnrlmatur, of 
the Church's own thinking in many aspects. (36) 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
35 Wolfe. J. N. p and Pickford. M., Jhl Church QL Scotland. * 
.= economic survey, 
(Chapman, Londons 1980, ) pp. 86f. 
36 These are too numerous to cite fully but the following 
examples drawn from the Report show clear evidence that 
these were accepted and recorded too uncritically. 
See Wolfe and Pickford., 12p, =. 9 P-344. The arguments 
against the use and usefulness of non-stipendiary Auxiliary 
Ministers reflect prevailing clerical attitudes. 
P-326. The report criticised the adequacy and the 
limitations of the training given to candidates In 
training. This had no statistical evidence. 
P-310-Whilst attempting to analyse the effects of Union and 
Readjustment on uniting congregations, it failed to take 
Into account the fact that the Boll of such a newly-created 
parish was unlikely-to be 'revised'-for at least four years 
or whenever the next vacancy occurred. 
pp. 293f. Whilst recognising the fact that the 
self-sufficiency or break-even point in congregational size 
was + 351# it assumed that merging two small congregations 
would produce 'more financially viable units'. At the same 
time, it was forced to take cognizance of the fact that 
small congregations produced a higher level of = ennitp 
liberality (see P-3050 and that an analysis of larger 
congregations showed that expenditure was not directly 
related to congregational membership numbers == but to 
income. From this, the Report concluded that closures, 
unions and linkings should be accelerated. 
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I 
What the research did expose was the confusions between 
concern for absolute membership numbers and the supposed effect 
on the financial viability of congregations. The researchers 
were forced to admit the paucity of data relating to the levels 
of factive-membershipl [defined above] and which could be 
ascertained only by actual attendance surveys. Sissons and 
Watson were"both cited(37)'and their respective findings of half 
of the attenders claiming to be present 'every Sundayt suggested 
a series of enlarging fractions of Ifloatingt attending members 
with each fraction having diminishing levels of attendance 
frequency. 
This question of attendance levels within the -actual 
membership of the Church of Scotland begins to take on a 
different perspective under Wolfe and Fickford's economic 
analysis. Three factors emerged which suggest that the 
undifferentiated Itotalt membership of congregations is the wrong' 
place to begin constructing any model of church membership. 
The first factor which Wolfe and Pickford demonstrated was 
that the Christian liberality of congregations continued to rise 
in such a manner as to keep virtually stationary in real 
terms(38) despite inflation. This might-be achieved in one of 
three-ways; more people donating the same amount,, a similar 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
37 Sissons., D. 2, aU., p. 68. Wolfe and Pickford cite Watson. 
G. , _TA 
Examine th-q PerceDtion SIL JUM 
Church Mr Scotland ga 
seen IX = Members, (M. A. Dissertation, Edinburgh, 1975. ) 
Watson's survey of three Edinburgh congregations found that 
58% of the attenders claimed attendance-every Sunday. 
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number of people donating a larger inflation-linked amount, or 
fewer people giving a significantly larger amount above the 
current level of inflation. Given the long term loss of members, 
and making due allowance for more effective dissemination of the 
principles of Christian stewardship, the choice must rest with 
the latter two options. These suggest a high level of financial 
giving by the small 'active' membership assisted to some degree 
by the more 'marginal' members. 
The second factor has been noted above but its significance 
needs restating in terms of this discussion. By Wolfe and 
Pickford's calculationss the theoretical economically viable 
congregational size lay somewhere about :L 351 members; (one 
calculation had suggested that it might be as low as ±- 218 
members). (39) These calculations tend to support the hypothesis 
that in a numerical sense, the absolute membership numbers are an 
ecclesiastical illusion; lamented upon because they are both low 
and declining, yet internally, recognised by both ministers and 
elders to be considerably overstated. 
The third factor pertains to the higher actual membership 
losses which occur in the five years immediately preceding the 
union of two congregations under Union and Readjustment 
procedure. (40) In the actual year of the Union, with the 
38 Wolfe and Pickford., su2, - 
=., PP-103-104p Figure 9.11aal 
terms: this is used In the sense of establishing a prices 
or wages index for a particular year and converting actual 
monetary values for any other year Into values relative to 
the index year. 
39 jjdA., pp. 286-292; see Figures 25 and-26. 
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compiling of the new membership Hollp further losses of 8.2% are 
occasioned, but also an 11.84% loss of income is also 
experienced. What is speculatively hypothesised is that these 
losses are =3, losses in the sense that these persons who opt 
out from the unions, for varying motives,. were the 'active', 
supportive members of the congregations. It is hardly likely 
that 'dormant' members will feel that their patterns of 
non-attendance are at all threatened. Neither will they affect 
the financial stability of the merged congregations either 
positively or negatively. Thus the tentative conclusion which 
might be suggested is that it is the 'active' members who are 
lost, --some, possibly, to other congregations. Evidence from the 
Presbytery of Aberdeen's Ad Hoc Committee on Church Membership 
shows that contrary to Wolfe and Pickford's suggestion, the 
resultant congregations from unions require further Union and 
Readjustment within a relatively short space oftime. (41) 
These findings and observations drawn from the relevant 
major research projects involving Church of Scotland membership 
in, urban situations suggested that turther study was urgently 
required to enable $models' of typical congregations to be 
constructed. 
-------------------------- -- ---- m --- mm-- ---- 
40 =A., pp. 307m3O9; Tables 104 and 105. 
41 Private correspondence with the Rev. A. Sharpe of 
Middlefield Parish, Aberdeen. A similar feature is noted 
in the Dundee congregations discussed in chapter 2, seat 
2.18, ]Figure 2.26. See also Kirk. J. H., wL, nit.. Dr. 
Kirk's work drew attention to the same phenomenon in the 
Presbytery of Edinburgh. 
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4.7 IMEMERSHIE REPLACEMENT' BODELLING 
The latest study of Church of Scotland membership was 
conducted by Dr. Kirk in Edinburgh. (42) A concern for membership 
losses was instrumental in the design of his research, and Kirk's 
study was conducted Presbytery-wide in Edinburgh. This change of 
emphasis to considering tgeographict entities as wholes is a move 
to be welcomed in spite of the the fact that any boundaries, 
particularly ecclesiastical ones, will always be arbitrary to 
some extent. 
Kirk analysed aggregative figures for each congregation in 
the Presbytery andt by grouping component fractions from each 
congregation, analysed the respective rates of First Communicant 
entrants and mortality removals; transfers between parishes; 
and losses caused by removals from Rolls through Resolutions of 
the respective Kirk Sessions. Kirk's aim was to incorporate a 
survey and analysis of the First Communicant entrants to the 
church and despite the excellence of his workt criticism may be 
made that this emphasis tended to obscure more obvious 
conclusions. This criticism will be stated after noting his 
positive contributions. I 
Kirk employed a modelling technique which could be conceived 
as the classic 'water tank model' with inlet feed tap and several 
variable outlet valves. The new entrants provided the input to 
------------------- m ------------ m -------- ---- m-M --------- mm- 
42 Kirk. J. H. ,A Comparativa Statiatical Analysis DL Churches 
_QL 
&IM Preshyterv, 1S. Edinburgh from 1960-1974, (unpublished 
Ph. D. thesisp Edinburgh, 1978. ) - 
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the model. The outlets were mortalitiesp removals, and a 
recycling system of Certificates of Transfers in which further 
losses occurred. 
The 'Membership Replacement' percentage seemed to Kirk to be 
the, greatest problem. Nationally, and I ocallyt the numbers of 
entrants joining the church (gains) had dropped dramatically 
until they were 2= in percentage terms than the mortality 
figure losses. Kirk argued that this dramatic reduction in 
entrants had destabilised the numeric model. The reduction was 
such that they no longer compensated for the other losses in the 
model. This concern was perfectly justifiable excepting that 
this implicitly accepts that there will be a 'wastage', factor 
which, in itself, must be a real concern for the church. 
It is here that criticism might be offered. It is 
permissible to suggest that h1d the fall in new entrants 11Qt 
occurred, the overall membership numbers might not have dropped. 
This is to ignore the fact that the higher 'input' level to the 
model is merely keeping pace with the continuing losses. 
Stemming these must be the key priority. What is not permissible 
is to attribute these =1. losses to a group of persons who were 
never in the model in the first instance. The unpalatable fact 
is that the losses in membership have continued to occur and have 
been in excess of the nett difference between the mortality 
losses and the new entrant gains. 
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This criticism must not detract from the solid work which 
was done in regard to analysing other features of congregational 
strengths and weaknesses. In his analysis of new entrants, Kirk 
found that the male: female ratio, at entry, was 35.3 : 64.7 and 
that some 90% had had a prior connection with Sunday School or 
Bible Class thereby stressing, in Kirk's opinion, the importance 
of this link and the family connection with the church. Kirk's 
figures seem at variance with those published by the Church on a 
national basis where approximately 33% of First Communicants had 
ILO- Drior Sunday School or Bible Class involvement. (43) 
Conversely, it might be argued that from the massive numbers of 
children attending these organisations, it is a veryt very modest 
'return' for the efforts expended. Unfortunately, the analysis 
did not break down the First Communicants by age-cohorts which 
might have shed light upon the fact that the candidates who had 
no prior association with the Church were perhaps considerably 
older. The other possibility is that they were persons in their 
mid-twenties who had joined at the time of getting married in the 
churches. 
It is hypothesised from the available evidence on this 
subject that a large number of these younger entrants must 
constitute some part of the total losses of membership. From the 
---------------------------------------------------------- m ---- M- 
43 R. G. A.: =, pp-705f. Report of Committee on the 
Religious Instruction of the Youth. 
R. G. A.: pp-570f. Report of Committee on Parish 
Education 
This Committee ceased to publish the Information in this 
format in 1973 thereby obscuring the allmtoo-obvious 
conclusions. 
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evidence from all sources that the 20-40 age-cohort has 
consistently low attendance patterns, it would seem that having 
joined the church, they are not always lactivet-supportive 
members. In light of the decisive lack of evidence in this 
particular area, this line of inquiry was deemed worthy of 
further attention. (This is discussed further in chapter 5. 
sections 5 and 10.1 below. ) 
Kirk also drew attention to the number of persons who had 
changed congregations in Edinburgh in the period 1960-19T4 which 
suggested a very high level of urban mobility by the membership. 
The Church of Scotland's statistical returns of Certificates of 
Transfers show the annual rate of change which has taken -place. 
Taking these same figures over a period of time, they indicate a 
far higher rate of change than many ministers perhaps are aware 
of. Against this proven rate of change, Robertsonts data which 
had indicated long-term congregational associations, began to 
look somewhat suspect on a second parameter. 
This project therefore derives a number of concepts from 
Kirk's work in Edinburgh. In spite of the scale he used, the 
same difficulty is still experienced in getting 'behind' the data 
suggesting that scale and individual details are a necessity. 
The question of the continued active-support of the entrant First 
Communicants becomes a real issue in theological and pastoral , 
terms. If young persons of approximately 17-20 years of age can 
be shown to 'lapse' relatively quicklyl then the recent 
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discussions of the Church about admitting young children to 
communion(44) may appear to be theologically sound and 
pragmatically inept at one and the same time. Lastly, the rate 
of change through the Certificate of Transferýsystem suggests 
that residential change is an integral part of the Scottish 
social environment and as such, needs some form of quantification 
as far as the Church is concerned. In a vital senseq residential 
change must account for three phenomena. Firstlyq some 
congregations are donor parishes and therefore accumulate jjej 
losses. Conversely, other congregations grow as a result of the 
benefit from = gains. Lastly, and most importantlyp 
residential changes may account for the constituency of persons 
who simply pass out of membership from the church. This 
sub-population can only be investigated by examining the 
'Supplementary Bolls' of the church. These ideas were taken up 
in the design of the project based on Dundee. 
RELATED RESEARCH. 
As has been shown, Sissonst Robertson# Hamiltonp and Kirk 
raise questions concerning the 'spatial' nature of church 
membership and attendance. ---- The verbal evidence ' of many 
commentators in the Church of Scotland who assert that the 
tparish system is moribund' no doubt draw upon personal 
experience but this is limited and also fails to provide evidence 
---------------------------------------- m -------- ----------- 
44 Hamilton. D. G., and MacDonald. F. A. J. I(eds. ), ChIldren At 
. 
Q. % Table, (C. of S. Dept. of Educationp Edinburgh, 1982, ) 
12A. q. -CAM. --- 
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other than generalisations from the particular. From any 
standpoint, all that is available from the present data is a 
series of spatial points on the map which represent the sites of 
parish churches with each point representing an aggregate number 
of members who are assumed to live nearby. This model has 
obvious deficiencies and problems. A great deal has been spoken 
about revising the parish structure and this has been an on-going 
debate over many years. 
Allan, whilst admitting the failures of the 'parish', 
disagreed with the arguments of its antagonists who proposed that 
groups, cells, or 'house' churches be set up in their place. 
Allan's argument centred on the fact that the supposed shared 
ethos of 'community' was not an axiomatic principle which could 
be assumed. (45) Already by the mid-1956, voices could be heard 
elsewhere proposing the merging of parochial units into larger 
units served by 'teams' of ministers. (46) The French school of 
religious-sociologists, having noted the comparative 
ineffectiveness of . individual parishes in the -task of 
evangelisation, spoke of larger units with zonal. or regional 
boundaries which would give purpose and direction to parish 
efforts. (47) In 19679 the W. C. C. condemned the prevailing 
'Parish' mentality of the churches . as 'morphological 
fundamentalism'. By this it objected to the fact that tradition, 
45 Allan., 
jcýp, =. , pp. 
45-47. 
46 de Blank. Joost., ULft Parishin Action, (Mowbrayl- London, 
1954. ) See Chapter 16, naggim. 
47 Boulard. , mD, =. 9 pp. 96f. 
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conservatism, ' and a longing for 'the golden age of the past 
created 'frozen immobilityl. (48) Their argument was 'radically 
anti-parish structures on the basis that as long as the 'parish' 
kept being identified with 'a congregation', parishes as 
normative structures impeded the work of mission and were 
therefore 'heretical structures'. Again, zonal-structuring was 
advocated as a replacement. This reasoning was backed by solid 
research conducted into the phenomenon of urban migration and its 
effects on urban population stability in The Hague, Holland. (49) 
A study in Teeside argued that the 'church' was geared to its own 
survival rather than missionary outreach. It followed the 
arguments of Weiser at,,. AL, in decrying the 'heretical 
structure' of the church and wished to move to zonal areas of 
ecclesiastical team ministries working outwith narochlal 
aDDointments. (50) 
This approach' fails because it provides no financial 
structure to support the ministries which it advocates., Unless 
the Churches dispense with the notion of paid professiohal' 
ministers; then buildingsl congregations, sales of work, and 
finance are all necessary conditions of this form of ministry as 
we have it today. To dispense with the structures but to hang on 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
48 World Council of Churches., MM Church J= Others, (W. C. C., 
Geneva, 19670 pp. 19,28-29. 
49 Weiser. Thomas, (ed. ), Planning f= Mission, (Epworth 
Press, London, 1966, ) PP-134f, 198. Weiser cites the work 
of den Draak in Holland. 
50 Cooper. B. M. g Rimmer. J. 9 and Sweeting. M., Structuring 
. 
tha Church f= Mission, (Belton Booksp London, 1969. ) 
Dassim.. 
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to the same concept of ministry misses the point that the latter 
is necessarily dependent upon the former without the reverse 
being true. 
Other studies have contributed less polemic and more factual 
evidence --and perhaps more importantly, methodological insights, 
concerning the spatial and compositional nature of church 
membership and attendance. Bearing the caveat in mind that 
studies of one particular church or locality cannot be applied as 
general observationst their findings do suggest a need for 
greater attention to be paid to establishing the strengths and 
the weaknesses of urban parishes. Wilkinson, In his rural 
Michigan study, (51) used a map-dotting technique to, elicit 
patterns of membership concentration thus helping to determine 
the I ... inter-relatedness of the local church and the community 
which surrounds it... 1. The writer tested this method of 
approach in Corby, Northamptonshire in 1980-81, and discovered 
distinct patterns of adherence to the St. Andrews Church of 
Scotland congregation which reflected lethniall migratoryl and 
resideritial-distance factors which were not immediately self 
evident from any other source of information. (52) The simplicity 
of the methodology and the fact that it could be enhanced to 
utilise multi-congregational Input was seen as a basis of working 
on a large scale. 
51 Wilkinson. T., 2hr, Churches Al Jba -Testing 
PoIntp 
(Lutterworth Press, Londont 19T19) p. 191. 
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Elsewheret a survey conducted in two West Midland Methodist 
churches drew attention to the effect of distance on church 
attendance. Having arbitrarily set a half-mile distant circle 
around the churchest the researchers noted that the 'ordinary' 
members who attended came from the circumscribed area whilst the 
'leadership', comprising higher socio-economic class persons 
travelled inwards to the church from more distant residences. (53) 
The correlation of distance and attendance was also shown to 
obtain in two other studies. Hamilton, in his study of churches 
in central Aberdeenp(54) discovered from minister's estimates 
that 30% of members lived within a radius of a half-mile of the 
church. Hamilton, because of his research interest, did not have 
access to the structural composition of the congregations and was 
unable to relate membership$ residential-location, distance, and 
participatory membership. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
52 Yates. C. B. p (unpublished work. ) The majority of the 
congregation were originally migrants from Bellshill, 
Lanark; who came to work at the new steel plant =. 1936. 
They resided within a 1/2 mile of the church. Second 
generation members came from two distinct areas of the 
town. A further wave of Scottish migrants inca,. 1950 from 
Aberdeenshire were not well represented in * the 
congregation, whereas a later wave of migrants, M. 1965 
were to be found in the congregation. Some had also formed 
a second congregation at St. Ninian's. [This proto-type 
survey was conducted to test the efficacy of spatial 
modelling. ] 
53 Burton. L., Social Class in the Local Church: a study of 
two Mqthodist churches in the Midlands. In Soclologleal 
Yearbook 9Z Religion Britain, Vol. 8, pp. 21-25t (S-C-M-9 
Londont 1975. ) (ed. ) Hill. M.. pp. 21-5. 
54 Hamilton. I. V., MM Church And Human Need! a soniological 
study Qf congregations ill _tl= central a= j2L 
Aberdeenj 
(unpublished M. Th. dissertationj Aberdeen, 1968, ) p. 194p 
Appendix, Table 1. 
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Hiskin, (55) in a study concerned primarily with planning the 
efficient use of clergy and the optimal size of parishes in the 
Church of England, noted that between one half-mile and 
three-quarters of a mile radius subtends the area of residence 
from which the majority of attenders would travel to church 
(except for those using -motor cars). Hiskin's invaluable 
contribution to this long-neglected area of pastoral concern 
suggested that: 
I... the likelihood of a person going to the church 
varies nearly inversely as the saka of his 
[residential] distance from the church... someone 
only 1/4 mile distant is 8 times more likely to attend 
than those at 1/2 mile distance... The bigger the 
parish, the more people are -negleated..: 
[emphasis 
added. ] 
Hiskin also drew attention to the actual numbers found in 
congregations and suggested that the mean average size of 
congregations was 150.2 _t 
92.2 persons. (This indicates a wide 
range from 58,2 to 248.2 persons but by removing the extreme 
values, some form of self-optimising is evident and the 
congregational attendance size is in some way self-limiting. ) He 
also noted that whilst one minister [vicar] could effectively 
hold this group in being, the provision of further assistance by 
a curate or lay-worker added only a further 20 persons to the 
numbers. An earlier study by Busia conducted in Birmingham 
suggested somewhat lower average attendance figures but confirmed 
------------------------------------------------------------ m ---- 
55 Hiskin. A. B., Attendancein tl= Church 12L Englande JL 
Dastoral analysis, (unpublished Ph. D. thesis, Surrey, 
1977. ) 
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the effect of distance and church attendance. (56) 
These studies suggested that the spatial dimensions of the 
project be designed to facilitate further investigation into the 
effect of distance on membership and attendance. 
4.9 UNDERSTANDING M ELDERSHIP 
As described in Chapter 3. sect. 3.2, the Church of Scotland 
accepted the principle of ruling elders participating in the 
spiritual and temporal tasks of the church, many of which have 
diminished or vanished with the passage of time. Today the 
elders participate in the decision-taking processes of the Church 
courts although most are confined to a sphere of tasks connected 
with the Kirk Session of their congregation; i. e. visitation, 
financialt administrativet and specific duties connected with the 
Sunday services. 
Some concern has been expressed about the average age of the 
eldership(57) and these criticisms directly resulted in 
investigations of a superficial nature to establish the position. 
Wolfe and Pickford drew attention to the fact that the number of 
elders in the church had steadily grown up to a peak of 50,963 in 
------------------------------------- ---- -------------- m --- 
56 Busia. K. A., DIL, jalt.. 
This was a study conducted under 
the auspices of the W. C. C. and the Selly Oak College, 
Birmingham. Busia stated that 77$ of attenders lived 
within 2 miles radius. 
57 R. G. A.. -197JLp PP-117f. The Advisory Board Report claimed 
21.67$ of members under 35; 6.3% of elders were less than 
35 years of age. 
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1974(58) since when it has fallen by 4.5% to 48,669 in 1981. 
Wolfe and Pickford's information, apart from drawing attention to 
the elder: member ratiosp added little to what was known. 
Sissons, however, had recorded a pronounced social class 
difference between the elders and the general membership. 
FIGURE 4.3 
------------ 
FALKIRK: ELDERSHIP BY SOCIAL CLASS CATEGORIES. 
------------------------------------------- m ----- 
Social Classifications: - 
I II IIIn IIIM IV V 
---------------------- -------------- 
Elders 20% 41% 38% 0.7% 0% 
Members 11% 29% 52% 7% 1% 
------------------------------------------------- 
Source: Sissons.,. ap, - 
=., p. 125, 
Table 41; p. 60p Table 5. 
Burton, (59) commenting on his Methodist church survey, also noted 
the same class differential in Methodist lay leadership. 
An institutional change happened when women were admitted to 
the eldership for the first time in 1966. A survey conducted in 
1978 showed that some Kirk Sessions had welcomed the change and 
had appointed women elders. On the other handg many had not 
appointed any at that date. The interest in 'younger' 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
58 Wol fe and Pi ckf ord. , -Q2,, ait. v PP - 
17 4f. 
E. G. A.: 1960-1980, Annnual Statistical Returns. 
59 Burton. , Ap-, - 
=. . -- 
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elders also produced some evidence of young persons being 
ordained elders. (60) It seemed to be of importance to provide 
evidence of the current situation [19821 on these two issues 
particularly as women members of the church appear to outnumber 
the male fraction. 
Sissons also conducted a cross-comparative survey amongst 
lay-leadership of the Falkirk denominations. This exercise, 
contrary to showing radical differences of priorities between the 
denominations, seemed to confirm an unexpected degree of 
conformity of opinion. (61) This similarity was not to be expected 
and raised the question as to what exactly was being measured. 
This particular test was incorporated into the Dundee survey of 
the eldership in a modified form. The object was to test whether 
the eldership, during the intervening years, had altered their 
opinions in light of information disseminated from the central 
offices or in light of prevailing local conditions. It seemed an 
effective test to note the awareness and response of elders 
generally to that which confronted their local situations. ' 
Once again, the research work already done by others 
prompted --consideration of extending the basic knowledge already 
accumulated by testing certain concepts (i. e. classt sex, agep 
opinions. ) with a view to understanding the processes by which 
elders are selected and what perceptions they have of their role 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
60 R. G. A.: 197. a, pp. 531-532. This report mistakenly claims 
that Sessions NOT appointing young elders ALSO do not 
usually appoint women elders. 
61 Sissons. , -W2., 
=. # p. 153 , Table 53. - 
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10 SUMMARY. 
One aspect which stands to the forefront in all the research 
discussed above is the lack of evidence, on a large enough sc ale, 
which reveals anything about the nature of Presbyterian church 
attendance and adherence in the Scottish urban cities. Highetq 
Sissons, and Watson all advanced estimates of the attending 
fraction of the membership and each pointed to the relatively 
small percentage which was thought to comprise the 
active-supportive element of the total. 
This research has noted the need for a new methodological 
strategy which approaches the data from two perspectives 
simultaneously. Such an approach must conceive of members being 
persons who attend a particular congregation or church but 
simultaneously can treat these same persons as being members of a 
social environment constituted by the residential locality in 
which they reside. In order that this may be achieved, the 
proposed methodology links the tsurvey' approach method of 
Sissons with Robertson's 'spatial' approach concepts. By doing 
thist it concentrates upon the member as the prime variable. 
Thus by investigating 'collective behaviourall patterns both for 
congregations and defined geographic localities it seeks to 
establish if certain social and environmental factors affect 
these behavioural patterns. To enable such a search to be made 
for meaningful social factorso it is assumed Ax hypothesi that 
differences do exist between those who do regularly attend church 
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and those who remain in membership but do not attend with any 
degree of regularity. Thus the attenders are assumed to be a 
'control'(62) subset of the set of persons who are members of the 
Church of Scotland. In this way, this study departs from the 
straight-forward aggregative techniques used by Highet and Kirk. 
A number of discrete issues have been raised by the work of 
other researchers. Robertson and Sissons both considered church 
membership and the higher social classes as being correlated. 
Sissons' evidence goes further in suggesting that individual 
congregations, even of the same denomination, may unconsciously 
reflect further social class divisions vis-h-vis other 
congregations even when standing on adjoining sites. Wolfe and 
Pickford's findings pointed to the fact that absolute membership 
figures are somewhat illusory and that the decisive factor would 
seem to be the size of the attending supportive nucleus. 
Sissons' observation on social class differences is thereby 
crucial to Wolfe and Pickford's argument. Congregational size 
and income cannot be thought of as simply being higher or lower 
levels of Christian liberality 1= =, for this tbo may be a 
product of socio-economic class differences. One conclusion 
which might be drawn from this argument is that the use of 
financial viability criteria in church decisions and planning 
policy may further exacerbate the church's withdrawal from 
certain sectors of society. 
--------------------------------------------- m -------------- 
62 Control is defined in the sense that the attenders exhibit 
a characteristic which is not selfmevident in the remaining 
membership, ie. d& facto attendance. 
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The question of congregational size, social compositiont age 
structure, and active membership percentage will be examined at 
the same time as the relative strength, ( --or weakness, ) of each 
congregation is examined in terms of its degree of dependence on 
non-local membership and attendances. This is to examine the 
ecclesiastical concepts of 'parish' &Lua parish and tgatheredt 
congregations. 
From the opposite viewpoint, 'whole' subsets of members 
resident in different spatial localities will be examined to note 
whether church membership and attendance manifests Itself in 
distinct patterns. To approach this question, is to approach 
indirectly the legacy of the population movements occasioned by 
the municipal housing building programme in the post-war years 
especially the latter 20 years. The whole question of the effect 
of migration and population movement has been raised by Sissons 
and Kirk. However, according to some casual observersq the 
Churchts own policy of unions between congregations and closures 
has had an effect in causing inter-congregational movements and 
has played a significant part in adding to the membership losses. 
Thus the project -seeks -to innovate in this notoriously 
difficult area of migration by obtaining data directly from the 
respondents in such a way as to enable certain trends and 
tentative conclusions to be offered. The effect of distance on 
church attendance will also be examined as a side effect of 
Intra-urban migration. A simplistic model sufficed to guide the 
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research design through its formative stages. The model was a 
city in total darkness and viewed from directly above. At a 
precise timet all church members switched on their house lights 
thereby indicating the total picture and drawing attention to the 
respective densities of membership by location. Five minutes 
later, all the members who were not going to attend church 
switched all their lights off. This left the attenders 
residences marked by lights. To complete this heuristic model, 
the attenders left their homes carrying powerful lamps at the 
appropriate time in order that they might arrive at their church 
at a pre-designated time. With this model, it is envisaged, 
certain patterns of movement which might not be altogether random 
might be observable; eg. movements to or from certain areas 
might be clearly noted. The reasons for these patterns raise the 
questions which this project seeks to cast light upon. 
The intention is to examine the demographic and sociological 
structure of these patterns with the aim of providing a primary 
analysis of what pertained in Dundee in 1981-82. It is hoped 
that the work would satisfy two further general aims. Firstly, 
the development of a methodology and a descriptive account of the 
problems encountered. Secondlyp that the detailed analysis might 
point to further areas in which more specific and limited 
research proposals might be identified for the future. The 
research envisaged does not merely seek to corroborate or rebut 
the work of other researchers but to expand the field of research 
in Scotland by its broad descriptive base. It may modestly make 
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the claim to have followed in the footsteps of othersq drawing 
heavily on their observations in the first instance, but it takes 
the step of venturing out from the known in directionj magnitude 
and detail. 
Such an approach may not be well received by theologians, 
ministersq and church administrators. To reduce the doctrine of 
the Church to a behaviouralist viewpoint may offend many. Such 
an approach, however, is justifiable on the grounds provided by 
Peter Berger: 
I.. * Onep holy, Catholic church is an object of 
faith, not an empirical datum.. it is a doctrine 
of the Church that theology should be relevant to 
the problem of the social establishment. Theology 
can provide the criteria by which the empirical 
reality can be evaluated.. . [and].. .. it is very 
important that theological articulation be 
accompanied by empirical perception. If the latter 
is absent (--a common state of affairs, ) it Is very 
possible that theological doctrine is misunderstood 
as a factual description, and, thus, from being a 
criterion of judgementp the doctrine becomes an 
Instrument of rationalisation. It Is not enoughq 
in other words, to have a doctrine of the Church. 
. 
Q= MUat AJ= 11= a sociology j1L = empirleally 
existent churches.. ... (63) [emphasis 
added]. 
---------------------------------------------------------- m-m-mmm 
63 Berger. P., ahr, Noise of Solemn Assemblies. L Christian 
commitment sUd th& religious establishment In America, 
(Doubleday, N. York: U. S. A., 19619) P-131. 
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1 MM CRITERIA FM INCLUSION 
The problems encountered in the work of other Scottish 
researchers, especially Robertson, Sissons, and Wolfet suggested 
that 'religious' research faces an immediate problem associated 
with deducing a criteria for 'religiosity'. Put simply, there is 
an indeterminate grey area between the percentage of the 
population which the Church claims to be 'in membership' and the 
percentage of the population who would 'claim' such a membership. 
Leaving aside the purely theological arguments which might 
reinforce this latter claim, the criteria of membership in this 
study rests firmly upon the Church of Scotland Kirk Session 
Communicant Membership Rolls. These too# are not immune from the 
same internal grey areas of definitional criteria ranging from 
very regular to infrequentp. -(sometimes less than, --tri-annual, 
) 
attendance. 
Ideally, either random sampling or systematic sampling would 
be the best method of obtaining a probability sample but the 
sub-population of church attenders and members cannot be 
distinguished from the general population at large by reliable 
criteria. This inability to categorise In advance who are and 
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who are not church members or attenders also rules out stratified 
sampling techniques. (1) 
It was decided that church membership and attendance fell 
within the general description of a series of sub-populations 
which only exist spatially and temporarily. - The only technique 
which would do justice to the circumstances was to amassaU the 
available data, By progressing on the basis that theoretically. 
every Dundee Church of Scotland member could be included; that 
every church attender might have equal opportunity to participate 
in a Survey; in theory the level of confidence, whilst 
incalculable, would rise as the included numbers rose. By 
definition, this method of approach is non-probabilistic, yet the 
level of potential error decreases quickly as the size of the 
'sampled' population grows. (2) Thus the decision was made in the 
initial instance to seek the co-operation of all the forty-four 
Church of Scotland congregations in Dundee. In this way a 
defined sub-population of Church of Scotland members included on 
the respective Kirk Session Communicant Bolls would be obtained. 
It would require the use of a Survey Questionnaire administered 
--------------------------------------------- ---mm ------ -m- 
1 Random sampling involves a selection technique by Random 
Number tables from a known, numbered frame where any and 
all have an equal chance of selection at &arjl selection. 
Systematic sampling assumes a given population of N, of 
which a fraction is drawn on an 'every n-th' basis. The 
data list must ensure no internal periodicity. The 
'confidence' levels rise as the size of the sample 
increases. 
2 Lin. N., Foundationa 
-of 
ZZaci 
. Qi, al 
Researcho (McGraw Hill, New 
York: U. S. A., 1976, ) p. 160. A sample size of 1/3 the 
'population' realises a 95% confidence 
, 
coefficient. In 
this project, the overall database was complete membership 
records and Surveys from two-thirds of the total 
membership. 
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to all 'Attenders' to distinguish between the membership 
population and the regularly attending fraction. (3) 
In theoryt the possibility was open to know the residential 
address of every member, their sex, and their regularity at diets 
of communion over the past several years. - The attenders would 
provide the same basic information but also answers to factual 
questions which would give insight into the age structure of the 
congregations, the occupational structure, the distance from the 
churches they attended, and whether they had been part of the 
process of intra-urban migration. (4) 
5.2 
-M 
PROBLE a NON-RESPONSE 
ýi 
The Presbytery-of-Dundee was approached with a view to 
obtaining their sanction, help and advice. They afforded the 
writer the opportunity to address them briefly and this was 
followed by individual appointments with the ministers where 
possible. In every case, a letter of introduction along with a 
basic outline of the project accompanied by a reply-letter was 
sent or left for the attention of the minister and his Kirk 
Session. (5) 
---------------------------------------- --mmmm-m-m --------- mmmm 
3. This figure of forty-four included asmeparate entities all 
the congregations some of whom were united during the 
period In which the research was undertaken or immediately 
preceding the date: 
A) Wallacetown + Baxter Park + St. Matthew 
B) St. Paul + Meadowside 
C) Roseangle + Ryehill 
D) McCheyne Memorial + St. Peter 
4 These were part of the original remit given to the Wolfe 
and Pickford research team. See chapter 3, page 343. 
5 See Appendix I. 
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A quick and helpful response was experienced from the ministers 
and office-bearers of many parishes, indicating a willingness to 
participate by allowing the writer free access to their 
Membership Rolls and also to conduct a Census and Questionnaire 
Survey at one Sunday Service. In four cases, congregations who 
had indicated their willingness to participate had to be excluded 
because of technical difficulties arising from ministerial 
vacancy, building damage or -illness. Several Kirk Sessions 
discussed the Issue of a Survey and-decided that they felt It to 
be either impractical or an improper intrusion into 'privacy' or 
'worship'. The overall response from the congregations was: 
FIGURE 5.1 
------------ 
DUNDEE:, PARTICIPATION OF CONGREGATIONS IN THE 
RESEARCH PROJECT 
--------------------------------------------------- 
Agreed to participate (1) 32 
Unable to participate through technical 
difficulty 4 
Refusal to participate on varying grounds 
-St. Mary, Dundee St. Andrewt Dundee 
Broughty Ferry: Eas t 
Broughty Ferry: St. Stephen 
Broughty Ferry: St. James 
Fairmuir 
Strathmartine 
Downfield South 8 
Total 44 
-------------------------------------------- m ------ 
Notes (1) This total includes 4 previously united 
congregations 
(2) The participating churchesq according to 
official statistics would realise some 
22,048 membership records. In practice, 
this figure was found to be 20,297. The 
elders 'surveyed' represented less than 
50% of the expected total of 1#175. 
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Given the nature and the size of the task presented to the 
office bearers, the level of participation was extremely high and 
perhaps is indicative of the good relations which exist between 
the parish ministers and the Divinity Faculty at St. Andrews 
University. It also reflects the genuine concern felt and so 
often expressed concerning the continued decline in membership of 
the Church generally. The congregations which 'declined to 
participate formed three distinct spatial groupings and might be 
said to reflect certain attitudes more closely associated with 
social class. This decline rate might well be associated with 
the known propensity of the upper social classes to refuse to 
complete survey questionnaires which seek to elicit what is 
deemed to be 'personal' information. Moser and Stuart(6) have 
demonstrated differential refusal rates between people of 
differing ages, social class and sex as shown below. 
FIGURE 5.2 
MOSER AND STUART: NON-RESPONSE INDICATIONS 
------------------------------------------------ 
Age Cohort Social Class Sex 
20-29 4.6% Upper-class 12.2% Male 6.1% 
30-44 6.1% Middle-class 9.7% Female 8.9% 
44-64 11.0% Lower-class 6.3% 
65+ 7.5% 
---------------------------------------------- !m ----------------- 
6 Moser. C. A., and Stuart. A., Experimental study of Quota 
Sampling. In Journ. S& JU Royal Statintical Society, 
1953, pp-349-405. 
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This information may in part help to explain the initial refusal 
rates on the part of these Kirk Sessions. The three groups of 
non-participating churches lay in the Downfield areap in Broughty 
Ferry, and in two of the self-styled 'prestigious' city 
congregations. The refusal of these churches and the 
non-inclusion of the other four congregations on 'technical' 
grounds posed certain limitations on the ability of the research 
to produce a total picture for the whole city. The following 
map (Figure 5.3. ) indicates the parish areas affected by 
non-response* 
Viewed in spatial terms, the Downfield and the Broughty 
Ferry churches were tself-isolating' areas. They formed distinct 
areas of owner occupied housing and their grouping together meant 
that the areas might reasonably be treated as outwith the 
project's considerations. The two areas of Mid-Craigie -and 
Douglas both represented major housing schemes and information 
about the nature of membership and attendance in other similar 
areas, (with their high levels of local parish adherence, ) led to 
the eventual conclusion that they too might be viewed as discrete 
areas not drawing upon other areas of the town for membership. 
The one insurmountable problem was that of the St. John's parish 
area in the West End. Whilst in all the other areas where 
non-participation had occurred, it was possible to argue that the 
parishes involved created a minimal eclectic membership 
'attraction' to persons living in other adjacent parish areas, 
the St. John's congregation, because of its location could 
possibly draw upon the adjacent parish areas of Logie, St. 
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Peters and McCheyne to an indeterminate extent. In the case of 
the St. Mary's parish area, it consisted of mainly commercial 
property, and it was clearly the case that it drew from other 
areas of the city. St. Andrew's parish had new housing, but its 
large Roll Indicated that it too drew from elsewhere. 
FIGURE 5.3 
------------ 
DUNDEE: MAP SHOWING PARISH AREAS WHERE THE PARISHES 
DECLINED OR WERE UNABLE TO PARTICIPATE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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5.3 THE COMPUTERIZATION IE==Q 
0 
In view of the anticipated scale of the project# it was 
decided at the onset that computerisation of the data would 
materially assist in both the speed of analysing the data as 
well as imposing a clearly defined and logical method of handling 
the data. The primary calculations showed that Church of 
Scotland membership in Dundee Cityp derived from the Church mL 
Scotland Yearbook: 19821 was likely to be =. 319872 members, 
including 19657 elders. The attendance rate of these members at 
Sunday Services was not known but was initially estimated at 
lying between 15% and 25% of the total. The use of computing 
techniques required and imposed stringent requirements on input 
accuracy but offered the possibility of different levels of 
analysis on selected fractions of the data, i. e. by parish, by 
geographic localityt and by age structures &Ia.. 
3.1 ME RMIDENTIAL ADDRESS' -M 
I LOCADI 
, To achieve this level of detailp it was necessary to devise 
a standard coding system which would constitute the residential 
address part of every record and which would simultaneously allow 
for analysis by either parish areal civil electoral areal or 
geographic locality. There were in existence two discrete 
boundary systems, y_JZ., the civil electoral ward boundary system 
and the ecclesiastical parish boundary system; each encompassing 
the whole cityq and occasionally utilising common boundary 
divisions. By superimposing the two boundarypystems on a map of 
the town, a 'grid' was obtained. Each delineated 'locality' 
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could be identified as being simultaneously a constituent part of 
either the larger electoral ward or of an ecclesiastical parish. 
A composite four-figure reference numberp comprised of the 
two-digit ward number and the two-digit parish number was thereby 
obtainable. This reference number, (explained by Figures 5.4 
and 5.5., ) referred to as the locality address, (abbreviated to 
'Locad', ) became the primary address reference. 
It was obvious that whilst this system delineated areas, it 
was not in Itself powerful enough to provide a unique address 
system for every street or house in the city. Several streets in 
Dundee, for examPleg Clepington Roadg Perth Hoadj Charleston 
Drive, traverse through a number of 'Locads'. It would be 
necessary to know that house number 11231 Long Road belonged to a 
specific 'Locad'. The requirement to know exactly which 
properties in any street belonged within a specific 'Locad' 
entailled a physical survey of all the streets-in Dundee. Such a 
survey also provided an opportunity to include further 
information regarding the types of property within any street. 
This categorisation process is discussed below; (see section 
5.3.2, Economic House category EIECO11 
Each street Z= would be accorded an arbitrary but unique 
$street'-code of four digits. By combining the 'Locad' and 
'street' codet this provided an eight-digit numerical reference 
code for each computer record. A master 'streW file was 
compiled in which all streets appeared. Those streets which 
crossed 'Locad' boundaries had separate entries for each part 
showing the range of street house numbers which belonged to the 
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particular 'Locadt. Where necessary, separate entries would be 
made for 'odd' and 'event house numbers. Provision was made for 
separate street entries when distinctly, different types of 
property were present in the same street. Thus the reference for 
any street within a 'Locad' might contain only one reference for 
all property within that street or several entries encompassing 
either ranges of odd or even numbers and house category types 
(ECO-code)t dependent upon circumstances. 
FIGURE 5.4 
------------ 
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER LOCALITY CODES. CILOCADtl* 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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FIGURE 5.5 
------------ 
STREET AND HOUSE COMPUTER CODING. PECOI-codel 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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------------------------------------------------------------- 
5.3.2 ECONOMIC HOUSE TYPES L 'ECOI-CODEJ 
As outlined above, the necessity of having to survey all the 
streets in Dundee for house number information suggested that 
information regarding the type of property might be worthy of 
Incorporation. 
The underlying philosophy behind this step was that the type 
of property In which members-lived might-later prove-to be of. - 
decisive significance. In its early conception, It was 
subjectively felt that It might shed valuable light on the 
problem experienced by Robertson in his research in Edinburgh. (7) 
As it was known in advance that a question on 'occupations would 
be included in the Survey Questionnaire, the type of residence 
----------------------------------- m ---- m ------- m-mmmm ------ mmm 
7 Robertson's work was discussed in chap. 4j pp. 4-12f. 
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might be investigated alongside the occupational data shedding 
light upon the occupational status of people residing in public 
or council housing and in part, helping to explain the 
difficulties encountered by Robertson occasioned by his 
unchallenged assumptions. 
The method of categorising residential accommodation was to 
include a 'subjective' estimate(8) of the age of the property and 
a categorisation of the type of the property, generating a 
two-digit number to be known as 'Eý01-codej comprising two 
distinct variables, EM and EC2; the former relating to age of 
property, the - latter to the category of property. The 
classification system was as follows: 
FIGURE 5.6 
------------ 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT: ECO-code VALUES. 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Field Structure: [ EC1(age): EC2(type)] 
EC1: age values: 
code 0 Built before 1900 
1 Built before 1918 
2 (recoded as type =3) 
3 Built before 1939 
4 Built 1945-1949 
5 Built in 1950's 
6 Built in 1960's. 
7 Built- -in - . 197 0! -s, - 8 Built in 1980's (ýecent construction) 
9 Industrial area /scheduled demolition 
X (Missing value In conjunction with EC2) 
-------------------------------------------------------- -mm --- 
8 SubjectIve: this is used in the sense that no attempt was 
made to check the 'actual' date of sach building I= UO 
-but to date it within a range of years which were broadly 
correct for the majority of the property placed in the 
category. Similarlyp the type of property conforms, to the 
tgenerall type of the adjacent property classification. 
Where these clearly were different# they were coded 
accordingly. 
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FIGURE 5.6 (continued) 
------------------------ 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT: ECO-code VALUES. 
Field Structure: [ EC1(age): EC2(type)] 
EC2: type values: 
code 
O, X Unknown. 
1 Large, detached villa with extensive grounds, 
owner occupied. 
2 Substantial villa, detached or terracedg normally 
pre-1918p owner occupied. 
3 Modern post-1918 detached villa, architecturally 
designedp owner occupied. 
4 Modern, private developmentj owner occupied. 
5 Misc. Property, flats, maisonettesp private or rented, 
not publicly owned. 
6 Tenement property - previously rented property but 
increasingly privately-owned flats. 
7 Council or Public Housingt three-storey or 
multi-storey. 
8 Council or Public Housing, semi-detached/maisonettet 
flats up to 3-storey 
9 Old property clearly In a clearance/demolitionlarea 
Examples of IECOI-codes: 
----------------------- 
ECO = 64 a small owner-occupied house 
on a private development estate 
built in the 1960's. 
06 a tenement property built ca. 1899 or earlier 
which might include several owner-occupied 
flats alongside rented accommodation flats. 
58 a council maisonette house on a housing scheme 
built in the 1950's. 
00, XX indicates that nothing is known about this 
particular property - usually associated with 
property outwith Dundee city or where the address 
was listed as unknown. 
099 99 indicates industrial or clearance area. 
------------------------------ ------ mm ----------------- 
Particular attention is drawn to special categories which are 
included within the above examples. The coding system, despite 
the element of 'subjective' categorisation Provides a workable 
classification system concerning the primary distinction of 
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public and privately owned properties and whilst not always able 
to differentiate between certain categories of rented or 
privately owned propertyl the fdating' makes it clear that these 
belong to the older established areas of the city. 
4 sTREET-FiLE cREATToN 
The information from the 'Locad' maps, the street-house 
number survey and the IECOI code system were incorporated into 
one master, computerised reference file which was used when 
processing actual input-data. Each street-file reference record 
contained the following information: 
FIGURE 5.7 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT - STREET INDEX FILE [ STREET. SRT ,I 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
*WW. PP: SSSS: : El. E2: d: nnn. NNN: : STREET NAME 
---------- 
where: 
WW = Civil Electoral Ward area 0 
PP = Ecclesiastical Parish area 
SSSS= Street number 
El = Date of building of property 
E2 = Categorisation of type of property 
d= designator; A=a1l, e=even numbers; o=odd numbers 
nnn = lower house number of range included 
NNN = higher house number of range included 
Note: information to be used in member's records. 
The rest of the record contained the actual street name with 
various additional information indicators to aid proper selection 
during processing. The items marked 1*1 were incorporated into 
every data record. The following page gives an example of part 
of the street-file index. 
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COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT - PRINT OF STREET-INDEX FILE 
[see Figure 5.7 for key] 
------------------------------------------------------- 
36424T88 48o Olodd Annandale ave 2 
37424788 48e 02 EE Annandale ave 1 
21391363 90e 00106 Annfield rd 
21391364 90A 00 00 Annfield row 
21391362 06A any Annfield st 
02419956 34A any Anstruther rd 
08070242 77A any Anton dr 
37424450 75A any Appleby pl 
28278042 74A any Applecross gds 
01040371 06o 01113 Arbroath rd 10 
01040371 06e 02 80 Arbroath rd 9 
02040371 12e 90134 Arbroath rd 8 
55550000 00a 00000 Arbroath rd 7 ****5555 out of town 
01040371 32015163 Arbroath rd 6 
03130371 90e150172 Arbroath rd. 5 shops 
03130371 32el74248 Arbroath rd 4 
03130371 38e201349 Arbroath rd 3 
03130371 320351379 Arbroath rd 2 
07050371 34e5O2 Up Arbroath rd 1 claypotts east 
08070243 38A any Archer st 
41030012 64A 01 24 Ardmore ave 
18290805 02A any Argyle st 
28278047 74A any Arisaig gds 
21301217 99A any Ark wynd 
17357861 38A any Arklay pl 
18357491 06o 01 15 Arklay st 3 
19357491 06e 02 up Arklay st 2 
17357491 37o 17 up Arklay st 1 
17357862 38A any Arklay tee 
--------------------------------------------- ------- 
At the outset, it was anticipated that residential addresses 
might- be encountered which were not part of the tLocad' system 
i. e. ý members living outside the City boundaries. To cope with 
this, a series of generalised Ilocads' were created to allow for 
identification of these members on a 'directional' basis. The 
main roads leading away from the city boundaries were given 
individual identifying Ilocads' and thus signalled that the 
member resided outside the city in that general direction. These 
codes with their description are listed below. 
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FIGURE 5.9 
----------- 
COMPUTER STREET FILE: tLOCADS' FOR NON-DUNDEE ADDRESSES 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Locality - Street : Descriptive 
f4848 0000, Eventide/ Care Home 
14949 0000, In H. M. Services. 
15050 DUNDI Unknown city address 
15151 0000, Invergowrie/Perth-Rd. direction 
15252 0000, Coupar Angus Rd. direction N. West. 
15353 0000, Downfield/Strathmartine direction 
15454 0000, Forfar Rd. North direction - 
15555 0000, Arbroath/Monikie direction East 
15656 0000, Monifieth direction East/ Coast 
15757 0000, South of Tay Bridge direction 
15858 0000, Dundee migrant in Scotland 
t5959 0000, Dundee migrant out of Scotland 
Many of the 15050 DUNDI-Locad entries were a result of the 
members having moved residence and the Kirk Session being-unable 
to trace these persons' new addresses. They account for some 
1.7% of the total Roll membership. Approximately 0.2% of the 
total membership were given this code due to some deficiency in 
the master street-file;, i. e. the address was new or the street 
had not been found on the street survey. Where the elderly lived 
in Eventide or Old Person's Homest and these were the stated 
Present addresst they were recorded under Locad-code t48481. 
Where addresses were given outwith the Dundee environst these 
were treated as 'in ScotlandIp tout of Scotlandit or 'in Her 
Majestyts Forces' and coded appropriately. 
The foregoing sections have discussed the record fields 
associated with that part of the person's record which related to 
his residential address. The following sections go on to discuss 
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the structure of the personal information gathered from the 
Communion Rolls and the Sunday Attenders Survey Questionnaires. 
5.5 BASIC RECORD DESIGN 
Each member found on a Kirk Session Communicants Roll was to 
be processed as a 'BASIC' record. From the Kirk Session Roll 
information could be obtained regarding the person's name, 
residence, sex, attendance at communion In 1981 or otherwise, 
plus, in many cases such additional Information as could be found 
regarding the method by which they came into membership with that 
congregation. This latter information is included in a special 
analysis in this chapter (section 5.8, ) because of the 
particular problems associated with its reliability. The lmethod 
of processing the information was by creating a random-access 
version of the Street-index file. This file was referenced by a 
file-handler program which, on the entry of the first three or 
four letters of a street name would respond by displaying 
sequentially any street records matching these letters. The 
correct 'Locad' was selected visuallyp and the file handler 
generated a 'copy' of that information into the record being 
created. The house number was addedl the name# parish, sex, 
communion code and the additional information where available. 
The process was repeated for each subsequent entry except where, 
for example, a family all living at the same address could be 
signalled as 'repeats' requiring only the individual information 
on sex, communion code and additional information. 
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The 'Basic' record file structure was as detailed below. 
FIGURE 5.10 
------------ 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT - BASIC MEMBERSHIP RECORD. CPAR. MEM] 
: WW. PP. SSSS: nnn: 2: El. E2: NAME: P. F.: : x: CC: +: 
---- : --- : 2: -. -: ---- : -- : 
Fields 1-2 (WW) : Civil/Electoral Ward area 
Fields 3-4 (PP) : Ecclesiastical Parish area 
Fields 5- 8(SSSS) : Street number 
Fields 9 -11(nnn) : House number 
Field 12 ( 2) : Constant Record type 
Fields 13-14(ElE2) : Economic House type 
Fields 15-18(NAME) : Members NAME abbreviated 
The name field also served to carry 
additional identifying marks. 
NAM+@ : 'unknown' street but adjoins 
address allocated. 
NAM+% : c/o address from Roll 
NAM+* : multi-storey resident 
. NAM : indicates a Me. or Mae name 
prefix. 
Fields 19-20 (PF) : Parish Roll where found. 
Field 21 : Blank 
Field 22 W : Member's sex 
1= male 
2= female 
Fields 23-24 (CC) : Communion Attendance record. 
The following symbols were used: 
01 Attended at least once in 1981 
10 Attended at least once in 1981 
11 Attended twice or more in 1981 
00 A person who had joined but despite 
time elapseg had not communicated. 
82 Joined membership, possibly late in 1981 
and no recorded attendance 
80 Last attended communion in 1980 
79 Last attended communion in 1979 
74 Last attended communion in 1974 
(or earlier. ) 
---------------- [ Continued I --------------- 
Note: these fields were generated from the Street- 
-index master file. [STREET. IND created by 
progr-me CST. I 
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FIGURE 5.10 (Continued. ) 
------------------------- 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT - BASIC MEMBERSHIP RECORD [PAR. MEM] 
---------------------------------------------- m-m ---- 
: WW. PP. SSSS: nnn: 2: El. E2: NAME: P. F.: : x: CC: +: 
: 2: -. -: ---- : -- : 
Field 25 Additional information field 
The following symbols were used: 
1= Member; no other information. 
A= Recorded on Roll as 'aged' or 
'housebound' or hospitalised. 
C= Recorded as a Certificate of Transfer. ' 
D= Recorded as a Denominational change. 
K= Recorded as a 'Transportedt member, 
(applies to a few Ardler members. ) 
L= Recorded as an 'adherent' status., 
M= Migrant to Dundee -a sub-category of 
ICI above. 
P= Recorded as a First Communicant member. 
R= Recorded as joining by Kirk Session 
resolution. 
U= Recorded as joining having previously 
belonged to a parish involved in a 
Union or closure. 
At the completion of the data input processing of each 
'Roll', the data were subjected to an editing run which ensured 
that any gross errorsl i. e. entries which did not conform to the 
range of Dossible Input valuesp were deleted and corrected by 
reference to the Roll. Because of the file-handler's field 
definingg these were -few 
in number and usually consisted of 
record entries 'aborted' at Input stage which had not been 
removed subsequently. A number of spot checks were carried out 
by arbitrarily selecting names from the 'Roll' and cross-checking 
the respective data entries. This showed that the level of error 
was extremely low and such error as did occur was confined to 
slight confusions In the communion-code held where a single 
attendance at communion in the year, dependent upon the number of 
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diets of communion, might be arbitrarily'assigned an 'Olt or 1101 
code. It was decided later to dispense with the 'early'' or 
'late' communion distinction and to recode both as 1011 
signifying 'once only' for analysis purposes and thereby removing 
at a stroke a known area of confusion. 
Similarly, a degree of confusion was found with new 'Roll' 
entries for First Communicants but this reflected a problem with 
the data rather than with, the input processing. In a number of 
cases, a person joined a church before or during 1981-and it 
would be natural to assume that having joined, they participated 
in the immediately following communion. Howeverv this was not 
recorded on their 'Roll' record. By 1982, some had recorded 
attendances and the writer's confusion may reflect the fact that 
the Roll-keepers obtained the names of such First Communicants 
after the event, andp because no communion card had been issued, 
there was no visible record that the person having recently 
joined, had communicated. However, some of these persons still 
had not registered an attendance by mid-1982-p and therefore 
suspected faulty procedures, does not alone answer the questions 
raised. In these cases, the 'Basict. computer record was coded 
1821 signifying a possible oversight, or, In the case where no 
communion had been recorded for nine or more months since the 
date of joining, it was coded 1001 signifying that the act of 
'Joining the church' appeared to satisfy that person's criteria 
for membership. Having encountered this particular phenomenon, 
and sensing its importance for the Church# it-became subject to 
further analysisi (see section 5.10.1 below. ) 
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In all other respects, these 'Basic' records were deemed to 
be free from error. Subsequentlyr validation error checking was 
carried out on the 'Locad' addresses and the level of error. was 
found to be limited to 2% or 3% overallq (see section 5. -7-9. ) 
ATTENDEES SURVEY 
The second and complimentary part of the project was the 
conducting of a Questionnaire-Survey amongst the participating 
congregations. This was conducted in two stages for convenience. 
The Kirk Sessions of most of the participating congregations 
first conducted the Survey amongst themselves. This involved 
filling in the same questionnaire as the members excepting that 
as elders, they were asked to complete one modified question 
seeking information as to how long and where they had been 
ordained as elders. A further question based upon Sissonst work 
at Falkirk was devised to elicit personal responses to their 
perceptions regarding distinct areas of priority within their 
parish. By familiarising themselves with the content of the 
Survey form, and having completed it in advance, it provided a 
body of helpers who could assist where necessary on the Sunday 
when the main body of attenders were surveyed. 
The decision to administer the Survey Questionnaire on &= 
Sunday I=IX was deemed reasonable on the grounds that it would 
provide a sample frame which included all of those who came 
Sunday by Sunday, whilst the less regular attenders who came with 
varying degrees of regularity would be proportionally meDr-esented 
. 
in. thg nnmp frnmA. Secondly, it would be possible to determine 
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the level of non-response by attenders by knowing how many survey 
forms were Assued at entry to the church and counting the 
completed forms returned. This would have been difficult to 
administer on subsequent occasions. Thirdlyp the writer was 
aware of the fact that its administration would disrupt the 
Sunday worship to some extent and wished to keep such an 
intrusion to the minimum. By and large, most congregations 
adopted a 'model' method of issuing the forms and pencils to all 
attenders and young persons over fifteen years of age at entry to 
the church. The normal Sunday service was shortened by some 5-10 
minutes and the whole congregation, including many who had 
completed the form before the service commencedl were taken 
through the questions one by one. Most of the questions siere of 
a strictly factual nature requiring in many cases a single 'tick' 
in the appropriate box. Only question 10 required a multiple 
answer in some cases. (This multiple choice question and its 
coding will be considered in section 5.7.10 below. ) 
It is to be noted that the tmodell method of conducting the 
Survey described above met with the approval of most ministers 
and elders. In only one case was it significantly departed from 
and even then with the intention of making it easier for the 
congregation. In this case the congregation was invited to the 
church hall for tea and to fill in the form at their leisure. 
The departure of a large number, --estimated at 50 of the total 
congregation, somewhat invalidated the results for that 
individual parish but did not preclude those obtained from being 
included In the ovt-rqll final totals. 
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5.7 M SURVEY Z-QM DESIGN 
The 'Church Attenders Survey: 19821 form (see Appendix II; ) 
evolved after several attempts to formulate both format and 
specific question-format. Particular heed was paid to 
incorporating seven of the cardinal points emphasised by 
Atkinson. (q) These concerned the necessity for- advising the 
intended respondents what the purpose of the survey wasi who was 
conducting it, on whose authority; inviting their voluntary 
participation and assuring them of individual confidentiality as 
well as giving an indication of the length of time which was 
likely to be required. In this particular survey, the 
respondents, by their presence in the parish church on that 
particular Sunday, obviated the need to explain how or why they, 
as individuals, had been 'chosen' for survey. 
The survey questions followed the advice given by Moser and 
Kalton(10) and were designed to meet their criteria of being 
stated simply, avoiding ambiguity' in the ýphrasing, and 
deliberately commencing with factual, personal questions to build 
up the respondent's confidence. With the exception of the last 
question, all required either a single answer chosen from 
prescribed alternatives or an unqualifiedt factual answer 
relating to personal informationg which, In theory -was 
ascertainable from other sources. In this sensey they can be 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
9 Atkinson. J., (ed. ),. & Handbook J= Interviewe= & manugl 
. 
L= Government. Social. Survey interviewing staff, (H. M. S. O., 
Londont 1967t 1 M-13619) Cbapter 6, paRsim. 
10 Moser. C. A., and Kalton. G., Survey Methods In SocivO 
Investigation, (Heinemann Educational Booksq Londont 1971, 
2nd. edition, ) Cbapter 13, na-s-Rim. 
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described as 'closed' or 'forced choice' questionst(11) ensuring 
mutually exclusive answers to the questions. Due note was taken 
of the warning that 'response bias' was possible in the question 
regarding frequency of attendance at church and this will be 
discussed in the analysis in chapter 6. 
It is to be noted that question 10 (which concerned itself 
with three distinct sub-areas of investigation and was therefore 
capable of receiving 'yes*-identification multi-responses, 
resulted in single answers in many cases, or even contradictory 
identifications in several cases. Later it was realised that the 
use of the word 'church' in question 10(c) may have unwittingly 
created ambiguity with confusion between ? this churcht qu& 
'St. Xts' and 'this Church' qua the Church of Scotland as a 
denomination. Howeverr this question was not central to the 
issues under investigation and merely helped shed light on some 
of the answers in the other questions. 
The survey form was printed with computer'coding frames to 
enable coding and a limited internal consistency validation to 
take place before processing. It was decided not to run a 
'pilott test. on -the-survey--questionnaire.. -The proposed question 
format was subjected to a rigorous logical testing which 
suggested that the closed, forced choice questions would only 
result in responses which could be coded systematically. Null 
responses to particular questions would be coded as such. 
11 Atkinson.,. = _Cit., p64. 
In the maint the questions 
elicited answers of a demographic nature as well as social 
characteristics. Only in the case of ihe elders' survey 
was a question asked which elicited opinions but even these 
were limited to giving weightings to prescribed answers. 
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For ease of discussion, the computer record structure for 
the Attenders Survey responsesp the coding system, 
-and 
general 
remarks on the responses is dealt with simultaneously -and 
sequentially below in a series of sub-sections corresponding to 
the question numbers. (A copy of the survey form will be found 
in Appendix II entitled 'Church Attenders Survey: 1982). 
5.7.1 QUESTION -1 
AH-D 2. L RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS M2 R=. 
The information requested was the respondent's present 
address and this was translated into a computerised 'Locad' at 
the time of data entry in the same manner as the 'Basic' 
membership record described in section 5.5 above. In this 
case, Record Type 141 or 151 were utilised to inform the 
file-handler program to prompt responses for the extended 
lattendert or 'elder' record structure. 
FIGURE 5.11 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT: SURVEY RECORD [PAR. MSY] 
--------------------------------------------- 
: WW. PP. SSSS: nnn: 4: El. E2: Name: 
Fields 1-2 (WW) 
Fields 3-4 (PP) 
Fields 5-8 (SSSS) 
Fields 9 -11 (nnn) 
Field 12 (4) -- 
Fields 13-14 (EI. E2) 
Fields 15-18 (Name) 
: Civil Electoral Ward area 
: Ecclesiastical Parish area 
: Street number 
: House-number 
: -Record-type; --( Member=4) - 
( Elders=5) 
: Economic House type 
: Member's Name abbreviated 
[see Figure 5.101 
a 
a 
a 
ft 
ft 
ft 
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5.7.2 QUESTION ? -L RESPONDENTLa 
M 
By including the 'delete inapplicablet convention of 
'Mr. /Mrs. /Misst immediately before the Surname, the respondents 
Identified their sex. In only one case was it not possible to 
categorically determine the sex from the 'context' of the 
original form, or by discovering a form for the 'husband' or 
'wife' of the respondent, and after inspecting the 'Basic' 
computer records. That person was deemed to be female from the 
available evidence but with a small measure of doubt. 
5.7.3 QUESTION IL RESPONDEMIL IMBIM STATUS 
The options given were tmarriedt, 'widow/widower', and 
'single'. Because of a known sensitivity to the question of 
'divorced' status within Church circles, this option was not 
offered. 02) In the event, a number of respondents voluntarily 
disclosed the fact that they were divorced. Due cognizance was 
taken as to whether they self-categorised themselves as married 
or single and where they had not given a prescribed responset 
they were assumed to have 'single' status. 7be numbers Involved 
were small but persistent and_. may, represqnt- a 'tip of an 
underlying iceberg'. More importantly, their presence in 
congregations may reflect a 'hidden' pastoral success on the 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
12 The Church of Scotland adopted a position of allowing 
remarriage of divorced persons in church. 7bis tliberall 
attitude by the kirk stems from a personal and pastoral 
response towards those involved in divorce. See Cox# J. T., 
SM, =., (6th. edition, ) pp. 63f. 
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part of congregations and ministers in offering support and help 
at times of human trauma. (See Figure 5.12). 
5.7.4 QUESTION A, * RESPONDENTU AGE 
The respondent was required in this question to identify 
which age range (by five-year age-cohorts) encompassed their 
respective age. The cohort structure contained two open ended 
cohorts: for those under 20 years but over 15 years of age, and 
those who were aged 70 or over. This was designed to be directly 
comparable to the official Census: 101 age cohort structures. 
FIGURE 5.12 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT: SURVEY RECORD [PAR. MSY] 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
: PF: ST. SX: AGE: 
Fields 19-20 (PF) 
Field 21 (ST) 
Field 22 (SX) 
Fields 23-24 (AGE) 
Parish Found : where survey took place 
Marital status 
values: 1= married 
2= widower/widow 
3= single 
Respondent's Sex 
values: 1= male 
2= female 
Respondent's Age-cohort: Values: 
120t = under 20 years of age 
'70' = over 70 years of age 
24,299 349 39,44,49,54t 59,64, 
69 - 
The latter indicate the-upper limit 
of 5-year age-ranges. 
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'5.7.5 QUESTION 51 RESPONDENT! -a JQH= 
ATTENDANCE 
This question was subdivided into three sub-sections. 
Sub-question (a) sought to determine at the outset whether the 
respondent was a 'Visitor' in the sense that their home address 
made it likely that they would not be members of that parish, 
i. e. out-of-town visitors. Any confusions in terminology could 
be validated against answers given in question 9, (see section 
5. T-9). A 'true' visitor could be excluded from any subsequent 
analysis where desired. 
Sub-question (b) was for the majority of respondent's who 
were not 'visitors' from elsewhere. The question asked 
respondents to indicate their attendance frequency at church with 
a deliberate scale of frequency ranging from 'Every Sunday', 
through to 'infrequently (perhaps through circumstances)'. This 
question was open to an unquantifiable 1positivet bias towards 
higher claims of attendance than were strictly factual, but 
despite this inherent possibility, scepticism has to, take, due 
account of the loyal, regular attendance by many members, Sunday 
by Sunday. (The effect of this $positive' bias is discussed in 
chapter 6, pages 6-20f. ) 
Sub-question-(c) enquired about the respondent's presence at 
the previous co=union services. 
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FIGURE 5.13 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT: SURVEY RECORDS [PAR. MSY] 
--- -------------------------------------------------------- 
: FV: CC: 
Fields 25-26 (FV) Visitor or Attendance Frequency values: 
199, = True 'V13itorl/(Mi33ing value) 
1521 = Every Sunday attendance 
1231 = Two/Three times monthly 
1121 = Monthly attendance 
101, = Stated infrequent attendance 
100, = Null response /(missing value) 
Fields 27-28 (CC) Communion Attendance claim 
Values: 1001 = None indicated. 
1011y 1101 = At least once 
1111 = Claims to be regular. 
5.7.6 QUESTION f. L- RESPONDENT' S TRANSPORT -- 
Question 6(a) sought to deter-mine the principal means by 
which members travelled to their church. Those who Iwalkedt, 
used their 'own transport' (assumed to be a motor car), or 
received 'a lift' from others indicated this and passed to 
question 6(c). Those who indicated that they used a 'Public 
Service Bus' were asked for. additional information regarding the 
Bus Route-number(s). (The intention of this additional question 
was to establish which Bus routes regularly carried a substantial 
number of church attenders and were therefore tcriticall in terms 
of time-tabling for church services. It served a purely 
pragmatic purpose for providing information to the Presbytery. ) 
Sub-question 6(c) asked for an approximate estimate of the 
time required for door-to-door travel Involved In church 
attendance. It was anticipated that distinct periodicity (a 
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tendency for stated values to 'cluster' about certain values, ie. 
5p 109 15, etc. )p would be observed In the data as respondents 
reduced the actual times to 'perceived' units of time according 
to distance perception; e. g. short distance equivalent to five 
minutes. This proved to be the case. 
A sub-program was incorporated In the data-entry program 
which computed the theoretical Distance Factor, (DF., ) dividing 
the stated time by respective constants varying with the mode of 
transport used. The computed distance was incorporated in the 
record after calculation and rounding to the 1st. decimal place 
with an upper range limit of 19.91 miles. The constants employed 
were: 
walking = 20 (estimated time to travel 1 mile) 
own car =31 mile) 
lift =31 mile) 
(Stated time In minutes -5) 
bus = ------------------------ Distance 
4 (constant) 
In the case-of--the use-of buses, ---it -was -assumed- -that- there-could 
be an element of time which was spent waiting for the arrival of 
a vehicle at the pick-up point, and arbitrarily, this was assumed 
to be five minutes. Thus when respondent's stated that they used 
this form of transport, the calculation was modified to take some 
account of this. 
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FIGURE 5. - 14 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT: SURVEY RECORDS [PAR. MSY] 
------------------------------------------------------ 
: Tran: Bl. B2: Time: D. F: 
Field 29 (Tran) Mode of Transport values 
Values 141 = Walk - 
151 = Own Vehicle 
161 = Lift in a vehicle 
Ill = Uses 1 Service Bus 
121 = Uses 2 Service Buses 
Fields 30-31 (Bl) Route Number of Service Bus 
Fields 32-33 (B2) Route Number of Service Bus 
(Bl, B2 are alphanumeric fields) 
Fields 34-35 (Time) Respondent's estimate of time involved 
in travel to church (in minutes). 
Values - any between 1011 and 1591 
missing values = 100,992 
Fields 36-38 (DF) Distance computed from Time x 'Factor'. 
Values range 10.01 to 19.91 (numeric) 
[see above for 'Factor' detail] 
7.7 QUESTION ML RESIDENCE J= MIGRATION 
Sub-question 7(a) sought to determine facts relating to the 
respondent's length of residence at the present address. If the 
length of residence was less than 26 years, sub-question 7(b) 
sought to establish the number of occasions on which the person 
had moved residence in the previous twenty-five years. Thus 
question --7(a) established the - duration of residence whil-st 
question 7(b) probed the person's residential movements. The 
respondents answering 7(b) were also asked to state their 
Dreviou. R residential address. Where this was a recognised Dundee 
addressq the 'Locad' for that address was coded Into the record 
along with the previous 'ECO-code'; (EC1 and EC2. ) If the 
address was outside of Dundee, the directionai'Locad' was used; 
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(see Figure 5.9 above. ) The question also served to 
cross-validate the response to sub-question 7(c) which sought 
to identif)r those who could be accorded the status of 
'in-migrant' to Dundee as well as an indication as to the general 
direction/region, from which they had migrated. ' 
FIGURE 5.15 
------------- 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT: SURVEY RECORDS [PAR. MSY] 
-------------------------------------------------- 
: RR: X: OldL: EC3. EC4: M: 
Fields 39-40 (RR) : Length of Residence, present address 
Values 105tp 11019 115's t2019 
1251, '351, '36t 
Non-Response 1991 (missing value) 
Field 41 M: Number of Residential changes 
Values 101 = Nil moves in 25 years 
Ill to 181 = No. of moves'stated 
191 = Missing response 
Fields 42-45 (OldQ : Previous Residential Locality ('Locad') 
These values were obtained from the 
Street-index file. 
Missing values: 100001 or 199991 
Fields 46-47 (EC3. Ec4) Previous Residence Economic House type. 
Ec3 = age of property; Ec4 = type. 
Field 48 (M) In-Migrant within last 25 years 
IMI = Migrant 
101 = Not applicable 
8 QUESTION IL OCCUPATIONAL CATEGORY 
The subject area of the relationship between a person's 
occupation and his social class is indeed a complex one. Many 
researchers have been dissatisfied with the 'official' Registrar 
General Classification of Occupation. Nevertheless, if cross- 
-comparibility between research studies is to be achieved, the 
'official' classificatory systemt despite many'valid objections 
against its use, does provide this comparability basis. 
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In this project, this system was used allowing direct 
comparison to be made between the general population enumerated 
by the 1981 Census and the sub-population of church attenders in 
Dundee. Using the defined, criteria of' the Census which 
establishes the occupation'of the 'head of household' as the 
principal source of data, the same procedure was followed. In 
the case of married women and that of widowed females, the 
occupation of the husband (or late husband) was elicited. In the 
case of married males and all single persons, their own 
occupation was requested. 
As the full coding for any one occupation required reference 
to the 'Classification of Occupations 19801 Manual(13) it was 
decided that a master list. of occupations found on the survey 
forms should be constructed as the forms were individually 
processed. Each new occupation encountered was given a 
five-digit, -sequentially numbered code uniquely identifying that 
occupation description. Recurrent occupations were given the 
code already created on the occupation file. When all-the data 
had been processed to filet each having a 'temporary' five-digit 
identifier, the master occupation-file was expanded to show the 
'official' code derived from the 'Classification of Occupations: 
19801t Manual.. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
13 Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, ClassIfIcation 
_QL 
Occupations: J_q. &, (H. M. S. 0. , London, 1980. ) See Dodds. 
P., Who goes to Church 7 In. HC: x Society, 1956, (5), 29th. 
April# P-32. 
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The first task was to convert the description of, an 
occupation on the computer occupation file to the 'Operational 
Code' found in the Manual's 'Coding Index'(14) taking note of the 
general coding rules. (15) The 'Operational Code' series allowed 
coding to proceed to the 1980 Occupation Group Coding contained 
in Appendix G of the Manual. (16) This coding table specifically 
Identified 'groupings' of occupations dependent upon status and 
occupation. Having cross-checked each of these primary codings 
against the short descriptiont(17) the coding table for 'Social 
Class' and 'Socio-Economic Group' was finally used to complete 
the full coding of each occupation. In this way, the master 
occupation file contained the original arbitrary code number; 
the literal description of the respective occupations, and the 
complete occupation code derived from the Manual. 
A program was written which would read the five-digit code. 
on each survey record on the computer file, locate the 
corresponding matching five-digit identifier on the master 
occupation file, and having located itp use the full occupation 
coding to replace the temporary five-digit -code on. the survey 
computer--records. - 
The advantage of utilising this method was that it prevented 
the possibility of mistakes at initial data entry, by saving 
frequent repetitive referals to the coding manual. Thus whilst 
the initial file structure embodied a five-digit field, 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
14 JILU. , pp. 6-109. 
15 Thid-9 PP-1-5- 
, 16 2hid., pp. 111-114 
17 Thid., PP. Xxx-lxxxi. 
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the extended field encompassed 151 subfields and the following 
codings. (For -the full range of codings reference must be made 
to the Classification of Occupations: 1980 Manual. ) 
FIGURE 5.16 
COMFUTER FILE LAYOUT: SURVEY RECORDS [PAR. MSY] 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
: Rgl: Rg2: -: 
R93 : -: 
Rg4: Rg5: *: 
Field 49 (Rgl) : Management/Supervisory labels 
values: M= Manager 
F= Foreman/Supervisor 
S= Self-employed 
U= Unemployed 
X= Inactive person/Retired 
+= Other employees 
*= Inadequate description 
Z= Missing 
Fields 50-52 (Rg2 O. P. C. S Occupation Coding 
Values: Istut = Student/Scholar 
Idis' = Disabled 
'hout = Housewife 
13501 = Inadequate'description 
Fields 54-59 (R93 O. P. C. S. KOS-coding 
Values: 000.00 = Inadequate description 
000.20 = Inadequate description 
For all other values see 
footnotes 14,15. 
Fields 61-64 (Rg4 ): Socio-Economic Grouping (SEG. ) 
Values: 100.01 = Missing value 
See 'Classification Manual: 19801 
Fields 66-67 (R95 ): Social Class indicators. 
Values: 1- = Professional class 
2- = Intermediate class 
3n = Middlej non-manual class 
3m = Middle, supervisory manual 
4- = Semi-skilled class 
5- = Manual working class 
( 6- = H. M Forces) 
( 0- = Missing value) 
Before departing from this questionp it must be noted that this, 
of all the questions, provoked a discernible level of reaction. 
It took various forms. Many over retirement age merely stated 
'retired'. This may have been antipathy to the nature of 
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the question; it could also be accounted for by ambiguity in the 
question structure. At the same time, the question drew a 
proportion of unsolicited comments mainly from married women aged 
35-50 who voiced objection to the fact that their husband's 
occupation was sought rather than their own. Where they did not 
state 'his' occupation, and it could not be elicited from an 
accompanying husband's formq it was coded as 'incomplete' data. 
Occupations given simply as 'retired' or not stated were coded as 
'incomplete' although a 'retired'-indicator was introduced for 
identification purposes* 
5.7.9 QUESTION 
-91- 
RESPONDENM MEMBERSHIP CLAIM 
This question comprised of a principal question with two 
derivative sub-questions. Respondents were asked If they were a 
Imember'. 08) In the initial data entry any 'claim to be a 
member was treated as such. If the respondent did not make such 
a claim, the option was open to indicate that they regularly 
worshipped in that parish church and were therefore ladherentst. 
However, a further possibility existed in that they might be 
attending that morning as a visitor from another Dundee 
congr_qgati-on. If this was the_case, the-- parish number- of -the 
Church of Scotland congregation was coded into, the record for 
later transference to their 'home' parish. However, if they were 
visitors from out of town or from another denomination, this 
18 'Member' is used in the technical -sense of being a 
communicant member and therefore on the Kirk Session 
Communicant Roll. 
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too was coded. A third sub-field was incorporated but this was 
for use only with the records of elders. 
As a validation check the two files of 'Basic' and 'Survey' 
records were merged and sorted by full 'Locad' address and name 
within parishes. This allowed the Roll records to be matched 
against the Survey records. It was found after close inspection 
that a number of persons in every parish had claimed actual 
membership of that particular parish but were not on the 'Roll'. 
Their IMAVI indicator on the survey record was amended in the 
light of this knowledge to that of 'claimant' status. Because 
these persons could be found in every parish survey, It was 
necessary to distinguish them for analytical purposes. At the 
same time, the cross-comparing of the Basic-record 'Locad' 
address and name with the Survey respondents coded 'Locad' showed 
that the level of error, (and error is defined here as%-Aj2X 
mis-match found in any field of the address and name part of the 
record; ) was less than 3% overall based on the 3,997 records 
checked against the 20,297 'Basic' record file. 
These same record fields were used in the analysis of data 
from question 9E, (the elders survey). In this case, elders were 
members of the congregation and were coded as 151 in the IMAVI 
field. The two sub-fields were used to collect information 
concerning the elder's place and date of ordination. 
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FIGURE 5.17 
------------- 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT: SURVEY RECORDS [PAR. MSY] 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
: MAV: PAR: YRS: 
Field 69 (MAV) : Individual connection Status 
Values: 
11, = Membership of this parish 
121 = Adherent claim 
'3' = 'Visitor', parish elsewhere. 
1=1 = Claimed to be member, not found 
on Membership Boll. 
151 = Elder in this parish (Question 9E) 
Fields 70-71 (PAR) Designator field in combination with IMAVI 
Values: 
if MAV = 1, PAR = 1001; (home parish) 
if MAV = 2, PAR = 1001 
if MAV = 3, PAR = 101 to 441; designating 
Dundee Parish. 
PAR = 1991; from out of town 
PAR = 1881; denominational 
if MAV =1=1, PAR =100t; membership claim 
if MAV = 5, PAR = parish where ordained 
elder (quest. 9E 
1001= this parish 
t01-441 elsewhere in Dundee 
1581= elsewhere Scotland 
IUUI=elder who previously 
belonged to a uniting or 
re-adjusted congregation. 
Fields 72-73 (YRS) used in question 9E and only in 
conjunction with IMAVI designator =5 
Values: numeric range indicating the 
years since elder's ordination. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
7- 10 QUES TION -M M ID FLI MEMB ERSH IP PR OFIL E 
These two question sought identical information but were 
included in both the members and the elders surveys. In essence, 
they afforded, in some cases, possible multiple-identification 
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responses: i. e. one or more answers might be selected. Seven 
possible identifications were offered - but these were 
investigating three distinct areas. Two questions sought to 
elicit a congregational link by persons who thought that they 
either were living in or had lived in the parish area. Two 
questions probed the possibility of a family connection with the 
congregation which had in turn led to the respondent having 
Joined that congregation as a 'First Communicantt. (19) 
In contrastj the latter three questions assumed the 
corollary. The other means of joining a particular congregation 
necessarily assumed that they joined by Certificate of Transfer 
from another parish. Thus the three questions probed, a, simple 
'Transfer$ which would usually indicate a change of residence; a 
'Transfer' which was occasioned by voluntary withdrawal, from a 
previous parish association as a result of Union and Readjustment 
(usually involving virtual $dissolution' and closure of that 
church). The other option was that they were, part of a previous 
congregation, which, by the Union and Readjustment process, had 
become united with the congregation in which they were surveyed. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
19 'First Communleantt: a technical term Indicating that the 
person (usually, but not always) joined the Church of 
Scotland as a young person. They are admitted by the Kirk 
Session to membership of the Church. 
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FIGURE 5.18 
------------- 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT: SURVEY RECORDS [PAR. MSY] 
: a: b: c: d: e: f: 
Field 74 (a) : Claims to be a resident of this parish 
75 (b) : Claims to have been a resident of parish 
76 (a) : Family connection with parish 
77 (d) : Joined as First Communicant 
78 (e) : Joined by Transfer Certificate 
79 (f) : Joined by Union with this parish 
80 (g) : Left a Union elsewhere to join this parish 
Values: 101 = any null answer 
11 1= af f imative answer 
5.7.11 QUESTION JJZL ELDERS PRIORITIES 
This question asked elders for their own opinions as to the 
priorities in which their church should engage itself. Ten 
alternative priorities were offered and they were asked to 
identify their I= choices ranked with a score of 191 given to 
their highest perceived priority; and each subsequent choice was 
to be numbered in decreasing rank-order value. The lowest 
priority would score Ill and the unused- choice would later be 
--given-the-score-value of 
nl(zero). -. -In. the course of-coding-this 
frame, occasionally an elder would rank his choices in the 
reverse order. Item IDI, ('discussion of Presbytery matters', ) 
was deliberately included amongst the choices as previous 
research had shown that tPresbyteryl generally achieved a very 
low level of empathy from congregations. (20) 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
20 R. G. A. 1977t p. 494. Report of the Committee of Forty 
revealed that Kirk Sessions thought t9at Presbytery was a 
peripheral issue and distrusted any centralised decision 
making. 
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Thus, where Presbytery, (item D; ) scored highlyt immediate 
cognizance was taken of the score accorded to 'Christian 
Education for Children' (item G). Where IGI scored a very low 
score, it was assumed that the respondent had reversed the 
scoring and all the scores were inverted accordingly to reflect 
the correct weighting score item by item. Where any doubt arose, 
the reply was coded as stated. 
FIGURE 5.19 
------------- 
COMPUTER FILE LAYOUT: SURVEY RECORD [PAR. MSY] 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
: A: B: C: D: E: F: 
Field 81 (A) : Christian unity 
82 (B) : Adult Christian education 
83 (C) : Greater emphasis on congregational fellowship 
84 (D) : Discussion of Presbytery matters 
85 (E) : Visitation/Mission campaigns 
86 (F) : Improved and greater pastoral care 
87 (G) : Christian education of children 
88 (H) : Church involvement in community projects 
89 M : Increased emphasis on financial giving, 
90 (J) : Work outside with young people 
values: numeric weighted score 
9 (highest) to 1 (lowest) 
0= null score 
The7answers-to--this question were analysed both on an - -- 
individual Kirk Session basis and on an aggregate basis for all 
the parishes. The program added the weighted scores for each 
item for the respective parishes and these results are discussed 
in chapter 6. 
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8 ME ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ANALYSTS 
In the process of gathering information from the Kirk 
Session Communicant Members Roll, (referredýto as fthe Roll' in 
future references) the minimum information--sought was the members 
name, the residential address, sext and the record of attendance 
at communion services. These are held At least twice a year in 
all parishes. 
_ 
In the Church of Scotland, the elders distribute 
communion cards to the members In their respective districts 
during the weeks prior to Communion Sunday. The 'Card' is handed 
in by the attending member on that Sunday, and thus acts as a 
means of updating the permanent Roll records. (21) 
Dependent upon the last occasion when the Roll was revised, 
rewritten in full, or in the case of a loose leaf systeml when 
the individual record card was initially createdg it was found 
that some Rolls contained records dating back for many years, 
-some almost for 20 years. The normal situation was to find that 
records were available for between three and ten years. 
It was an invariable practice of Roll-Keepers to note the 
date of the last attendance when compiling a new Roll. For the 
purpose of this project, either this date or when not availablet 
the year pre-dating the revision was used. In every case where 
such a date lay before 1974, that year was used as a surrogate. 
By handling the data in this manner, some account could be taken 
of the tendency for most Rolls to reflect some 5 or 6 years 
------- -------------------------------------------------- m ------ 
21 Cox., M2,. =., pp. 124f. See also Acts of the General 
Assemblyp Act 1938, VI.; amended, Act 1972,1. 
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'historical' recordp but it does give some 'overstatement' of the 
true position. 
With the above caveat in mind, many of the Bolls contained 
'additional' information relating to how and when some of the 
members had joined the congregation. -, Some had joined as First 
Communicants(22), others by Certificates of Transference, (23) or 
joining by 'Resolution' of the Kirk Session. (24) 
In the case of persons joining by Certificate of Transfer, 
it was a relatively easy matter to differentiate between persons 
who were transferring between parishes within the Dundee urban 
area and those, by virtue of their previous parisho were clearly 
in-migrants to the city. (An examination of the efficacy of the 
'Certificate -of Transference' system is incorporated in section 
5.9,, (pages 5-48f, ) of this-chapter. At the same timet it was 
possible to note Certificates of Transfer where the member 
previously had an association with another Dundee parish which by 
1981, had been absorbed within another parish by means'of the 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
22 J&U. 9 p. 127. 
23 Certificate 
jof 
Transferan=: the means by which a member 
is given this certificate to enable him or her to join 
another--congregatiDn; - -1be-operation-of- the Watem-depends- 
largely --upon the-member -informing and-obtaining -the 
Certificate from the 'previous' parish. See Cox., MD, 
-x,. tt.,, pp. 124-125,127,785. 
24 'Kirk Session Resolutio : initially this was part of the 
discipline procedure whereby a person might have -the 
privilege of communion withheld on the basis of some moral 
rectitude or consistent disregard for attendance. 
Latterly, the 'discipline' exercised is removal from the 
membership Boll for non-attendance. However, the Session 
must notif)r this intention to the person. If having been 
removed from the Roll, the person reqýiests restoration to 
the Roll this is decided by the Kirk Session. Persons 
desirous of joining the Church'of Scotland from another 
denomination are also admitted in this manner. 
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Union an Readjustment procedures. In the case of admissions from 
other denominationst it was possible to record this in some 
cases. 
The final categories of additional information concerned 
those members whop due to age or infirmity, were unlikely to be 
attenders at communion, but who retained membership and probably 
received special pastoral visitation. Additionally, there were a 
few 'adherents' who, although not actually full, communicant 
members of the church, were actively associated with the 
congregation and had specifically requested to be recorded as 
adherents entitled to vote in the election and call of a minister 
should there be a vacancy. 
The problem associated with this secondary information is 
not its reliability I= =, but that its availability was subject 
to the vagaries of whether the Roll Keeper felt that it was 
important enough to retain it at a subsequent revision of their 
Roll. Thus it understatel the true position and reflects the 
availability. In considering individual parishest certain trends 
could be discerned In specific congregations. 
Despite the difficulties of interpreting this 'additional 
information' data, it does serve to draw attention to one of the 
major thrusts of this research, namely that irLtrA- and jjlt=- 
urban migration has played a significant part in the patterns of 
adherence, growth and decline of the various parishes and is 
continuing to do so to-day. The membership_. Rolls of the Dundee 
Church of Scotland congregations Included In this survey indicate 
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that the highest possible percentage of persons who have held 
continuous membership of their present congregations for a period 
of 5 to 7 years or more is unlikely to exceed 65%. of the total 
membership. This figure is exceeded in several individual 
parishes but in each, a similar circumstance prevails, lee these 
are the older, established parishes in the areas which might 
loosely be described as lying in the late 19th. p early 20th. 
century development area. (25) The tFirst Communicantt percentage 
although represented by some 9.5% of the total records, masks the 
fact that the annual net gains are of the magnitude of 
only 1.6% -t- 
0.1% of the total membership. Ascertainable Igainst 
from other denominations represent a further 0.6%, but this is 
masked by the method by which these gains are recordedg with some 
parishes simply noting these as admission 'by Kirk Session 
Resolution'. This 0.6% gain is j= an annual gain but is the 
cumulative total found. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
25 The developmental growth of the city can be modelled on the 
principle 
' 
of semimcircular, concentric rings. The innerl 
central area constitutes the first ring, the secondary ring 
was the industrial areas and housing of the mid-19th. 
century; the tertiary expansion coincided with the 
improved transport; the outer ring being the Inter-war and 
post-war developments. 
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FIGURE 5.20 
------------- 
DUNDEE DATA: ANALYSIS OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
ON THE COMMUNION ROLLS. 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
Category : %N. : Sub-Total: %N. : 
Members: 11 1 
with no additional 1 11,460: 56.5 1 
Information 
noted as ? aged or 1 376: 1.9 1 12t798 63.1 1 
infirmt 
noted as having 11 
joined by Kirk Session 1 962: 4.7 1 
Resolution 
Members: 11 1 
joining by K. S. 11 1 
Resolution from 1 131: 0.6 1 1 
another denomination 11 1 
noted as joining as 1 1,927: 9.5 1 1 
First Communicants I 
I 
Members: I 
noted as Certificate 11 1 
of Transfer within 1 39348: 16.5 1 7,476 36.9% 1 
Dundee. II 
noted as Certificate I 
of Transfer from 1 461: 2.3 1 
outside Dundee. I 
noted as uniting within 11 
a U. and R. scheme. 1 1320: 6.6 1 
noted as having opted 1 1 
out from a U. and R. 1 289: 1.4 1 
elsewhere. 
Adherents: 1 23: 0.1 1 23 0.1 1 
1 20,297 : (100-1)1 
Some 26.8% of the present membership were gains by Certificate of 
Transfer or unions and resultant closures, and therefore 
represent losses of some 24.5% in parishes elsewhere in the city. 
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This last figure includes 8.0%t (N=1609) persons who can be 
traced back directly to a previous congregation which was 
involved in Union and Readjustment. (26) A fifth part of this 
number, (289 persons) had previously belonged to a congregation 
absorbed by another parish during a Union, but had chosen to opt 
out and transfer their membership elsewhere. 
Equally clearly identifiable were 461 Roll members who had 
presented Certificates of Transfer from addresses and parishes 
which lay entirely outwith the city. This category represents 
some 2.3% of the records available and on the surface, would seem 
to agree with Sissons' comments on his Falkirk data where he 
concluded that: 
I- the Church of Scotland appears to be receiving a 
di; proportionately low percentage of newcomers.. [migrants] 
into all its congregations ... '(27) 
However, Sissons' comment must be viewed in light of the 
refint-d(28) Dundee data available from the Attenders Survey. The 
Dundee Attenders data showed that 18-M ( 746; ) ofaU attenders 
claimed to have moved into Dundee at some time in the past: 659 
within 15 years; 506 within 10 years; and 356 within the past 5 
years prior to 1981. This-Imigrant-presence casts doubt, on the 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
26 UnIon and Readjustment: the procedure by which the Church 
of Scotland has linked, merged, or closed congregations 
since the 1929 Union with the United Free Church. 
27 Sissons P. , Jhr, Snal al Sijzni fIc!. q n= mL Churnh Hembership In 
Falkirk, (Church of Scotland, Edinburgh, 19730 p. 67. 
28 From the Survey datat true 'visitors' were removed, and 
only 'migrants' who complied with the recoding algorithm 
described in chapter 6. section 6.9.1 were enumerated. 
Young persons aged under 24 in full time. educationg many at 
the Dundee University or Dundee Colieges of Art or 
Education represent a constantly changing sub-population of 
migrant attenders. 
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general applicability of the findings of individual urban studies 
vis-&-vj& Falkirk or Dundeep but it raises further questions 
concerning the integrative social role which the Church may play 
in the general migration processes. 
5.9 IZHBERSHIP CHANGES BETWEEN DUNDEE PARISHES. 
The Church of Scotland recognises that people do in fact 
change congregations for a variety of reasons from the purely 
personal to the logically expedient. Occupational change, 
residential changet marriage and setting up a new homet 
Increasing age and transport difficulty are all the common 
reasons for invoking the tCertificate of Transferencet 
procedures. Purely ecclesiastical reasons also exist. - Some 
churches gather young persons by virtue of their 'evangelical' 
theology; prolonged Union and Readjustment negotiations are 
thought to have a damaging influence; a ministerial vacancy also 
creates a destabilising influence. -- 
It is however the responsibility of the individual member 
who wishes to change his or her membership, to obtain the 
requisite. I Certificate -'--. The --! old 
t-parlsh-retains- a copyt-the. _ 
person receives two copies which are expected to be handed to the 
new parish which, in turn, is expected to return one copy to the 
old parish by way of courtesy and thus completing the 'transfer'. 
It will be seen that this system intrinsically relies upon 
the individuals to fulfil what is expected of theml and it 
provides no effective means of ensuring thA the 'receiving' 
parish is notified and is therefore in the position of 
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anticipating the change and taking the required pastoral and 
welcoming actions. 
Knowing in advance that the national statistics of the 
Church of Scotland have continued to show net annual losses in 
this particular area and, having access to -this information on 
the Dundee 'Rolls'# it was decided to look more closely at this 
process at the parish level. Nationally, the discrepancy between 
the issued 'Certificates'-out (from parishes), and the 
'Certificates'-inward has ranged annually from 7% to 20% with the 
highest losses during the period 1965-1971. The nett losses have 
never exceeded the figure of those 'Admitted by Kirk Session 
. Resolution'. 
Some of those admitted in this manner may be those 
who have either lost their 'Certificates' or, more likely, did 
not trouble themselves to obtain one from their old parish. 
, The investigation undertaken was to collect every reference 
to a 'Certificate' found in the 'Rolls'. Those leaving a Parish 
were recorded as Ileavert records along with their name and 
residential addressv('Locad).,. Those being admitted 
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by 'Certificate' were treated as farriverfrecords. 
Address: Name: (unknown) : from Old Parish: [Leaver Record] 
Address: Name: New Parish: from Old Parish: [Arriver Record] 
Theoretically, by means of sorting and collating processes it 
would have been possible to link together many of the records. 
Despite an acute awareness that the data would inherit all the 
deficiencies of the sources; i. e. non-availability caused 
through revisions; non-comparibility because of temporal 
differences, etc., the exercise was considered expedient on the 
grounds that it would expose all the difficulties. 
It-has to be said that from a total from 959 individual 
records of Certificates-out [Ileaver records'll only 92 were 
positively matched and identified against their corresponding 
'Certificate'-in to"the new parish. The difficulty was simply 
that the information about the person who had left Invariably 
showed his 11AAt known AddrARRI. This finding was important in 
one particular aspect. It suggested that whereas a receiving 
parish is glad to welcome and add any new prospective member to 
th eir-Roll-, -the J-donor! r parish--has -no-. real ---inc. eLitive - 
to- ensure 
that the recommended procedures were adhered to. In fairness to 
many conscientious Boll Keepersj many members simply do not tell 
the 'congregation' that they are leaving. This is often 
discovered by the elder on his next visit. On the other hand, 
the number of persons being re-admitted by Resolution of the Kirk 
Session, (4.7$ in Dundee; ) appears too large to be a 
straight-forward restoration of 'lapsed'/ struck-off members. 
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Given the degree of patience shown over the years by many 
Sessions towards their more wayward members, and bearing in mind 
that attendance at communion whilst spiritually importantp has 
been a minimal formal requirement of the Church until recent 
years, logic suggests that those in danger of being removed from 
the Roll would also be those least concerned about such an 
action. It is suspected that the 'Resolution' option serves in 
practice as a short-cut avoiding the necessity of producing a 
Certificate of Transfer from the old parish, and that the Church 
might do well to insist that Certificates were not issued to 
persons as individuals J= amlx 12 JULe specified mom parish, 
refusing, at the same time to accept the 'lost' or out-of-date 
Certificate as a reasonable excuse. In doing this, ýproper 
pastoral care and a means of introduction are then possible. 
This suggestion of an alteration to the 'Certificate! procedure 
is not an original one: the fact that the evidence suggests that 
it is still not being done reflects badly on all concerned with 
the pastoral supervision of the membership. 
Of the tarriver records'l approximately 70% appeared to join 
their parish church or a nearby adjoining parish. Howevert 
evidence from the Surveyed attenders was to suggest a slightly 
different pattern, (see Figure 6.43. ) 
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10.1 ANALYSIS DE FIRST COMMUNICAHM. 
In collecting the data from the Rolls, where an entry was 
encountered which indicated a person who had joined the church as 
a First Communicant, this was coded IPI in the corresponding 
computer record 'additional information'- field; (see above, 
Figure 5.10. ) Note has already been made of the confusion caused 
by entrants having joined the church but not having been recorded 
as being present at any subsequent diet of communion. The 
Communion Roll only gave the name, addressl communion details and 
an entry to the effect that the person had joined by profession 
of faith. As the person's age was not available, no further 
study could be made in this particular aspect. (28) 
The analysis which follows is therefore a cross-'sample' of 
an undefined number of years intake of entrants in Dundee and 
represents availability rather than the original total. 
--------------------------- mm ----------- -mm ------- 
28 Two Reports to the Presbytery of Edinburgh give useful 
evidence on the ages of persons being admitted to 
membership. -Proceedings-of the Presbytery--of--Edinburghl Snecial CommittAp = Young People And Church Membershipg 
(paper presented by Rev. Dr. J. Gray, 19T1. ) Gray noted 
that females made up 66% of all admissions and tended to 
join at an age under-20 years, whereas, of the male 
fraction, 66% were over 20 yearst and 2T% had wives who 
were members. The report also noted that T4% of all 
admissions belonged to social-class groups I to IIInt with 
only 5% belonging to group V. The second Report In 1975 
was based on a sample of 236 admissions. The ages were 
distributed as follows; 15-19 yrs., 85; 20-24 yrs. p 90; 25m29 yrs., 35; the remainder in decreasing fractions 
after age 30 years. Only 38.3% joined their 'parish' 
church, 38.7% joined a nearby congregation and 23% 
travelled distances over 3/4 of a mile from elsewhere in 
the city. 
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Obviously, some parish movements will have depleted the numbers 
found in the parish where they were originally admitted to 
membership. (In any new parish which they joined subsequently, 
they would have been recorded as Certificates of Transfer. ) Thus, 
the figures represent only these names still on the original 
Rolls. - 
To break the problem down further, the total number of First 
Communicants was established for the five years preceding 1981. 
This was obtained for the whole Presbytery of Dundee which 
includes parishes outwith the City boundary as well as parishes 
not included in the surveyed City totals. The stated 
membership(29) of the _Uty- survey parishes was calculated as a 
percentage of the Presbytery total. The resulting fractionj 
(58.8%), was used to calculate the approximate number of First 
Communicants (N=335)t who might reasonably be expected to be 
admitted to the surveyed parishes on an annual basis. (30) Despite 
all the deficiencies of such an arbitrary method, it does help to 
introduce a perspective to the problem. 
IThe 
encounter with live 
data In Dundee suggested that it was not purely a numerical 
problem facing the Church but--a major-disaster-in its. pastoral 
care for young people although not entirely of its own making. 
The normal twastagel about which Dr. Kirk (--and others) speak, 
---------------------------------------------- m-m ------- m ----- - 
29 The reported memberships of each of the congregations was 
taken from the Presbytery of Dundee entry in the Church jaZ 
Snotland Z= Book! JM, (St Andrews Press, Edinburgh, 
1981. ) Published annuallyp edited by Rev. Andrew Heron. 
30 The gross annual figures of First Communicants for the 
whole Presbytery for the five years 1976-80 were 532P 553P 
582,592,592; (ave. 570 p. a.. ) 
570 x 58.8% =335-Cestimated annual admissions to sampled 
congregations. ] 
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would seem to occur In many cases almost at the point of entry to 
the church or very shortly thereafter. No matter how the 
following figures are Interpreted one must assume that the 
figures reflect some form of stratified fraction of each prior 
year! s intake. The absolute number In the sample (N=1927) 
represents intake over more than 5 yearst but inherits by 
default, losses through transfers Aand removals from the Roll. 
These inter-congregational Transfers do not affect these results. 
The Iremovals'(31) appear to begin after three or four years and 
these are evidenced by the sharp drop in the percentage of actual 
non-attenders in the years 1978-77 and earlier, occasioned by 
'removal' rather than by renewed observance. 
FIGURE 5.21 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: ANALYSIS OF MEMBERSHIP RECORDS; 
FIRST COMMUNICANT ENTRANTS, COMMUNION ATTENDANCE 
PATTERNS ANALYSED BY SEX. 
I Dates: - 
IAttendI<---- Last Attendance Date Recorded --->I 
I Query 1 1981 .1 1980 1 1979 1 1977-8 1 1975-6 1 <1974 1 
--------------- ------- f ---------------------- m ------- m-_+ 
N= 1 92 1138 239 132 161 90 75 1 
%N 1 4.7% 57.1% 12.4% 6.9% 8.4% 4.7% 3.7% 1 
+_m ----- 4____mm+m_mm ------- --- 4--m ------- 
Male 1 31.2% 35.1% 36.8% 37.1% 38.8% 40.0% 38.7% 1 
Female 1.68.8% 64.9% 63.2% 62.9% 61.2% 60.0% 61.3% 
--------------------------------------------- mm ------ 
N=1927 ' 
Source: Extracted from Basic Membership records [PAR9999. MEM] 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
31 'Remnvall: the act of Kirk Session which resolves to 
delete a name from the Communicant Membership Roll or to 
place it on the Supplementary Roll. 
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Having noted the percentage of admitted 'First Communicants' 
who actually registered attendance at a 1981 communion service, a 
search was made to determine whether male: female ratios differed 
from each other eith6r in attendance or non-attendance. Of those 
who did communicate In 1981, the ratio was 35.1 : 64.9 The 
difference which did come to light was that the male 
non-attendance percentage rose steadily with the passage of time 
to 40.0% indicating a greater loss of the males who had been 
admitted than the females. This prompted further examination in 
the hope of demonstrating that these potential Ilossest were the 
result of social environment factors, and might not be 'equally 
spread through the whole membership spectrum. 
Using the 'ECOI-cOde described In Figure 6 abovep and 
excluding the records for aged and infirm persons on the grounds 
of their incapacity to be present at communion, the rest of the 
membership were compared with the First Communicant records on a 
residential house-type basis. 
By comparing the two percentile rows marked Ir%? in Figure 
5.22 below, the most significant feature was the 'unexpected# 
proportion-- -i--(24; 6% to-the members 20; 0%; ) --of -First- Communi-cant-s 
entrants who resided in Council housing type-171. -The only other 
percentile changes worthy of comment were a small gain found 'in 
the type-141 owner occupied housing types, and a diminished 
percentage encountered in the Council housing type-181. 
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FIGURE 5.22 
-------------- 
DUNDEE DATA: ANALYSIS OF ALL MEMBERSHIP RECORDS FROM ROLL9 
FIRST COMMUNICANT ENTRANTS AND GENERAL MEMBERSHIP 
ANALYSED BY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY TYPE CODE. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Property Codes: - 
I Owner- occupied I Old PrIty I Council I Old I 
------------------------ ----------- I ----------- ------ 
1234561789 
11,1 210 1765 374 2568 807 1471 3426 6097 417 1 
r% 1 1.2% 10.3% 2.2% 15.0% 4.7% 8.6% 20.0% 35.6% 2.4% 1 
II 
C% 1 93.8% 91.8% 90.1% 89.5% 89.7% 90.2% 88.7% 91.8% 89.7% 1 
1PI 1 14 157 41 302 93 160 444 544 48 1 
r% 1 0.8% 8.7% 2.3% 16.7% 5.2% 8.9% 24.6% 30.2% 2.7% 1 
II 
PC% 1 6.3% 8.2% 9.9% 10.5% 10.3% 9.8% 11.5% 8.2% 10.3% 1 
MISSING, CBSERVATIONS = 983 N= 18#938 
Notes: This table is looking at Basic Membership data, and 
does not differentiate attendance patterns. 
Codes: Ill = Members other than IPI below. 
IPI = First Communicants 
r% =% of row total 
c% =% of column total 
Pc% =% of column total 
For full ECO-code house type description 
see Figure 5.13 above. 
Source: Membership Roll Datal refined. Aged and infirm excluded; 
Excludes out of town addresses. 
When comparing the percentage entrant rate from each type of 
housing, (entries marked IPIc%IIand lc%'; ) the highest rates of 
First Communicants (11.5%) * derive from the areas of Council 
housing which are either 'tenement' type flats or flats in 
multi-storey blocks. 
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FIGURE 5.23 
DUNDEE DATA: ANALYSIS OF MEMBERSHIP RECORDS; 
ATTENDANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN FIRST COMMUNICANTS 
AND GENERAL MEMBERSHIP ANALYSED BY RESIDENCE TYPE. 
------------------------------------------------- m -------------- 
Property Types: - 
I Owner- occupied : Older prIty: Council Old I 
234156178191 
11,1 135 1185 266 1747 504 950 1956 3887 162 1 
ma% 1 64.3% 67.1% 71.1% 68.0% 62.5% 64.6% 57.1% 63.8% 38.8% 1 
ct% 1 93.1% 92.1% 90.2% 89.6% 90.0% 91.1% 89.2% 92.0% 91.0% 1 
fps 1 10 102 29 202 56 93 237 339 16 1 
pa% 1 71.4% 65.0% 70.7% 66.9% 60.2% 58.1% 53.4% 62.3% 33.3% 1 
ct% 1 6.9% 7.9% 9.8% 10.4% 10.0% 8.9% 10.8% 8.0% 9.0% 1: 
MISSING CBSERVATIONS =983 N= 18t938 
Notes: Ill =Members who attended communion in 1981 
ma% =percentage of Members attending communion in 1981 
IPI =F. Communicants who attended communion in 1981. 
pa% =percentage of F. Communicants attending .. 99 so 
ct% =percentage of column membership; ('11+1PI) 
comparative between column percentiles. 
Source: Membership Roll dataq refined. Aged and infirm excluded; 
excludes out of city addresses. 
When-the''respective communion attendance patterns of the general 
membership and the First Communicants are comparedq several 
differences were found. The percentage of First Communicant 
attendances from property. types 1-4p( owner occupied property; ) 
showed higher rates of observance than did those living in other 
property types. When comparison is made between the Ima$f and 
the 'pa$', it was noted that the members attiiudes to attendance, 
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-and these are presumably the parents in many cases; are 
reflected, by and largeg by the 'young' persons. The home or the 
social environment therefore does play the r8le in attitude 
formation that has been claimed by Sutherland# Grayq and Kirk. 
Differences which were observable lay in the property types 6 
and 7, (old tenements and post-1960 multi-occupancy flats and 
high-rise developments. ) These property types show net 
differences between the Ima%I and spa%' of a higher order than 
other property types. 
Taking the above tables as a whole, it may be said that 
higher percentage levels of admissions to membership are 
experienced among persons resident in the Council housing areas, 
but they are matched by higher levels of losses through 
subsequent non-attendance. It is also known that the property 
types 6 and 7 are the places where newly married couples set up 
their first home because of cost and availability. The lower 
levels of admissions found in property type-8 are explained by 
the reduced frequency of young persons domiciled in this 
property. Much of this housing was built before 1960 and 
therefore siblings will have reached such an age as to have left 
the parental home. Areas such as Taybankq Craigiebank, and the 
'Glens' (archetypal ECO-type'81 property built in the pre-war 
era; ) have already been noted as being subject to Council housing 
policy which restricts tenancy to more elderly persons and this 
further reduces the pool of potential young entrants: (this will 
be enlarged upon In the discussion in section_5.10.2 below. ) 
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One feature of Figure 5.22 above which needs explanation is 
the very low levels of attendance shown both by, members and by 
First Communicants who 'lived' in ECO-type'91 property; (38.8% 
and 33.3% respectively. ) This resulted from a most fortuitous 
error and is included because of its significance. In normal 
circumstances, =i the EC1 and EC2 fields which comprise the 
full ECO-code system are compared in a-validity test for unknown 
addresses. The occurrence of a 1991 code may indicate either a 
demolition scheduled property. = an 'unknown' property code. In 
the absence of the test, all EC2-code'91 were included'in the 
output calculation. Some 358 persons of the 465 listed as living 
in property type-9p turned out, on investigation to be 'unknown 
addresses' whichp in the absence of the appropriate test 
conditions in the programmeq had been classified as 191. Further 
examination showed that of this group of 'unknown' addresses, 
(N=358; ) some 240 had not attended communionp many for several 
years. Thus, unless these persons actually came to churchl and 
notify the church of their current address, they would simply be 
struck off the Roll of members at the next Roll revision. 
This figure may seem comparatively inconsequential in itself 
but taken alongside the estimated annual admissions of 335 First 
Communicants it represents a possible annual attrition rate of 80 
persons. It is 1.26% of the records examined and an annual 0.3% 
loss rate. Set against Dr. Kirk's Membership Replacement 
Percentages, it adda to the 0.76% deficit between the 2.36% 
Mortality rate and the Admissions rate. This is simply from 
intra-urban residential movements where the address is lost. It 
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is to take no account of other forms of lapsing. The illusion is 
tw that the numbers appea so small, perhaps, an averagE qf wo or 
three ptr congregation per hat Lhey qan be safel ISLored year; 
In an effort t -get qn with the 'real' work of the Church or L01 
congregation. This Is to ignore the fact that these 'small' 
losses amount to numbers equalling the size of a congregation in 
only 5 years. Because of the ramifications of such a loss rate 
experienced over a long period of time, it is an area which the 
Church of Scotland has to tackle, not as a special exercise, but 
as a constant task. The remedy is none too clear, except that it 
will require a far higher level of person to person visitation 
than appears to have been the case in the past. 
5.10.2 DENSITY DTSTRTBUTT. QIJ M FIRST COMMUNTCANM 
The First Communicants provided the earliest opportunity to 
use the 'spatial' distribution techniques discussed above. 
Utilising the areas used in the compilation of the 1981 Census, 
the membership records were distributed by Regional Electoral 
divisions. The percentage of First Communicant records in each 
area was calculated as a percentage of the total records found in 
each area. In doing this, the problem of the non-participant 
parishes does not affect these ratios as such. At the same time, 
the percentage of both First and non-First Communicant members 
who did attend communion In 1981 were calculated. From the 1981 
Census, data were obtained on the percentage of households in 
each area approximating to the EC2-type 1-4 (owner occupied), 
EC2-type 5-6 (miscellaneous rented)i and ECý-type 7-8 (council 
housing) codes used in this research. The female percentage for 
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each area was also noted from the Census data and it was 
hypothesised that as the female: male ratio rose as a percentage, 
it would give an indication that the area contained more single 
or widowed females, a factor which would further result in a 
reduction in young entrants to the church from that area. The 
f actors known for each area were: 
Population totals from Census. 
Female % from Census. 
Housing type%, from Census. 
Total membership from Kirk Session Rolls 
Communion attendances 1981 
First Communicant membership 
First Communicant communion attendance 1981. 
Percentage F. Comms. to Members in each area. 
The following three maps show that the percentage rafio of 
First Communicants to other members in each area differed widely 
and the ratios were higher in the council housing areas (Figures 
5.24 and 25 below, ) than In the residential areas which 
normally would be associated with the 'middle classes'. 02) Thus, 
from a different starting basis# the Census information confirmed 
the primary analysis derived from the use of the projectfs 
ECO-code in Figure 5.22. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
32 7his comment is not a subjective opinion offered by the 
writer. It is based on the writers' rejection of 
Robertson's assumptions about Prestonfield, Edinburgh where 
he believed & priori that council housing and 'working 
classes' were essentially correlated. The dispute is about 
logical entailment. The statement that 'Working class 
people live in council houses' does not entail that 'Every 
Council house is lived in by a working class family. ' 
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BY AREAS. 
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BY AREAS. 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
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This differentiation is explicable in. terms of the female: male 
ratio tending towards the 50-50.5% level in these areas; a sign 
that the population includes many middle-aged married persons 
with -teenage families still at home. As the female: male ratio 
increases, the percentage of young admissions falls; (see 
Figures 5.25 and 26 above. ) (This held true In general 
excepting for the Menzieshill area where many 'single' person 
type flats had been incorporated into the development. ) 
Another feature of considerable interest was the comparing- 
of the relative communion attendance percentages for both 
admittees and members internal to each area. This again 
confirmed the findings presented in figure 5.23 although the 
method of deriving the housing-type information relied upon the 
Census data. 
5.10.3 MEMB ERS EM l= MI QE TowN 
In the primary design of the LOCAD-address system, provision 
was made to accept and process any 'out-of-town' members which 
were found on the Rolls. (These extra-urban Locads are to be 
found described in Figure 5.9 above. ) An analysis of these codes 
was made to establish whether or not a residence outwith the city 
affects attendance at communion or otherwise. ý Although the exact 
distances from residences to the churches where the persons, were 
members were not known, because of their extra-city residence, 
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it was hypothesised that the effects of 'membership at a 
distance' would perhaps be more readily observable. The 
hypothesis under review was that 'distance' would be reflected in 
lower levels of communion attendance. At the same time, an 
analysis of 'out-of-town' First Communicants was also conducted 
to determine whether their attendance frequency resembled that-of 
their peers, the members. 
The 'out-of-town? data comprised of three distinct elements. 
A code (5050) had been allocated to those persons who had been 
marked on the Rolls as 'moved', 'gone away', or 'no address', but 
who were presumed to be living in Dundee or district. The second 
sub-set were persons who now resided at some considerable 
distance from Dundee and who were in effect out-migrants, but who 
had not asked to have their membership transferred, or removed. 
The likelihood of their being anything but occasional attenders 
was small. The third sub-set were people who had probably -moved 
residence in the past to an address in one of the outlying 
extra-urban communities such as Invergowrie, Monifieth, or 
Muirhead but had retained their membership with a city church. 
The first two groups were amalgamated as one for analysis 
purposes. They numbered 371 and 93 persons respectively, 
(N=464. ) The First Communicant element numbered some 60 persons 
and only 25% of these had recorded a communion attendance in 
1981. The members numbered 404 persons and their attendance 
percentage was 30% for the year 1981. The persons who were coded 
as LOCAD=5050, Ue. 'lost' addresses and wh-0 numbered N=371; ) 
indicated that a change of residence was also strongly associated 
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with a weakening of their attachment to their congregation. This 
'weakening' factor would seem to be equivalent to halving their 
likelihood of attending communion. Any further analysis of -this 
crucial data is frustrated by the certain knowledge that the data 
reflects favailabilityt rather than the true picture. Where 
membership Rolls had been 'purged' in the recent past, $lost, 
members were not so much in evidence. Conversely, where Roll 
revision had not been carried out recently their occurrence was 
more frequent. The evidence, scanty as it may be, suggests that 
the high rate of urban mobility presents the church with a 
problem of keeping in touch with its existing me; bers. 
The group of persons residing at known addresses lying 
outside the city-boundary, and which might conveniently be 
described as 'extra-urban', present a differing form of pastoral 
problem. This group was comprised of 453 members and 76 First 
Communicant membersg(N=529). Communion attendance patterns for 
this group equalled 53.7% and 46.3% respectively with the First 
communicant fraction equalling 14.3% of the'subset. 
A particular feature of this group was that 226 persons, 
(42.7%; ) lived in an easterly, coastwise direction mainly in the 
Monifieth area. These persons were likely to live in owner 
occupied residences, that being the predominating property type 
in the area. Their overall attendance rate at communion was 
found to be 57.5% in 1981. This stands in contrast to the 
attendance rates found for the city EC4-type residents, 
(owner-occupied, ) found within the city: (see Figure 5.23, 
ma%., above. ) This suggested at first sight that Hiskin's 
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'attendance likelihood decreasing with distance' might have some 
basis in the Scottish attendance patterns. 
Because the Monifieth sub-set of members constituted a 
relatively large and discrete group of extra-urban members,. they 
were analysed further on the basis of being members of specific 
congregations. The attendance ratio at communion was calculated 
for the group of Monifieth members attending communion at their 
respective churches. This could be conveniently analysed on a 
'spatial' basis as these persons were likely to travel into 
Dundee by relatively predictable routes. A knowledge of the 
traffic constraints, ie. the one-way gyratory system in central 
Dundee, and the consequent traffic flow patterns created, helped 
in the construction of a model. The data are presented in Figure 
27 below showing the absolute numbers for each parish, the 
percentage attendance at communion In 1981, and a series of arcs 
drawn at mile intervals from the eastern city boundary at linear 
distance scale. 
What was immediately perceptible was 'the fact that these 
persons, * residing beyond the extreme east boundary of the city, 
were members of churches not only in the east end but In, the 
central, the western, and the north-west districts. Over half 
the group attended parishes in Barnhill and Broughty Ferry; the 
remainder were spread over the older parts of Dundee. On the 
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DUNDEE DATA: MEMBERSHIP RECORDS FOR PERSONS RESIDING 
IN MONIFIETH, DISTRIBUTED BY PARISH, AND 
COMMUNION ATTENDANCE RATIO, AND DISTANCE 
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basis of the evidence which is abstracted from Figure 5.27 and 
summarised below, (Figure 5.28') it cannot be said that 
distance directly affects communion attendancet but in this case, 
many of the extra-urban members would use their own motor 
vehicles for transport. Apart from the churches adjacent to the 
main road from Monifieth to Dundee, all the other parishes would 
present considerable if not insuperable transport problems for 
those reliant upon public transport. 
FIGURE 5.28 
DUNDEE DATA: MEMBERSHIP RECORDS, MEMBERS LIVING 
OUTWITH CITY IN MONIFIETH 
------------------------------------------------- 
Approximate distance I Total I$ Communion I 
in miles: I Numbers I Attendance I 
------------------------------------------------ 
Up to III 
1 mile 1 86 1 67.4$ 1 
2 miles 1 28 1 67.9$ 1 
3 miles 101 -- 1 
4 miles 1 10 1 40.0 1 
5 miles 1 38 1 42.0$ 1 
6 miles 1 42 1 40.4$ 1 
over 6 miles 1 22 1 54.5$ 1 
------------------------------------------------ 
A similar exercise was conducted on members from the other 
out-of-town Locads, but as the absolute numbers were small, they 
added little to what has been evidenced above. 
What may be said is that considerable numbers of persons may 
be found outwith Dundee who hold membership at a church elsewhere 
in the city which may involve passing other churches on the way 
to Sunday worship. The fact that some 53.7% j= attend communion 
in 1981 should not obscure the general patter; of non-attendance 
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by 46.3% of these 'extra-urban' residents with known addresses; 
some of whom, (16.8%; ) had not attended for at least 3 successive 
years, 
Intra-urban migration has produced, --and continues to 
produce -- two distinct effects on 'membership. Firstl - 
physical dislocation and Imembership7lt-a-distancel which can be 
shown to give rise to reduced attendance frequencies. Secondlyt 
relocation results in the church losing touch with members. The 
'lost addresses' constitute a major loss to the church. 
The foregoing analysis of the 'additional information' 
deriving partly from the supplementary Locad-system. and from the 
alpha-designation field incorporated into each record, has been 
included in this chapter because of its nature and the problems 
of reliability as outlined above. In some cases, its collection 
was unplanned and fortuitous in the sense that the first 
encounter with a particular case or cases involved thinking 
through the import of each 'discovery' and deciding on a manner 
in which to adequately record the particular circumstance. so that 
all occurrences of the phenomenon might subsequently be recorded 
in the same way. Its collection and analysis can be said to have 
given some valuable glimpses as to what will be encountered at 
greater depth In the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 
ANALYSIS OF THE DUNDEE DATA. 
1 INTRODUCTORY 
-COMMENTS. 
In the analysis which follows, it should be borne In mind 
that tw-Q distinct, yet related, sets of data were collected from 
each of the participating congregations. The Membership 'Poll' 
data essentially provided residence type, location, sex, and 
communion attendance dating. The 'Survey' data contains all of 
the above but seeks to probe further in terms of questions on 
age, marital status, modes of transport, length of residence and 
migration, occupations, membership status, and supplementary 
information. Whilst in principle, a 'Roll' data-record exists 
for every member, the 'Attenders' Survey records only exist for a 
sub-category of members and persons found worshipping on the 
particular Sunday when the Survey was conducted. 
Thus, the first part of the analysis relates to the 
comparison of the surveyed sub-category of attending members 
vis-1-vIs the total 'Roll' membership, whilst the second part of 
the analysis deals with the information available only from the 
Attenders sub-category. Further small complications arise from 
the fact that not all the persons surveyed_were members of the 
congregation in which they were found. There were individual 
members of 'City-XI parish who were found attending 'Dundee-Y' 
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church and who were treated as 'true' visitors. There were 
? adherents' who were not yet members, some of whom were young 
persons aged 15 years and above who were attending with their 
family. 
A third category was found which consisted of persons who 
'claimed' to be in full membership of the parish in which they 
were found but extensive searches of &U the parish 'Rolls' 
revealed no trace of any record pertaining to the residential 
address stated on the Survey form. In every sense, they appeared 
to have good reason to think of themselves as full members with 
claimed attendances at communion and also being found there on 
the Survey Sunday. The fact that they only became a recognised 
sub-category during data-validation after input processing 
indicated that a group of people exist within the congregations 
who are simply not known 'officially' thus highlighting another 
problem which the church must face up to. This is an 
administrative breakdown where neither ministers nor elders, 
Roll-keepers nor members, have taken the trouble to enquire as to 
the person's identity or membership status. (Presumably if these 
people did attend communion, they would have been given a 
'visitors' communion card. ) The question which, must be asked is 
what exactly happens to that card; -having recorded, the 
attendance, did it simply escape the proper pastoral attention 
which it might have deserved ? Further, if any subsequent 
'visitor' cards were filled in by the same person, would they 
then produce any pastoral response ? This is to be doubted 
because the cards are seen as numerical surrogates rather than as 
pastoral opportunities and the probability is that they are not 
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seen by the minister himself. This may give foundation for the 
repeated criticisms made about the churches' 'unfriendliness'. 
The foregoing paragraphs seek to establish a general 
operating principle. The inclusive total number of subjects, 
(referred to as IN=', ) either from the Church Attenders Survey, 
(referred to as 'Survey', ) or the Kirk Session Communicant 
Membership Roll, (referred to as the 'Roll', ) will be referred-to 
as 'raw' data or when redefining and exclusion of certain 
categories has taken place, as the 'refined' data pools. Where 
this latter takes place, this will be clearly stated. (The 
qualifiers 'Raw' and 'Refined' will be used throughout. ) In cases 
where the data on an Individual record is deficient or missing 
entirely, these observations will be treated as 'Missing Values'. 
The number of records which were collected from the 
Membership Rolls of the parishes participating in the project 
numbered 20,297, whilst the total number of Survey Questionnaire 
forms which were obtained numbered 3,997. However, after 
deducting the out-of-town visitors, adherents who were young 
persons not yet members and those who had claimed 
membership but were not on the Rolls, the total number of members 
attending Sunday services were 17.06% of the total membership 
records. 
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6.2 E&E = FEMALE RATIOS M 
-M 
CHURCH. 
The initial examination of the Max data collected from the 
Rolls and from the Attenders Survey reinforced the evidence of 
previous research undertaken in Scotland and elsewhere about 
female numerical predominance in the church. 0) This 
predominance, both in membership and attendance, is clearly 
demonstrated but the data shows that the Sunday congregations 
contain a higher percentage of females than the 'Roll' ratio 
would suggest. 
FIGURE 6.1. 
------------- 
DUNDEE DATA: SEX HATIOSp MALE AND FEMALE. 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Membership Roll : Attenders Survey % of Roll 
Attending 
(A) I (B) I (C) I 
I N= : %N I N= : %N IC%=BxlOO/A I 
I ----------------------------------------------- I 
Males 1 6,794 :1 1140 :II 
I: 33.5% 1: 29.1% 1 16.8% 1 
I --------- : ------- I --------- : ------- I ----------- I 
Females 1 13,503 :1 2783 :II 
I: 66.5% 1: 70-9% 1 20.6% 1 
I: 
-I: -1 -1 20,29T 3923 19.2% 
Note: Survey data refined; excludes 'true' visitors 
from non-Dundee locality addresses. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sissons., SUI. =., pp-56,288. Sissons gave a female 
percentage of 67% of his Church of Scotland attenders. 
Cooper., 
-Qp-. 
=., parA, 2.3. A, gave a female: male ratio 
of 2: 1. 
Highet., (1960, ) p. 23. Highet's sample returns indicated 
that females clearly outnumbered men in 79% of the returns. 
Dodds. P., Who goes to Church ?. In Aý. z Society, 1965, 
(5), 29th. April, P-32. Dodds cited the female proportion 
as 56% of total, but drew attention to the fact that choir 
duties 'attracted' males. Without this activity, the 
female ratio would have been 64: 36. 
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As the aggregate figures might have obscured considerable 
deviation between parishesp the percentage of females on every 
'Roll' was calculated. Similarly, the female fraction present on 
the Survey Sunday was calculated. The standard deviation for 
each of the above sets of ratio-values were calculated separately 
and the parishes were plotted in two histograms using the 
convention of :L1 and 2 S. D. for the frequency distribution 
ranges. Although the range of values between the two sets of 
data is different, the distribution about the mean; (66-87 for 
the female Roll data, 70-81 for the female Survey attenders 
data; ) produces a near-identical distribution, (see 
Figure 6.2. and 3 ). 
FIGURE 6.2 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: FEMALES, % ON COMMUNION ROLLS. 
------------------------------------------- 
MEAN 66-871 STD ERROR 0.455 
STD DEV 2.406 
KURTOSIS 0.079 
SKEWNESS 0.119 
RANGE 10.200 MINIMUM 61.9oo 
MAXIMUM 72.100 
VALID OBSERVATIONS - 28 MISSING OBSERVATIONS -0 
DUNDEE DATA: FEMALES WHO ATTEND; % OF ATTENDERS. 
------------------------------------------------- 
MEAN 70.811 
STD DEV 6.099 
KURTOSIS 1.534 
SKEWNESS -0-576 
RANGE 30-100 
MAXIMUM 83.200 
VALID OBSERVATIONS - 28 
STD ERROR 1.153 
MINIMUM 53-100 
MISSING CBSERVATIONS -0 
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FIGURE 6.3 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: HISTOGRAMS OF RATIO DISTRIBUTIONS: 
FEMALES, % ON COMMUNION ROLLS. 
--------------------------------------------- 
Range of values: %Females (N=congregations) 
<61.9 **** ( 1) 
< -2 S. DEV. Range 
62.0 3) 
1 Minus 2 S. DEV. 
64.4 9) 
I Minus 1 S. DEV. 
66.8 
I Plus 1 S. DEV. 
I 
69.2 ********* ( 3) 
1 Plus 2 S. DEV. 
>71.9 
I> +2 S. DEV. Range 
I ......... I ....... *. I ......... I ......... L* I 
048 12 16 20 
Frequency of values. 
DUNDEE DATA: FEMALES WHO ATTEND, % OF ATTENDERS. 
-------------------------------------------------- 
Range of values: %Females (N=congregations) 
<58.5 **** ( 1) 
I< -2 S. DEV. Range 
58.6 3) 
I Minus 2 S. DEV. 
64.7 9) 
I Minus 1 S. DEV. 
70.8 
I Plus 1 S. DEV. 
1 
76.9 ****** ( 2) 
1 Plus 2 S. DEV. 
1 
>83.0 **** ( 1) 
I> +2 S. DEV. Range 
048 12 16 20 
Frequency of values 
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The histograms suggest that there is an overall 4.0% 
increase in the attending female population over that which might 
reasonably have been anticipated from the 'Roll' data aggregate 
which gave a 66.5% female: male ratio. Further examination was 
carried out at the individual parish level comparing the relative 
position in which the parish lay in each of the above 
distributions. 
It was found that 13 parishes remained within the same 
'standard deviation'-segment in both calculations, a further 10 
moved to an adjoining. ±1 quartile, whilst 5 parishes moved _t2 
quartiles; three of these showing gains in the attending male 
sub-population. No explanation was immediately apparent for 
these percentage changes, for there was nothing to distinguish 
these five parishes from the others. 
6.3 
-M 
L= ýQ-F CONGREGATIONS 
The numbers of those attending Sunday worship at individual 
parishes covered a wide range of values from 66 to 308. ( 2) 
However, the dispersion through the range did show distinct modal 
tendenciesi(see Figure 6.4). The choice of scale for the 
histogram below was made after several attempts showed that the 
modal peak always remained despite the scale choice. Having 
noted the clustering of congregation sizes about the median, 
attention was directed to the 7 congregations having an 
attendance value of 11651 or higher. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
2 The details from one parish are ignored here due to an 
incomplete survey being carried out amongst the attending 
members. See chapter 5, page 5-22. 
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FIGURE 6.4 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF CONGREGATION SIZES. 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Attending members in cohorts of 20 Attenders; 
(Low Range value shown. ) 
65.2) 
85. 
105.3) 
125. 
(10) 
145.2) 
165. 
185. 
205. 
265. 
305. 
02468 10 
Frequency in cohort. 
MEAN 138-333 
MEDIAN 126.000 
MODE 125-000 
VALID CASES 27 
STD ERR 10.675 
STD DEV 55.470 
MISSING CASES 1 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: Excludes a congregation where survey was known to be 
only partially successful. 
The input was the 'Raw' Attenders survey data. 
Four of these congregations had not been affected by any 
Union and Readjustment activity. Menzieshill and Chalmers 
Ardler, (both relatively recent extension charges) served areas 
which comprised of mainly Council housing. Of the others, Lochee 
West appeared to serve as a focus for the Lochee district, whilst 
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Barnhill served an-extensive area of old and new private housing 
development but which also contained major -Council housing 
schemes. The remaining 3 large congregations had all been 
subject to union with other congregations within the very recent 
past. (3) Two congregations were true 'city-centre' 
congregations, whilst Trinity was the union of Wallacetown, 
Baxter Park, and St. Matthew thus amalgamating the parishes 
which had served the old East End of Dundee. 
The modality encountered in the size of the attending 
congregations raised issues beyond the immediate, scope of this 
project. It did serve as a focus-for drawing together strands 
from other research work which indicate that congregational sizes 
are subject to some -loptimalizing' theory. The work of the 
American psychologist Wicker( 4) on American church congregations 
suggested that a specific behavioural theory held true. More 
specifically, the activity levels and the attitudes of the 
groups, (in this case, church congregations) were related to the 
size of the -group. Where larger numbers are incorporated, the 
level of personal involvement decreases. Where the group is 
smallerl a higher degree of personal commitment by way of 
attendance, liberality and leadership participation is expected 
and is given. Thus the group tends towards an optimal state 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
3 St. Paul united with Meadowside in 1981. 
Trinity being formed by triple union in 1981. 
Steeple being involved in its 2nd. union in 1979. This 
church also had an evening service which was well attended 
by young people. 
4 Wicker. A. A., The size of Church Membership: support of 
behaviour patterns. In Journal -QL 
Peisonality. =d Social 
Psychology, Vol. XIII. (1969, ) pp. 278-287. Wicker was 
examining large 'group' behavioural dynamics with a view to 
testing Barker's 'Behavioural Setting Theory' in church 
congregations. 
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of active membership. Wolfe and Pickford, whilst resisting the 
import of such a conclusion, found this same phenomenon when 
performing regression analysis of incomet expenditure, and 
membership numbers. (5) Hiskin's contribution(6), was to note 
that the use of additional stipendiary assistance did not 
significantly add to the overall attending numbers but only to 
the overall levels of expenditure I 
Thus the problem for the Church of Scotland, if the sum of 
these contributions is correct, is to suggest that the efforts to 
amalgamate congregations together to provide economies of scale 
may in fact be largely self-defeating if based upon purely 
economic assumptions which fail to take account of the social and 
psychological factors. (7) For identical reasons, excepting that 
they operate in an inverse manner, those who advocate House 
Churches or groups find the primary objectives of such informal, 
5 Wolfe and Pickford., Sip, =., p. 293, (discussed above, 
see chapter 4, pp. 4-28f. ) 
6 Hiskin., &a, =.. See chapter 4, page 4-39. 
7 Currie 
jej, zl., lap, 
=., pp. 8-9; 44-45. Two tentative 
models are offered which concern church congregation growth 
or decay. The first concerns autogenous and allogenous 
recruitment. With autogenous recruitment, a church is 
limiting itself to recruiting amongst the children of 
existing members. With allogenous growth, recruitment is 
from children or persons outwith membership of the church. 
The former usually applies in long established 
congregations, the latter in new situations, such as church 
extension parishes. The second model offered relates to 
the 'inducements' towards growth. Perceived low 
recruitment stimulates action by the membership and some 
success is achieved which encourages further activity and 
raised expectations. Having exhausted the pool of 
potential members, the new gains begin to be matched by 
rising losses and a loss of confidence is accompanied by 
, de-activisation'. The cycle drifts through a further 
period of declension until the 'depression' state again 
stimulates concern. The cycle goes through five phases: 
depression, activation, 'revival', deactivisation, and 
declension. The two models are not mutually exclusive and 
-provide another theoretical explanation for optimalized 
congregational sizes. 
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intimate groups defeated by the numbers attracted by their 
initial success. Congregations likewise optimize between the 
extremes, with smaller numbers ready to welcome additions, and 
the larger congregations bordering towards the impersonal. 
6.4 THE ATTENDING MEMERS RELATIONSHIE. 
The 'Wolfe' Report( 8) in its discussion of National trends 
in membership of the Church of Scotland, reflected that there was 
little information available concerning what it termed I ... active 
membership... 1. Rightly, it drew attention to the fact that the 
all inclusive Communicant Membership Roll numbers amalgamated in 
varying proportions the regularp irregular and even non-attending 
members. In view of the availability of values for individual 
parish 'Roll' numbers and actual Sunday attendance figures, it 
was possible to test the 'null' hypothesis that the levels of 
attendance were = related to the Membership Boll figures. 
The scattergram, (Figure 6.5 below, ) indicated that a 
strong, positive correlation held between the absolute Roll 
numbers and the attending numbers. It also showed the same 
clustering evidenced earlier in Figure 6.4 and the intercept(A) 
and slope(B) suggest a linear regression which indicates that 
higher attendance ratios were experienced in the churches having 
smqller absolute Roll numbers. Furtherp as it had been observed 
that some parish Rolls had been the object of fairly recent 
revision, and therefore had been tpurged' of those persons who 
had a history of protracted non-attendance, it was possible to 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
8 Wolfe and Pickford., Z4- ait., p. 85. ' 
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FIGURE 6.5 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: SCATTERGRAM OF ATTENDERS TO TOTAL ROLL MEMBERSHIP. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
SCATTERGRAM OF: 
(DOWN) ATTENDERS TOTAL 
(ACROSS) MEMBERS ON ROLL TOTAL 
320. 
275. 
230. 
185. 
140. 2 
95. 
50. 
--------------- 4 ---------- 
200. 500.800.1100.1400.1700 
STATISTICS: 
PEARSONS 
CORRELATION (R)- 0.84504 
R SQUARED - 0.71410 SIGNIFICANCE m 0.00000 
STD ERR OF EST - 30.27088 
INTERCEPT (A) - 32.23223 
SLOPE (B) - 0.15485 
PLOTTED VALUES - 27 
EXCLUDED VALUES- 1 (RAW DATA) 
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FIGURE 6.6 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: SCATTERGRAM OF ATTENDERS TO ADJUSTED ROLL MEMBERSHIP. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
SCATTERGRAM OF: 
(DOWN) ATTENDERS TOTAL 
(ACROSS) ROLL EXCLUDING NON-ATTENDERS FOR 3 YEARS 
320. 
275. 
230. 
185. 
140.2 
95. 
50. + 
,4 ---------- 1-----4 --------- 4-----f --------------------- 
200.500.800.1100.1400.1700 
STATISTICS: 
PEARSONS 
CORRELATION (R)- 
R SQUARED 
SIGNIFICANCE 
STD ERR OF EST - 
INTERCEPT (A) - 
SLOPE (B) 
PLOTTED VALUES 
EXCLUDED VALUES- 
0.89865 
0.80758 
0.00000 
24-83390 
39-82004 
0.18519 
27 
1 (REFINED DATA) 
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Istandardisel all the parishes by selecting only these subjects 
who JLa-d attended communion once, at least, in the last 3 years: 
(ie. the period 1979 to 1981 inclusive. ) Having omitted the 
non-attenders, the correlation proved to be even stronger in 
Figure 6.6 (r=0.898 ) than that found with the 'raw' data in 
Figure 6.5 above. This information prompted further 
investigating of the the data gathered on communion attendance. 
6.5 COMMUNION ATTENDANCE AND REGULAR ATTENDANCE. 
As the communion data had been collected for every member on 
the tRollst of the participating parishes, this was examined by 
separating the male and female members and splitting the 
communion data into six categories; the 1981 communicants, the 
communicants in the two years prior (1980 and 19T9) who had not 
communicated in 1981, and those who respectively had recorded 
their last attendance in the periods 1977-78t 1975-769 or 1974 
and earliert and who had not communicated since. 
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FIGURE 6.7 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: FREQUENCY OF COMMUNION ATTENDANCE BY SEX 
------------------------------------------------------ 
Key to each Cell: I 
Number(N) I I Category 
% of Row I I Total 
%of ColumnI MALE I FEMALE I %. 
COMMUNION ------- -I ------- -I ------- -I ------- 
1 1120 1 2109 1 3229 
ONCE 1981 1 34.7 1 65.3 1 16.6 
1 17.0 1 16.4 1 
-I ------- -I ------- -I 
1 2877 1 6258 1 9135 
TWICE 1981 1 31.5 1 68.5 1 46.8 
1 43.6 1 48.5 -1 
1 1030 1 1868 1 2898 
IN 1980 OR 1979 1 35.5 1 64.5 1 14.9 
1 15.6 1 14.5 1 
-1 ------- -I ------- -I 
1 607 1 1135 1 1742 
BEFORE 1978 1 34.8 1 65.2 1 8.9 
1 9.2 1 8.8 1 
-I ------- -I ------- -I 
1 482 1 796 1 1278 
BEFORE 1976 1 37.7 1 62.3 1 6.6 
1 7.3 1 6.2 1 
-1 ------- -I ------- -I 
1 490 1 732 1 1222 
1974 OR BEFORE 1 40.1 1 59.9 1 6.3 
1 7.4 1 5.7 1 
-1 ------- -I -------- I 
Column 6606 12898. 19504 
Total 33.9 66.1 100.0 
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS = 793 
Notes: Refined data from Rolls. 
Missing observations occasioned by the 
admitted members who had not communicated. 0982) 
All aged/infirm treated as tmissingt. 
The aggregation showed that the Rolls indicated a 63.4% 
attendance of the 'refined' Roll data in 1981. However this 
masks the real problem of defining 'regularity' of attendance. A 
more accurate way of modelling the results in-Figure 6.7 above 
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would be to apportion some of those who actually Ai_d attend in 
1981 as being 'sporadic' or 'irregular' annual communion 
attenders. 
FIGURE 6.8 
------------- 
DUNDEE DATA: MEMBERSHIP ROLL DATA; 
HISTOGRAM OF NON-COMMUNION ATTENDANCE. 
--------------------------------------------------- 
: ATTENDERS : NON-ATTENDANCE 1981 ý' 
----------- ---------------------------------- 
(9135) 
9000 1 AAAA 
I AAAA 
I AAAA 
I AAAA 
I AAAA 
8000 1 AAAA 
I AAAA 
I AAAA 
I AAAA 
4000 1 AAAA 
I AAAA 
I AAAA (3229) 
I AAAA 
I AAAA AAAA 
3000 1 AAAA AAAA 
I AAAA AAAA 
I AAAA AAAA 
I AAAA AAAA 
I AAAA AAAA 
2000 1 AAAA AAAA (1590) 
I AAAA AAAA (1308) 
1 AAAA AAAA (1169) (1222) 
I AAAA AAAA 
I AAAA AAAA (807) 
1000 1 AAAA AAAA (573) (471) 
I AAAA AAAA 
I AAAA AAAA 
I AAAA AAAA 
I AAAA AAAA 
----------------- 
1000 x2 X1 1980 1979 1978 1977 1976 1975 1974 
Notes: x2= At least twice in 1981. 
xl= 0* . once .. 1981. Refined data, see Figure 6.7-above. 
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As the above histogram showso those who did attend communion 
in 1981 numbered 12,364 (9) of whom 9,135 were known to have 
attended at least twice during the year. The latter may be 
considered the 'regular' attenders at communion but their numbers 
approximate to 2.3 times the number of persons found on the 
Sunday Surveys. A further 3,229 persons were noted, as having 
been present on one communion occasion in 1981. The analysis of 
the tlast' communion attendances, by year of occurrence shows a 
slow rate of decline for each previous year except for the 
frequency value 119741. (This aberration is due to any value 
Drior to 1975 being coded as 1741. ) 
The evidence of the histogramp (Figure 6.8 above, ) 
logically dictates (unfortunately from the church's point of 
view, ) that some of the persons who comprise the group who 
recorded only one attendance in 1981 will necessarily make up the 
group who do not attend next year or perhaps may never attend 
again. The best estimatel and it can be no more than that, 
suggests that this number is approximately 500 -t-100 persons 
per annum. This would allow for an element of Ire-cycling' of 
the 2898 persons in the 1979-1980 non-attendance categories. 
Beyond this 3 year'-periodt- the histogram suggests that Kirk 
Sessions, with differing criteria and degrees of enthusiasmg 
begin the process of removing these members from their respective 
Rolls. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
9 'Refined' Roll data: all those who had been added to the 
Roll as First Communicants in 1981 and whose record gave no 
evidence of attendance were couited as missing 
observations; all those who were known to be Hospitalised 
or aged and, infirm were treated as missing observations. 
(Many of the latter were unlikely through circumstance to 
have been present for several years. ) 
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Members who had not attended for three or more consecutive 
years numbered 4242 (21.88% of N. ), 'whilst those'who had been 
absent for 7 or more years from communion numbered 1222 
(6.2% of N. ). Recategorising this data in terms of the Church of 
Scotland normative usage, (10) 63.4% attended in 1981 and in the 
last 3 years, 78.3% had attended communion at least once leaving 
what can be defined as an 'inactive' 21.8% of the membership of 
which 37.2% were male members and 63.6% were females. Despite 
the apparent predominance of female members of the church, and 
not withstanding the 4.0% increase in female attendance 
demonstrated by the Sunday Attenders Survey, the Communion Roll 
data shows that male: female ratios are maintained even in 
non-attendance over an 8 year period. 
jE, b_ TOWARDS A MENBERSHIP MODEL. 
So far this analysis of the tRoll' data has permitted a 
closer inspection of the levels of communion attendance than is 
possible from the church's own annual statistics. (11) These 
published figuresl (deriving from the aggregation of figures 
reported by all Kirk Sessions, ) show a declining trend in the 
communicant ratio throughout--the period 1961-1980. This is a 
ratio (ie. %N. ) expression of attendance and is not affected by 
the corresponding membership decline which has been experienced 
in the same period. The evidence clearly states that even those 
who remain members also choose to attend communion less 
frequently than has been the practice for the last 35 years. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
10 Cox., &a, _Qit. j p. 
124. Act 1938 anent Keeping of 
Communion Rolls. 
11 R. G. A.: 1961-82, Successive reports of the Committee of 
General Administration. 
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From the evidence adduced In section 6.4 it is possible to start 
building a basic model which may be further developed by the 
attendance frequency data from the Attenders Survey. 
FIGURE 6.9 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: MODEL OF ROLL MEMBERSHIP COMMUNION ATTENDANCE 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
iM- 
8888888 
93.7%--8888888 
78.3%--: ..... 
63.4%-: ..... 
46.8%-1111111 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
0.0% 
Note: Model derived from Figure 6. 
Key 2222 
lill 
:*0: 
8888 
%Is show; 
=known 
=known 
=known 
=known 
=known 
a are ci 
to attend 
to attend 
to attend 
to attend 
to attend 
)lumn cumu: 
twice in 1981 
once in 1981 
in 1979 or 1980 
in 1975 to 1978 
before 1974. 
lative. 
There were 3,997 tcompletedt Attenders Survey 
questionnaires. (12) The ministers had been asked to specifically 
ensure that the Sunday on which the Survey was conducted did not 
coincide with any 'special' services and this was the case with 
one exception. 
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Respondents were asked to indicate their frequency of 
attendance by choosing one of, the four alternative answers 
described in the Figure below. Those respondents who replied 
'infrequently', ( 4.8$ ) cannot be guilty of overstatement. 
FIGURE 6.10 
DUNDEE DATA: MENDERS SURVEY, Question 5(b). 
ATTENDANCE FREQUENCY REPLIES, 
I 
'Every Sunday' 
12 or 3 times a month' 
'Monthly' 
'Infrequently (perhaps 
because of circumstances)' 
TOTAL (N) 
: Replies :% of N 
.4-------4 --------- 
1 2388 61.2% 1 
II 
-------------------- 
1 1217 31.3% 1 
---------- --------- 
1 105 2.7% 1 
-------------------- 
1 185 4.8% 1 
-------------------- 
1 3,888 1 100.0 1 
---------- 4 --------- 
Notes: Refined Survey data; out-of-town 'visitors'- 
excluded. Non-responses coded missing. 
Missing Observations = 109 
------------------------------------ m ---------------------------- 
12 A check was made on the number of outright 'non-responsest 
at 8 churches. The number of forms issued was used as a 
control total to determine the non-response rate. The 
forms returned provided the measure of non-response. (The 
criteria of a 'returned' form assumed that some meaningful 
response had been made and that the information gave, 
minimally, the residential address and at least one other 
response to some question. ) The non-response was found to 
be under 3% in the instances monitored. The respondents, 
in the main, answered most of the questions in practice. 
This success rate is possibly due to both ministers and 
elders having approved, in principle, that the Survey 
should go ahead thus removing at a stroke most of the 
fearst anxieties and possible opposition of the members. 
As it was a 'part' of the Service this too encouraged 
responseso 
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These figures, however, included adherents and 'claimed' 
membership responses and required further selection to enable a 
strict members to attending members comparison to be made. There 
is every likelihood that the 'infrequent' group would be 
'replaced' on any other Sunday with a similar number of possible 
linfrequentt-respondents. Assuming the term 'infrequent' to mean 
a low level of twice a year attendance, the number of 
'infrequent' attenders was multiplied to give a theoretical 
'number of attendees' in the course of 12 months. Those who 
circulate through the Sunday congregations would be 
(N=139) x 52/2=3614 persons Imz annum, equivalent to 18.5% of the 
membership Roll. There were 88 persons who claimed 'monthly' 
attendance and these respondents might be factorised by x1O being 
equivalent to attendance most months of the year giving an 
'attendee factort of 880 attendances annually. 
Taking the remaining two categories together, ie. those 
claiming 'every week' and 'two or three times a month', some 
92.5% of all respondents claimed these frequencies of attendance. 
In Falkirk, Sissons found that 89.0% of his Church of Scotland 
respondents fell into this category. (13) It would be safe to 
conclude that respondents giving these replies believed that they 
could do so in all honesty. The frequency 'every week' must 
include a degree of overstatement and those claiming 'two or 
three times a month' logically represent part of a category of 
attenders some of whom were not present onthat particular 
Sunday, but who would have been present on other Sundays had the 
Survey been carried out then. The solution to the former 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
13 Sissons. p =., p. 68. 
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overstatement and the logical understatement of the latter 
category suggested that weighting factors should be applied to 
both to take account of this potential understatement of 'regular 
attendees' at worship. , 
In the case of the tevery week' claimants the factor chosen 
was 115% provisionally. This was arrived at on the basis that a 
weighting factor of 120% meant an attendance frequency of 4 out 
of every 5 Sundays; perhaps not in accord with the respondent's 
self-perception, whereas a weighting factor of 110% -resulted in 
an attendance on 9 out of. every 10 Sundays. Arbitrarily, and 
provisionally, the factor of 115% was applied to take account of 
some element of overstatement. 
Similarlyt a factor of 133% applied to the 12 or 3 times a 
month' claimants meant attendance on 3 in every 4 Sundays whilst 
200% gave a fortnightly attendance weighting. Arbitrarily, the 
weighting was applied at 166% equating with half attending 
fortnightly and the other half on three Sundays out of four. 
These factors were applied to their respective categories (see 
Figure 6.11 below ), and the resultant, weighted 'annual 
attendee' percentages calculated. The thinking behind this 
method of approach is simply that the Survey attendance frequency 
data should be capable of being modelled alongside the 
'Roll'-modell and as it is known in advance that some 63.4% of 
the Roll membership attended at least once at communiong it 
should be possible to show that the Survey attendance related 
information bears some relationship to the basic model depicted 
in Figure 6.9 above. 
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FIGURE 6.11 
------------- 
DUNDEE DATA: ATTENDERS SURVEY, MEMBERS ONLY: 
Question 5b. STATED FREQUENCY OF ATTENDANCE. 
---------------- --------------------- 
No. in : Weighting 
---------------------- 
Derived :$ of Roll : 
Category : Factor : WN. : Communicants: 
.# ---------------------------- I -------------- 
Every Sunday 1 2,151 x 11% : 2,474 Be 12.7$ 1 
4 ------- ------------- ; ----- ------------- 
2/3 times monthly 1 1,087 x 166$ : 1,804 Re 9.2$ 1 
-------------------- ---------- # -------------- 
monthly 1 88 x 10. : 880 : Re 4.6% 1 
.1 -- ----------------------------------- 
infrequently 1 139 x 26. : 31614 Re 18.5$ 1 
-------------------------------- 
3,465 N '- WN= 8,772 Re= 45-0 
Notes: N=3,465; Refined Survey data; excludes 'non-Boll 
members, ie. visitors, adherents, claimants. 
N=19,504 Roll data refined to exclude aged. 
see Figure 6.7 
WN = Data subjected to weighting factors 
Re = Factorised WN expressed as % of Refined Roll 
Despite the obvious pitfalls and problems of estimation and 
weighting, it is clear from the following Figure6.12 that the 
particular treatment given to each of the- categories failed to 
produce the necessary number of 'attendees' to match the 
numerical total of 12,634(63.4%) attendances dictated by Figure 
6.9 above. What is obvious is that even larger numbers than 
might have been anticipated do not attend Sunday worship other 
than communion once a year, and that almost one-third of those 
who do attend communion twice a year must only attend on these 
occasions. Thus the loptimistict weighting of the attendance 
frequency claims of attending members fails to deal adequately 
with the information obtained from the membership 'Rolls'. It 
required the most pessimistic handling of the Survey data in 
Figure 6.12 below to obtain a balance between the attendance 
frequencies claimed and the Roll communion statistics. 
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FIGURE 6.12 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: MODEL OF ROLL MEMBERSHIP COMMUNION ATTENDANCE 
AND MODEL OF WEIGHTED CLAIMED SUNDAY ATTENDANCE 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Roll Data Survey Data 
Weighted Attendance Claims. 
100% 00%. of Refined 'Holltdata. 
8888888 R 
93.7%--8888888 R 
R 
R 
78.3%--: ..... R 
: 000*0: R 
63.4%--: ..... R ---------- 63.4% Communion 
R Attendanc6 1981 
46.8%1111111 R ...... -45.0% 2222222 R ...... 
2222222 R ...... 
2222222 R ...... 
2222222 RMMMMMKM --- 26.5% 
2222222 R/////// ---21.9% 
2222222 R/////// 
2222222 Rxxxxxxx --- 12.7% 
2222222 RXXXXXXX 
222222 RXXXXXXX 
0.0% 0.0% 
Note: 'Boll' model derived from Figure 6.7. 
Survey model derived from Figure 6.11. 
Key 22222 =known to attend twice in 1981 
11111 =known to attend once in 1981 
=known to attend in 1979 or 1980 
=known to attend in 1975 to 1978 
88888 =known to attend before 1974. 
RXXXX =Weighted claimantsp 'every Sundayt 
R//// =Weighted claimants, 12/3 times monthly' 
RMMMM =Weighted claimants, 'Monthlyt 
R... : =Weighted claimants, 'Infrequently$ 
The weighting calculations were reassessed in light of this 
discovery 
, 
with the purpose of providing the equivalent 
attendances dictated by the Roll model as being the minimal 
requirements. 
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FIGURE 6.13 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA : STATED ATTENDANCE FREQUENCIES; RE-EVALUATION. 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Recalculation of Weighting Factors: 
Claims for every Sunday attendance =2151 
treat as 75% level of attendance Wf-=133% 2861 
Claims for 2/3 times monthly =1087 
treat as 33.3% level of attendance Wf. =300% = 3261 
Claims for monthly attendance = 88 
, treat as tri-annual attendance Wf. = x3= 264 
Claims for infrequent attendance =139 
treat as twice yearly Wf. = x26 3614 
Weighted 'Attendee' Total 10,000 
equivalent to 51.3% of Communicant Roll. 
Notes: Refined Roll data; excludes aged, and the noted 
non-communicants added to Rolls in 1981. 
Refined Survey data; excludes visitors, 
non-memberst adherents. 
The provisional. estimates of attendance patterns and 
frequencies, were recalculated as shown above using weightings 
which can only be described as pessimistic. The estimated number 
of persons attending at least twice in the year was 10,000 
members, (equivalent to 51.3% of the 'refined' Roll membership. ) 
Logic further- dictated that-the persons who attended 1= than 
twice a year and at the same timep registered an attendance at 
communion, must attend only at communion. Only with these 
estimates could the apparent paradox be successfully resolved 
providing sufficient lattendeest to match the required 46.8% 
known to have been at communion on two occasions. The remaining 
16.6% who attended only once were unlikely to be those found in 
church on the occasion of the Attenders Survey. 
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FIGURE 6.14 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: MODEL OF ROLL MEMBERSHIP COMMUNION ATTENDANCE 
AND MODEL OF WEIGHTED CLAIMED SUNDAY ATTENDANCE 
----------------------------------------------- 
Roll Data Survey Data 
Weighted Attendance Claims. 
100% 
8888888 
93.7%--8888888 
78.3%--: ..... 
63.4%--: 
46.8%1111111 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
2222222 
0.0% 
100%. = Refined 'Rollldata. 
R8888888 
R8888888 --- 93.7% 
R4444444 
R4444444 
R 78.3% 
R 
R 
R111111: < --- ---- 
R111111: 
R111111: 
-51.3% R2222222 
R2222222 
R2222222 
R2222222 
R/////// 31.3% 
R/////// 
R/////// 
RXXXXXXX 14.7% 
RXXXXXXX 
RXXXXXXX 
0.0% 
21.7% unlikely to attend. 
63.4% Communion 
Attendance 1981 
necessarily 
must attend 
at least 
twice and 
increasingly 
frequently 
Note: 'Roll' model derived from Figures 6.7. and 6.9. 
Survey model derived from Figure 6.13 
Key 22222 =known to attend twice in 1981 
11111 =known to attend once in 1981 
-known to attend in 1979 or 1980 
=known to attend in 1975 to 1978 
88888 =known to attend before 1974. 
RXXXX =Weighted claimants9 'every Sunday, 
R//// =Weighted claimants, 12/3 times monthly$ 
R2222 =Weighted claimants, 'Monthly' 
and Weighted claimants, 'Infrequently' 
R1111 Communion once/ only attendance. 
R4444 Known from Roll to have not attended 
communion for at least 3 years. 
R8888 No communion attendance for 8 years 
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From the two sets of data, the refined communion data ýand 
the weighted attendance frequencies derived from the refined 
Survey data; it is possible to offer a highly speculative model 
for the 'average' congregation. attendance patterns. If the 
pessimistic method of estimation is disregardedp the problem of 
reconciling the Survey data with the Roll data assumes dimensions 
of regular non-attendance of staggering proportions. (14) A 
comparison was attempted with the surveys carried out by Sissonst 
[Falkirk 1 (15) and Watson, [Edinburghj. (16) They reported 54% 
and 58% of their respective respondents claimed high frequencies 
of attendance, as was the case in Dundee with 61.2% of the Survey 
respondents. The Falkirk and Dundee data differ very little when 
distinguishing only between claims for 'regular' or linfrequentf 
attendance. 
FIGURE 6.15 
------------- 
ATTENDANCE CLAIMS COMPARISON; FALKIRK AND DUNDEE 
I 'Regular' I 'Irregular' I 
I -------------- I -------------- I 
Falkirk 1 89.0% 1 11.0% 1 
I -------------- I -------------- I 
Dundee 1 92.5% 1 7.6% 1 
------------------------------------------- m --------------------- 
14 An alternative, non-weighted model gives 16-20% fairly 
regular Sunday attendance; 26-28% twice annual attendance; 
16% once a year; 15% not every year, 22"-25% not in last 3 
years. 
15 Sissons., &a aU, pp. 68f. 
16 Wolfe and Fickford., m2,, alt-s PP-75,96. Cites the work 
of Gillian Watson in Edinburgh. 
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It is not possible to reconcile Sissons' estimates of 
worship attendance with the Dundee data as differing speculative 
assumptions have been used. (17) They are compared below, and if 
generalised into categories a degree of correspondence becomes 
more readily apparent. 
FIGURE 6.16 
------------- 
DUNDEE AND FALKIRK DATA COMPARED: 
ESTIMATED ATTENDANCE FREQUENCIES OF MEMBERSHIP. 
DUNDEE ESTIMATES FALKIRK ESTIMATES 
---------------- ----------------- 
1 8.0% Every Sunday level 
Estimated at 75% level 14.7% 1 
1 15.0% 2/3 times monthly 
Estimated at 33% level 16.7% 1 3.0% Monthly 
-------------- 
(31.4%) (26.0%) 
Quarterly 1.3% 1 
At least twice p. a. 18.5% 1 34.0% Infrequently 
Probably once p. a 12.0% 1 
------- I ------- 
(31.8%)1 (34.0%) 
Last 3 years 14.9% 1 
Last 4 to 7 years 15.5% 1 
Never 6.3% 1 39.0% Never 
(36.7%) (39.0%) 
What may usefully be concluded is that both research surveys 
identify and agree upon a 35-40% non-attendance category present 
in the Membership Rolls despite a 10 year discontinuity between 
the Surveys. This suggests that there is a continual process of 
attrition and potential loss of members going on all the time. 
Perhaps. even more chillingg from the Church_of Scotland's point 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
17 Sissons., 
_Q2 
=, pp. 69-70. Sissons found 'reluctance' on 
the part of ministers and priests to allow access to 
sacramental records. 
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of view, is the fact that 70% _t5% of 
the members are unlikely to 
attend as frequently as once a'month., These are the high levels 
of 'dormancy' and 'marginal' involvement spoken of by 
Sissons, (18) and noted by Fichter in his American urban 
studies. (19) Whilst the church continues to-bemoan the lack of 
young persons joining its congregations, it would do well to 
remind itself that the losses are from those already within the 
membership of the church. (20) 
6.7 THE DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
John Highet was perhaps the first to make serious complaint 
about the paucity and non-availability of what he considered to 
be essential statistics for the Scottish churches. Highet could 
only note that almost all the available survey data merely 
pointed to a female preponderance in the church congregations. 
Highet was concerned to have more. detailed information available 
on the demographic structure with particular reference to the age 
structures. Despite increasing membership n umbers, fears were 
being expressed about the dearth of 'young' people in the 
congregations in-the post-war-years. By 1965, the Woman's Guild, 
-the main organisation*within the Church of Scotland, was also 
reporting that it was failing to attract 'younger women$ as 
members. (21) 
This research has already confirmed the female: male ratio 
findings but has also noted that apart from a 4.4% increase in 
------------------------------------- m --------------- 
18 JJ2id. , p. 6 9. 19 Fichter., gj2., =., p. 22. 
20 See analysis contained in chapter 5. section 10.1, pages 
5-53f. 
21 R. G. A.: 1965., p. 12. 
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attendance, this ratio remains remarkably persistent in every 
other aspect investigated. The respondents in the Attenders 
Survey had been asked to give- their marital status and to 
indicate their age by 5-year age-cohort commencingý with an 
under-20 year cohort and limited by an over-70 years age-cohort. 
The 'refined' Survey data is presented below. 
FIGURE 6.17 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: DEMOGRAPHIC AGE-COHORT PYRAMID 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
8% 5% 00% 5% 10% 15% 20% 
111 XI I I I 
(6.6%) (20.5%) 
+70 MMMMM MMMMMMM: FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 
65-9 3.4% MMMMMMM: FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF -8.4% 
60-4 2.9% MMMMMM: FFFFFFFFFFFFFF -6.9% 
55-9 2.6% MMMMM: FFFFFFFFFF -5.2% 
50-4 2.7% MMMMM: FFFFFFFFFF -4.8% 
45-9 2.4% MMMMM: FFFFFFFFF -4.4% 
40-4 1.8% MMMM: FFFFFFFF -4.2% 
35-9 1.7% -MMMM: FFFFFFFF -4.3% 
30-4 1.1% MM: FFFFFFFF -4.2% 
25-9 1.0% MM: FFFF -2.2% 
20-4 1.4% MMM: FFFFFF -2.9% 
> 20 1.4% MMM: FFFFFF -3.1% 
II IXI I 1 1 
5% 00% 5% 10% 15% 20% 
Notes: (1). Survey data refined, out-of-town visitors 
excluded. 
(2). The 'over-701 cohort embraces values 
from 70 to a known age of 94. 
Sissons reported his Falkirk respondents' age-cohorts with 
differing cohort ranges and the Dundee data is recoded to permit 
direct comparison. The Dundee age-cohorts show a preponderance 
oý elderly persons aged 65 and over (38%p) compared to the 
Falkirk data which closely resembled its respective population. 
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The comparison between the Dundee Census and the Survey data 
further emphasised the-imbalance between the church's population 
and the population at large. From these figures, it would be 
easy to assume that the age imbalance is simply a, dire et result 
of the low entrant numbers of the young people. 
FIGURE 6.18 
------------- 
DUNDEE AND FALKIRK; AGE-COHORT COMPARISONS, BY PERCENTAGES. 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
Years of Age: 
<20 20-4 25-9 30-44 45-59 60-4 : 65+ 
Dundee 1 4.5% 4.3% 3.2% 17.3% 22.1% 9.8%: 38.9% 1 
Falkirk 1 6% 8% 7% 29% 26% 7% 17% 1 
F. Popl. I 11% : 8% 8% : 27% : 25% : 8% : 15% 1 
Population Census Demographic Age 
1 16-24 1 25 -34 1 35- 45 
III 
- --------------------------- 
Census 1 19.5% 1 16.8% 1 14.1% 
III 
Survey 1 8.8% 1 8.5% 1 12.0% 
Comparison: (Dundee. ) 
1 45 to I PensionI 
I Pension I Age I 
--------------------- 
1 26.1% 1 23.3% 1 
III 
1 25.0% 1 45.8% 1 
---------------------------------------------- 
Notes: (1). Refined Survey data; 1 missing observation 
excludes out-of-town visitors. 
(2) Falkirk Church Attenders: Sissons. # P-58, Table 4. (3) F Popl. = Falkirk Population structure. 
(4) Census: 1981, Tayside Region Vol. l., poxxv. 
'corrected' for 
ages 16 and over. (21.6% under 16 yrs. ) 
The % figures shown factorised by 1.274. 
(5) Survey data:, as in (1), to match Census cohorts. 
This is to be swayed by a mathematical tautology, and makes 
no sense of the repeated statements over the past 25 to 35 years 
about the absence of the 'young' people from the churches. 
Another hypothesis is possible and makes better sense of the 
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data, although it would require different data suitable for 
analysing individual member's attendances regressively-through 
time. The hypothesis has three different grounds for its basis. 
Firstly, it assumes that the commentators were right in the past, 
and that the congregations some 30-35 years ago did have an 
'elderly' constituency. Secondly, it takes note of the fact that 
those now, aged 55 to 65 were aged 20-30 some 35 years ago, and 
may have been part of the 'lost' constituency of young persons. 
Thirdly, it also takes account of the work of other researchers 
who have suggested a positive correlation between age and growing 
religious awareness, perhaps as existential issues become more 
pressing and real. Given that these stated basis have pertained 
in the past, it would explain why the church has always appeared 
to be filled with the lelderlyt. Furtherp it suggests that the 
church has been 'replenished' constantly by the more advanced in 
years, This last statement Is reinforced by the analysis 
undertaken in Figure 6.21(below) of the persons who 'claimed' 
membership(22) on the Questionnaire Survey forms. These were 
persons who might have been assumed to have been long standing 
members and on the Rolls. 
In light of the elderly, female presence found in the 
congregations (Figure 6.17 above) the marital status of the 
respondents was felt to be a guide to 'a possible changing 
male: female ratio accompanying increasing age. This was 
investigated by categorising both male and female fractions who 
were under or past their respective normal retirement ages. 
--------------------------------- 
22 See chapter 5, pages 5-37f. 
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The following Figure 6.19 sheds light on the effect of 
differential mortality rates between males and females which 
accounts in part for the greater numbers of, elderly females 
present in the congregations and ultimately 'distorts' the 
male: female ratios. - 
FIGURE 6.19 
------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: RESPONDENTtS MARITAL STATUS (Quest-3). 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Key to each Cell: I 
IN' Observations I 
% of Row I MARITAL STATUS. I Row Total 
% of Column II% of Total(N). 
IMARRIED WIDOWER SINGLE 
SEX ------- I -------- I -------- I -------- I 
6.1 300 1 68 1 20 1 388 
MALE RETIRED 1 77.3 1 17.5 1 5.2 1 9.9 
1 13.1 1 9.4 1 2.3 1 
-1 -------- I -------- I -------- I 
7.1 562 1 13 1 167 1 742 
MALE <65 AGE 1 75.7 1 1.8 1 22.5 1 19.0 
1 24.5 1 1.8 1 18.8 1- 
8.1 490 1 581 1 328 1 1399 
FEMALE RETIRED 1 35.0 1 41.5 1 23.4 1 35.9 
1 21.4 1 80.0 1 37.0 1 
9.1 938 1 64 1 371 1 1373 
FEMALE <59 AGE 1 68.3 1 4.7 1 27.0 1 35.2 
1 41.0 1 8.8 1 41.9 1 
Column 2290 726 886 3902 
Total 58.7 18.6 22.7 100.0 
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS = 95 
Note: Refined Survey data; excludes visitors. 
It can be seen that In the case of col=n onep 
(Imarried'status) male attenders represent 37.6% of the 
attenders, whilst the female fraction is 62.4 (some 8.5% 
below the raw data percentage evidenced in Figure 6.1). 
However, 
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as the male mortality rate rises with age at an earlier point 
than does the female rate, column two, ('widow/ widower" status) 
this demonstrates the effect in the attending congregations. The 
female fraction assumes a near dominance at 88.8%. The table 
also showed a further characteristic. When the 'single person' 
status was examined, the 'single' female attenders were a 78.9% 
of the sub-category. The weakness of the church in attracting 
single men into her congregations becomes clearly evident. 
As the simple sub-categorisation into pre-retiral and 
post-retiral age ranges might have hidden underlying featuresl a 
re-defining of the data took place. The objective was to note 
whether the patterns of attendance by 'single$ females differed 
from that of 'married/widowed' females at different ages. 
In Figure 6.20 below, the percentages shown in each cohort 
of each sub-category indicate that there is a tendency for 
'married' females to attend from age 30 onwards whereas the 
'single' status females would seem to become a higher percentage 
of their sub-category from the age of 45 years or over with a 
higher percentage of over-60's attending than the 'married/widow, 
category. -The 
Increase in-attendance in 
-younger--married women 
over the age of 30 years might be associated with their own young 
family attending Sunday School. Howeverg such an explanation 
patently does not account for the increasing numbers of 'single' 
women who appear in the congregations. 
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At this point, the analysis falls foul of the lack of one 
particular piece of evidence. What is not known Is whether that 
which might be described as a 'membership activity$ factor is a 
FIGURE 6.20 
------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: MARITAL STATUS ANALYSED BY AGE-COHORTS. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
AGE-COHORTS FROM AGE 25 
25-29 30-44 45-59 60- + COLUMN 
IYRS YRS YRS YRS TOTALM 
MARITAL STATUS --I ------ I ------ I ------ I ------ I -------- 
1 28 1 54 1 98 1 328 1 508 
SINGLE FEMALE 5.5 1 10.6 1 19.3 1 64.5 1 20.0 
1 57 1 440 1 462 1 1070 1 2029 
OTHER FEMALES 2.8 1 21.7 1 22.8 1 52.7 1 80.0 
COLUMN 85 494 3280 1398 2537 
TOTAL 3.4 19.5 22.1 54.5 100.0 
NUMBER OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS 1 MISSING AGE 
250 UNDER 25 YEARS. (23) 
41 VISITORS EXCLUDED 
Note (*) Row percentages. 
constant or does it increase as age inereases. (24) There are 
several distinct models which would provide an explanation for 
the evidence above. Firstlyq assuming that attendance factivity' 
ja a habit acquired as a young person, it might be deduced that 
the lack of young people taking up membership of the church has 
created this imbalance and that the respondents over age 60 years 
were in effect the young people who joined the church some 40 
years previously La. 1930-40. This model implicitly accepts that 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
23 All the under-25 year olds were excluded on the basis that 
meaningful comparisons were not possible. Most of the 
under 20 age group would be 'single' status, and many would 
possibly take 'married statust in their twenties. Thus the 
presence of a non-dichotomous group in one cell distorted 
the single/ married distinction which was sought. 
24 Martin. D. ,A Sociology &IC English Religion, (Heinemann, 
London, 19670 p. 147. See Wilkinson. T., Churchesatthl 
Testing Point: & study In =a. 1 Michigan, (Lutterworth 
Press, Londonp 19710 PP-32-33. 
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the recruitment failure among young people is the determining 
factor in causing the age structure imbalance. 7bis was put 
forward strongly by Dr. Kirk, but this is to say something very 
different from stating that the membership losses are a result of 
a lack of recruitment. The evidence supports another model where 
increasing age and religious observance account for the age 
structure imbalance; differential mortality rates affect the 
male and female ratiosp = _th-q uDjC= ST_ 
th. Q church in 
attracting and subseguently holding young ==Ma, Jjj fact, J= 
changed, verv little. (25) In this model, the high membership 
losses are from within the entrant younger age cohorts. At the 
same time, the church experiences Igainst in attendance among the 
older age groups but this fact escapes attention. The evidence 
of this is confined to that outlined in section 6.1 which 
referred to those found attending church who thought themselves 
to be members but were not on the Roll, and also the 
interpretation of Figures 6.19 and 20 above. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
25 The confusion seems to accrue from a certitude found, In 
numbers. (Allan referred to this , as 
tthe tyranny of 
numbers'. ) Large Sunday schools and uniformed organisations 
create the impression that the church is 'busy?. This is 
no doubt true, but the expectations that these internal 
organisations 'naturally' lead into First Communicant 
classes and membership fail to materialise in practice. 
Sutherland's analysis of Sunday School, Bible Class and 
Boys' Brigade activities reveals that peer group influences 
and adolescent attitudes run counter to the churchts hopes. 
See Laqueur. T. W. 9 Religion and Respentability? Sundsy 
Schools zjld working class culture. 1780-19909 (Yale 
Univ. Press, Newhaven: U. S. A., 1976. ) nnsRim. Laqueur shows 
that Sunday Schools were supported by 'the peoplelp led by 
laymen, had largely social aims, and were monopolised by 
the clergy as catechetical classes. Today, they operate 
largely independently of the congregation, are approved of 
by the congregation, but have lost the popular support of 
'the people. ' 
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FIGURE 6.21 
------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: 'CLAIMEDt MEMBERSHIP (Quest. 9) 
ANALYSED BY SEX, MARITAL STATUS, AND AGE. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. MALE 
Key to segments: I Age cohorts. 
IN'= observations 125-29 30-44 45-59 60- +I Row total 
%= Row percent. IYRS AGE YRS AGE YRS AGE YRS AGE I Column % 
Status -------- I -------- I -------- I -------- I -------- I 
IIIII 
1.1 21514191 20 
MARRIED 1 10.0 1 25.0 1 20.0 1 45.0 1 66.7 
2.1 010111213 
WIDOWER 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 33.3 1 66.7 1 10.0 
3.1 210131217 
SINGLE 1 28.6 1 0.0 1 42.9 1 28.6 1 23.3 
Column 458 13 30 
Total 13.3 16.7 26.7 43.3 ý100-0 
2. FEMALE 
Age Cohort 
125-29 30-44 45-59 60- + 
IYRS AGE YRS AGE YRS AGE YRS AGE 
STATUS -------- I ------- I -------- I -------- I 
IIIII 
1. 151 25 1 18 1 16 1 64 
MARRIED 1 7.8 1 39.1 1 28.1 1 25.0 1 47.4 
2. 1011121 41 1 44 
WIDOW 1 0.0 1 2.3 1 4.5 1 93.2 1 32.6 
3. 1414171 12 1 27 
SINGLE 1 14.8 1 14.8 --1 25.9 1 44.4 1 20.0 
-1 -------- I -------- I -------- I -------- I 
Column 9 30 27 69 135 
Total 6.7 22.2 20.0 51.1 100.0 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: Refined Survey data. 'Claimed' membershipp (M"1=1=1) 
aged over 25 years. (See chapter 5, Figure 5.17. ) 
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These persons were selected and analysed by sex, age-cohort 
and marital status. Some 30 persons were found to be male and 
43.3% of those were aged 60 years or over. Some two-thirds of 
these respondents gave their status as 'married'. The females 
presented a different picture with 'widow'-status respondents 
over 60 years of age identified as being the largest component in 
the array. The evidence suggests that the loss of a husband can 
be associated with a resurgence of church attendance. 
What cannot be shown decisively, (because of the 
unavailabilty of time-series data related to individual 
attendances over many years, -and this is a deficiency which 
affects any other theory -) is that increased religious 
observance is associated with advancing age. It is thought that 
this may well be the case, and that the Survey data points to 
such a conclusion. If this is the case, then the churches 
efforts are largely geared to the most unproductive areas of 
recruitment. Further, such gains as it does make would appear to 
be offset as was shown in Figure 5.21 above, by a high percentage 
of losses within a short space of time. This analysis points to 
a change -being necessary 
in the church's thinking, and mission 
strategy aimed at the older age groups. 
6.8 RM DE TRANSPORT 
The effect of distance on church attendance would warrant 
Investigation if solely because of the predominance of the 
proportion of elderly females found in the_ congregations. As 
intra-urban migration was suspected of having played a vital r8le 
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in attendance patterns, a question was Included in the Survey to 
establish the means by which people travelled to their respective 
churches. 
FIGURE 6.22 
------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: MODE OF TRANSPORT TO CHURCH. (Quest. 6a. ) 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
Mode of Transport used: 
By Bus By Walking : Car User : Lift 
------------------------------- 
Male 1 69 450 582 29 1 
---------------------------------------- 
Female 1 297 1535 775 166 1 
---------------------------------------- 
Column 366 1985 135T 195 3,903 
% of N 9.3% 50.9% 34.8% 5.0% 100% 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Note: Refined data; visitors excluded. 
By using the time Indicated to get from home to church, and 
applying the factors detailed in chapter 5, page 5-30, the 
distances travelled were estimated. After estimation, they were 
recoded into discrete categories as shown below. 
DISTANCE FREQUENCY RECODING INTO CATEGORIES. 
-------------------------------------------- 
values between 0.1 and 0.5 = 0.5 miles 
values between 0.6 and - 1.0 = 1.0 miles 
values between 1.1 and 1.5 = 1.5 miles 
values between 1.6 and 2.0 = 2.0 miles 
values between 2.1 and 3.0 = 3.0 miles 
values between 3.1 and 5.0 = 5.0 miles 
values over 5.1 and over. 
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From these calculations and codings, those who had replied that 
they walked to church were examined. The answers indicated that 
68.5% of these, (some 35.0% of all attenders, ) lived within, a 
half-mile radius of the church they attended: a further 23.7% 
lived within one milev with a further 6.0% walking up to one and 
one-half miles to church. Of those who used their own motor 
vehicle, 9.1% lived under one and one-half miles, a further 36.5% 
under two milesl whilst 48.9% lived between two and five miles 
distant from their church. 
FIGURE 6.23 
------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: DISTANCE AND MEANS OF TRAVEL TO CHURCH 
BY CHURCH ATTENDERS. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
I Distance in miles: 
I <. 5m : O. Om : <1.5m : <2. Om : <3. Om : <5m >5m I 
Mode: --------------------------------------------------- I 
Walk 1 1360 : 471 120 17 10 071 
0% 1 68.5% 92.2% 98.2% 100%1 
I I N=1985; (50.9%) 11 
------------------------- m ------------------ Bus 12 3 55 8 80 : 101 : 117 1 
c% 1 1.3% 16.3% 18.5% 40.3% 67.9% 100%1 
I [ N=366; (9.4%) 11 
. 1-- ------------------- # --------- -------- # -------------- 
Car 14: 83 37 : 495 95 : 568 : 75 1 
c% 1 0.3% 6.4% 9.1% 45.6% 52.6% 94.5% 100%1 
I I N=1357; (34.8%) 11 
---------- m ---------------- m ------------------------ 
Lift 10 10 3: 59 7: 101 15 1 
c% 1 5.1% 6.6% 36.9% 40.5% 92.3% 100%1 
I [ N=195; (5.0%) 11 
------ 1--m-1 ---------------- 4 ------ -------------------- 
Cumulative 
Row 35.0% 49.5% 55.0% 69.8% 74.7% 94.4 100% 
Total. 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
Note: (1)-The percentages shown within each sub-category Ic%I 
are cumulative row percentages. 
(2) Refined Survey data; visitors excluded; distances 
are calculated from respondent's own time estimate 
and are subsequently recategorised. 
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Two further analysis were carried out to examine the 
characteristics of those persons who either used public transport 
or walked to church. The first analysis showed that the elderly 
(over-601s) comprised 64.5% of the sub-population under review. 
FIGURE 6.24 
------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: ANALYSIS OF PERSONS UTILISING PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT OR WALKING TO CHURCH. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
I Age cohort structure: 
1 30-45 : 45-59 : Over-60's I 
.1 ------------ ---------- I ------------- 
MALE: I 
Married 1 45 76 177 1 
.1 ---------------------------------- 
Widower 105: 41 1 
4 --------------------------------- 
Single 15: 16 : 17 1 
-1 ----------- 4---------------------- 
FEMALE II 
Married 1 179 185 286 1 
.1 ------------ I ---------------------- I 
Widowed 14: 31 : 399 1 
---------------------- I ------------- 
Single 1 25 : 51 : 211 1 
---------------------------------- 
258 364 1131 1753 (=N. ) 
14.7% 20.8% 64.5% 100% 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
Note: Refined data from Figure 6.22 above. 
Under 30 years of age excluded. 
The second analysis uses the IECO-codel developed 'from the 
survey of streets and properties. Againj the objective was to 
obtain a closer identification of the general characteristics of 
this group of attenders. The coding for the property type'was 
recoded into 3 discrete categories; private housing, mainly 
rented property, and Council housing. 
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Those with access to their own motor vehicle, or who 
obtained a lift were contrasted with those either walking or 
using public transport. 
FIGURE 6.25 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: METHOD OF TRAVEL TO CHURCH CONTRASTED 
WITH THE RESPONDENT'S RESIDENTIAL 
PROPERTY TYPE. 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Key to cells I Housing Types I 
INt observationsI ------------------------------------ I 
Row %I Private : Misc. : Council I 
Col %I development : Rented : Housing I 
------------------------------------------------------ 
Walk or Public 1 448 378 1420 1 
Transport. 1 19.9% : 16.8% : 63.2% 1 
1 37.1% : 69.2% : 73.5% 1 
------------------------------------- 
Car users 1 758 168 512 1 
and Lifts. 1 52.7% : 11.7% : 35.6% 1" 
1 62.9% : 30.8% : 26.5% 1 
------------------------------------- - 
1206 548 1932 
32.7% 14.8% 52.4 % 
311 MISSING OBSERVATIONS VALID CASES = 3,686 
The cell-totals indicate that 63.2% of the persons who walk to 
church live in Council housing whereas some 52.7% of the car 
users live in privately owned property. A difference was 
revealed in the motor vehicle ownership ratio between those 
residing in owner-occupied housing and other housing types. Over 
50% of the attenders lived in property which was clearly 
identifiable as Council housing, (further analysis of this 
characteristic is made in section 6.9.2 below. ) 
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The data lent itself to a further analysis to determine 
whether there was any evidence that the distance from the 
respondents' homes to the church might be a significant 
determinant In membership non-attendance. In effect, distance 
--perceived as 'time' and personal effort -- might be 
inter-measurable even although different forms of transport were 
involved. Posited in this manner, 'time', as a surrogate for 
distance and meanst produced a histogram showing diminishing 
numbers as 'time' increased: (see Figure 6.26 below. )(26) 
FIGURE 6.26 
------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: ANALYSIS OF THE TIME TAKEN TO 
TRAVEL TO CHURCH. (Quest. 6c. ) 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Travelling Time In 
Minutes. 
5.1429) 
10,1245) 
15.632) 
20.285) 
30.240) 
40.35) 
50.37) 
0 400 800 1200 1600 
Number of Persons. 
VALID CASES 3903 MISSING CASES 94 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
What can be said is that 'time' appears to offer an explanation 
which may explain the earlier abortive attempts to correlate the 
effect of distance on attendance when the out-of-town members 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
26, This particular problem of 'distance' and attendance is 
further scrutinised in pages 6-58f. below. 
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living in Monifieth were examined. (27) With the availability of 
personal transport to those people living at a distance from 
their church, it may simply be that distance I= = does not 
matter as such but the element of time, as a surrogate in this 
case for 'personal effort' and 'inconvenience', becomes the 
determining factor. The motor car createsq as it were, a 
'shortening of the distance' as it is perceived by the subject. 
9 INTER- MM INTRA-URBAH MIGRATION FACTOR-9- 
As outlined in the closing sections of chapter 21 the 
post-war years saw an unprecedented expansion of public sector 
housing provision in the Scottish cities and towns. The 
immediate concern of this section is to give some numerical 
expression of the numbers of persons relocated as a result of 
this social policy. Clearlyg the observations dealt with in this 
study relate to one specific sub-population within the general 
population, and In theory, say nothing of the remaining fraction 
of the population. It would be naivel however, to, assume that 
either fraction escaped entirely the ramifications of the housing 
policy. 
At the-outset, - no information could be ascertained from any 
source including the City of Dundee Housing Department concerning 
the length of residency and frequencies of movement amongst the 
properties which they controlled. Ordinal data, ie. the number 
of houses built or demolished and their type and location, was 
the best that could be offered. As the. information was not 
available, it is unlikely that any other source was better 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
27 See chapter 5, section 5.10-3. 
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informed. The root of the problem is not simply how many people 
move house in a given period, but whether it is the same people 
who move again at a later date. The question which underlay this 
concern for the effects of the public-housing policy was whether 
or not it had affected Church of Scotland churches in Dundee. 
7bus this probe into inter- and Intra- urban migration faced a 
number of problems simultaneously. Firstly, what is the 
underlying picture as regards the areas in which the members are 
resident, and is this spatial distribution reflected in the 
attendances at Sunday worship ? Given the frequent pejorative 
assertion that the churches are 'middle-class', it would be a 
reasonable hypothesis to expect to be able to find concentrations 
of members residing in certain areas of the city. Secondlyg 
would a breakdown of the aggregative totals reveal patterns of 
Jilt=-urban migration pointing to characteristics and features of 
the urban social structure largely unrecognised by the churcht 
and which might account for growth, stability, or decline of 
particular congregations. Thirdlyt was Sissons correct when he 
opinioned that the church attracted less than its ? share' of 
in-migrants? Was there evidence to be found in Dundee which 
suggested otherwise? Did persons migrating into Dundee join 
congregations or notp and if so, to any marked degree? Would 
these persons show specific characteristics such as age, 
occupational groupingsp or the residential areas where they 
lived? 
This part of the investigation sought to. make use of not 
only the information given by the Survey respondents, but also 
the information which had been encoded from the computerised 
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street-index file which could Identify the previous residential 
'ECOI-type as well as the spatial location of that residence 
enabling locational analysis. 
6.9.1 DM VALIDATION 
Attention is drawn to the fact that when the preliminary 
analysis was conductedg some difficulty was encountered with 
logical 'inconsistencies' in the answers to Survey question 7. 
The respondent's answers had been coded jU stated. These primary 
codings are outlined in chapter 5, section 7.7, and were adhered 
to with either the values stated being coded, or treated as 
'missing'-values on an individual variable basis; (i. e. without 
reference to the responses and the coding values given to other 
related variables. ) 
Whilst this preserved the integrity of the response data, it 
was to produce logical 'inconsistencies'. For example, a 
respondent might claim to be a 'migrant' into, Dundee and also 
state that they had j22t moved residence since arriving, yet give 
a previous recognisable address which was elsewhere in Dundee 
from their present address. In this type of circumstancel they 
must have moved. &t least once and their 'removal'-response was 
changed to reflect = removal. Similarly, respondents who had 
lived more than 25 years at their present address occasionally 
answered questions aimed at those with less than 25 years 
residence at their present address. In this easel the 
appropriate fields were amended to reflect a lpgically, consistent 
sub-set of responses. A particular problem was experienced with 
'students' at the University, who, in the course of their 
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academic studies over 2-4 yearst had 'moved 'residence' several 
times. As these persons were clearly identifiable by 
multi-conditional testsp (i. e. they were Istut-occupational 
group, usually under 24 years of age, had claimed 
'migrant'-status, had resided less than 5 years at their Dundee 
address; ) they were treated as migrant status but as 11at having 
had any residential movements. In this wayl they could be 
separated from the analysis when desired. By recourse to 
inspecting the data by interrogative programs to identify the 
nature of the 'inconsistencies', a logic algorithm was developed 
which used extensive conditional testing between the following 
variables: 
age-cohort, 
residential period, 
number of address changes in Dundee; (removals)q 
indicated previous address, 
migrancy indicatorp 
Istut-dent occupational coding. 
The algorithm checked each individual Survey record and when 
encountering one -of these logical inconsistenciest reset values 
on one or some of these variables on the basis of the internal 
logic of the responses given. Where doubt existedl or where the 
circumstance gave insufficient data to allow such a decision to 
be made, the record had Imissingf-values assigned to the 
offending variable fields. The algorithm was placed in the 
permanent recoding section of the ZL5., cr-program control 
statements. (28) 
------------------------------------------- !r ------------------- 
28 =: this is a 'Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences', The reader is referred to the manual of the same 
name; Nie. N. H. at, Aj., (eds. ), Statistical Package J= 
-U-q 
Social Sciences, [S. P. S. S. ;I (McGraw Hillf New 
York: U. S. A., 1975,2nd. edition. ) 
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6.9.2 JU ANALYSIS M= ECO-PROPERnTYPES. 
7be purpose of developing the 'ECO-property type' coding 
system had been to provide a means of approaching the 
social-class Issues by means of a surrogate. It provided 
relatively accurate information as *to whether sets of 
observations were limited to sectors of the housing spectrum or 
were tuniversalll and its usefulness grew as an awareness 
developed that it was providing primary information in its own 
right. The initial impression to the first analysis printouts 
was that the church membership was much more evenly spread 
throughout the housing spectrum than had been previously 
supposed. With commentator after commentator stressing the 
'middle-class' nature of church membership, the ECO-code gave the 
primary warning that if Scottish urban congregations were 
'middle-class', then the Imiddle. classes' were more evenly spread 
through the residential areas in Dundee than is found in 
the English towns and cities. The trawt data is shown in 
Figure 6.27 below. 
The membership, the attenders, and the percentage of 
attendance from each cell was calculated thus allowing a 
comparison to made at the most general level. Several features 
of this tabulation are relatively striking. Firstlyl the 
percentage of members residing in the older pre-1939 property was 
45.5% (N=89534 persons) but they accounted for 53% of those found 
in church and surveyed. Secondly# although 56.6% (N=10,638) of 
the membership lived in clearly identifiable Council housing 
areas (EC2-types 7 and 8)p they accounted for 50.4% (N=1839) of 
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FIGURE-6.27 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: MEMBERSHIP RECORDS BY RESIDENCE TYPE AND AGE; 
SURVEYED ATTENDERS RECORDS BY RESIDENCE TYPE; 
ANALYSIS OF ATTENDING FRACTIONS BY TYPE. 
AGE: I Property Types: I Totals 
U --- Private--->I<-Older Rented>I< --- Council --- >I by Row 
I EC2-2 I EC2-4 I EC2-5 I EC2-6 I EC2-7 I EC2-8 I%A of M 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
EC1-31 IIIIII 
M. 1 2104 1 1047- 1 718 1 1698 1 627 1 2340 1 8534 
A. I 468 1 255 1 168 1 391 1 106 1 544 1 1932 
Cell%I 22.6% 1 24.3% 1 23.0% 1 23.0% 1 17.0% 1 23.2% 1 22.6% 
---------------------------------------- m ---------- m --------- 
EC1-51 IIIIII 
M-I 59 1 758 1 40 161 588 1 2396 1 384T 
A. I 11 1 127 14101 98 1 290 1 530 
Cell%I 18.6% 1 16.8% 1 --- I --- 1 16.6% 1 12.1% 1 13.8% 
---------------------------------- m ------------------ m ------- 
EC1-61 I1 :1111 
M. I 12 1 749 1 13 1 18 1 912 1 1109 1 2813 
A. I 31 170 11141 179 1 203 1 560 
Cell%I --- 1 22.7% 1 --- I --- 1 19.6% 1 18.3% 1 19.9% 
------------------------------------------------- % ------------ 
EC1-71 1 :11111 
M. I 31 749 1 144 1 10 1 1781 1 885 1 3572 
A. I 01 164 1 34 141 273 1 146 1 621 
Cell%I --- 1 21.9% 1 20.7% 1 --- -1 15.3%, 1 16.5% 1 17.4% 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
II 
Col. II N= 
M. TotI 2178 1 3303 1 915 1 1738 1 3908 1 6730 1 18776 
A. TotI 482 1 716 1 207 1 399 1 656 1 1183 1 3643 
%A of M 22.1% 22.1% 22.6% 23.0% 16.8% 17.6% 19.4%N 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
Notes: 
EC1-3 = Housing built before 1939. 
EC1-5 = Housing built between 1945 and 1959 
ECI-6 = *a of 1960 and 1969 EC1-7 = so 99 1970 and survey date(1981) 
EC1 codes abbreviated; codes 0,1,2=3; 4t5=5; 7t8=7. 
EC2 codes ; codes 1,2=2; 3,4=4. 
M= Number of observations from Membership Roll data. 
Refined data; extra-urban addresses excludedl missing 
Eco-codes excluded. 
A= Number of Surveyed attenders observations., -Refined data 
excludes tvisitors' and extra-urban addressesq excludes 
unknown Eco-codes. 
Cell% = the Surveyed attenders expressed as % of membership 
for each cell. (The smaller cells are ignored. ) 
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the Surveyed attenders which meant that as a category of members, 
their attendance: membership ratio was 17.3$ overall. This can be 
contrasted with the attender: membership ratio of the non-Council 
house group who have a higher ratio of attendance of 22.2$ 
(the. 'raw? average ratio of attenders: members having been shown 
to be 19.2$ in Figure 6.1). A further feature of Figure 6.27 
raised questions regarding the group of members living in 
property built in the 1945-1959 period. In almost all the cellsp 
the attendance ratios are lower in comparison to, the- other 
EC2-code, types. 
This prompted further investigation of the membership 
records for this sub-set of members. Recourse was made_to the 
communion data for the group which, at 57.0% attendance in 1981 
against the refined data average of 63.4% attendance, showed a 
marginal difference when it might also have been expected to be 
markedly different. What became evident was that whilst the 
Sunday attender ratio was markedly lower, the communion 
attendance did not show such great variation. (The explanation 
which probably accounts for this phenomenon is the likelihood of 
Roll revisions having trimmed the numbers who had failed to 
record even the most minimal attendance over a three or four year 
Interval. The result is 'artificially' -but unwittingly- 
maintaining the ratio of communicants: non-communicants). 
Having isolated the largest group within the EC1-code 5 
sub-set, (ie. the EC2-codes 7 and 8, ) they provided further 
insight and a methodology for examining the total membership and 
its corresponding attendance patterns. The Ec2-code 7 and 8 
records from the Rolls and from the Attenders Survey were 
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selected on the basis of the comparative differences noted in 
Figure 6.27, and classified by a -series of recodings which 
ascertained whether the person was a member of their own local 
parish church 9Z an 'adjacent' congregation- = an 'external' 
congregation. (29) This three way categorisation of town', 
tadjacent', and 'external' was further divided in the case of the 
Boll records in such a way as to sub-classify by communion 
attendance on the basis of 119811, or ? last three yearst# or 
'1978 or earliert. By segregating those personswho were members 
of a church lexternalt to their residential area, they could be 
analysed by the church of which they were a member as well as 
whether they attended and had been found during the Survey. The 
following set of maps show the general areas where theseýpeople 
lived, (Figure 6.28) and, in the case of t he larger sub-sets, 
their absolute membership numbers and corresponding Survey 
attendance numbers distributed as aggregates for churches in 
particular areas with indications of the likely route they would 
use. (30) 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
29 Adjacent: means a congregation which could be construed as 
being both the next nearest, and at the same time, within 
the district at a distance of approximately 1/2 a mile. In 
effeetp this definition allowed for choice within the 
'circle' of nearby parishes. Directional bias was built in 
to the choice on the basis of following 'inward' public 
service bus routes. 
External was defined as being beyond the immediate circle 
of reasonable alternatives outlined above and probably 
requiring transport of some kind. 
., - In effect this gave a model of three 'concentric'-arcs for 
each parish church site. 
30 All the areas of 1945-59 Council housing were analysed but 
as they showed the same underlying patterns of 
'membership-at-a-distancelg three areas were chosen to 
exemplify the general findings. A similar exercise was 
completed on two other cells, (Eel-code 3 by Ec2-code 2; 
and Eel-code 6 by Ec2 code 8; ) and the patterns were still 
manifest. 
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DUNDEE CITY: MAP DEPICTING HOUSING AREAS BUILT 1945r59 
COMPRISING OF COUNCIL HOUSING (ECl-5, EC2-7 AND 8, 
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DUNDEE MEMBERSHIP AND SURVEY DATA: DISTANT MEMBERSHIP 
ALLEG IANCE TO VARIOUS CONGREGATIONS. 
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DUNDEE MEMBERSHIP AND SURVEY DATA: DISTANT MEMBERSHIP 
ALLEGIANCE TO VARIOUS CONGREGATIONS. 
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DUNDEE MEMBERSHIP AND SURVEY DATA: DISTANT MEMBERSHIP 
ALLEGIANCE TO VARIOUS CONGREGATIONS. 
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These maps depict the specific area under investigation, the 
known membership of churches in a 'distant' area, the actual 
attenders found on the Survey, and the probable journey 
route. (31) They indicated that the phenomenon of 'membership-at- 
-a-distance' might be a feature of urban city church allegiance. 
Robertson and Sissons had noted this in Edinburgh and Falkirk 
respectively. From the individual minister's point of view, 
whilst he may know his own congregation's circumstanceso neither 
he nor his colleagues in Presbytery know the exact situation 
within the city. 
This seemed to be a crucially important factor requiring 
detailed evaluation, for decisions made regarding unions and 
closures by the church in the absence of such information must 
necessarily be based more on intuition and hope rather than an 
rational reasons. (This was commented upon in chapter 2, 
pp. 2-108f. ) If this is not sufficient justification, then the 
information is also needed to help clarify the church's own 
mission strategy. To whom ought it to direct its efforts ? 
Where might its efforts best be spent ? Theologically, the task 
is to everyone and everywhere. More realistically and 
pragmatically, its first efforts must be to become more 
self-aware not only of its own weaknesses but also its strengths. 
The physical manifestation of a church building in itself says 
nothing about its role vis a-vis the area and population around 
Its doors. 
--------------------------------------------- T -------------------- 
31 Census, 1981: Tayside Region, &a, rU., p. xxiii. It is 
stated that 56.6% of all households in the city were 
without ownership of a motor vehicle. It has been shown 
that this average figure is possibly exceeded in the 
Council house areasp see Figure 6.25, page 6-42. 
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The membership Roll records and the Surveyed attenders, 
whose addresses were known and within the city, (but excluding 
visitors and 'aged and infirml recordsv) were analysed on a 
city-wide basis using the same tri-partite categories 
FIGURE 6.32. 
-------------- 
DUNDEE DATA; MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDERS SURVEY DATA. 
RECORDS ANALYSED BY RESIDENTIAL PROXIMITY TO CHURCH 
OF ALLEGIANCE. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
.1 ------------------------------------------------------ 
I Membership Records II Surveyed Attenders I 
I M. 1 I M. 2 I M-3 I M. 4 II A. 1 I A. 2 I A-3 I 
.1 -- ---- I-- -- -----F -- -----6-------------4-------- 
Own 1 6760 1 4339 1 64.1% 1 34.5% 11 1394 1 20.6% 1 35.4% 1 
--------------- 4 --------------- !a ---------------------- 
Adjacent 1 4107 1 2705 1 65.8% 1 20.9% 11 897 1 21.8% 1 22.9% 1 
--------------------- 
External 1 8733 1 5215 1 59.7% 1 44.5% 11 1631 1 18.6% 1 41.5% 1 
---------------- ffil ---------------------- 
Notes: 
The three categories are: 
Own :- Live in the actual parish area. 
Adjacent: - Live in a nearby adjacent parish area. 
External: - Live at least two parishes distant. 
M. 1 Members; number in each category. (N=19,000) 
M. 2 Members; number who communicated in 1981. 
(N =12P259) 
M-3 Members; % of each category who communicated at 
least once in 1981. 
M. 4 = Members; % of total members which each category 
represents. (N= 19,600) 
A. 1 = Attenders; numbers in each category found'on the 
Sunday Survey of attenders. 
A. 2 = Attenders; % of attenders expressed as % of M. 1. 
A-3 = Attenders; % of total attenders expressed for 
------------ ------------ 
each category. (N =3922) 
-------------------------------------- 
The above Figure showed that some 44.5% (N=8733) of the 
membership lived outwith what has been described as the area 
immediately or adjacently around the 'parish' church of which 
they were a member. The levels of commuLon attendance were 
lower than the other two comparative groups who lived nearer. 
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When surveyed attenders were considered, again the ratio of 
Sunday attendances of the 'distant' members at 18.6% was less 
favourable in comparison to the other two categories. Although 
the percentage differences are not in themselves large, a 
hypothetical calculation demonstrates that if these percentage 
differences did not occur, a further 30 or 40 persons might be 
attending each Sunday throughout the city, or some 390 Plus 
persons might attend communion at least once a year. 
Whilst the earlier analysis of the 'Monifiethl dwellers had 
proved inconclusive on the question of 'distance' and attendance 
ratios, it now suggested that some underlying sociological 
difference might be one of the reasons for the differential rates 
of attendance observed. It appeared to be the case that 
availability of personal transport was a major determinant-in 
attendance patterns of these 'distant' members. 
Those records which had been identified as 'external' and 
therefore 'distant' members were reanalysed but in Burgh Council 
Electoral areas. The percentage of Sunday attenders , was 
calculated as a percentage of the resident 'distant' Roll 
membership of each locality. (32) The resultant percentiles were 
put into quartile ranges based upon the median value of the 
series, thus giving a means of mapping representationally the 
flowl; 'below average'; tabove average'; and theýlhighl areas 
of percentage attendance. As will be immediately observed, the 
same areas of council housing which had been the subject of ý 
--------------------------------------------- t --------- - -------- 
32 'Locality: this is defined in terms of the description 
given in chapter 59 section 5.4.. As suchp it is the 
second level of analysis falling between Regional Electoral 
areas and the true OLOCADI which is the smaller unit based 
on Electoral Ward and Parish. 
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the analysis in Figures 6.28 _Q_t, p - jLm., were shown 
to have the 
lowest % attendance ratios for 'distant' membership. 
The following Figure 6.33 evidenced that the 'distant' 
members whose residence lay within the areas which have been 
shown to consist mainly of jlQja. -council 'housing, (see Figure 
5.24, ) had higher levels of Sunday attendance and lay in the 
upper quartile ranges. The pre-war Council house areas, _XJ7.. 
'the Glenslp Barnes Avenue areal Craigiebank, and Taybank; all 
showed higher levels of attendance. One exception was noted and 
this was in the Barnhill area at the cityts eastern boundary. 
Subsequent detailed analysis revec-ded that the 'distant' members 
in this area resided in the council housing. The residents of 
the other property in this area either attended the Barnhill 
church or a church in nearby Broughty'Ferry,, but those who went 
further afield also'tended to attend in greater numbers. 
In effectj this analysis of membership adherence patterns 
clearly indicates that large numbers of this 'distant allegiance' 
category reside in the council housing areas and the evidence, 
such as it is, suggests that this is the area in which the 
membership losses are most likely to occur. 7bere is, howevert 
no available evidence on this particular problem as suchp for it 
would require data of a different order. As things stand, the 
church merely goes on losing members. Who they arep where they 
live, and why they ceased to be members is simply not known and 
such information is probably considered as superfluous and of 
little use to the individual congregation. However, at the 
non-parochial level, -for example# at Presbytery levelt such 
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DUNDEE DATA. 
DUNDEE MEMBERSHIP AND SURVEY ATTENDERS DATA: 
ANALYSIS OF RATIOS OF ATTENDANCE OF 
'DISTANT' MEMBERS BY BURGH ELECTORAL AREAS. 
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information would provide a basis for discussion and decision 
concerning resources and strategy. However, lest it be concluded 
that the losses are accruing in only one sector of the membership 
spectrum, it will be seen from Figure 6.32 that the levels of 
attendance at both communion and Sunday worship are only 
marginally differentiated between the categories. The analysis 
has only attempted to highlight those'groups n2git at risk. 
9.3 SPATIAL BODELLING aC 
Having approached the data from the perspective of residence 
type and spatial location, the question arose as to whether the 
'distant' membership was equally distributed throughout 'the 
Dundee congregations. Recourse was made to computer graphics to 
provide a 3-dimensional representation displaying spatial and 
density distributions of underlying patterns of lattendancel and 
tallegiancel. The appropriate programme routines were found(33) 
and modified for the purpose at hand and graphs produced for each 
parish 
Only a selection of the output graphs have been included in 
this text. They have been selected because they illustrate the 
spectrum of what was encountered using this technique. The 
output could be classified into four distinct pattern types., The 
simplest model has been named the 'nodal' type. It reflects a 
concentration of members and attenders drawn from a closely 
defined area which approximates to the 'parish' locality. The 
second model lacks the compactness of the former, but can be said 
to be acting as a centre for a fairly discrete area. This model 
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has been termed the 'focal' model. It draws members from areas 
outwith the purely 'parish' area# but in doing so serves what 
might be regarded as a natural hinterland. In this sensep its 
area of focus tends to be uni-directional unlike the third model 
which draws its members from several directions simultaneously. 
Whilst drawing its population from a number of recognisable 
centres, it also relies upon a central core of members who live 
adjacently. This model has been named leDicentric'. The last 
model is named 'eclectic' and differs from the epicentric model 
by virtue of its lack of Ilocalised' membership. This is the 
congregation which is largely drawn from 'somewhere else' and the 
city-centre congregations typify this state of affairs. The sets 
of graphs for the membership distribution and the attenders 
distribution for four congregations illustrate the four models. 
The rectangular grid area is 'superimposed' upon the Dundee map 
used in Figure 6-33.. 
------------------------------------------------ m ---- -- --- - 
33 The programmes used were 'SELECT'# 1ORGANISE11 $COUNT', 
'SURFACE-IIt. and IGHOST401. The processing involved 
selection of the desired records, reducing these to a short 
record containing only the tLocadt-address, counting the 
frequency for each 'Locad' and writing the total to an 
input data file for the Surface programme. The resultant 
grid files were produced on a graph plotting device. 
This technique carries with it several methodological 
reservations which affect the final output. Firstlyp there 
is a scaling mechanism which automatically adjusts the 
scale of the major vertical Interval to a maximum value in 
r)ropQrtion to the base area of the graph. Thus, a decisive 
vertical interval on one graph will be scaled down and 
appear somewhat similar to the vertical interval on another 
graph. Secondly, the method by which the 'contour' 
intervals are calculated takes account of the horizontal 
distances between plotted points. In this caset two 
identical vertical intervals will produce increasingly 
different contoured 'shapes' depending ppon their proximity 
to one another. As a result, it is not possible to make 
guantitative comparisons between graphs from two different 
parishes. It is possible to make tqualitativel judgements 
about sets of graphs, and 'quantitative =. d qualitative' 
judgements about single parishes. 
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FIGURE 6.34 
DUNDEE MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDERS SURVEY DATA: 
'Modal' Congregation (A) Membership. (B) Attenders. 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
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FIGURE 6.35 
------------ 
DUNDEE MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDERS SURVEY DATA: 
'Focal' Congregation (A) Membership. (B) Attenders. 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
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FIGURE 6.36 
DUNDEE MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDERS SURVEY DATA: 
'Epicentrial Congregation (A) Membership. (B) Attenders. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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FIGURE 6.3T 
DUNDEE MEMBERSHIP AND ATTENDERS SURVEY DATA: 
'Eclectic? Congregation (A) Membership. (B) Attenders. 
--------------------- 
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With this information available for each participating 
parisht it was possible to judge where each lay on the continuum 
between 'modal' and 'eclectic' solely on the appearance of the 
respective graphs. (34) The following tabulation indicates where 
the parishes lie on the four range scale. To prevent confusion, 
'focal' parishes are displayed to the left of the 'modal' 
parishes thus separating the Ilocalised' congregations from the 
'distributed' congregations. 
One particular feature is not unexpected. The church 
extension congregations in the post-war areas of the town are 
'parish' based. (This includes the old quoad omnin parish of 
Mains whicht after five centuriesp has acquired a population as 
large as the old medieval Burgh of Dundee 1) Similarly, the 
churches serving the pre-war housing areas (aiz.., Craigiebank, 
Barnes Ave. and Court Streetg Logie; ) have retained a localised 
allegiance. The 'eclectic' congregations are those which have 
seen their parish wasted by demolition to varying degrees and 
enforced intra-urban migration. Almost without exception, they 
are supported by an elderly constituency who make use of public 
transport. The same can be said of those parishes labelled 
epicentric; (the difference between their respective 
classifications might be due more to the writer's subjective 
classification than to real differences. ) One notable exception 
is a city centre church supported by a section of the younger age 
groups. 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
34 Because the data in this project concerns present 'day 
congregations, office bearersq and ministers, and to avoid 
any implied criticism, the participating parishes have been 
given coded numbers to prevent unwarranted access to 
information. 
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FIGURE 6- 38 
------------ 
DUNDEE DATA: CLASSIFICATION OF PARISHES INTO'MODEL TYPES. - 
AGE ANALYSIS OF CONGREGATIONS. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
:< --------- Model Type -------------- >< --- Age Cohorts --- > 
Epi- : 20- 30- 45- Retd. 
Focal: Modal: centric: Eclectic: 29 44 <R. Age. 
Parish: -------------------------------------------------------- 
lu B MMM AAA 67 
2 MMM AAA -- -- -- 56 
3 MMM AAA 13 31 28 -- 
4u MMM AAA 15 -- 36 
6 MMM AAA -- 33 
10 MMM AAA 14 31 
11 MMM AAA 17 23 -- 
12 B MMM AAA 56 
13 MMM AAA 58 
18 MMM AAA 34 -- 
19U MMM AAA *0 59 
20 MMM AAA 28 
21 B MMM AAA 13 26 27 
22u MMM AAA 16 -- ** , 54 
23U MMM AAA ** ** 32 -- 
24 MMM AAA 14 20 
25 MMM AAA 24 30 
26u B MMM AAA -- -- 30 60 
27 MMM AAA 23 19 30 -- 
29 MMM AAA -- ** 33 
30u B MMM AAA 17 
31u MMM AAA 31 
33U B MMM AAA -- 58 
34 MMM AAA -- 63 
35 mmm AAA 29 56 
37u MMM AAA ** 52 
38u B MMM AAA -- 32 64 
39u MMM AAA 15 48 
40u B MMM AAA 25 -- 
41u MMM AAA 14 50 
43u B MMM AAA -- -- -- 60 
44 MMM AAA -- 26 -- 53 
% in each age cohort (average) 1 11% 17% 25% 47% 1 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: (1) Derived from graphs of each Parishes membership 
and Attending persons. (Raw data. ) 
MMM = from classifying members graph. 
AAA = from .0 attenders (2) tul= has been involved in a union at 
; 
O*me time. 
(4) IBI= Survey showed thigh' use of public transport. 
(5) Age cohorts: the mean averages are shown. Where the 
ratio Is highert actual % is shown; where this Is 
within 10% of mean, indicated by 1*111; where it is 
less than overall mean, symbol I--' is used. 
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In one important aspectf this coalescing of data relating to 
membership distribution, demographic age structuresg and 
transport utilisation point inevitably to an underlying problem 
for the Presbytery, and indeed the whole church. Given the 
evidence that large numbers of members do not attend normal 
Sunday services, and that large numbers live outwith the annulus 
which could be described as 'near-parochial' and that many --and 
this includes the numerous elderly, widowed, and single -- would 
have to make use of public transport, and given that the evidence 
determined so far points inevitably to the 'lapsing risk' being 
potentially higher in this 'distant-residing' group, what has 
been done to overcome the inherent dangers ? The church can 
point to the new churches which it has built in the new areas, 
but it usually does so with some degree of concern because they 
are not the most economically viable, and somet elsewhere have 
been unmitigated disasters. What it has failed to grasp is the 
thorny question of 'membership-at-a-distancel. This Is in part a 
social phenomenon, but it is also an administrative and a 
quasi-theological problem. This point will be taken up again in 
the following chapter in the concluding discussion where the 
theological issues surrounding the concept of 'parish' and 
ministry are discussed in relation to the evidence presented. 
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6.9.4 ANALYSTS DE MM RFLTDENTIAL CHANGES 
The previous sections have shown that the membership of the 
church is distributed through all sections of the community in a 
spatial context and that many are 'members-at-a-distancel from 
their 'congregation'. The question which remains unanswered is 
whether this 'distant-allegiance' syndrome is a long-term feature 
of membership or whether it is a transient feature which merely 
lasts a few years until the member finally makes a break with the 
old ties and either joins a 'local' congregation or simply 
'lapses' with the passage of time. 
The information derived from the Membership Rolls (Figure 
5.20) -noted some 26% of Roll members having joined by 
Certificate of Transfer, and this suggested that a high level of 
these inter-congregational movements had been taking place. The 
primary examination of the attenders data brought to light a 
conflict of evidence concerned with the degree of change and when 
it had taken place. It was found on examining the surveyed 
attenders for the length of residence at the present address, 
that 41 . 0% [N=1584] had lived there for 11Qt m= than 10 years. 
Some 61.6% [N=23791 had done. so for 15 years or less. 
In-migrants, -those who indicated that they had moved into 
Dundee in the last 10 years$ accounted for 13.1% [ N=506](35) of 
this sub-set of attenders. This was a significantly higher 
proportion of in-migrants found in the attending members to that 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
35 This figure is computed after the data validation algorithm 
had reset inconsistent responsesq (see pages 6-46f. ) 
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found in the rolls and contained in Figure 5.20p ( 2.3%, N=461. ) 
The frequency of relocation is given below. 
FIGURE 6.39 
--- --------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: LENGTH OF RESIDENCY AT PRESENT ADDRESS. 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
Number of : Cumulative : Migrants : 
: Cohort : in each : 
Respondents :% of total Category : 
----------- ----------- ---------- 
5 or less years: 982 25.4% 356 
6 to 10 years: 602 41.0% 150 
--w-------------- 
11 to 15 years: 795 61.6% 153 
16 to 20 years: 420 72.5% 56 
21 to 25 years: 396 82.5% 31 
26 to 35 years: 380 92.6% 
36 or more years 285 100.0% 
Total : 3860 746 
------- w ----------------------- 
Valid Observations= 3860 Missing Observations =43 
Excluded Observations =94 
------------------------------------------ -- ---- 
Note: these responses treated as non-migrant St; tU;. 
Refined data; excludes visitors and in-migrant 
University students. 
Given the predominance of retiral-aged persons demonstrated in 
Figure 6.17, (i. e. 45.8% of the attendersp) the 665 persons who 
indicated in Figure 6.39 that they had resided at the same 
address for 26 or more years were likely to be heavily weighted 
towards the post-retiral aged persons, but as this in itself did 
not account for all the elderlyp the numbers who had changed 
residence in the, last 10 years would of logical necessity include 
a proportion of the elderly fraction. This was established in 
Figures 6.40. A and 40. B below. 
A note of explanation is warranted concerning the variant 
numbers of observations which will form the basis of subsequent 
tabulations in this section. Because this particular analysis 
was concentrating on categories of persons and on their lengths 
of residency and rates of change, (some purely within the city, 
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some into the cityl some out from the cityp and even some from 
outside the city to another address outside the city boundaryp) 
it was necessary to ensure that Qý those respondents who 
provided the required Information were Included in the analysis. 
A large number of variables were considered 
simultaneously. (36) 
Iwwt = Electoral areas 
IPPt = Parish areas 
IE2I = Present residential house type code 
'AGE' = Age-cohorts 
IRRI = Length of residence 
IXI = Number of residential changes 
IOldLI = Previous residential area 
IEC41 = Previous residential property type 
Imt Migrancy indicator 
IRg2I University student in-migrant indicator 
Each record's set of variables presented the possibility of 
encountering missing data in one or several of the individual 
variable fields. Thus, missing data in a field could and did 
result in a whole record being excluded from one or more analysis 
yet reappearing in others. Simultaneouslyl multi-conditional 
testing and selection was applied to allow setsýof data to be 
processed through a series of analysis. The criteria for this 
deliberate exclusion of records was to ensure reliability in the 
analysis. Care was taken to identify the excluded records and to 
ensure that their rejection did not occasion some oversight. 
The following Figure indicates the gross levels of length of 
residence and the frequencies of residential changes. The 
respondents who had changed residence more than twice in the 25 
year period was 12% of the total. 
36 The record field descriptions are contained in chapter 51 
pages 5-23f. 
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FIGURE 6.40 A 
------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA:, LENGTH OF RESIDENCE BY 
NUMBER OF ADDRESS CHANGESp ALL AGES. 
Length of I Number of changes of residence. 
present residenceI (0): (1): (2): (3): (4): *(5)1 
- ------ I -- --- -- ---I -- ---------------- 
5 or less yrs. 1 141 267 : 293 : 139 : 48 : 47 1 935 
------------------------------------ 1- 25.2 
6 to 10 yrs. 1 79 : 232 : 166 : 67 : 30 : 10 1 588 
------------------------------------ 1- 16.0% 
ll to 15 yrs. 1 75 : 402 : 200 : 52 : 18 :71 754 
------------------------------------ 1- 20.6% 
16 to 20 yrs. 1 36 : 267 : 55 : 14 :2: 11 375 
------------------------------------ 1- 10.2% 
21 to 25 yrs. 1 23 301 : 21 5111 352 
- ------- - 9.6% 
26 to 35 yrs. 1 380 1 380 
------------------------------------- 10.4% 
36 yrs. or more. 1 285 :1 285 
------------------------------------- 7.8% 
Valid Cases =3669 Missing Observations =398 N=3997 
FIGURE 6.40 B- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: RESIDENTIAL CHANGES AMONG THE RETIRED 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
Length of I Number of changes of residence. 
present residenceI (0): (1): (2): (3): (4): *(5)1 
----------- 4 ------- mm-+- 
5 or less yrs. 1 29 : -110 : 89 : 34 : 10ý: 6: 278 
+-mmmm -------- m- --------- -+---1- 16.2% 6 to 10 yrs. 1 18 : 126 : 55 : 16 :5: 31 221 
4 ----------- 4 ----------------------- 1- 12.9% 
ll to 15 yrs. 1 20 : 209 : 67 : 11 21 309 
4 -------------------- 18.0% 
16 to 20 yrs. 1 13 : 126 : 20 :41 163 
4-- ---------------------------- m--I- 9.5% 
21 to 25 yrs. 1 11 193 12 1111 219 
--m M--- - 12.8% 
26 to 35 yrs. 1 266 1 266 
+-m-+- ----- --m ---- ----- mmm-+ 15.5% 
36 yrs. or more. 1 256 1 256 
------ -+ 15.0% 
Valid Cases 1712 Missing Observations =74 N=1786 
---- m- 
Note: 
----- -- 
Refined 
----- m ---- mm -------- m-m --------- -m --- 
data; visitors excluded. In 6.40B, -only 
--- m- 
those 
over retirement age selected. (Fem, =ýO ; male =65 .) Student in-migrants excluded in both tables. 
*(5) Includes 5 or more changes of address. 
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Those who indicated 101 change of residence and residence of less 
than 25 years (9.5% N) were in fact part of the large in-migrant 
fraction who had taken up residence in Dundee. Those who were 
over retiral age and who had moved house in the last 10 years 
represented 29.1% of the post-retlral group (Figure 6.40B). 
Some of the elderly had chosen to move to Dundee presumably upon 
their retirement in the previous 10 years. A summation of 
Figures 6.40A and B allows for comparisons between the age 
groups. 
FIGURE 6.41 
------------ 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: RESIDENTIAL CHANGES AND AGE COHORTS. 
Number of years I Under I Past II N=Row I 
resident 
-- 
I 
- 
retiral age I retiral age II % Column I 
------------- 
Less than 
-- 
1 
----------- 
1024 
--- 
1 
------------ 
499 
--- ---------- 
1523 
-- 
1 
10 years 1 67.3% 1 32.7% 41.5% 1 
11 to 25 
--- - 
1- 
--7--90 ------- -- 
I- 
-- 
6--91 
-------- - 
1481 
---------- 
1 
-- 
years. 1 53.6% 
- 
1 46.6% 40.4% 1 
---- 
over 25 
- 
1 
----- ------ 
143 
-- 
1 
------------ 
522 
--- ---------- 
665 
-- 
1 
years. 1 21.6% 1 78.4% 18.1 1 
--------------- 
Column totals 
-- 
1 
-- 
------------ 
1927 
----------- 
-- 
1 
-- 
------------ 
1712 
------------ 
--- 
:: 
--- 
---------- 
3669 
----------- 
-- 
1 
- 
Valid cases =3669 Missing observations =328 N=3997 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Although the post-retiral, age group represent onlY 32.7$ of those 
who moved in the last 10 years, this should not obscure the fact 
that this same category exhibited a high level of movement in the 
11-15 years residency cohort. 
The data was re-analysed in Figure 6.42 to isolate Dundee 
residents from in-migrantsp categorising both of these by pre- or 
post-retiral age-cohorts. The proportion of in-migrants 
represented 29.5% of the attending respondents who had signified 
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that they had moved in the last 10 years. Expressed in terms of 
the total number of persons surveyed, [ N=39971 this represents 
some 11.5%, and as sucho does not take into account those whose 
residential stay had been over 11 years but under 25 years. The 
presence of such numbers suggested that Sissons' findings were 
not universally applicable concerning the low proportion of 
Imigrantst found in the Church of Scotland. 'The evidence in 
Dundee suggests a different picture where the church would seem 
at least to perform some integrative function 'for these 
newcomers, even if it does not consciously set out to woo and 
attract them. 
FIGURE 6.42. 
------------ 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: ANALYSIS OF RESIDENTIAL CHANGES BY 
AGE-COHORT AND MIGRANT VARIABLES. 
------------------------------------------------------ 
Residence I Dundee residents In-migrants -I 
length I -------------------- -------------------- I 
I under 65 retired under 65 retired I 
----------- I ---------- --------- ---------- --------- I 
less than I I- 
5 years. 1 405 211 252 67 1 
--I ---------- --------- ---------- --------- I 
6 to 10 11 
years. 1 255 184 104 37 1 
--I ---------- --------- ---------- --------- I 
column 1 660 395 356 104 1 
totals. I -------------------- -------------------- I 
1 1055 460 1 
--------------------------------------- 
Having identified the extent of the mobility to be found 
within the church attenders, the real question was to establish 
whether or not residential mobility, -especially of the 
. 
intra-urban typep was also associated with 'mobility$ between 
congregations. 
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The technique adopted was to use the following variables: 
PP the present parish of residence but excluding any 
out of town addresses. 
PF the congregation In which the respondent was 
a member and attended. 
OldL the parish area In which the respondent previously 
resided. 
The variables for age-cohortv residential period, migrancyp and 
social class were also used in the analysis. Using the algorithm 
developed in section 6.9.2, the residential parish and the 
congregation record fields were coded as 'own' parish, 'adjacent' 
parish, or lexternalf(distant) congregational attendance. The 
previous address was coded in a similar manner to note how that 
address was related to present congregation. 07) 
7bis allowed a table to be constructed which gave a primary 
indication of the numbers of respondents whog having moved 
residence into or within Dundee in the last 10 years, might 
possibly have transferred their membership to the congregation of 
their new parish area. 
37 The 'present' congregation definition can obscure the fact 
that it may also be thegilly- congregation of which that 
person had been a member. 
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FIGURE 6.43 
------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: INTRA-URBAN RESIDENTIAL MOVEMENTS 
IN LAST 10 YEARS. RELATIONSHIP OF PREVIOUS 
AND PRESENT ADDRESSES TO PRESENT CONGREGATION. 
Previous residence : Present parish of allegiance related to 
related to present : present address. 
congregation. :--- --- ------- ------: Row 
: External : Adjacent : Own : Total 
-------------------- 
Unknown previous 
------- 
54 
------ -------------- 
61 
------------ 
63 178 
address (1) NC- 26 : NC- 14 : NC- 12 11.6% 
T- 14 : T- 27 : T- 28 
------ 
External parish 
---- 
407 
--- ------- 
146 
-- 
294 847 
membership NCm196 : NC- 46 : NC- 72 56.3% 
T-146 : T- 82 : T-155 
Adjacent parish 
---- 
69 
--- ------- 
106 
------ 
59 
- 
234 
membership. NC- 39 NC- 40 Nc- 19 15.9% 
Tm 21 T- 56 T- 30 
Own parish 75 
m- ------- 
69 
---- 
129 273 
membership. NCm 35 : NC- 20 NCm 28 17.8% 
Tm 29 : Tm 34 Tm 79 
Column total 605 382 545 1532 
- 
39.5% 
--- mmmm - ----- 
24.9% 
- mm --- mm --- 
35.6% 100.0% 
Data derived from a test using the question 9 responses. (2) 
------- ----- mm- ------------------ 
Valid responses : 506 319 : 423 
Retention %: (NO 58.5% : (NC) 37.6% : (NC) 30.9% 
Transferring %: (T) 41.5% : (T) 62.4% : (T) 69.1% 
------------------------ m --------------- 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Notes: (1) Survey attenders data; out-of-town addresses 
excluded; visitors excluded; in-migrants included; 
respondents with less than 10 years residence 
only. The in-migrants and missing 'previous 
residencet data account for the 'unknown category'. 
(2) This test used valid responses to question 9 
processing these through an algorithm which 
gave priority to positive responses ranking 
the options 7,6,514 as each having a higher priority 
over lower numbered options in cases of multiple 
responses. 
(NQ = Respondents unlikely to have changed congregations. 
( T) = Change of parish most probable. 
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The table makes apparent the fact that onlY 35.6% [N=5451 of 
those who have changed residence in the past 10 years are now 
members of the congregation of the parish in which they residet 
and 129 of these would appear to have moved within the parish 
locality. A further 59 have moved within the suburban locality 
or district. On the other hand 407 persons who lived at a 
distance from their tpresent' congregation still retain a 
'distant'-allegiance. To this figure can be added another 
144 (69+75) who have moved even more distant from their 
congregation. 
The difficulties of interpreting this table arise from a 
defect in the design stage of the Survey Questionnaire. The 
respondents were asked for the manner in which they had become 
members of' their present congregation, ie. by Joining as first 
communicantst or remaining with a recently 'united' congregation. 
Alternatively they might respond that they had transferred their 
membership. This latter includes any who left a proposed or 
resulting 'union' for another congregation. Thus, the former 
reasons can be reasonably assumed to involve no change of 
congregation whilst the latter reasons do. As no fdatel of 
transfer had been requested, it was impossible to state with any 
certainty whether or not such an inter-congregational transfer 
had actually occurred within the 10 year period being analysed. 
In consequence, recourse was made to the respondent's 
answers to Survey questions 9 and 9E. [Appendix III This data was 
transformed, for each cell in the table into two categories. The 
notation INC' is used to indicate a likelihood of continued 
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long-term membershipp whilst IT' indicates that a transfer had 
taken place but at a date which might be outwith the reviewed 10 
year period. Appended to the table in Figure 6.43 above is the 
sub-tabulation which was obtained independently and which 
excluded records with missing data in the record fields 77-80. 
The evidence strongly points to the reality of a situation 
where many of the 'external/distant' memberships are a result of 
longstanding connections but 41.5% appear to have consciously 
chosen to join or transfer a 'distant' congregation zzzz by the 
high 'joining' or 'uniting' indicators. (38) Conversely, the towns 
parish church members evidence higher rates of 
in-'transference'[ T=69.1%, ] which suggests that some 
congregations grew almost entirely at the expense of other 
congregations. The new extension churchesp conceived of as being 
centres of parish-'mission' became in practice 
'parishes-of-conveniencel. 
Despite all the above caveats, it is clear that the concept 
of 'parish church' IýIays, little Ilart Jil xanX resDondents' 
'congregational membership. 1 Some 64.5$ of the respondents who 
have changed residence in the last 10 years have chosen to join, 
remain with, or to transfer to congregations outwith their parish 
locality. 
A search was made to ascertain whether or not any 
recognisable patterns underlay the phenomenon. Marginal 
differences could be found in the respective. proportions of the 
elderly and other age cohorts vis-ý-vis 'distant' or 'parish 
38 These fields are described in chapter 5.7-10P pages 5-38f. 
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membership with the elderly showing a marginal propensity to 
belong to the parish church. 
: Age cohorts of respondents. 
: 20, - 44 : 45 to Retiral : Post-retiral 
----------------------------------------- 
Distant members : 65.5% 69.8% 59.9% : 987 
--------------------- 
Parish member 34.5% 30.2% 40.2% : 545 
-- --------- 
N= 1532 valid obs; rvations -------------------------- 
A further marginal difference could be detected betweený 
social class patterns where only 26.2% [N=126]of social class I. 
respondents attended their tparishl church whereas 60.7% [N=611 
of social class V. respondents attended their 'parish' church. 
The intermediate social class groups IIt IIIn, IIIm, IVt all gave 
percentages in the range 31.9% to 35.1% of own $parish' 
attendance. No discernable differences were found when comparing 
the attendance patterns of in-migrants and native Dundonians. 
Every attempt to isolate underlying patterns of behaviour 
and attendance allegiance merely confirmed what had been 
pinpointed in the discussion In section 6.9.3 above. (39) Having 
failed to identify any discernable trends in the city-wide datal 
recourse was made to isolating areas of the town in an attempt to 
establish whether these might provide some insights. Three areas 
were arbitrarily selected with the sole criteria that they would 
be largely unaffected by the missing non-participating parishes. 
Defining these areas was constrained by a search for natural 
boundaries which act as physical boundaries. Whilst these do not 
39 See pages 6-61f. 
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isolate areas entirely, they effectively channel and impede 
movements into, through, or out of these areas. 
The following map, Figure 6.44, serves to delineate the 
three areas which were investigated, whilst the following maps 
and tabulations investigate each area In turn. These sketch maps 
Indicate the boundaries formed by open spaces, disused railway 
lines, industrial areas as well as areas which have very low or 
zero population densities. The individual area maps are 
supplemented by an analysis of congregational allegiance detailed 
in terms of membership of either one of the churches within the 
area, or membership at an adjacent church but outside the 
delineated area, or at a 'distant' congregation. The values 
given for each cell are members who had moved within 25 years; 
(the under-10 years residents showed similar characteristics and 
were subsumed under the former. ) 
FIGURE 6.44. 
------------- 
DUNDEE: SKETCH MAP OF THREE LOCALITIES SELECTED FOR 
. MORE DETAILED MEMBERSHIP ALLEGIANCE ANALYSIS. 
-, 4ZZ, Izz 
H. -Z2- 
-I 1 
LI.. 0 )1 
.: -D 
u t4 13 F- F- 
. 
MaP of Lccalilh'cLs 
to bt Anattised. 
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DUNDEE SURVEYED ATTENDERS: AREA -A. 
HENZIESHILL, ANCHUM DRIVEl AND LAWSIDE. 
--------------------------------------------- ----------- 
Lor-%AEE- 
/ 
Fly 
Od 
I 'C 
DUNDEE 11MEN21ESti'LL/13RLPji-i/Lnpj, 
5ibE" 
Siaelth rnAp. (hot to scql'e) 
NaUraL Bovndarýes Retstrichý3 Movtme&4ý 
Uhývtvlated or Low Denviý PopvjaEjcn 
PAý%Sli ChultheS 
. 94 Bou ndarýes Main Roures 
---------------------------------------------------- 
The following tabulation (Figure 6.45. B) is divided to show 
the numbers residing in each of the parish areas and their 
distinct allegiance patterns. Menzieshill, (parish A) evidences 
the degree 'of local support it derives from its parish area 
despite 'providing' 119 respondents who were found elsewhere. 
Conversely, St Columba (parish B) receives some 11% support from 
its own parish area but 'donates' 151 attenders elsewhere. 
Parish C (Balgay St. Thomas) gains the allegiance of 33% of the 
reviewed members residing in its parish area. 
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The second part of the tabulation shows in addition to those 
attending adjacent [N=321 or distant [N=1391 congregations, 118 
respondents who choose to attend the Lochee group of churches. 
FIGURE 6.45. B 
-------------- 
DUNDEE: AREA -A, ANALYSIS OF ATTENDING MEMBERS ALLEGIANCE 
------------------------------------------ ; ------------------- 
Members I Attending members residing in parish: 
found I ---------------------------------------------- 
attending I From: -- 
parish: I Par. A : Par. B : Par. C I Row 
-------------------------------------- Totals 
To Par. A1 143 : 16 :11 160 
To Par. B14: 19 : 17 1 40 
To Par. C14: 21 : 41 1 66 
Area total 1 151 56 59 1 266 
---- --- -------------- ----------- 
To Lochee 1 40 : 63 15 1 118 
Adjacent 15: 11 16 1 32 
Distant 1 66 : 40 33 1 139 
------------------------------ 
Totals 1 262 170 123 1 555 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
Area-B comprises of the whole area to the north of the old 
disused railway line which separates it from area-A to its south. 
Again the church extension parish of Camperdown (parish A) 
demonstrates the allegiance it derives from within its own parish 
area. [N=114. ] The low total number of attenders who were to be 
found in the parish area of parish B (Lochee Old) reflects 
largely the lower population of that areag but only 14% of those 
who were found went to the parish church. Parish C, (Lochee 
St. Luke) received marginally better support from parish resident 
attenders but a higher degree of adjacent neighbourhood support. 
The Lochee West church (D) drew a 41% [N=133ol response from all 
the attenders in its area, whilst Idonatingt a total of 66 
attenders to other parishes in area-B. 
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FIGURE 6.46. A 
--------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEYED ATTENDERS: AREA -B 
CAMPERDOWN, DRYBURGHt AND LOCHEE. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
If -1144 
DuNDEE. - 
"LocMEF. /CAMPrfl,, w,, " 
Sketch fjq, (KwT -rc, scale. ) 
rrxTxn 
Naturat Bout4onstles RcasticrNq Movernent'. 
Unpopulatett or Low bensiý PapulaWon. 
plqRlsm CROKCHCS 
Main Rou*s 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
FIGURE 6.46. B 
-------------- 
DUNDEE: AREA -B, ANALYSIS OF ATTENDING MEMBERS ALLEGIANCE 
---------------- i ---------------------------------------------- 
Members I Attending members residing in parish: 
found I ------ ---------------------------------------- 
attending I 
parish: I Par. A : Par. B : 
--------- 
Par. C : 
-------- 
Par. D 
------ 
I 
- ------------ 
To Par. A 
--- 
1 
----- 
114 
- 
:0: 0: 7 
- 
1 121 
To Par. B 1 2 :3: 8: 20 1 33 
To Par. C 1 4 :4: 18 : 39 1 65 
To Par. D :1 20 :4: 16 : 67 1 107 
--- 
Area total 
-- 
1 
----- 
140 
---------- 
11 
-------- 
42 
------- 
133 
- 
1 326 
Adjacent 1 1 2 3 11 17 
Distant 1 24 9 3 18 1 54 
--- 
Totals 
-- 
1 
---- 
165 
---------- 
22 
-------- 
48 
------- 
162 
-- 
1 
---- 
397 
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Some 71 persons leave the delineated area to attend other 
congregations with the greater proportion, 79$ attending more 
distant churches. 7be Lochee churches, and Lochee West in 
particular, act as centres of attraction to the surrounding areas 
and draw heavily on Area-A allegiances. 
At the other side of'the city lies area-C. 7be East End 
area comprises of the areas of Albert Streett Maryfield, 
Stobsmuir, Old Craigie, Craigiebank, Taybankq and the renewed 
areas of Lilybank and Springbank. 
FIGURE 6.47-A 
-------------- 
DUNDEE SURVEYED ATTENDERS: AREA -C 
'EAST END PARISHES19 DUNDEE. 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
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FIGURE 6.47. B 
-------------- 
DUNDEE: AREA -Cp ANALYSIS OF ATTENDING MEMBERS ALLEGIANCE. 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
Members. I Attending members residing in parish: 
found I ---------------------------------------------- 
attending I From-- 
parish: I Par. A : Par. B : Par. C : Par. D : Par. E : Par. F I 
------------------------------------------ ; --------------------- 
To Par. A 14: 12 : 23 14 26 
(21) +U (20) +U (18) +U 
To Par. B 10: 28 : 26 2: 4: 1. 
To Par. C 1 18 : 46 13 :9: 71 
To Par. D I : -U 15 : -U 8 : -U 81 
To Par. E 1020: 6: 97 :71 
To Par. F I : -U 12 : -U 12 : -U 10 1 
---- ------------------------------------------------ 
Area total 15 60 95 62 156 44 1 
Adjacent 1400001 
Distant 14 24 36 28 49 18 1 
---- ------------------------------------------------ 
Area totals 1 10 88 131 90 : 209 62 1 
Notes: -U Congregations now closed after Union with Par. A 
+U indicates attenders gains from Union process, 
but (nn) figure not counted in totals. 
Area -C, as a wholep 'absorbs' 73% of its resident attending 
members with the remaining fraction attending churches at a 
distance from their residence. Parish A9 (Wallacetown) has a 
very low parish population and this is reflected by the very few 
attenders [N=41 found residing in the parish area. Ogilvie 
parish, (parish B) drew 33% [N=281 of its resident attenders, 
whilst Stobswell parish achieved a similar percentage [N=461. 
Parish E, (Craigiebank) had the largest number of resident 
attenders [N=2091 attracting 46% [N=971 within its doors. 7be 
numbers for the two parish areas D and F, (Baxter Park and St. 
Matthew respectively) are shown as a Peconntruntion as they would 
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have been before their union with Wallacetown to form the united 
parish of 'Trinity' in 1981. (They therefore reflect only those 
persons who had made a decision to remain with and attend the new 
united congregation. ) Similarlyt attenders from the Craigiebank 
area are shown by their parish allegiance before the 
reorganisation. It is clear that the Wallacetown (Trinity) 
congregation was already an eclectic congregation before the 
union and now acts as the the greatest nett recipient from other 
parishes in the area whilst Craigiebank acted as a major 
donor-zone. 
The picture presented by this data confirms the stochastic 
'scatter-effect' of the attenders allegiance patterns with the 
exception of the two relatively new church extension parishes of 
Camperdown and Menzieshill. What the lower-level analysis of 
specific areas does bring out is the fact that Union and 
Readjustment decisions made in the absence of incontrovertible 
demographic analysis can result in temporarily strengthening a 
congregation whose membership base is not rooted in its parish or 
locality. 
In effect, in the urban citiest unions = Anly enhance . thr, 
inherent' eclectic congregational tendencies which j" = MUQh In 
evidence in _tjM da tP which 11= 
J= presented. Without a clearer 
understanding of the 'allegiance-motivation' of the attending 
membershipg the danger must exist that having broken or weakened 
this allegiance tie, any advantages gained by urban unions will 
be quickly dissipated. This will be referred' to again in the 
concluding discussion. 
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9.5 ANALYSIS a INTER-URBAN MIGRANTS. 
As the responses to the attenders Survey had indicated that 
506 persons had been in-migrants to Dundee in the preceding 15 
years, and this was considerably higher than Sissons' Falkirk 
evidence had suggested, these respondents were analysed by social 
class, residential area, and age structure. 
FIGURE 6.48 
------------ 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: THE SOCIAL CLASS OF IN-MIGRANTS COMPARED 
TO OTHER RESPONDENTS WITH LESS THAN 
15 YEARS RESIDENCE AT PRESENT ADDRESS. 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
I Social class categories. 
II: II : IIIn : IlIm : IV : VI 
---------- 
Dundonians 1 4% : 
------ 
22% : 
---------------- -m 
19% : 37% 12% : 
m ---- m- 
6% : ý1348 
------- -- ---- m- mm ------------------ -- 74.2% 
In-migrants 1 24% 33% : 16% : 20% 4% 3% 493 
---------- ------ -------- m ----- --- -- 26.8% 
---------------------------------- mm --- m ---- m-mmmmmm-mm ----- 
Note: Refined survey data; respondents with 15 or less yearsg 
residence at present address, excluding University 
students and addresses of out-of-town residents. 
The social class of these subjects shows a distinct skew towards 
the upper two social class categorieso and an inspection of the 
parish areas in which they were now resident determined that 
specific areas of the town attracted these in-migrants in larger 
numbers than did other areas. (40) 
In terms of this group's present age structurel and having 
taken account of their -computed jjgp, at 
the time of moving to 
Dundee, the group was weighted towards the lower age 
40 In this test, comparing persons with less than 15 years 
residency duration, areas which exhibited over 45% 
attending in-migrants: attending members ratios were 
Barnhill, Broughty Ferry East and West, the outer Perth 
Road, (McCheyne parish) Blackness Avenue (St. John Cross)t 
Roseangle, and Stobswell. 
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cohorts, [57.9% had been under 40 years of age]. This probably 
reflects a mobility associated with employment. An analysis. by 
IECO-21 property types confirmed that 55% [N=2801 now resided in 
owner occupied properties whilst 149 (27.3%) resided in council 
housing. 
10 MM CHURCH M SOCTAL CLASS. 
Sissons demonstrated from his Falkirk data that the 
congregations of the Church of Scotland in Falkirk attracted a 
constituency of attenders who belonged to a higher social class 
than the other Falkirk Churches or was to be found in the Falkirk 
general population. The Dundee data confirmed this skewed social 
class distribution. 
FIGURE 6.49 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: SOCIO-ECONOMIC MASS OF ATTENDERS; 
DUNDEE AND FALKIRK COMPARED. 
------------------------------------------------------- 
I Socio-economic Class by Census Classification 
I RG 1: RG 2: RG 3n: RG 3m: RG 4: RG 51 
I ----------------------------------------- I 
Falkirk: I 'Skilled' :I 
Attenders 1 11% : 29% 52% 7% : 1% 1 
Population 1 3% : 10% 51% 19% : 13% 1 
---------------- ------- -------------- 
Dundee :I 
Attenders 1 9% 27% : 20% : 31% : 9% : 4% 1 
Population 1 5% 20% : 13% : 36% : 18% : 7% 1 
-1 -------- 4 --------------------------- 4 ------- 
Valid Observations - 3151 Missing observations - 760 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Source: Sissons., Table 5, p. 60. 
Census 1981: Tayside Region, Volume 29 Table 49, p. 10. 
[Figures derived from 10% sample. ] 
Notes: Rg 1 Professional Rg 2 Intermediate 
Rg 3n Non-Manual Skilled Rg 3m Manual skilled 
Rg 4 Semi Skilled Rg 5 Manual unskilled 
Refined data; excludes out-of-town visitors. 
and H. M Services personnel. 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Unfortunately, the absence of the non-participating 
congregations affects these percentages in an indeterminate 
manner but it is thought, with reasonable grounds for certitudev 
that they would exacerbate the skewed distribution. 7be actual 
differences found between Falkirk and Dundee may reflect this 
deficiency in the data. An analysis was conducted on the 
respective parishes to determine whether social class was 
reflected in different congregations. The following Figure 
breaks down the class structure of each parish by the 'raw' 
percentages found in the 'whole' attending membership. (N=3151) 
The socio-economic class of the eldership is also examined at the 
same time. A convention is followed where the class categories 
for a parish are compared to the average overall percentages and 
where the local percentage exceeds the average by 10% in a 
category, this is indicated by the percentage found. Similarly, 
where the parish percentage approximates to the overall average, 
it is marked with an asterisk($#*'). 
In the following tabulationg the total picture begins to 
become clearer as the cleavage of social class becomes evident in 
the individual parishes. The church extension chargest which in 
Figure 6.38 above were all 'modal' parishesq all reflect a lower 
socio-economic class constituency but at the same time also 
reflect a somewhat younger age-cohort structure. Equally obvious 
are the congregations where the higher social classes predominate 
although no clear pattern emerges in terms of their conforming to 
the Ifocallp lepicentricto or 'eclectic' congregational models. 
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FIGURE 6.50 
------------ 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: PARISHES BY SOCIO-ECONOHIC CLASS; 
ATTENDERS; AND ELDERS. 
Page 6-91 
Parish: 
Attenders at Service Eldership fraction 
+ Socio-Economic Class Socio-Economic Class : 
12 3n 3m 45 12 3n' 3m 45: 
1 35 21 38 -- 15 8 
2 26 ** 43 
3 17 47 -- 23 43 23 -- 6 41 29 -- -- -- 18 68 -- -- 
10 -- 50 14 -- -- -- ** 60 
12 38 13 12 12 35 23 -- 6 
12 46 -- -- no data 
13 31 -- 54 23 8 
18 : 18 ** 19 31 ** -- 
19 : -- 45 -- 36 -- 45 
20 : 26 37 14 -- 33 
21 : ** ** 13 37 -- 
22 : 38 insufficient data 
23 : 24 - 50 -- 22 50 
24 : -- -- -- 24 10 -- 40 33 7 
25 : 25 no data 
27 : -- 41 6 no data 
29 : ## 40 ## -- 14 36 29 
30 : 22 38 -- -- 20 63 -- 
33 : -- -- 24 45 -- -- 46 40 -- 
34 : -- ** #* 35 11 27 -- 36 18 
35 : insufficient data insufficient data 
38 : 14 35 -- -- 21 39 Of -- -- 6 
39 : -- 30 35 11 no data 40 : 25 30 -- -- 23 28 -- 6 41 : - 31 30 -- -- -- 14 36 29 00 43 : -- ** -- 41 -- 5 -- ## -- 40 7 44 : -- -- -- 37 20 13 insufficient data 
------ 
: 
----------------------- *All attenders average 
-- 
: 
--------------------- 
: 9% 27% 20% 31% 9% 4% : 
: Elders mean average % 
: 12% 37% 20% 23% 6% 2%: 
------ 
Notes: 
----------------------- 
Refined data; excludes 
--------------------------- 
visitors and H. M. Forces 
personnel. 
Socio-economic class d efined in Figure 6.49 above. 
*All : -the combined av erages for elders and members. 
This general figure was used as the benchmark. 
7be comparison is between elders and the general 
component struc ture of the congregation's social 
class details. 
signifies within 10% of theIOAllI sub-totals. 
more than 10% lower than the .. 00 *0 NN rounded percentage greater than 10% .. so 
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What does become evident, fromý having juxtapositioned the 
eldership social class analysis alongside its respective parish 
analysis Is that the leadership of -the -, congregations in the 
majority of instances is drawn from a fraction- of the 
congregation which is atypical of the general membership social 
class structure. 
6.10.1 -SOCIAT. CLASS RM HOUSING J2L DUNDEE. 
Having noted the tendency for church membership to be 
weighted towards the middle and higher social classes, it was 
necessary to establish how the data about social class related to 
data concerned with housing occupancy. The purpose of this 
analysis sought to show that the Scottish urban social scene is 
more complex in its structure than elsewhere in Britain. 
FIGURE 6.51 
----------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: SOCIAL CLASS AND HOUSING OCCUPANCY. 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Social Class I Property types and row %-I - 
Group I Owner Misc. Council I Column % 
I Occýpied Rented - HousingI 
----------------------------- 4 -------- 4 -------- 4 --------- 
11 199 1 44 1 27 ý1 270 Professional 1 73.7 1 16.3 1 10.0 1 8.8% 
11 1 422 1 130 1 262 1 814 
Intermediate 1 51.8 1 16.0 1 32.2 1 26.6% 
IIIn -1 177 1 ill 1 324 1 612 
Non-manual 1 28.9 1 18.1 1 52.9 1 19.9% 
IIIM 1 198 1 131 1 633 1 962 
Manual 1 20.6 1 13.6 1 65.8 1 31.3% 
IV 1 43 1 40 1 205 1 288 
Semi-skilled 1 14.9 1 13.9 1 71.2 1 9.4 
V171 20 1 98 1 120 
Unskilled 1 5.6 1 16.0 1 78.4 1 4.1 
Column total 1046 476 1549 3071 
34.1 15.5 50.4 100.0% 
Valid observations= 3071 Missing data= 832 N= 3903. 
------------------------------------------------------- 
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The property described as 'miscellaneous rented' includes 
all the older tenement property and some of the multi-occupancy 
property. It is not possible to state what proportion of this 
category is now owner-occupied. As a category of housing, it now 
draws 15.9% -t- 2.3% occupancy 
from mrjl social class group, and is 
spatially situated at the boundaries of the old 19th. century 
town. 
A converse relationship pertains between the higher social 
groups and council houses and between the lower social class 
groups and owner-occupancy* What -is enlightening is the 
admixture of social classes in the council housing areas. Some 
50.4%[N=15491 of the attending members live in council housing 
and 78.6% of these are comprised of persons belonging to social 
classes II to IIImp with the largest single component -of the- 
table being the 962 persons of IIIm status. This latter fact 
gives a clue to an underlying reality and supports the earlier 
contention that the churches' recruitment was amongst the older 
age groups but that this went unnoticed. Many of these proved to 
be foremen or supervisory grades within manual occupations. As 
this craft or supervisory status is usually associated with 
length of servicep one may posit that these persons gained this 
status later rather than earlier in life. 7be evidence from this 
survey, (--and from other research work in the past which ILL= 
failed I& record large numbers jil social class Jjf) suggests that 
church attending is associated with age and simultaneously may be 
associated with upward social-status mobility, 
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11 MM ELDERSHI . 
Reference has been made in chapter 3 to the historic place 
which the eldership has always had within the Presbyterian 
churches. Whilst ministerial changes may take place, the Kirk 
Session remains In Rerpetuo as a corporate body of ordained 
leaders unless the congregation is dissolved by the will of 
Presbytery. Thus as a collective bodyp their attitudes and 
opinions are important because they will be less subject to 
change over time than, for example, 'current' perspectives which 
may accompany any ministerial change. An indication of this 
innate conservatism may be illustrated by the results of a survey 
reported to the 1978 General Assembly some 11 years after the 
Assembly of 1966 had agreed to the ordination of women as 
elders. (41) It was found that many Sessions had not altered their 
view that the eldership was a male prerogative. Neither had 
repeated attempts to involve younger persons in the eldership 
proved fruitful. (42) The reporting Committee stated that 
the overall impression is still of deep seated reluctance ... ' on 
the part of many Sessions. 
Such research as has been conducted has suggested that the 
eldership is both elderly and almost exclusively male. Thus it 
was of more than general Interest to explore the characteristics 
of the eldership to establish whether it now [19821 reflected in 
its constituency, a proportion of women more equitable with their 
predominance In the pews. It can be stated from the evidence 
available, (elders: N=502, parishes: N=23; ) that seven Dundee 
---------------------------------------------- M-M ---------------- 
41 Proceedings j2f.. thl General Assembly: J-qkk, Act XXVIII. 
42 M. A.! J_91Ej pp. 529f, Comm. on the Me of Men and Women 
in Church and Society. See R. G. A., -19-U, PP-117f- 
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parishes, some 32% of the sample frame, had not yet ordained 
women elders. The age structure of the eldershipp despite the 
fears of the church, draws more heavily upon the middle-aged 
fraction of the members with 26.8% under 50 years of age. 
FIGURE 6.52 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: ELDERSHIP RECORDS; AGE-COHORTS BY SEX, 
COMPARED WITH GENERAL MEMBERSHIP; 
COMPUTED AGES AT ORDINATION AND THE 
PERCENTAGES OF FEMALE ELDERS BY AGE. 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
I Age cohort structures. 
I --- m ----------------------------- mm ------- I 
I Aged : Aged : Aged : Aged I 
1 24 to 35 : 36 to 50 : 51 to 65 : over 65 1 
I ------------------------------------------ I 
General : 485 : 612 : 775 : 1354 1 3226 
membership : 15.0% : 19.0% : 24.0% : 42.0% 1 
Elders 
Male- 13 98 168 147 1 426 
row % 3.1% 23.0% 39.4% 34.5% 1 
I 
Female 3 21 35 17 .1 76 
row % 3.9% 27.6% 46.1% 22.4% 1 
Femal; % 
--------- --------------------------------- 
of elders.: 18.8% 21.4% 20.8% 11.5% 1 
Age at ordination analysis: 
I ---------- 
Male elders 1 183 
row %1 42.9% 
Female elds. I 11 
row %1 14.5% 
I 
------------------------ 
-------- : ---------- 
184 -: 56 
43.2$ : 13.6$ 
33 : 30 
43.4$ : 39-0 
--------------------- 
--------- 1 
31 
0.7% 1 426 
1 84.9% 
21 
2.6% 1,76 
1 15.1% 
---------- 
Note: Refined Survey data; excludes visitors and young 
persons under 24 years of age. 
In the above tabulation, the respective age, of elders at 
their ordination was computed by subtracting the stated number of 
years ordained, (--itself cohorted by 5 year Intervals, ) from the 
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respondent's age-cohort response, Because of the cohort 
categorisations involved, this can only represent an 
approximation to the real situation. Nevertheless, it does 
indicate that the main recruitment age bands had been in the 35 
to 50 age cohort for the male elders. The female elders who have 
been ordained relatively recently tend to conform to the same 
Dresent day age structures as their male counterparts despite the 
presence of many more younger women than younger males in the 
attending fractions of the congregations. It is evident that the 
few women who have been ordained to the eldership have not, as 
yet, significantly altered the age or social class composition of 
the eldership as a whole. Further, some 66% had been ordained 
within the previous 5 years [19821 and many of those in the last 
two years which confirms the degree of inhering resistance within 
Kirk Sessions to their ordination reported to the Assembly of 
1978. 
The social class of the eldership has already been the 
subject of investigation at the, parish level(43) but an 
examination of the social class of the female elders revealed 
only a marginal shift in social composition towards that of the 
general membership. 
43 See Figure 6.50. 
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FIGURE 6.53 
----------- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: SOCIALXLASS OF ELDERSHIP BY SEX. 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
Elders I So 
Male 1 50 
1 13%: 
Female 14 
1 6%: 
Valid ca;;; 
-=465 
cial class categories: 
------------------------------------- 
II : IIIn : IIIm : IV :V 
------------------------------ m-m --- 
145 : 79 : 92 : 22 : 10 1 398 
36%: 20%: 23%: 5%: 2% 1 
25 : 14 : 16 :531 67 
37%: 21%: 24%: 8%: 4% 1 
------------------------------------- 
Missing observations= 37 N=502 
The question of recruitment of elders has not only been one 
of availability but has also been subject to a criteria of 
Isuitability. f Although provision is made in the laws of the 
church for alternative methods of selection of candidates for the 
eldership, in most easest the Kirk Session itself deliberates and 
selects its own 'colleagues and successors'. The effect of this 
oligarchic process needs no more evidence than the data presented 
above which shows the continuing skew of social class 
composition. Similarlyr the evidence of there being no women 
elders in seven, parishes and only a 'token' presence in many 
others indicates rational and conscious decisions by Kirk 
t 
Sessions based on non-theological criteria. 
12.2 MM ELMER PERCEIVED PR. TORTTTEs. 
In Falkirkq Sissons conducted a survey of lay leaders 
personal opinions on the subject of what the priorities of the 
different denominational churches should be. The degree of 
similarity between members of different denominations. provoked 
further consideration of the mechanisms underlying their 
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respective choices. A similar set of test questions were 
presented to the elders in Dundee using closed or-forced-answer 
questions. (44) 
FIGURE 6.54 
------ ----- 
DUNDEE SURVEY DATA: ELDERS PERCEIVED, PRIORITIES; 
COMPARISON WITH FALKIRK DATA. 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
---------------------------------------- 
I Priority scores analysed by I 
I by parish ratings: I Overall 
I lst. 2nd-3rd :: 8th. 9th. 10th I Score. 
------------------------------- (D) (F) 
Christian unity. 155 11 -- 1 3.3. 
II 
Adult Christian I -- 32215.4. 
education. II 
Greater emphasis on 1 10 94 -- 1 2.2. 
congregational 
fellowship. 
More discussion of I -- -- -- 15 21 1 10. N/A 
Presbytery matters. I I, 
Visitation/Mission I -- -- -- 81 10 1 8.9. 
campaigns. III,. 
Improved or greater 11243 -- -- 1 4.5. 
pastoral care. II 
Christian education 1 12 11 5 -- -- -- I 
for children. II 
Church involvement I -- -- -- 48216.6. 
in community II 
projects. II 
Increased emphasis 149219.7. 
on financial giving. I I 
Work outside with 1365117. B. 
young people. II 
Notes: (D) The overall ranked placing of respondent's stated 
priorities in Dundee data. 
(F) The overall ranked placing of responses from the 
Falkirk C. of Scot. office bearers; Sissons., p. 153- 
The rank placings indicate the number of parishes 
giving 'high' or 'low' preferences to the item 
derived from the overall weighted scores. 
NIA This question was not part of the Falkirk 
options. 
---------------------------------------------- ! --------------- 
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It is clear-from the way in which large numbers of elders 
gave high priority-ratings to certain answers that they clearly 
perceived the activity or 'concept' as being important. These 
were the work of Sunday Schools and work with young people within 
the framework of the church's organisations; the cultivation of 
a deeper sense of belonging to the congregational fellowship; 
and thirdlyv the concept of tChristian Unity' was rated highly. 
Conversely, two itemso namely Presbytery matters and 'increased 
financial giving' [stewardship] met with almost universal 
antipathy. 
The degree of similarity between the Falkirk evidence, 
(which dates from 1968-71, ) and the the Dundee data of 1982 
suggests that despite the attempts of some General Assembly 
committees to create awareness of their view of the financial 
'needs' of the Church, this has not affected the thinking of the 
elders to any marked extent. The current attempts to stimulate 
greater levels of financial giving from the membership would seem 
to be based on the assumption that this is, jda 
factol an agreed 
priority. Were that truly the casep one might have expected that 
the response to the stewardship and increased financial giving 
question would not have scored as it did. 
--------------------------- m --------------------------- mmmmmm ---- 
44 Sissons., =, r-U., P-153, Table 53. In Falkirkt the 
respondents gave weighted scores to their selection of five 
answers selected from sixteen possible -alternatives. The Dundee questionnaire selected a mixture of 'low' and thigh' 
scoring responses from the Falkirk data. Ten 'answers' 
were presented and the respondent asked to accord a 
numerically weighted scale indicating his view of 
importance and priority of nine of these. 
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A rider must be added to accepting these responses at face 
value. In considering jjhy- the elders rated the options given as 
they did, an inspection of what they claimed was important sheds 
further light*on this topic. The three heavily rated options all 
have a minimal contribution made to them by the Kirk Sessions. 
Both 'Christianý unity' and 'congregational fellowship' are 
largely conceptual and in practice are ideals to be held, but 
requiring little involvement. In a'different way, Sunday Schools 
and the Christian education of the children does not involve the 
Session directly although they are under the Session's oversight 
and the minister has special responsibility for the instruction 
of the young. (They are run under a Superintendent who may or 
may not be an elder, and are largely autonomous administratively, 
and often raise their own funds independently from the 
worshipping congregation. ) 
Thus all three items may be approved of without a commitment 
in terms of the individual's time or efforts. Tasks which would 
devolve mainly on the minister, ie. adult education and greater 
pastoral care# receive the next highest priority. Those areas 
which would involve Session involvementq ie. visitations and 
mission campaignsp community or unattached youth work, and 
personal 'giving', all receive lower priorities. The 
independence of the Session is truly reflected in the way in 
which Presbytery, with its reports and schemes, receives what Is 
tantamount to universal active indifference. 
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This speculative explanation does at least offer some 
account for the fact that little seems to have changed in 
attitudes and perceptions which appear not only to span a ten 
year time difference but which have also been shown to be 
geographically widespread. Further, whilst every parish had the 
opportunity of scoring -differently, nearly every parish scored 
the top four and the least score items in close conformity with 
the other parishes. In fact, this analysis could almost be 
extended down to Individual elderts responses, such was the 
pattern of similarity. 
This discussion of the elders attitudes and perceptions has 
been deliberately left to this point-in this thesis for it forms 
a natural bridge to the consideration of the implications of 
these research findings. 
They present the Church of Scotland with a particular 
problem. Attempts to change and adapt the organisation to meet 
the needs of tomorrow are likely to founder at the hands of two 
collective ecclesiastical weldbilds which are diametrically 
opposed and arise from the nature of the internal ecclesiastical 
infra-structure. 
Sissons suggested that the lay leaders aimed at those 
factors which would strengthen the institution I ... strengthening 
what already existed rather than in effecting change... 1. He 
commented that ... the lay leaders 1L= elders, ] tended jj2t to 
emphasise those facýors which are the talking. points with marW 
ministers and Assemblies and which constitute the substance of 
debates on mission in the higher courts of the Church... '. (45) 
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This writer would not disagree with these sentiments but would 
clarify Dr. Sissons' original emphasis. 'Institution', for the 
Kirk Sessions essentially- means 'the congregation of St. Xv which 
contingently happens to be a congregation of the Church of 
Scotland. Thus, if they see their r8le as. preserving the statuR 
guo, it is to be seen in strengthening if possible, but at 
minimum maintaining St. X's as a worshipping congregation. 
The other ecclesiastical Oweldbild' stems from the 
centralised Assembly committee structures and is also concerned 
with preserving the statusq=, but in this case it takes as Its 
starting point the institution Aua, the ecclesiastical and legal 
structure of the Church of Scotlandt and is Intent on preserving 
this. 
Thus, with two near-identical tweldbildsp each having 
survival as their objective, but radically opposed in their means 
of achieving this, an inevitable communication gap occurs. 
Grass-roots opinion remains steadfastly unaltered despite efforts- 
to effect change. The antipathy towards Presbytery and the 
Courts of the Church exemplifies this communication gap, and it 
will continue to exist for it is not caused by defective channels 
of communication 2=,. =, but by dissonance created by the content 
of, that which is communicated. Content which is seen In terms of 
assisting and strengthening the grass-roots in terms of'their 
conception of priorities is also likely to be met with their 
attention and empathy. 
45 J&U. , P. 154. 
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Throughout the last two chapters, the analysis of the data 
centred upon drawing out and discussing a series of 
conclusions. The exploratory nature of the analysis led to 
repeated attempts to approach certain central issues and often 
used different starting points and methods to consolidate and 
reinforce these conclusions. The purpose of this chapter is to 
draw the evidence together into cohering topic areas thereby 
enabling a systematic evaluation. 
It will be borne in mind that this research was initially 
stimulated by a concern for the continuing losses of membership 
from the Church of Scotland which have been recorded since the 
mid-1950's, but at an accelerated rate sinceca. 1967. ( 1), These 
losses from the peak membership of 1P319,000 members tend to 
overshadow the plain fact that 'losses' have been experienced by 
the Presbyterian churches for over 100 years. The climate of 
competitive church building in the late nineteenth century has 
left more than a legacy of ecclesiastical edifices. 7be 
collective mind of the church believes firmly in a golden age In 
the past when these buildings were filled with worshipping 
congregations but despite extensive efforts to find 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 Wolfe. J. N. and Pickford. M., Thr, Church Qf Scotland: 
. an economic jUryeX, 
(Chapman, London, 1980, ) p. 94. 
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substantiation for this viewpoint, no evidence was found to 
suggest that this had ever been the case in the past. ( 2) The 
reality was that even the best attendances at Sunday worship 
--and here one presumes that the enumerations which were 
conducted reflect the 'average' attendances -- although perhaps 
twice the size of today's average sized urban congregations, were 
numerically far smaller than is commonly believed today. The 
evidence in Dundee of the closure of so many Presbyterian 
churches in this century, both before and after the Second World 
War, brings home the truth about the Church of Scotland's overall 
weakness which has existed in the urban cities over many years. 
There have been exceptions. Some churches still bask In 
their former status of being centres of evangelical preaching 
which attracted large numbers of attenders. ( 3) Unfortunately, 
this creates aspirations amongst young ordinands who 
I ... deceive themselves about the popularity of 
preaching... [but]... the uncomfortable truth is that 
whilst good sermons are unlikely to fill churches 
today, bad ones will certainly empty them... '( 4) 
This strong preaching emphasis which is found in the ministry 
appears to unbalance the time devoted to pastoral and visitation 
duties. ( 5) If the results of a preaching-based ministry have 
proved to be disheartening, little comfort Is likely to be drawn 
from large membership rolls for these have been shown to be 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
2 See above, PP-172-176; 198-199. 
3 Whyte. J. A., The Setting of Worship. In Studies Jn _tl= History 
_CL 
Worship, (Clark, Edinburgh, 1984, ) pp. 147f. 
(Eds. ) Forrester. D., and Murray. D. Whyte refers to 
the I ... the star performer... ' cult of popular preaching 
where I ... the pulpit became in effect a. great box stage... [and] the Church has become a theatre... '. 
4 Willshaw. M., The Decline and Rise of Preaching? In 11= 
Testing 
_Qf 
tba Churches: 1912-1982.11 symno. -Rium, (Epworth, 
London, 1982), P-178. (Ed. ) Davies. R. 
5 Wolfe and Pickford., la, =-, PP-333-334. 
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somewhat ephemeral statistics concealing more than they reveal 
and glossing over the real truths about church membership and its 
meaning for many of those included amongst its totals. 
The primary conclusions which have been arrived at in this 
study are that the problems facing the Church of Scotland at this 
point in time are three-fold and internal. 
Firstlyq there is an avoidance of the implicationý which 
this continued loss of membership raises, and a too ready 
acceptance that the losses are occasioned by. factors AU Mr which 
are outwith the Church's own control. This"has been shown not to 
be the case and it is as though a form of collective amnesia 
exists. 
Secondlyp there has been a presumption that the 
institutional infra-structure is unquestionably adequate-and that 
the present conception and structure of the parish ministry 
should be maintained In this same form even if this means 
reducing the scale of operation. Thus, to the collective amnesia 
is added 'morphological fundamentalism'. ((, ) 
Thirdlyl because of the way in which -the General Assembly 
delegates responsibility to a plethora of committeesg some have 
pursued their own individual remit in such a manner that they 
have tsuccessfully' developed their own policies at the expense 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
6 This is to follow the analysis of J. C. Hoekendijk. In 
Plnnnlniz L= Mission* working naners = jhj Quest r= 
missionary communities, (Epworth, London, 1966, ) PP-134f. 
(Ed. ) Weiser. T. 
Hoekendijk is the first to refer to 'morphological 
fundamentalism' in which the Greek word morphe (-structure) 
is coupled with 'fundamentalism' (-uncritical acceptance of 
-00)- 
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of subordinating thinking in other areas. In this way, they have 
converted some of the possible options into selective, hard and 
fast policies unwittingly amplifying these courses of action to 
such an extent that they are now counter-productive and 
exacerbate rather than lessen the initial problems which they 
indirectly sought to remedy. This is analogous to sound 
distortion caused by over-amplification. 
These internal inadequacies derive from the past and ignore 
the lessons of the past, but their worst effect is to deny the 
present a flexibility to deal with the nature, extent and 
0 
rapidity of the urban social changes which confront them. 
In establishing the case for these three propositions as a 
whole, the evidence, discussion and conclusions drawn from the 
foregoing chapters will be drawn together in discrete sections 
which, jointly and severally, suggest that the Church's response 
has not only been inadequate and misguided, but has also been 
counter-directional to its stated theological pronouncements and 
objectives. The headings under which the results and their 
interpretation will be discussed are as follows: 
The Demographic Issues 
Defining the Areas of Pastoral Concern 
The 'Lapsing-Risk' Models 
, The Union and Readjustment Reaction 
A Transitional Approach to the Urban Churches 
The Theoretical Considerations 
Some Pragmatic Considerations 
Concluding Summary 
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2 THE DEMOGRAPHIC ISSUES. 
This data, on the surface, is the most easily comprehended 
and forms the building block material of the later sections. As 
a set of factual statements, it confirms the results of other 
research in Scotland and elsewhere. It was the recognition of 
and the continuance of these demographic patterns over a period 
of time dating from as early as Dr. Highet's work published in 
1950 which suggests that an alternative interpretation of the 
results is required. 
The Dundee data confirmed that church membership within the 
Church of Scotland congregations was weighted towards females in 
the ratio of 66.5%: 33.5% or 2: 1( 7) This female: male ratio was 
found to pertain in almost every analysis where the sex variable 
was examined, e. g. First Communicant entry, communion 
attendance, even patterns of long-term non-attendance but with 
the sole exception of the eldership which remained predominantly 
male, [84.9%1. ( 8) Only marginal differences (. ±4.8%) were found 
in this ratio between congregational memberships although the 
Sunday attenders evidenced a higher female percentage and a wider 
margin of fluctuation, -(70.8%--tl2.1%). ----- 
The age structure of the parishes investigated confirmed 
that the attending members tended to be elderly with 45.8% over 
pensionable age, (38.9% over 65 years of age). Against the 
adjusted Census 1981 population figures, a distinct age skewing 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
7 See Figure 6.1, P-314. 
8 See Figure 5.21, p. 293; Figure 6.7, P-325. 
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was noted amongst the attenders. ( 9) The evidence derived from 
the analysis of marital status and the proportions of attending 
single females by age pointed to the fact that religious 
observance qjj. & attendance at worship was associated with 
increasing age, and that the church was experiencing membership 
gains amongst the elderly attenders --particularly the widowed 
elderly -- but these were escaping the churches' attention. (10) 
Given the ageing structure of the population at large, these 
findings point to an area of pastoral recruitment which the 
church (as an institutional structure) has seemingly ignored. 
The reason is not hard to find. The General Assembly, 
committee structure- has always had committees entrusted-, with a 
concern for the religious instruction of the youth and this has 
reinforced the church's own conception of cradle to grave as the 
normative Christian process. For some this'is the case, but for 
many it is wide of the mark. It is, however, a pervasive model, 
and narrows the Church's thinking, channelling its efforts in one 
direction to the exclusion of other areas of concern which have 
been shown to be potentially more fruitful areas of membership 
recruitment. 
There are other unrecognised areas where the churches gain 
from unrecorded success, in particular among divorced persons and 
Jjlt=-urban migrants. No actual figures are available for the 
number of divorced'persons present in the attending fraction of 
9 See Figure 6.17, P-340; Figure 6.18, P-341. See also. Lift 
jklid K2r_k, 1984, August, p. 8. Some preliminary results from 
the National Bible Society's survey of church attendance in 
Scotland, 1984, are published which evidence the widespread 
age-structure and sex ratio. 
10 See Figure 6.19, P-343; Figure 6.20, P-345; discussion 
PP. 344f. 
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the survey, but the members who declared this status _Qf 
their ZM 
A r% PO were recognisably too persistent'to be isolated cases, and 
the supportive role played by the congregations obviously had 
helped many through their traumatic experience. (11) 
The second area of success lay with the set of respondents 
who had moved into Dundee from elsewhere (in-migrants). When 
analysing the residential movementsjn_tb& 21&at = years, it was 
found that 11.5% of AU surveyed attenders belonged to the 
in-migrant category. Many of these respondents had high 
occupational social class status and 57.9% would have been under 
40 years of age at the time of the residential change. Certain 
areas of the town --and parishes -- which coincided with the 
owner-occupied housing zones, benefited from their arrival. (12) 
Their numbers, and their apparent willingness to become active 
participating members, ought to encourage these congregations in 
particular to actively pursue a policy of pastoral visitation in 
order that a welcome and invitation to membership be made quickly 
to all such newcomers. 
The social mechanism which underlies this high rate of 
joining and involvement is not clearly understood, but it Is 
surmised that the church performs an integrative social as well 
as religious function to these newcomers. It may do this by 
acting as a ready-made microcosm with its various organisational 
structures providing immediate circles of acquaintances and 
---------------------------------------------- L --------------------- 
11 See chapter 5, section 5.7-3, p. 265. The Survey question 
deliberately did not probe this sensitive area. The 
unsolicited responses therefore reflected only those 
respondents who disclosed this information. 
12 See Figure 6.42, P-385; Figure 6.48, P-398. 
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Integration. This at least may be said in the case of 
in-migrants who join their local church but not in the case of 
those who join distant congregations(13) and there is clearly an 
alternative explanation needed. The question must raise the 
issue of how higher social class groups who do not join the 
congregations in their immediate locality, invariably find 
themselves in higher social class congregations. This is clearly 
a non-theological question and the answers, whatever they may be, 
must rest within the social milieu in which the newcomer moves. 
Thus choice of church is probably a secondary decision arising 
from contacts in, the realms of employment, profession, or other 
purely social pursuits. 
The demographic data confirmed the impressions of other 
commentators that the churches were supported largely by the 
active participation of elderly single and widowed females. As 
has been argued above, this Jj =t a weakness but points to an 
unrecognised potential recruitment area as does the evidence of 
large numbers of in-migrants found in the congregations. These. 
areas do not receive the pastoral attention which they warrant 
simply because of the pervasive model which concentrates 
attention almost totally upon the young. This is due to the 
persuasiveness of successive, long-standing, General Assembly 
'Youth' and 'Education' Committees who have amplified this 
particular area of opinion, whereas, a strategic, tactical and 
cohering 'mission' policy for the whole church has received 
minimal and intermittent interest. The effects of the imbalance 
are encountered again in the following sections. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
13 See discussion P-390. 
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7.3 DEFINING 
-M 
ABU 
JQF- 
PASTORAL CONCERN. 
The losses of members to the Church remains an 
incontrovertible fact. The reasons for these losses have never 
been fully researched and apart from successive General 
Assemblies annual utterances of dismay at the announcement of 
each year's losses, 'little that can be said to have been 
constructive has been initiated. 
As has been stated more fully above(14) it is possible to 
view the membership problem as a system in which the input flow 
is made to balance the gross losses of the whole system. It has 
been argued that this type of equation balancing leads to a 
concentration of effort being directed towards increasing the 
input, (i. e. acquisition of new entrants), at the expense of 
ignoring the loss areas. This exposes the real weakness of the 
Church in its pastoral care of its existing members. 
The falling membership figures can be -divided into three 
areas, 'each of which may be thought of as cause and effect. 
These are briefly outlined below prior to a separate discussion 
of their differing effects on the total membership. 
Firstly, although First Communicant entry rates have had a 
downward trend since the mid-1950s, an acceleration of this trend 
occurred By 1975, this had resulted in the annual 
First Communicant entrant rate being 54.7% of the 1964 total. 
Birth statistics for Scotland as a whole have fallen from 
. 2a. 
100,000 live births in 1964 to 62,300 in 1978 and this would 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
14 See discussion of Dr. Kirk's work in Edinburgh, 
pp. 222-223; 
15 Wolfe and Pickford., MIL, =., p. 82. 
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suggest that an accompanying fall in First Communicants will be 
experienced from 1985 until the end of the century occasioned 
purely bj demograDhi. Q 
Secondly, the mortality rate amongst the older members has 
assumed a higher percentage of the membership total, although in 
strictly numerical terms the total, annual mortalities has 
remained about 20,725 _tgoo(16) with a marginal 
decreasing drift. 
The mortality losses, in themselvesp are not a causative factor 
in the decline of the membership as they are contingent natural 
events. The relative stability of the annual totals coupled with 
the comments of observers dating from 1947 which refer to the 
elderly constituency of congregations at that time, points, to a 
different explanation of this time-series data. (17) The numerical 
stability of the mortality figures denies any positive 'or 
negative 'bulge' syndrome associated with a social variable. On 
the other hand, the constant presence of the elderly in the 
congregations over a 35-year period demands the conclusion that 
those who are now aged 55-70, as an age-cohort, category, were 
missing from the pews in the 1945-1960 period. 
Howeverp it is the third area of other internal losses with 
which this research has concerned itselft andvhich also demands 
a different explanation. By definition, the church has no 
accurate information on those persons who lapse. Sometimes they 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
16 Based on the average calculated over 20 years. The range 
varied from 21,463 to 199836. Source: R. G. A. - 
1961-1981., Annual Statistics. 
17 Time-series Agla: data which permits events in time to be 
related or associated with other events past or future, 
e. g. a sudden increase in the birth-rate in year -1 will 
increase the school population in year+5, marriage 
statistics in year+20 to +259 etc. 
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disappear without a trace after a residence change, or 
alternatively they simply cease to take any active part in the 
congregation's life and become another 'removal from Roll' 
statistic. 08) 
In the absence of any reliable information, other thaw the 
statistics of Removals(19) which averaged over 20,000 until 1975 
when the trend dropped to Ca. 15,000 a= annum, this research 
approached the loss of membership problem on the assumption that 
differential patterns of Sunday attendance and communion 
attendance would reveal sectors of the membership where the 
'lapsing-risk' seemed higher and more probable. The above 
assumption subsumes a second assumption that 'lapsing membership' 
embodies a drift away from membership and that in most cases, 
this is not the result of a single or immediate factor. If this 
had been the case, reports would have drawn attention to these 
specific causative factors, but, in the event of these not being 
reasonably self-evident, this has not occurred. 
What is set out below is an argument drawn from the analysis 
of the Dundee data which sheds distinctive, light on the nature of 
the problems which have confronted the urban congregations for 
some twenty years and which will demand a response in order that 
the numerical decline is arrested if not reversed. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
18 R. G. A.: 19640 General Administration Committee had to 
remind the Church that its Acts concerning Roll-keeping 
I ... were m2t designed to put people out of the church but 
to keep them at least within the pastoral care of the 
Church.. *'. 
19 R. G. A.: 1962-1981, Annual Statistics. 
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7.3.1 -M 
'LAPSING-RISK' MODELS. 
The evidence from Wolfe &L gal., and Wicker in Americap 
suggested that the active fractions of congregations were much 
smaller than the total membership of the individual 
congregations. Wolfe noted that the teconomically viable 
congregational size' was-t 351 members. (20) 
The attending numbers found in Dundee congregations showed a 
distinct modality or clustering in the 125-145 attender range. A 
high correlation was found between the respective numbers on the 
congregational rolls(21) and the attending fraction of the 
membership at Sunday services which was 17.0% mean average. 
Further analysis and modelling, taking as its starting point the 
declared frequencies of the attenders and the known communion 
attendance data, revealed the high probability that some 35-40% 
of the roll membership were persistent in their non-attendance 
over periods spanning several years, whilst some 70% zt% were 
unlikely to attend any more frequently than once a month. The 
solid core of attenders who actively and regularly attended was 
as low as 14% and 31.3% represented the fraction who were 
'regular' In the normative sense of the word. (22) 
An examination of the communion statistics revealed that 
there are a series of declining fractions of the total membership 
who have successively failed to register attendance at communion 
over longer periods of time. (23) This data suggests annual losses 
------------------------------------------- ------------------- 
20 See above pp. 219-220; PP-319-321. 
21 See Figure 6.4, P-318; Figure 6.6# P-323. 
22 See discussion and models, PP-324-339; Figure 6.14 
summarises the argument. 
23 See Figure 6.8, PP-326-327. 
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in Dundee amounting to 500 -t-100 members 1= annum 
through, lapsing 
and removals. Whilst Dr. Kirk is clearly correct in drawing 
attention to the deficient recruitment of new entrants to match 
the losses through mortality, the thrust of his work deflects 
attention from the other problem which concerns &hr. inability _Qf. 
the congregations t2 sustain, nurture And retain those MhQ 
their membershiD. (24) 
To this end, attention was paid to those who could be 
identified as having been First Communicant entrants to the 
membership. These were shown to be drawn from across the 'entire 
housing spectrum(25) with Council housing well represented in the 
array. These 'recruitment' gains, which were primarily amongst 
the younger age groups were -subject to higher levels of 
non-attendance at Communion and Sunday services -- a fact borne 
out by the demographic age structure of the attending 
congregations. Further, the tabulations revealed that communion 
attendances were lower amongst First Communicants from the older 
property types and the Council Housing areas, and these reflected 
the general patterns of observance in the M=-First Communicant 
fractions- suggesting that ladultt- patterns influence 'young 
person'-patterns. (26) At the same time, this. analysis unwittingly 
revealed a specific feature of the urban membership loss problemg 
i. e. 'lost' addresses caused through residential change. (27) To 
this may be added the difficulty encountered during the data 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
24 See R. G. A.: 1975, P-515 1 ... The 'membership fall Is due to 
lapsing... ', 
25 See Figure 5.22, p. 295; Figure 5.23# p. 296. The housing 
types [ECO-types] were used as surrogates for the social 
classes shown in Figure 6.51. 
26 1=. 
27 See discussion, p. 298. 
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collection stage of this project which encountered entrants to 
the membership who had not been recorded as having made their 
first communion, which suggested defective or inadequate 
administration and a lack of ministerial pastoral concern. (28) 
Differentiated patterns of attendance -- and therefore 
'lapsing-risk' -- were observed amongst First Communicants data, 
the general membership data, and the attenders survey data, and, 
when contrasted by the housing-type codes, [ECO..; types] this too 
revealed differentiated attending fraction patterns. (29)ý These 
showed that members residing in the pre-1939 housing (45.5%) 
accounted for 53% of those found on the attenders survey, whereas 
the post-war Council housing areas demonstrated a markedly lower 
Sunday attendance percentage than other cells in thd array. 
Closer investigation revealed a 6.4% difference from the refined 
data average of 63.4% annual communion attendance frequency. The 
detailed analysis of several of these discrete and easily 
identifiable areas of 1945-1960 Council housing using spatial 
mapping demonstrated the phenomenon of 'membership at a 
distance', showing how many persons had retained membership with 
a congregation at some considerable distance from their 
residence. 00) 
This same pattern was found whilst examining the attendances 
of members who resided outside of Dundee in the external-suburban 
areas. Those who lived in the Monifieth area, (an area of 
I 
owner-occupied residences normally associated with higher car 
ownership ratios), also showed that lower communion attendance 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
28 See discussion, p. 259; section 5.10.1, pp. 291f. 
29 See Figure 6.27, P 359. 
30 See Figures 6.28-6-31, PP-363-365. 
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percentiles existed as the distance from the congregation 
inereased. (31) 
The data related to mode of transport, distance, and time 
involved had to be broken down into three discrete patterns. 
Firstly, of those who walked to church 68.5% lived within 
one-half mile, (92% were within one mile). They were comprised 
of the over-60 age group and were predominantly widowed or single 
females. (32) Under 10% of the attenders used public transport; 
again the same groups were involved. The motor vehicle owners, 
(some 34.8% of the attenders), lived at distances greater than 
1.5 miles from their congregation. Whilst Hiskints(33) work in 
England had -indicated that attendance was Inversely correlated 
with the cube of the distance travelled, great difficulty was 
experienced in showing that some form of this equation held true 
in the Scottish urban city. 
The problem which confused the issue was that in looking at 
the members residing in the parish areas, it was impossible to 
avoid making assumptions that either the attenders at the parish 
church came from the parish area or that members living in the 
area were members of the local church. 
Only after several, major abortive attempts to discern the 
overall picture was an attempt made, (taking the actual 
residential localities as its starting basis), to construct the 
reality of existent patterns. This exploratory work, exemplified 
both by area maps and tabulations showed that a 'randomness' 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
31 See Figures 5.27,5.28p PP-308-309; Figure 6.25p P. 352. 
32 See Figures 6.23 and 6.24, PP-350-351. 
33 See above, p. 231. 
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existed in the patterns of allegiance to specific congregations 
from the residential areas, although a directional drift 
Itownwards' could usually be evidenced. (34) 
When viewed on a parish church basis, some churches were 
solidly rooted in their local area although considerable numbers 
from that area belonged to congregations elsewhere, and more 
importantly, at a distance. Other churches, still surrounded by 
a local population, were clearly supported by members from 
outwith this population. City-centre churches simply drew from 
specific social class fractions in society at large. (35) 
The former type were the newer church extension 
congregations whilst the latter two types characterised the 
inner-urban and city-centre churches both of which had seen 
extensive population movements occasioned by the social housing 
programme. 
It is believed that these patterns of local and distant 
allegiance result from the high degree of residential mobility 
revealed by the survey data. some 41.0% [N=15841 j2f. 1ha 
attenders JIWJ moved residence IM tha J=tL 1= y-c= and 61.6% had 
done so within the last fifteen years. (36) From the analysis of 
the present and previous residential localities [i. e. 'Locads'] 
of 1532 attenders who had moved house within the last ten years 
119T1-811, and using their Dresent parish membership as a guide, 
their allegiance was classified as own(local)q adjacent (nearby), 
or external (distant)-OT) Only 35.6% of the respondents who had 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
34 See discussion PP-390-39Tv Figures 6.44 to 6.47B inclusive. 
35 See Figures 6.34 to 6.3T9 PP. 3T3-3T6; Figure 6.38 
summarises these findings. 
36 See Figure 6.39, P-381. 
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moved residence IWX belonged to their parish qua ecclesiastical 
area church, whilst an equal number had retained, transferred, or 
joined membership of a distant congregation. Large numbers, 
(64.5%) chose to be members elsewhere than what was technically 
their 'parish' church. 
This led to the critical evaluation of the respective 
communion and Sunday attendances for these three 'allegiance' 
patterns plotted on a residential locational basis. (38) It is 
clear from the evidence of this high level tabulation and from 
the other evidence presented that Imembership at A distance' 
results In lower Sunday attendances, lower communion attendances, 
and would seem to place those who live at a distance -in the 
position of risk through lapsing. This is especially true of the 
post-war Council housing areas but Jtja 1= confined ZDjgjX to 
this category of persons. (39) 
As the argument states in the discussion so farp It Is these 
areas where the continuing likelihood of membership losses is 
highest, and several factors seem inter-related In its cause; 
viz. jjj=-urban population migration coupled with retention of 
membership with a $distant' congregation -which subsequently 
proves inconvenient to maintain because of, distance and time 
overheads. The lower vehicle ownership rates amongst the Council 
house residents adds to this distanceýand inconvenience problem. 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
37 See Figure 6.439 P-387. 
38 See Figure 6-32p P-367. 
39 See P-370. This map only considers 'distant' members 
attending elsewhere and is unaffected by the 
non-participating parishes qua their parish areas. Their 
data, had it been available, would have added to the 
differentiation. 
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The Church's own inadequate pastoral response at all levels -- 
parish, Presbytery, and Assembly -- has not helped this long-term 
problem. Neither have the Presbytery's guidance and policies 
sought to prevent the continuance of the problem. It cannot be 
claimed in defence that the problem was unsuspected even if 
detailed evidence had not been previously available, for the 
question of the r8le or meaning of the concept of 'parish' has 
been raised regularly over many years. (40) 
It is this crucial concept of 'parish' with its associated 
cluster of meanings which have determined the Church's answer to 
the declining membership through its Union and Readjustment 
policies and actions. These are now shown to be not a 'response' 
per se to the losses but a Ireactiont by the institution to their 
effects. 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
40 The following are a selection of the more important 
contributions at Assembly level: 
&? 
-, 
The Home Board Mission Committee drew R. G. A.: jc 
attention to the irrationality of parish boundaries which 
divided 'natural social units'. 
R. G. A.: J=, p. 268. Committee of Forty appointed to 
I ... make recommendations for the reshaping of the life and 
structure Qf_ UIQ Church... I 
R. G. A.: 1975, PP-514,518. The Committee of Forty 
reported that urban congregations no longer corresponded to 
parishes and are aggregated from large areas and as a 
result existed in isolation from the community around them. 
Boundaries needed a new community geography which would 
require 'co-operation', not 'competition'. 
R. G. A.: JIM P-526. '... Team ministries cannot function 
when they are essentially appendages to the parish 
system... ' 
R. G. A.: J-9. U, p. 433. The Livingstone New Town Experiment 
report noted: I ... high mobility of population does create 
problems for systematic outreach... ' 
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7.3.2 =UNION. = READJUSTMENT REACTION. 
The evidence of large numbers of members not only continuing 
their allegiance to 'distant' congregations but also joining 
congregations other than their local parish church poses an acute 
problem for those within the Church who advocate a slimming down 
of the number of urban congregations. As was shown in Wolfe and 
Pickford's survey, the four urban-city Presbyteries alone 
accounted for 32.2% of the Church's membership. (41) and they 
therefore demand special consideration in their own right. The 
process of closures, linkings, and unions of congregations falls 
within the remit of the Union and Readjustment Committee of the 
General Assembly, and as indicated in chapter 2, the policy of 
this committee has been successful in uniting congregations under 
one roof and closing the redundant building. (42) This of course 
accepts tsuccess' in terms of a, reducing number of urban 
congregations 1= =, and takes no account of the fact that there 
is little evidence that these unions have brought any lasting 
stability to the situation which they were -designed to counter 
and contain. It is clear that the guiding principle behind Union 
and Readjustment procedure is the prospect of '... large financial 
economies... I- primarily effected through a reduction of 
ministerial resources and stipend(43), and that: 
I .. A continuing Dolicy Qf Union And 
Readiustment 
-=IM requires & continulng decline Jn ministerial numbers JM order thnt 
. 
thl number Ilat vacancies = bA 
nreserved... [emphasis added](44). ' 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
41 Wolfe and Pickford., SU2, =., p. 270. 
42 See Figures 2.26 and 2.27, and discussion pp. 112-120. 
43 Wolfe and Pickford., &a, dl. t PP-183,197. 44 J=., pp. 186,193. 
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The 'official' reasons presented by the Committee for, its 
continuing policies always centred upon the 'shortage' of 
acceptable entrants to the ministry. However, although these 
numbers were perhaps less than the Church might have desired in 
the past --and leaving aside their increase in recent years[19841 
-- this tshortagel must be seen in terms of the Church's own 
conception of the meaning of 'ministry' which has steadfastly 
held to the notion of 'one minister, one chargel. (45) This is not 
to overlook the appointment of Team ministers, Associate 
ministers, and Community ministers. These are viewed as 
exceptions and largely 'experimental'. Wolfe and Pickford 
concluded that this ministerial 'shortage' was not the only 
operative criteria and showed that financial and economic 
considerations had swayed the judgement of the Committee. (46) 
Wolfeý noted that the membership decline in united 
congregations in urban Edinburgh was significan= Zr e R =-Pa&t=- than 
the national rate of decline, yet could later argue that a union 
stabilised membership after an initial 8.25% loss of membership 
in the year of the Union. (47), This contradiction is explicable in 
terms of the time periods used in each investigation, and is also 
Indicative of the differences between the urban-city situation 
and the 'average' situation. The 'stability' of post-Union, 
urban congregations is not achieved in the majority of instances. 
------------------------------- 
45 Charge: this may be one 
buildings and congregatio: 
it may be one parish with 
latter has been held to be 
urban cities. 
46 Wolfe and Pickford. 9 P-197. 47 J&U., P-3079 P-309 
-------------------------------- 
parish, with several church 
ns linked or-united togetherp or 
one congregation only. The 
the only possibility within the 
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Evidence from Edinburgh# (Kirk) Aberdeen, (Sharp) and Dundee 
conclusively shows that this 'stability' is a short-term, 
numerical illusion occasioned by the non-revision of the newly 
compiled, composite membership rolls of the united congregations 
until a period of at least five years have elapsed or a vacancy 
in the ministry occurs. JI& overwhelming evidence jIL united. 
urban congregations being re-involved Jn subseguent union 
negotiations guestions the basis mjýj stratezv. QL urban church 
readjustment. in J&z present J=. 
It is a major contention of this thesis that the lack of 
data concerning the extent of JMtrA-urban population movementst 
and the accompanying effects of 'membership-at-a-distancel has 
led to a situation wherby the inner-urban and city centre 
congregations show marked eclectic congregational tendencies. (48) 
In the inner urban areas, this has led to a 'weakening' of these 
congregations and has led to to the continuance of the policy of 
unions in pursuit of organisational and structural objectives 
which, in turn, has betrayed the theological and pastoral 
concerns which the church claims to haVe for its members and 
towards its parishioners. 
Because of the social class divisions which have been shown 
to exist between congregations, (49) where a 'lower' social class 
constituency forms the basis of an inner-urban congregation, the 
greater is the likelihood of it having the associated 
48 'Eclectic': in the sense of gathered from all over the 
city with many living at considerable distances from their 
congregation. 
49 See Figure 6.38, P-378; Figure 6.50, p. 401. 
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I membershi p- at- a-di stance I syndrome with many members residing in 
the 'lapsing-risk' zones identified as-the peripheral Council 
housing areas. Attendant upon this factor is the likelihood of 
'weaker financial viability' occasioned by the differentiated 
economic earnings associated with social class. The Church's 
rule-of-thumb 'liberality M= cnpitnt equation fails to 
acknowledge such a factor and these congregations become 
automatic candidates for readjustment consideration. If any 
proof was needed about this social class and economic earnings 
correlation, one needs to look no further than the church 
extension charges in the Council housing schemes to note that the 
numerical indicators for membership, attendance and almost every 
other aspect are identical with other congregations excepting in 
the field of liberality. 
To understand why the present policy of the Union and 
Readjustment Committee also exercises such a pervasive grip on 
the whole thinking of the Church, it is necessary to draw 
together the various strands of enquiry and discussion from 
chapter 3 OThe Institutional Mind'). 
There, the concern for stipend levels was shown to have had 
a place of paramount importance in the minds of ministers 
collectively. The conviction that stipends could be improved in 
real monetary terms, through the rationalisation of the number of 
ministerial appointments has proved to be a temptation. This has 
been fuelled by many of the richer congregations feeling 
dissatisfied with the drain on 'their' monetary resources to 
support financially weaker# aid-receiving congregations. A 
similar thought Is to be found in the thinking of the central 
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administration who believe that the dissolution of the weaker 
charges will ultimately provide the capability within the 
remaining congregations of higher levels of support for the 
schemes of the Church. This has led to efforts to facilitate 
these objectives. The retirement of older ministers has been 
welcomed, and even sought after with financial inducements even 
at the expense-of pension supplements from the future united 
congregation in some instances. Capital has been tied up in the 
form of life-occupancy of redundant manses, thus negating to a 
large extent the original aims and objectives of better 
utilisation of resources. 
Central to all the thinking has been the retention of a 
concept of 'the parish' which equates with a full-time, 
stipendiary minister inducted to that charge and free from any 
form of external direction and supervision and answerable only to 
Presbytery, in the first instance, for certain omissions or 
commissions. 
It is this 'parish? concept which lends support to the whole 
administrative and structural organisation. Whilst it may still 
have some meaning in the rural areas, -it is the concept of 
'Parisht which clearly has little meaning in the urban situation. 
It has very little meaning in over 60% of the memberst mindst and 
the fact that many ministries this century have been prepared to 
promote and further eclectic or gathered congregationalism 
suggests that it also has little real meaning in many ministerst 
minds. 
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It is, in fact, an ecclesiastical fiction which is most 
clearly evident when Presbytery unites two adjacent inner-urban 
parishes in the belief that it has also united two congregations. 
This is an ecclesiastical solution without a point of reference 
in the reality of the underlying situation, and as suchi is 
concerned with conforming to a policy of institutional 
convenience and survival but is unconcerned either with the 
longer-term effects, nor the pastoral care and welfare of the the 
Church's most valuable resource: its people. 
Here, then, is the dichotomy revealed by the interpretation 
of the significant patterns revealed in the Dundee data and this 
study of Church policy during th. e last twenty-five years. 
On the one hand, there Is this inherent 'congregational' 
tendency which has been allowed to flourish unheeded and 
encouraged by many ministers who have undoubtedly felt the 
pressures placed upon them to be 'a success'. Numbers can always 
be used as a surrogate for *success. It is clear that the notion 
of 'parish' holds little meaning in a majority of members' minds. 
On the other handp the Church's reaction has, been aimed at 
institutional survival, and any restructuring has been aimed at 
perpetuation of a late nineteenth-century conception of the 
ministry. To achieve such ends it has used Unions and closures 
as its only available option, thus failing to deal with the 
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deep-seated issues and the membership losses. It fails to 
recognise that as a policyt it has caused widespread 
disillusionment amongst office bearers and members alike, and has 
added to the losses being incurred by the severance of 
long-standing allegiance ties. (50) 
The Union and Readjustment policy of the Church of Scotland, 
in its efforts to measure success by its own criteria, has failed 
to deal adequately with either the pastoral care of the members 
or the membership losses. Neither has this policy provided any 
new pastoral insigh. t nor impetus to face up to the task of 
missionary outreach to the people of the cities. 
Without-any-of---these-motivations, and having replaced -them - 
with a concern for institutional and structural survival, Union 
and Readjustment would warrant the epithet of being called a 
heresy were it not for the fact that it has no theological basis 
whatsoever. (51) 
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
50 Wolfe and Pickford., MIL. =-, pp-309f. Wolfets 
calculation of the NET effect of losses at Unions is 
misleading and--measures different things. Annual Roll 
revision -losses encompass 
both active and passive members, 
lost through mortality, transfers and removals. The 
pre-union and year of union losses also includes theset but 
the additional 4.08% indicated on P-310 is likely to be all 
active member withdrawals. As active members are only 20% 
of the total members, the real loss could be as high as 
20.3% of the active members of the 'closing/uniting' 
congregation. This also makes greater sense of the 11.84% 
loss of income. 
51 World Council of Churches, Tb& Church J= Others an! j 
Church X= th& World! & guest J= structures X_= 
missionary congregations, (W. C. C., Geneva: Switzerland, 
19670 pp. 19,28. This reference is to a description of 
'heretical structures' which this Report defined as being 
-those institutional structures which impede or obstruct the 
church's mission of spreading the Gospel. 
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7.4. A TRANSITIONAL APPROACH M= URBAN CHURCHES. 
In this study, attention has been focussed on the urban 
city. This is not to ignore the worth of the work done elsewhere 
by the Church, but to attempt to understand the nature of what 
confronts the churches in the city. Whilst this study has talked 
of 'urban parishes' and 'urban congregations' it has been acutely 
aware that these terms might seem to imply that these have very 
different meanings to each other or to any other situation to be 
found in rural town or countryside. 
This is not the case theologically, for it is implicitly 
recognised that the congregation is in fact the primary Christian 
unit or church (ecclesia), --I ... where two or three are 
gathered together... This applies whether they be rural or 
urban, cathedral or remote offshore island congregations. 
Howeverp the distinguishing feature of the urban city is its 
large population residing within a relatively compact geographic 
area. As such, it has a number of ecclesiastical buildings each 
with its congregation, and this introduces the element of choice 
patterns whicht as has been notedt operate on the basis of 
several variables. Thisp then distinguishes the city and the 
urban conurbations from the rural areas where local circumstances 
dictate that the choice factor often is not present. Where the 
latter situation applies, the Churcht the minister, and the 
members may talk meaningfully in terms -of the 'parish' 
(qla 
geographic area and population) which loosely conforms to an 
island, glen, or district. In the cityt howeverl the choice 
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patterns exist oblivious of the ecclesiastical boundaries. Thus, 
to continue with a pretence of the parish within the urban city 
as discrete geographic areast when in fact a series of 
directional and overlapping choice patterns describes reality 
betterp constitutes an error. Thus at root, we are discussing 
the sustaining and building up of congregations who are sited 
gMidst surroundirm populationj. The real question becomes not 
what to do with the congregations, but what use is to be made of 
the full-time professional ministry? 
To criticise ecclesiastical structures is not in itself 
breaking new ground; e. g. Menzies (1897), Baillie (1944), the 
Committee of Forty (1972-78). Their analysis proceeded from the 
limited data available and from personal experience and disquiet. 
To defend the status g=, as the successive Assemblies have done, 
requiring proof that other structures would improve the 
effectiveness of the urban ministry, yet denying or obstructing 
the very means to demonstrate such a proofp Indicates either 
complacent satisfaction or an outright refusal to comply with the 
implications of these necessary changes. 
It is a contention of this thesis that the pre-occupations 
with stipendl retirements, financial viabilityp and piecemeal 
expedient readjustment have all deflected attention from the 
Church's primary theological objective which is the 
mission-oriented witness to the people exercised through a 
pastoral, people-centred ministry. The tlapsing' losses are a 
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product of =bL social and ecclesiastical factors. It has also 
been argued that the eclectic patterns of congregations cannot be 
dealt with by uniting dissimilar, spatially distributed 
memberships without accruing further losses and retrenchment. 
Thus any potential solution will need to re-evaluate all the 
constraining variables. Necessarily, it must be capable of 
gradual implementation. It must take account of what exists at 
present and reassess how these resources may form the basis of'a 
differently structured ministry orientated towards a radically 
different set of primary objectives. It will seek to absorb only 
that which is useful from the past and will move towards a. point 
in time when that which is no longer of use may be discarded 
finally and safely. 
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4.1 MM THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The principle issue rests on whether or not the Church of 
Scotland is prepared to acknowledge that it is the term 'parish' 
which has confused much of its thinking. It is argued that it 
should be dealing with congregations in all its decisions, the 
differences being accounted for in terms of the localised or the 
spatially distributed choice patterns of the members of each 
congregation. Many rural congregations have found themselves 
linked to each other with a minister overseeing the entire 
charge. This appears to be a consideration which has never been 
fully explored in the urban cities, (the reasons being Idictat' 
rather than evidence 1= =). The same criteria of financial 
viability affects each situation, and the savings in ministerial 
manpower which have been significant elsewhere would apply 
equally to the urban cities. 
However, the old axiom of 'one minister, one parish' Is 
still applied in the cities, but if this means the suppression 
and closure of one congregation gua church in order simply to 
maintain this axiom, this is not theologically justified. It has 
no scriptural referencep and if the whole process merely serves 
the purpose of providing = charge and thereby preventing 
seniority disputes or conferring A@A vitsm AUt culram privileges 
on inducted ministers, this too Is theologically suspect. 
7be alternative to unions and closures is to reverse this 
policy entirely and to act on the basis that these 
congregations -- eclectic or otherwise -- exist, and as such 
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require to be ministered to. In saying this, due note has been 
taken of the inability of the Church to find sufficient, numbers 
of ministers, and even if this condition were. satisfied, to 
provide the minimum stipend requirement, (the second being more 
crucial than the first). Thus the opportunity exists, especially 
In the larger centres of population, to encourage the use of 
non-stipendiary personnel drawn from the present lay membership 
to help bridge the numerical and financial gaps. Already within 
the Church there is provision for Readers and Auxiliary 
Ministersq but the former find little calling for their services 
and the latter have their spheres of duty closely defined and, by 
proscription, can never receive a calling to a full-time charge. 
Here, then, is the basis of the trained manpower required by the 
Church. The problem is how to make sure that it is used in a 
constructive manner, thereby providing more involvement in the 
task of ministering to the people, and further encouraging others 
to come forward and accept training for these identified tasks. 
This is an area of decision-taking which is rightly the 
remit of the city-based Presbyteries. They alone ought to have a 
real understanding of their local situation and its special 
needs. However, they have placed themselves in a subordinate 
r8le to the Assembly Committee for Union and Readjustment. They 
will therefore require to present their own alternativP, Xjnr= 
JU& whole 
Presbytery which insists on the retention of all 
congregations as 'congregations-in-being' using their own 
churches and ancillary buildings excepting the manses. Such 
plans will involve where necessary the retention of existing 
ministers In -JIU until retirement or demissionp but inviting and 
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welcoming their full participation if so offered. These plans 
will nevertheless have regard to the long tem objective which 
groups congregations on a spatial basis conforming to natural 
boundaries which approximate to the directional drifts observed 
in the locality studies contained in the previous chapter, rather 
than continuing on the basis of individual parish boundaries as 
at present. 
The object of such a change is to pave the way towards joint 
ministries(52) which would be achieved by declaringcarjl vacancy 
as a Ter-minable appointment at the direction of Presbytery. (53) 
In this instance, several stipendiary ministers would agree to 
work in concert with each otheran! j with associated Readers and 
Auxiliary Ministers to minister to the whole needs of an area. 
The congregations as such would have their 'own minister' as such 
but on a linked, shared basis with the non-stipendiary associates 
assisting with Sunday services on a rotational basis and wherever 
possible with some of the visitation. With the requirement to 
provide stipend on a shared basis, many of these congregations 
would become become financially self-sufficient and, more 
importantly from a self-respect perspective, contributors to the 
schemes of the church. Whilst it may appear to be the case that 
all congregations want their own minister, it is argued that marW 
Kirk Sessions are realistic enough in their expectations to 
realise that a zonal joint-ministry offers a better alternative 
--------------------------------------------------- m ------------- 
52 This term has been deliberately coined to avoid the present 
usages of Team and Group ministries which already attempt 
to define respective roles in terms of seniority. 
53 Logic dictates that without this provision, there would be 
difficulty firstly in attracting the manpower, and secondly 
in achieving the flexibility needed. 
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solution than what for them is ultimate failure -- Union and 
closure. Given the widespread disillusionment which prevails 
amongst the eldership towards Presbytery, the fact that 
Presbytery would be seen to be helping to formulate and provide a 
programme aimed at creating stability and a basis of outreach 
simultaneously would possibly alter attitudes towards their own 
pastoral role. If Presbytery is seen as an agent of 
reinforcement of the congregations, the distinct possibility is 
that resistancet occasioned more by distrust and fears about 
closures, would turn to acceptance and co-operation. 
Such a plan would signal Presbytery's Intention to redress 
the balance from retrenchment and contraction towards stemming 
the losses wherever possible and providing a new basis for 
pastoral ministry. A scheme such as this might usefully put into 
practice some of the practical suggestions which are the result 
of observations arising from the analysis of the Dundee data. 
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7.4.2 Z= PRAGMATIC CONSIDERATIONS 
It will be apparent that this research ultimately benefited 
from the co-operation of so many parishes in providing its 
data-base. The scale of the data in numerical terms allowed the 
researcher to work at different levels within the data and by 
different locality basis at will. This scale is beyond the 
capacity of individual parishes and would present difficulties 
even at Presbytery level. 
Thus one problem faces every congregation. They only have 
access to their own limited insight as to the true picture which 
pertains in their own locality. Ideallyq some form of 'pooling' 
of information would be distinctly useful but this would need to 
be done on a Presbytery-wide basis to be effective and would 
carry tremendous overheads in terms of the administration 
necessary to update these records. These howevert are not too 
high a price to pay for the effectiveness and advantages which 
would accrue. The non-existence of such a central reference 
point has distinct disadvantages when conceived of in terms of 
the pastoral oversight of the membership. When, for example, a 
residential change takes place and the member does not seek a 
Certificate of Transference, andq for whatever reason, begins to 
drift out of membership, two important actions need to be taken 
in this situation. 
Firstly, when the drift is recognised by the 'parent' 
congregation, they have a pastoral responsibility to encourage 
the person to attend the local congregation. Secondly, they have 
a pastoral obligation to notifv the local congregation of the 
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member's name and addresst and in turn, that congregation has a 
continuing responsibility to visit and to encourage a transfer of 
membership. The inclusion of the person's name on their magazine 
distribution list would be a constant reminder of the Church's 
continuing pastoral concern. This is not simply 'recycling' the 
members but is a first step in tackling the 'distance' 
(lapsing-risk) factor which has been identified by the use of a 
localily based, congregation-centred, pastoral outreach. 
The project has used computer mapping techniques as a means 
of pattern detection, but a highly simplified method is available 
to every congregation and it is within the grasp of any who have 
the time to make use of it. A map of the area with sufficient 
resolution to identify houses within streets(54) is sufficient to 
give enough necessary level of detail. The entire membership is 
plotted from the communion roll noting the irregular or 
non-attending members as filled dots, regular communion 
attendance as circles, and where these persons are known to be 
regular Sunday attenderst the circles are coloured in a different 
colour. Such a distribution brings into relief areas of 
non-contact or areas where pastoral visitation may be a priority 
venture. It was noted (but was not followed up) that some areas 
(and even streets) appear to have a 'church-consciousnesst with 
noticeably higher ratios of members to the resident population of 
the area/street. It is suggested that areas such as these must 
form a priority for visitation on the basis of an existing 
tchurch-awareness' amongst the residents. -Thus the individual 
congregation is capable of analysing its own neighbourhood to its 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
54 These maps are obtainable either as Ordinance Survey Maps 
or from the City Planning Departments. 
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own tactical advantage. Of particular importance is the fact 
that in-migrants appear to be disposed to take up church 
membership, and any form of 'street-arrival' notification system 
would provide a steady stream of potential new members. 
This leads to a consideration of the necessity for zaj2x = 
gU claims Qf- membershiR elsewhere being checked with the other 
congregation. At the minimum, it confirms the persons address to 
that parish, but it also does not prevent the opportunity of 
extending an invitation to transfer membership if the claim is 
later known to be tenuous. It is here that the advantage of a 
centrally operated record system would pay handsome dividends. 
Often, the membership claim is left unsubstantiated for fear of 
offence to either the resident or the office bearers of the 
stated congregation. The Church can no longer afford the luxury 
of such diffidence, and it is suggested that co-operation in this 
area would help close a loophole which- exists whereby 
considerable numbers simply become 'lostt through loss of address 
details. 
The point has already been made concerning a change in the 
regulations concerning Certificates of Transference being issued 
direct to a named parish and including any associated change of 
address thereby obviating a potential drift from membership. 
However, there is also a necessity to revise the regulations 
concerning 'Admission by Kirk Session Resolution' to distinguish 
critically between those admitted to membership thr, first 
_tj, p-e, 
(ie. technically First Communicants who are spared 
personal embarrassment perhaps because of age, ) and those being 
re-admitted having been removed fromthAt nongregational JIQU. 
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The Kirk Session Resolution must not be regarded as a short-out 
to the -acquisition of members at the expense of failing to 
observe the procedures regarding Transference. Neither is it 
deemed improper for one Session to approach another Session 
directly requesting that such a Transfer be processed. It is 
thought to be important that the old system of 'uplifting 
I 
lines', be abolished. The fact that the person can hold this 
Certificate for innumerable years without lodging it with another 
congregation suggests not only a theologically Igreyt area but 
questions the raison dt9tre of the system. It is suggested that 
the position regarding all these oustanding Certificates be 
rectified by announcing that they must be lodged by a prescribed 
date. After that point in timev only those Transferences 
operated between congregations == are recognised. 
Finally, two further practical recommendations may be, made 
and each concerns the present Roll-keeping procedures. It has 
been shown that some First Communicants fail to record attendance 
at Communion. This may be simply an 'administrative' errort but 
it is suspected that this is not the case; The non-communicating 
of a First Communicant should be drawn to the minister's 
attention immediately for at least the first two years- after 
joining the congregation. Secondly, the large numbers of 
'claimed'-membership respondents suggested that these persons 
thought they were members and were included on the Roll. 
Administratively, at each communion, a card-token ought to be 
returned for each communicant. To fulfil this requirementl cards 
ought to be made out for those without them as a simple means of 
ensuring that every record is updated and also that technical 
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'non-members' can be isolated by the Roll keeper and passed to 
the minister. These persons can then be visited at a later date 
extending an invitation to them to join the membership. This 
would seem to be the only practical method of ensuring that the 
Rolls do include those who believe themselves to be members. 
Secondly, (and this research has no direct evidence of the 
prevalence of the following practice, ) all members ought to be 
visited pastorally at least once annually by their elderp but at 
each communion occasion, a communion card must be delivered 
beforehand. It is known that a practice of thinking has 
developed in which it is reasoned that if a member did not attend 
on the last occasion, then automatically they will have retained 
their communion card, and, so the theory goes, there is no 
requirement for a new card to be issued. This gives rise to 
accusations by some members that the 'church' does not visit or 
show any interest in them. It would seem that rectifying this 
particular administrative problem is a small cost compared to the 
removal of the criticism as well as signifying that the 
congregation does have a continuing pastoral concern for these 
members. 
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7.5 CONCLUDING SUMMARY 
This research set out to investigate the underlying patterns 
of Church membership in the Church of Scotland in Dundee. In 
doing so, it highlighted the effect of the Scottish housing 
policy on the Church's membership through J11trA-urban migration. 
This has been shown to have produced two side effects. One is 
the individual's risk of lapsing through 
'membership-at-a-distances; the second is the collective effect 
which has produced eclectic 'congregationalism' on a large scale. 
The demographic patterns suggested that the Church's 
'cradle-to-gravet ideal was sadly deficient but this. pointed 
towards an area where pastoral care and attention might prove 
more effective than the current over-concentration on obtaining 
young entrants. In highlighting the weaknesses and the potential 
strengths of the present day urban churches, it passed from the 
data to a consideration of the present infra-structure of the 
institutional Church and- considered how the policies of the 
Churcho operating through its Committee sub-structure, related to 
the data evidence. 
- It concludes that the urban situation demands a different 
approach to that currently pursued, and whilst not denigrating 
the efforts of the individual parishes, suggests that the wide 
scale problems of 'congregationalism' and 'lapsing, membership 
require a zonal mission-orientation and a pastoral response aimed 
at stabilising the present loss rate. It ventures to suggest the 
nature of the alternative structures required and concludes with 
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several practical recommendations aimed at providing better care 
of the membership. 
Despite its scope and depth, it makes no more claim than to 
have provided some new methodological techniques and some basic 
insights derived from the spatial concepts employed. These are 
presented in the sincere hope that some of them may prove 
fruitful, and in turn, evoke further research and study in 
Scotland. 
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UNIVERSITY OF ST. ANDREWS 
ST. MARYS COLUGE, 
ST. ANDRLWS. 
UIFE. KY16 9JLJ. 
This letter serves to introduce the writer as a Licentiate of the 
Ciurch of Scotland and also as a Researrh Student at St Mary's College, 
Univemity of St Andrews under the aegis-of the Department of 
Practical Theology and Professor James Whyte. 
The research work whirh is being undertaken is sPerifically 
concerned with I ... Soriological and Demogralhic 
fiatterns of Membership 
in the rhurrh of Scotland in the Urban setting of Dundee ... I. You may 
recall that the ITesbytery of Dundee were apizoached at their January 
meeting and 
"... agreed to assist Mr. Yates in a survey of Church 
Membershii) distribution in 'Dundee by encouraging 
congregations to allow him access to their membership 
records ... 
It is with this In mind that I now write to ask formal consent of both 
yourself and the Kirk Session to make your records available to me on 
a short loan basis'. Attached to this introductory letter is a brief 
summary of how this information will be used. Also, there is a request 
for agreement to conduct a simple Questionnaire-Survey amongst those 
congregation members attending a Sunday Service. 
I would Particularly ask that your congregation participate in the 
survey - in spite of all the difficulties which may attend such an 
exercise. It is becoming increasingly imi)ortant that factual information 
on a large scale is urgently require-i to more fully understand the trends 
within the Ciurch of Scotlanfl today. I would hole that my requests will 
not simply be seen as 'yet another' piece of research, but also in the 
light of a project which may have TTagmatically useful analysin of use 
both to inlividual Iarishes, as well as Providing an overview of our 
(burrh of Scotland I)resence within the rity of Dundee. 
It should be stated that all information will be comWter-coded to 
safeguard individual identities and Preserve confidentiality. It is holed, 
if time permits, to Provide individual parishes with their own respective 
analysis details; (- or even 'groups, of conti ous 1jarishes should they 
signify their willingness to *pool* informationr. 
I hope that you will feel free - if you or your Kirk Session have 
&ny queries or reservations, to raise questions and I will be Pleased 
to answer these in Jerson, for it is my sincere hoPe that my quest to 
understand the underlying trends may add something to our joint understanding 
of the nature of Church Membership in the 1980s. 
I remain 
Yours sincerely. 
6c 
r-B. YAM, S 
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The Scope of the DLmdee Research Project 
The project starts from a very simple Premise. The numerical 
preciseness of the Year Book statistics inevitably conceals underlying 
trends. It is common knowledge that some members attend most regularly 
whilst some do not; some live near the church, others travel 
considerable distances; some are elderly, some are not; some were 
brought up in this church. others moved elsewhere but still attend. 
whilst yet others have chosen to join this congregation. Some have 
become members by virtue of Transfer Certificate or as a result of a 
Union and Readjustment. As a result we have a very Partial 'picture' 
of the whole situation in any Particular area. It is possible that 
there are areas within an urban city where the Church of Scotland 
Presence is minimal - but at the present moment no one - to borrow a 
phrase. has the whole Picture. 
However. with the aid of computing facilities, it is possible to 
handle large quantities of data and detail, enabling the Production 
of both the Parish Picture (own members and members belonging elsewhere) 
as well as a 'Presbytery' Picture (all members by defined, small 
geographic localities). At the same time, it is also possible to compare 
the Registrar General Census figures for the 1981 Census and compare the 
relative levels of Church of Scotland penetration in each civil ward. 
This part of the project relies upon free access to existing Kirk Session 
'Membership Rolls' and 'Supplementary Rolls'. With this in mind, 
permission is sought to borrow these documents, at such time is mutually 
convenient, for a period of time estimated at a maximum of 14 days. 
The documents will be Properly looked after and, if an 'emergency, 
occurred necessitating their urgent return. they would be returned 
within 24 hours. The information extracted would be the locality in 
which the member resided and the first four letters of his or her name. 
If the 'Membership Roll' shows communicant attendance, then this will 
be extracted at the same time. It is stressed again that it will be 
impossible for anyone excepting the researcher himself to identify an 
individual. 
your cooperation and assistance is also sought in Iwo other 
areas. 
Firstly; it is to be hoped that a Questionnaire-Survey might be 
undertaken by the Kirk Session on its own members present at one of its 
meetings. A copy of the Proposed survey is attached (and the forms 
would be supplied complete with a prepaid return envelope). You will 
see that most of the questions seek a factual answer and - Perhaps with 
the one exception of the question about lageli should cause no adverse 
comment or Personal unease. The questions vrobe into the factors of 
'distance' and 'urban-migration'. The locculiationl-question is asked 
in order that it may be coded and later compared (on an aggregate basis) 
with the 1981 Census data for each locality. The lenultimate question 
seeks to gather primary data on an area largely ignored by other researchers 
i. e. an Indication of the basis of , loyalty' or 'allegiance' to a Particular 
congregation. The last question, (which is asked only of Session Members, 
seeks to establish their Personal perception of the priorities of the 
Kirk Session and congregation. TEN areas of concern are indicated 
briefly. The resPondents are asked to choose NINE of these and to rate 
their HIGHEST CHOICE with the score of '9', the next scores '8'; down to 
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a score of Ill for the least significant choice made. Provision is 
also made for the resPondent to indicate any Particular area of 
concern which - had it been included. would have scored 7,8. or 9 
(highest priority). 
It is estimate4 that the administration of the Survey would 
take no more than 7-10 minutes. 
The Second Matter relates also to the Questionnaire-Survey form, 
but administered among the members who were attending the church one 
Sunday morning. The object is not to know 'how many' were present, 
but to learn something about the constituency of people who attended 
a Sunday Service. Such a constituency would involve a 'cross section' 
of regular and less frequent attenders. The questions asked are 
very similar to the 'Elders Survey'-form and probe at the effect of 
distance and inter-urban migration (which is higher in Scottish cities 
than in England to judge by the % change In the Polling Registers each 
year). There is also the question which seeks to elicit the 'loyalty/ 
allegiance' factor within the members to a larticular congregation. 
Given the availability of this kind of data, it may be possible 
to detect significant differences between the geographical distribution 
of the flembership Roll of a farish and those who regularly attend 
Sunday worship in that I'arish Church. There is also the possibility 
that the influence of migration may be a factor which is worthy of 
the attention of kresbyteries of the Church of Scotland as a whole. 
It is hoped that the above information may convince you and the 
Kirk Session that there is the possibility of a useful. pragmatic. 
end Product to this research as it approaches the subject seeking a 
descriptive understanding of the evidence rather than from the 
theoretical standpoint seeking confirmation. The task of conducting 
the Survey would largely devolve on the Session members or their 
delegates. The Sunday chosen for the exercise would best be a 
non-'special-service'. In no way are the tasks minimised, by the 
wTiter, nor ran it be said that all the Pitfalls have been envisaged. 
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IEPARTMENT OF PRAMCAL MOLOGY, ST MARYS COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF ST ANDREWS 
RESEARCH MJECT : CHURCH WIBERSHIP PATTERNS i C. B. YATES 
Fteply from the Parish of: 
............................................. 
A) We are willing for you to have arcess to our Membership 
Roll and our Supplementary Roll in accordance with the 
Irovisos already given by you 
/LR, subject to the additional Irovisoe given overleaf 
These records may be obtaineA by contacting 
Mr/Mrs/Mis, S Tele 
.......... 
Address 
/QR, we wou14 wish to have further information on the subject 
Please contact Tele 
B) The Session are willing to participate by completing 
the Elders Survey questionnaire forms 
We require - 
forms for this Purpose 
OR/ 
We would wish the opportunity for further 
Wormation and fuller discussion 
Rease contact 7ble 
I..................... -0........ 
0 
C) The session are willing to Participate and assist 
in carrying out the 'Church Attenders'-Survey 
amongst our congregation on a Sunday morning 
(provisionally Jate 
- month -) 
We estimate that - 
forms will be required 
OR/ We would wish the oPportunity of further information 
and fuller Aiscussion; Please contact 
mr/mrs/miss 
....................... 
Tele 
.......... 0. 
Signed 
Minister/Session Clerk 
? lease return in envelope Provided. 
C. B. Yates, 
c/o St Mary's College, 
University of St Andrews, 
South Street, 
St Andrews. 
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Church of Scotland 
: 
" '""+ 
CHURCH ATTENDERS -SURVEY 
1982 
You are krAted to participate in a large-scale survey which incorporates a Cluestionnaire- 
Survey amongst our Members who attend Sunday worship in this Parish Church. Your Minister 
and Kick Session have agreed to conduct this survey and the information will be used in a 
Research Projecl being conducted by a student of the Department of Practical Theology at St. 
Mary's College. University of St. Andrews. The aim of the research is to add to our joint 
understanding of the current trends and patterns which exist within our present Membership. 
YOU ARE ASSURED THAT ALL INFORMATION 
GIVEN WILL BE TREATED AS CONFIDENTIAL 
PLEASE READ THESE NOTES FOR GUIDANCE 
Would you please complete All the questions INSIDE this form - it will take approximalely 
5 minutes of your time. Would you please complete it before leaving the church today. and return 
it to the duty-party at the church door on the way out. 
IF any question does not provide you with a suitable 'alternative' answer. please feel free to 
write a comment AND mark the most suitable alternative answer printed on the form. 
Please do NOT answer the Questions on the last page UNLESS asked to do so. 
You are cordially thanked for your participation and personal co-operation in answering these 
questions. 
0 C. B. va"s Ign 
Prwfied by Swr Pnrderv Glenrothes Ltd. 
APPENDIX 11 -2 
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1,4 
,i 
t 
toc Fco 
CHURCH ATTENDERS 
SURVEY 1982 
Ouestion I Mease give your Norm Address including your house number in your road or street. 
IFjn I 
Ouestion 2 
Contion 3 
Please give your SURNAME: Mr/Mrs/Moss 
Are you? MARRIED 
WIDOW or SINGLE 
WIDOWER 
(Please tick ' P" * the appropriate box1 
Ouestion 4 Please indicate your approximate AGE by a 6"' ' in the appropriate box 
PARIS" - less than 20 years old 
F-1 
20-24yrs 25-29yrs 
r--ý 30-34yrs r7 351-39yrs r---j 
40,44yrs 45-49yr3 
f--j 
, 
50-54yrs [ý 55-59yrs F--ý 
60,64yrs 
r--j 65-69yrz ED Myrs or older .......... F-1 
Ouestion 5 TNs question asks about the regularity of your attendance at Sunday worship in THIS Church 
a) Would you ran yourself a "VISITOR"? NO or YES (delete one) 
b) Do you attend Church ...... 
(Please ' Poop * ONE box) 
EVERY SUNDAY? or 2 to 3 times a month ED 
cw monthly? 
F-1 
or infrequently (perhaps 
through circumstances) 
C) Did you attend the LAST Communion Service in this Church? 
Did you attend the Communion Service before last? 
PICC 
auestion 6 This question enquires about the way people travel to church. 
a) Do you: WALK 
f-ý 
or use your OWN TRANSPORT 
or receive a REGULAR fift F--j or use a Public Service Bus F--j 
b) IF YOU replied 'Service Bus'. which Bus 'Route-number(s)' did you use? 
Bus No-- - (Bus No.: _ if two are used) 
c) Approximately, how many MINU`TES does your travelling take? 
(door to door) 
t minutes 
Taus OF 
1 
-- 
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Question 7 a) Now long have you lived at your present address? (Please ' Vo 'I 
_ix 
LOCAD oco 
1.1 
-1 
11 
-1-1 
11 
less than 6 years 
between 6& lDyts between II& 15yrs between 16 & 2Wrs 
0 
between 21 & 225yrs between 26 &3 
Rrnore 
than 35yrs . 
b) Have you rnoved house WITHIN Dundee during the last 25yrs? YESMO 
IF YES. how often have you moved house? -times. 
What was your address PRIOR to moving to your present address? 
ipL. it%@ £tat@) 
IF you have moved INTO Dundee in the past 25 years, please say WHERE you 
moved from: hown/area) 
Cluestion 8 Please decide which option applies to you. and answer in box below 
Single persons; married men; - please give your occupation below 
Married worrien; - please give your HUSBAND'S occupation below 
Widows; - please give your late husband's last occupation 
Retired men; - please give your last FULL-TIME occupation before Retirement 
OCCUPATION - 
Cluestion 9 Are you a 'Member' of this Parish Church? 
(i. e. on the Communicant Roll) please'e ' if YES F-I 
if not a 'member'. do you worship in this Church regularly? 
IF You described yourself as a 'VISITOR' in Question 5(a), do you belong to another Church 
of Scotland Congregation in Dundee. if so which Church? 
QuestionlO Please choose from the alternatives given. the answers which best describe your Membership 
of this Congregation. 
Please 'W' boxes to the left of the question choices 
8) 1 live within the parish boundaries of this church 
b) I used to five within the parish boundaries of this church 
cl My family were originally connected with this church 
dl I joined THIS congregation as a First Communicant 
0) 1 joined this congregation by 'Transferring' my Membership (look at (g) before answering) 
f) I joined this congregation at the time when my previous congregation was UNITED with 
THIS congregation 
9) At the time when my old congregation was involved in a UNION with another 
congregation, I chose to join this congregation by transferring my Membership. 
THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 
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ELDERS SURVEY ONLY 
PLEASE DO NOT ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS UNLESS REQUESTED TO DO SO 
Cluestion 9E How long have you been an ordained Elder? 
ORD IY-11 PARISH 
years 
Were you ordained an Elder in THIS Parish? YESINO 
If your answer was 'No% in which Parish were you ordained? 
PARISH 
, 
TOWN 
Cluestion 10E Please choose the answer(s) which BEST describe your Membership of THIS Parish church. 
Please -V" choice boxes to the lett. 
- a) I live within the parish boundaries 
-b) I used to live within the parish boundaries 
_c) My family were originally connected with this church 
- d) I joined this congregation as a First Communicant 
_e) I joined this congregation by 'Transferring' my Membership. fPlease look at 1g) before 
answering) 
_f) I joined this congregation at the time when my previous congregation was UNITED with 
THIS congregation 
_g) At the lime when my old congregation was involved in a UNION with another congre- 
gation. I chose to join this congregation by Transferring my Membership 
Ouestion 11 E Kirk Sessions deal with many, varied matters relating to the spiritual and material well being of 
their congregations and parish. Below are TEN areas of possible concern in your discussions. 
THEY ARE IN NO ORDER OF PRIOROTY. You are asked to give them a priority ranging from'9* 
(the area of highest priority) to '11' (the least priority). ONE item will NOT receive any score. 
Score them according to how YOU perceive their priority. 
A Christian Unity 
-8 Adult Christian Education 
-C Greater emphasis on congregational fellowship 
-D Discussion lime for Presbytery matters 
-E Visitation/ Mission Campaigns 
-F Improved and greater Pastoral Care 
-G Christian Education of Children 
-H Church involvement in 'Community' Projects 
-1 Increased emphasis on Financial giving 
-J Work 'outside' amongst Voung people 
Has any area (which you would hAve scored 7 or moro) been missed? 
Please comment. 
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